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ABSTRACT
The K2 mission has targeted large numbers of nearby (d < 100 pc) GKM dwarfs selected
from the SUPERBLINK proper motion survey (µ > 40 mas yr−1, V < 20). K2 campaigns
0 through 15 monitored a total of 58,484 of these cool main-sequence stars. We used the
auto-correlation function to search for fast rotators by identifying short-period photometric
modulations in the K2 light curves. We identified 1,113 candidate fast rotators with rotation
periods < 4 days that show light curve modulations consistent with star spots in their pho-
tosphere. Their kinematics show low average transverse velocities, suggesting they are part
of the local, young disk population. We demonstrate that the M dwarf fast rotators selected
from the K2 light curves are significantly more likely to have UV excess, which indicates
they are chromospherically active. Based on these results, we discuss the potential of the K2
mission to identify new nearby young GKM dwarfs on the basis of these fast rotation rates.
Using the K2 light curves, we also search for randomly occurring white light flare events
as a tracer of magnetic activity. We show that the flare rate appears to be strongly correlated
with the amplitude of the star spot fluctuations, which suggests that flares are more frequent
when spot coverage on a star is higher. We find a possible correlation between the timing of
the flares and the intensity level in the star.
Additionally, the K2 mission targeted low-mass, high-velocity stars selected from the
SUPERBLINK catalog. While we expect the rotation rate of these old stars to have slowed
down, our search for fast rotators has identified 12 fast-rotator candidates among this subset.
We suggest these stars may be tidally locked, close binary systems.
Finally, our search for fast rotators identified 13 eclipsing systems in this old population
of low-mass, and presumably metal-poor stars. Six of these systems are reported here for
the first time, and are prime targets for calibrating the mass-luminosity and mass-radius
relationships in old, metal-poor, low-mass stars.
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CHAPTER 0
DEDICATION
In 2007, I sat in the The University of Georgia student center with my mom and dad. It was
freshman orientation and they were helping me select classes to take in the fall. I was an
economics major and I needed to take a physical science class to fulfill my core requirements.
I told them I didn’t like physical science in high school and I didn’t want to take a hard class
my first semester at college and away from home. My dad told me that he took astronomy
101 in college and really liked it. He suggested I take the same class. I kept calling the class
astrology 101, but he told me he didn’t think astronomy and astrology were the same thing.
I told him I would figure out the difference at some point that semester.
I don’t have some heartwarming story about getting my first telescope at three years old.
I am not naturally inclined to math and science. In fact, my major was economics because I
had wanted to get a business degree with a dance minor. I had been a ballerina all my life,
and my dream was to open my own dance studio one day. It turns out I hate economics. I
needed to change my major, but I didn’t know what I wanted to do instead. I had to make a
decision. I impulsively changed my major to astronomy since it turned out to be my favorite
class that semester.
I didn’t think that I would ever get to where I am today. I never planned to study
astronomy or get my PhD. However, the chips kept falling in my favor and I kept going.
It was really hard work. I have wanted to quit along the way so many times that I can’t
remember. My parents have been there every step of the way to encourage me. I have cried
vto them countless times that I didn’t think I could finish the PhD. That I couldn’t see the
point to putting myself through so much stress for something that technically wasn’t even
my passion. I just wound up here by accident. Because I’m stubborn.
They constantly reminded me through the years that one day this would all be worth
it. It would be worth developing imposter syndrome. Worth developing generalized anxiety
disorder. It would be worth it all. Now that I am done, I can honestly say it was worth it.
Relentlessly pursuing this project to its completion has been my life’s greatest achievement.
I could not have done it without them. And so, after eleven and a half long years of waiting
to write these words. It is with overwhelming love, gratitude, and appreciation that I dedi-
cate this dissertation:
To my mom and dad.
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Figure 1.1 Rotation rate as a function of age (middle line), figure from Skumanich
(1972). The three data points from left to right are the Pleaides, Hyades, and
Sun. The arrow on the Hyades indicates the uncertainty in the age of the
Hyades in 1972, which is now known to be 650 Myr. The line of best fit to the
data follows a one over square root law, which is still the general formulation
of gyrochronolgy today. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Figure 1.2 Age-normalized rotation rates of field and cluster stars as a function of
B−V color, adapted from figure 3 of Barnes (2007). The black line indicates
the rotation sequence that Sunlike stars converge to after 650 Myr, after which
the rotation period (P) decreases proportionally to the square root of the star’s
age (t), which means that the ratio P/
√
t is a constant. The black line shows
how the convergence point varies with mass (using the color B-V as a proxy
for mass). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Figure 1.3 Angular velocity as a function of age for 0.9 < M/M ≤ 1.1 stars (top)
and 0.1 < M/M ≤ 0.4 stars (bottom), from figure 5 and 6 in Irwin & Bouvier
(2009), respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Figure 1.4 Figure 5 from Newton et al. (2017). This figure shows rotation period
as a function of mass for stars with Hα emission (filled circles) and those
without (empty circles). We compare this figure with our data presented in
Figure 5.8. We note that Newton’s study extended to much longer rotation
periods than the ones presented in this study. Their study obtained data from
the MEarth telescopes which have both longer coverage and higher cadence
than the K2 mission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Figure 1.5 light curve amplitudes as a function of rotation period for the 134
SUPERBLINK K2 M dwarfs studied in Stelzer et al. (2016). Their work sug-
gested that stars with shorter rotation periods (and presumed to be younger)
have a high amplitude of rotation modulation that drops towards longer ro-
tation periods. After a rotation period of ∼10 days, all stars seem to have an
equal level of variability due to star spots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
xiii
Figure 1.6 Flare flux as a function of time for 885 flare events observed in the
Kepler light curve of the active M dwarf GJ 1243; from figure 4 of Davenport
et al. (2014). The time axis is given in units of the relative decay time for
each flare event. The red line is the template developed by Davenport to
remove flare events from Kepler light curves. Their work demonstrates the
need to remove these numerous and complex events from temporal data to
better search for rotation periods and planet transits in time series data. . . 17
Figure 1.7 Subdwarf mass luminosity relationship determined by (Jao et al. 2016).
The solid line indicates and 1 Gyr age main-sequence isochrone for age 1 Gyr.
The other lines represent the theoretical location of 6 Gyr age stars with
metallicities [m/H]= -0.5, -1.0 and -2.0 at an age of 6 Gyr (from bottom to
top). These isochrones are from Baraffe et al. (2015). The work presented
in Jao et al. (2016) demonstrates the need to find more halo multiple star
systems to better calibrate their masses and evolution. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Figure 2.1 Positions of all 58,484 SBK2 targets in campaigns 0-15. The black
points represent all SBK2 targets, the red circles represent the 1,113 fast
rotators (Prot ≤ 4 days) identified in our search, see Section 2.2. Several of
the campaigns targeted nearby clusters of stars, e.g. C04 the Hyades and
Pleiades, C05 the Beehive, C13 the Hyades, and C15 the star forming region
in Scorpius. We note that two of the CCDs were disabled in C00-C11. After
C11, a third chip was lost. Thee disabled chips are seen as blank spaces in
the field of view. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Figure 2.2 An example of the zag-zag pattern in the raw photometry of the K2
data. This occurs due to the changes in pixel sensitivity as the star drifts
across the CCD. The jump occurs when the thrusters fire to point the telescope
back to the center of the field of view, which occurs approx. every 6 hours. . 24
Figure 2.3 An example of the jump in flux of the corrected K2 photometry (red
points) after the spacecraft is turned to point back to Earth for data upload
(which occurs during the gap in the light curve). The black data points show
the raw light curve prior to the Vanderburg reduction. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Figure 2.4 The parameters A (left) and B (middle) calculated from the ACF used
to reject false positive rotation signals. The dashed line in the middle panel
indicates the rejection of any star with B < 2. These selection criteria were
determined after careful “by-eye” examination of hundreds of K2 light curves.
The right panel plots the amplitude of the star spot modulation (from the
dispersion in the light curve σ) against the estimated stellar rotation period
Prot. There does not appear to be any obvious correlation between amplitude
and rotation period. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
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Figure 2.5 An example of a K2 light curve (9-day subset, left) with a strong au-
tocorrelation signal (ACF profile, right). The high B values pass our selection
criteria and is above the threshold to be considered a high confidence result. 32
Figure 2.6 Two examples of light curves with B values close to the limit of our
selection cut off (B > 2.0). EPIC 212396917 (top) has a clear recurrent signal
in its light curve, while EPIC 212395381 (bottom) is relatively noisier with
no clearly identifiable pattern. While their auto-correlation functions right
panels) appear similar at first glance, EPIC 212395381 has peaks of lower
amplitude, which places its values of A and B outside of our selection limit. . 33
Figure 2.7 An example of a noisy lights curve, where no clear modulation can be
detected despite the identification of a signal in the auto-correlation function.
Although the auto-correlation function (panel on the right) show a number of
local maxima, those are not well defined which is reflected in the low values
of A and B obtained from a parabola fit of the first five local maxima. We
thus reject all stars that have similarly low values of B, setting the limit for
positive detection at B > 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Figure 2.8 Comparison of Lomb Scargle to ACF+FFT rotation periods. The
black, solid line represents perfect agreement. We find that the rotation peri-
ods calculated using the ACF+FFT routine are underestimated by 26%, and
we correct our derived results by this amount. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Figure 2.9 Distribution of the rotation periods identified in this work. We find
fewer targets with with Prot > 1.5 days. This may be intrinsic to the popula-
tion of young stars we study here or a systematic trend in the data. . . . . . 37
Figure 2.10 Three examples of the fastest rotators (left) and slowest rotators (right)
in our subset of stars with rotation periods < 3.5 days. . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
Figure 2.11 Three examples of the reddest fast rotators (left) and bluest fast rota-
tors (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Figure 2.12 Three examples of fast rotators with the lowest amplitude of variability
(left) and highest amplitude of variability (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
Figure 2.13 Three examples of the brightest fast rotators (left) and dimmest (right). 42
Figure 2.14 Fraction of rapidly rotating M dwarfs as a function of magnitude. At
fainter magnitudes, the fraction of fast rotators increases because the fainter
magnitudes are comprised mainly of M dwarfs as indicated by Figure 3.1. The
drop off at G > 16 is indicative of the K2 detection limit for fast rotators.
This limit is due to light curves that are too noisy to detect a repeating signal. 43
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Figure 2.15 Frequency histogram of apparent G magnitudes of all SBK2 stars
(black) and rapid rotators (red). These histograms indicate that the downturn
in detection of rapid rotators with G > 17 is a result of our sample becoming
incomplete at this magnitude and not a limitation of our detection methods.
We also note the bimodal distribution of fast rotators. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
Figure 2.16 Rotation period as a function of color. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
Figure 2.17 Color-apparent magnitude of all SBK2 stars (black) and fast rotators
(red). FGKM spectral types correspond to G-J colors of: F 1-1.2, G 1.2 -1.3,
K 1.3-1.8, and M > 1.8. This plot shows that the majority of the stars in our
sample are brighter than G=16, and that we detect very few stars fainter than
18th magnitude. We conclude that the trend seen in Figure 2.14 is due to the
incomplete nature of the sample at faint magnitudes and is not a reflection of
the sensitivity of our rotation period finding algorithm. . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
Figure 3.1 Reduced proper motion diagram for all 58,484 high proper motion
stars observed in the first 15 K2 campaigns with light curves analyzed in
the present study. The fast rotators are indicated by red circles. The blue
dashed box represents a “by eye” boundary identifying the locus of main-
sequence stars of the old, Galactic halo population; stars of the Galactic disk
fall above this box. The M dwarf fast rotators, especially at the red end of the
main sequence (G-J>2.0), tend to be slightly elevated above the main locus
of the Galactic disk population, which is a typical feature of nearby young
stars. The rapidly rotating halo objects (red dots inside the box) may be
interacting binary systems, in which the rotation rates have been spun up by
tidal interactions, this idea is explored further in Chapter 6. . . . . . . . . . 49
Figure 3.2 Color-magnitude diagram used to derive photometric distances of SBK2
stars. All 11,809 calibration stars are plotted as black dots, and the stars that
pass the cuts made to the initial polynomial fits are over plotted as blue dots.
The bottom panel shows the difference between the derived magnitude and
the actual magnitude of the calibration stars used to derive the fit. We find
that the typical error on the photometric distances are 15% of the distance,
or ±1 in distance modulus. The equations of fit are listed in Section 3.2 . . . 56
Figure 3.3 Frequency histograms of 2D velocity projections for all stars (top) and
for the fast rotators only (bottom) with the velocities calculated using photo-
metric distances. There are more fast rotators at low velocity and their overall
distribution peaks at a lower velocity compared to the general population of
stars, see Section 3.2. A two-sided KS test of these distributions produces a
KS statistic of 0.35 and a p-value of 10−111 indicating that they are drawn
from different populations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
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Figure 3.4 Galactic velocity projection of all 58,484 stars analyzed in this study.
The black points are all targets and the red circles are the subset of 1,113 rapid
rotators. The axes plot 4.74 µ dphot which is the total proper motion multi-
plied by the photometric distance in units of km s−1. The black box in each
subfigure represents a generic characterization of the NYMG velocities. Field
4 specifically targeted the nearby Hyades and Pleiades star clusters, whose
predicted space motions are represented by the blue and green boxes, respec-
tively. Field 5 targeted the Beehive which is indicated by a blue box. Field 14
targeted the Hyades indicated by a blue box. We note additional clumps of
fast rotators in campaigns 11, 12, and 13 which may be indicative of NYMGs.
We explore these groups further in Chapter 4. We note that “stretched out”
distribution of the Pleaides is a direct result of using photometric distances
rather than trigonometric distances. Our distance calibration process does
not account for overluminosity due to youth and subsequently over predicts
the distances to many of the stars in this cluster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Figure 3.5 NUV-V vs G-J for SBK2 targets. Black points are all SBK2 stars while
red circles are the rapid rotators with GALEX magnitudes. We find that the
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Kepler mission is a space telescope in an Earth-trailing heliocentric orbit. It was
launched in 2009 by NASA and is operated out of Boulder, Colorado. The mission was
retired in 2018 due to a lack of fuel to continue observations. Onboard the spacecraft is a
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with a 1.4-m primary mirror. The mirror is made of ultra-low
expansion glass in order to reduce the weight of the spacecraft payload. The primary in-
strument is a photometer comprised of 21 2200x1024 charged coupled devices (CCDs). Each
CCD covers 5 degrees square on the sky, and the entire field of view covers 116 degrees
square. The pixels are size 27x27 microns, and the image scale is 3.98 seconds of arc. The
pixel response function peaks at 600 nm and the entire bandpass covers 400-900 nm. 1
When Kepler was launched, the main purpose of the mission was to observe a single field
in the constellation Cygnus in order to observe transits from extra-solar planets. Planet
transits typically have low amplitude (blocking less than 1% of the light of a star) are rela-
tively brief and infrequent (a couple hours duration at most, and recurring every few days,
weeks, or even months). In addition, exoplanet transits are rare, occurring in fewer than
1% of all stars in general, since the orbital plane of the planet needs to be oriented close
to perpendicular to the plane of the sky for the transit to be observed. The Kepler mis-
sion therefore had to continuously monitor >100,000 stars in the same field on the sky for
months to years. The Kepler telescope observed optical wavelengths from 450-900nm. The
original mission needed to satisfy two important criteria: 1) the telescope must point pre-
1 https://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/the-kepler-space-telescope.html
2cisely at the intended targets, so their light would be recorded using the same part of the
camera, achieving instrumental stability and 2) must monitor the target continuously for a
long period of time. Ideally, this time period would span years in order to capture multiple
transits of a planet in the so called “habitable zone” of a Solar type star. The mission was
successful for four years, collecting high signal-to-noise data and discovering thousands of
planet candidates.
However, in 2013, the Kepler spacecraft was found in “emergency mode” due to a failure
of one of its four “reaction wheels”, high precision gyroscopes that track the rotation of the
spacecraft in space. Later that year, a second reaction wheel failed. These two failed reaction
wheels prevented the spacecraft from maintaining its attitude, which normally allowed the
mission to stare at the same point on the sky. Since it still had years of fuel left, the space-
craft was repurposed as Kepler in 2-wheel mode, or K2 as it is now known. The spacecraft
now observes along the ecliptic plane. It manages to keep its attitude, or “boresight,” using
a combination of the two remaining gyroscopes, plus the stabilizing effect of the radiation
pressure from the Sun acting on the spacecraft’s two solar panels. This however constrains
the boresight of the telescope to fields of view oriented along the celestial ecliptic, due to
the requirement that the solar panels remain oriented roughly perpendicular to sunlight.
The telescope’s field of view (called “campaign”) now changes every 75 days. This has two
consequences: on the one hand, stars cannot be observed continuously for more than 75 days
at a time, limiting chances of planet transit detections; on the other hand, the large number
of “campaigns” means that a much wider variety of stars over a much larger area of the sky
3can be observed in the K2 mission.
However, the data collected in the K2 mission provide many challenges for observers.
Over the course of each individual campaign, the spacecraft tends to drift along the ecliptic,
and the thrusters must fire regularly to return the spacecraft to the center of the field of view
(FOV). This causes two major problems during data reduction: 1) because stars drift slowly
across the CCD camera, changes in sensitivity across the pixels and in the areas between
the pixels causes the signal from stars to vary artificially, 2 and 2) the firing of the thrusters
creates gaps and erroneous signals in the data.
Several pipelines have been developed to correct for these instrumental artifacts. The
reduction method of Vanderburg & Johnson (2014), in particular, has produced a data set of
light curves that are both near the precision level of the original Kepler mission and publicly
available (see Chapter 2). This vast archive of high precision photometric data from K2
has provided astronomers with an invaluable data set. Astronomers can mine these data for
exoplanets, but also for other types of variability, which include flare events, asteroseismic
pulsations, and a variety of other phenomena. One of the campaigns (C09) was also solely
dedicated to searching for microlensing events. A microlensing event occurs when a massive
body passes in front of a distant astronomical object from the point of view of the observer.
When this occurs, the massive object can “bend” the light of the distant object due to the
curvature of space time, as predicted by General Relativity. The bend in the light results in
an observable change in the shape and size of the background object. Microlensing events
have been observed when a black hole appears to move in front of a distant galaxy, how-
2The K2 Pixel Response Function (PRF) is detailed in Bryson et al. (2010).
4ever, the purpose of C09 was to look for these events within the bulge our own Galaxy. An
overview of the mission is provided by the K2 team, and references therein. 3
Calls for proposals of targets of interest were made to the community, and a wide variety
of sources were submitted, including large numbers (>25,000) of relatively nearby, low-mass
stars of G, K and M dwarf subtype, many of which were proposed by S. Le´pine and his
collaborators. In this dissertation, we take advantage of the high-precision, ∼90 day data
sets available from K2 to determine rotation rates from photometric modulation due to star
spots on these nearby low-mass stars.
Stars with convective interiors like the Sun have active magnetic fields that produce
relatively cool spots on their surface; these spots appear darker than the surrounding photo-
sphere. As the star rotates, the disk-integrated brightness of the star changes as spots come
in and out of view, moving from the near side of the star facing us, to the far side hidden
from view. Using time series analysis, we can determine the star’s rotation rate from the
modulation of the light curve over time.
The magnetic fields that produce these star spots, along with thermal pressure, create
a stellar wind that causes mass loss over the lifetime of the star. This mass loss results in
a phenomenon known as “magnetic braking” (Weber & Davis 1967). This braking occurs
when the magnetic field becomes coupled to the stellar disk up to the the Alfven radius.
This coupling creates a torque causing the star to slow down during its time on the main-
sequence (MS). The strength of this torque is dependent upon the size of the Alfven radius
and the mass loss rate. The torque is also dependent the rotation rate of the star, as the
3 https://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/k2-c9.html
5Figure 1.1 Rotation rate as a function of age (middle line), figure from Skumanich (1972).
The three data points from left to right are the Pleaides, Hyades, and Sun. The arrow on
the Hyades indicates the uncertainty in the age of the Hyades in 1972, which is now known
to be 650 Myr. The line of best fit to the data follows a one over square root law, which is
still the general formulation of gyrochronolgy today.
magnetic field itself is generated by the differential rotation within the star, referred to as the
tacholine - the boundary between the radiative core and convective envelope (Kawaler 1988).
Therefore, it is believed that very rapidly rotating stars will have strong magnetic breaking
and will slow down slow down quickly, ultimately “catching up” to stars with slower initial
rates of rotation. The resulting effect will be that all stars of the same mass born at the
6same time will eventually all rotate at the same rate, and continue to slow down in unison.
This convergence of the the rotation rates was first noted by Skumanich (1972) using just
three data points, see Figure 1.1. He noted that the average rotation rates of the 100My
old Pleiades cluster and of the 600Myr old Hyades cluster, anchored by the rotation of the
Sun (4 Gyr old), follow a straight line with a slope of −0.5 in log space (center line in the
the figure), which means that at later times the rotation of a star decreases with the square
root of the star’s age. Later, Radick et al. (1987) observed 24 Hyades members with spectral
types F4 V to K8 V from the Lowell Observatory. They noted that the trend discovered by
Skumanich also had a mass dependence. That is to say, all Sunlike stars (G dwarfs) slow
down at a similar rate, but lower mass stars (K and M dwarfs) slow down more slowly, if at
all for the lowest mass objects. High-mass stars (O, B, A, and F dwarfs), on the other hand,
never slow down significantly, perhaps because their mostly radiative interior prevents the
onset of a braking mechanism.
It has been suggested that Sunlike stars converge to the common rotation sequence
at ∼650 Myr (Irwin & Bouvier 2009). After that time, Sunlike stars all slow down at a
predictable rate, and their rotation period is thus very tightly correlated with the square root
of their age, regardless of what initial rotation rate they had immediately after formation.
These observations eventually formed the basis of the rotation-age relationship, known
as gyrochronolgy which was first calibrated by Barnes (2007), see Figure 1.2. Their study
7developed the empirical gyrochronolgy relation, which is given by the equation
P = An × a(B − V − c)b, (1.1)
where P is the rotation rate in days, A is the age in Myr, and B and V are optical
magnitudes, i.e. the brightness of the star in the photometric bands B (blue) and V (visual).
This calibrated relationship allows one to determine the age of star (A) based on its rotation
Figure 1.2 Age-normalized rotation rates of field and cluster stars as a function of B − V
color, adapted from figure 3 of Barnes (2007). The black line indicates the rotation sequence
that Sunlike stars converge to after 650 Myr, after which the rotation period (P) decreases
proportionally to the square root of the star’s age (t), which means that the ratio P/
√
t is a
constant. The black line shows how the convergence point varies with mass (using the color
B-V as a proxy for mass).
8period (P), provided that the mass of the star as determined by its color (B-V) is known,
and values for the parameters a, b, c, and n have been calibrated using either (1) stars
in open clusters, whose ages can be independently determined from isochrone fits of their
color-magnitude diagrams (Barnes 2007; Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) or (2) field stars for
which ages have been independently determined using asteroseismic measurements (Angus
et al. 2015). Specific values of the a, b, c, and n parameters are provided in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Gyrochronolgy Parameters
a b c n Source
- - - 0.5 Skumanich (1972)
0.7725±0.011 0.601±0.024 0.4 0.5189±0.0070 Barnes (2007)
0.407±0.021 0.325±0.024 0.495±0.010 0.566±0.008 Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008)
0.4+0.3−0.05 0.31
+0.05
−0.02 0.45 0.55
+0.02
−0.09 Angus et al. (2015)
The gyrochronolgy relation is not calibrated for stars more massive than spectral type F.
This is because more massive O, B, and A stars are nearly fully radiative and therefore do
not have strong magnetic fields like their lower mass counterparts. Their rotation rates do
not change much during their MS lifetimes, and thus this type of relation is not appropriate.
Additionally, M stars become fully convective at spectral type M3.5 and cooler. As a result,
late-type M dwarfs have very strong magnetic fields. However, observations imply that
M dwarfs evolve slowly and do not appear to change their rotation rate or magnetic field
strength even after billions of years, which means that magnetic braking is, for some reason,
inefficient in those stars. However, Reiners & Basri (2008) has shown that magnetic braking
produces angular momentum losses for brown dwarfs of spectral subtype L, which means
that magnetic braking becomes efficient again at substellar masses.
9Figure 1.3 Angular velocity as a function of age for 0.9 < M/M ≤ 1.1 stars (top) and 0.1
< M/M ≤ 0.4 stars (bottom), from figure 5 and 6 in Irwin & Bouvier (2009), respectively.
These strong magnetic fields found in M dwarfs have an important effect on the internal
structure of these stars. The magnetic field restricts the transport of energy within the stellar
interior causing the star to “puff up” in a phenomenon known as magnetic inflation. This
magnetic inflation can cause pre-main sequence (PMS) stars to be 10-20% larger than one
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would expect for a main sequence (MS) star of the same mass (Somers & Pinsonneault 2015).
Consequently, a rapidly rotating star with a strong magnetic field will look cooler on an HR
diagram resulting in an age derived from isochrone fitting that is younger that what the age
of the star actually is. Complicating matters even further is the complex angular momentum
evolution of PMS stars, see Figure 1.3. As the data in the figure indicate, very young stars
(< 100 Myr) that have not yet reached the zero-age main sequence actually increase their
rotation rates as they contract, due to the conservation of angular momentum. Then, as
previously mentioned, these stars will lose angular momentum via magnetic braking and
decrease their rotation rate. That is to say, the same star will have the same slower rotation
rate at two points in its life separated by 100s of millions of year, first as it contracts and
spins up, then as it ages and magnetic braking spins it down. Most importantly, this means
that the stars with the fastest rotation will not necessarily be the youngest; the fastest star
will be those that have just completed their initial contraction, and have not yet been slowed
down significantly by magnetic breaking.
Finally, recent studies have shown that the currently available calibrations of gyrochronolgy
fail to predict the correct ages for old field stars (> 1 Gyr) with ages determined by astro-
seismology (van Saders et al. 2016). This work suggests that rotation-mass-age relations
must be corrected for a dramatically weakened magnetic braking effect in these old stars.
That is to say, stars do not slow down as fast as expected after 1 Gyr, and this weakened
braking may explain that some old stars are still rotating relatively fast. However, it is well
established that stars with rotation periods less than a few days must be relatively young in
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any case. We therefore cautiously proceed under the assumption that “fast rotation,” which
we define to be rotation periods less than 4 days, indicate relative youth (i.e. stellar ages
≤ 1 Gyr).
As it turns out, the identification of nearby young M dwarfs is an outstanding problem
in stellar astronomy. Nearby (d < 100 pc) young (A<100 Myr) stars are typically identified
by moving group membership, as we will discuss shortly. However, the more difficult case
is identification of young field stars. That is to say, if a young star has escaped from their
parent cluster and is now roaming freely. Or it could be that the young star did not form in
a tight cluster, and has dissipated from it “siblings” in only a few 100 Myrs.
The somewhat easier case is the utilization of proper motion and radial velocity measure-
ments to associate a low-mass M dwarf with known groups of more massive G and K dwarfs
that share a common motion and are independently known to be young. Indeed, kinematic
data for a star can be an indicator or either youth or old age in one of two ways. In the more
general case, which remains valid even when radial velocities are unavailable, the proper
motion of a star (i.e. apparent angular motion on the sky) combined with a measurement
of the star’s distance, will yield an estimate of the spatial motion of the star relative to
the Sun; a star with a low velocity (v< 30 kms−1) will be associated with the young disk
population (<2-5 Gyr), while a star with a large velocity (v> 100 kms−1) will be associated
with the old population of the Galactic halo (>10 Gyr). On the other hand, if a star has
proper motion, distance, and radial velocity data available, we can calculate the complete
3D motion in space (to astronomers, these are know as the U, V, and W components of the
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motion, or ”UVW velocities”), and determine whether a star is a member of any one of the
known “young moving groups” (YMGs) (Bell et al. 2015). These YMGs consist of stars that
all move in the same general direction in space because they are part of a collection of stars
created in a recent burst of star formation (Gagne´ et al. 2014). Since the stars were formed
at roughly the same time by a singular “triggering” event, the stars are moving together,
with the same motion that the cloud itself had originally. A confirmed membership to one
of those groups will indicate that the star is therefore quite young (<100 Myr), as moving
groups, unlike star clusters, are not gravitationally bound, and tend to disperse through the
field on timescales of tens to hundreds of millions of years.
New members to moving groups are generally identified by combining UVW velocities
with a secondary youth indicator, such as strong X-ray flux, UV excess, or Hα emission.
Young M dwarfs have strong magnetic fields making them chromospherically active and pro-
ducing bright X-ray emission (Fleming et al. 1995). Many nearby, young M dwarfs are indeed
detected as ROentgen SATellite (ROSAT ) sources. The ROSAT mission was a 6-month all
sky survey of X-ray sources launched by NASA in 1990 in cooperation with both Germany
and the United Kingdom.4 Active M dwarfs can also show strong UV emission (Ansdell et al.
2015), and many are detected in the Galaxy Evolution Explorer GALEX survey, which cov-
ered 175-280 nm in the near-ultraviolet wavelengths. The NASA GALEX mission is led by
the California Institute of Technology and has been in operation since 2003. The purpose
of the mission is to study the evolution of galaxies using ultra violet light, however other
4https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/rosat/rosat3.html
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objects such as stars were targeted for observations. 5 If a cool M dwarf is detected in the
X-ray or UV, it can safely be designated as chromospherically active, and thus most likely
to be relatively young (Shkolnik et al. 2012). However, these data are difficult to obtain for
most M dwarfs due to their low luminosities at all wavelengths, unless they are relatively
nearby (d < 100pc). This has led to the suggestion that many M dwarfs may be missing
from surveys of nearby young moving group (NYMGs) members because their X-ray or UV
brightness is below survey detection limits (Schlieder et al. 2011). Additionally, these ac-
tivity requirements bias the sample by overlooking any member that happens to be in a
more inactive phase, as stellar activity often produces UV and X-ray emission episodically
or cyclically, rather than at a constant rate.
The current method for identifying and confirming young, nearby stars requires that a
candidate has both a proper motion consistent with any one of the known moving groups
in addition to having detected flux in the X-ray and/or UV. The standard procedure then
requires one to obtain a spectrum of the candidate and identify other activity features such
as a strong Hα in emission. However, stars that do not meet both criteria (kinematics +
X-ray/UV detection) are generally not considered to show enough evidence of youth, and
are typically not considered for follow-up spectroscopic observations (Schlieder et al. 2013).
Lists of confirmed moving group members have fewer M dwarfs than one would expect,
compared with the large numbers of M dwarfs normally found among field stars. Shkolnik
et al. (2006) and Schlieder et al. (2013) have suggested that a possible explanation for the
small number of M dwarfs is that we fail to identify them because our criteria are too strict.
5http://www.galex.caltech.edu/about/overview.html
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Perhaps some young M dwarfs have X-ray or UV emission that is not bright enough to be
detected in current surveys; for example the limiting magnitude of GALEX is NUV ∼ 20.5.
Or perhaps the chromospheric activity produces X-rays and UV radiation in bursts instead
of continually, which means that chromospheric activity may not be detectable at times.
There could be an advantage in finding an alternative or additional diagnostic for young
stars, e.g. fast rotation. This is what motivates the present PhD dissertation; with the
availability of the K2 data, we are now investigating the potential for using rapid rotation as
a youth indicator in the identification of nearby young moving group members based on the
hypothesis that young M dwarfs should have rapid rotation even if no clear chromospheric
activity (X-ray, UV excess) is detected. With the photometric data available from K2 we
have the potential to determine youth via rotation for hundred of M dwarfs, and potentially
identify new members of YMGs. Our analysis and results are presented in Chapter 4.
In the pursuit to identify young M stars using K2 archival data, we have developed three
side projects. The first is a search for young M stars and attempted identification of mem-
bers of kinematic moving groups as mentioned above. The second is an investigation of the
occurrence of white light flares on rapidly rotating stars.
Chromospheric emission for Sun-like stars results from the heating of the stellar atmo-
sphere magnetically through the αΩ magnetic dynamo process. The process occurs at the
tacholine which is the boundary between the radiative core and convective envelope of these
intermediate mass stars. The Ω effect occurs due to the winding of magnetic field lines by
the differential rotation of the star. Then, the α effect is the twisting of the magnetic field
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Figure 1.4 Figure 5 from Newton et al. (2017). This figure shows rotation period as a function
of mass for stars with Hα emission (filled circles) and those without (empty circles). We
compare this figure with our data presented in Figure 5.8. We note that Newton’s study
extended to much longer rotation periods than the ones presented in this study. Their study
obtained data from the MEarth telescopes which have both longer coverage and higher
cadence than the K2 mission.
lines (Parker 1955). Eventually the magnetic field lines reconnect. This reconnection process
emits the observed high-energy flares.
We also observe chromospheric emission in low-mass stars across the entire electromag-
netic spectrum. The origins for this process cannot be the same as the αΩ process described
above as late-type M dwarfs are fully convective (M < 0.35M). However, we find a relation-
ship between mass and rotation period for fully convective stars, see Figure 1.4. The work
conducted by Newton et al. (2016) discovered a clear division between chromospherically
active and inactive stars in the rotation-mass plane.
Stelzer et al. (2016) observe a similar trend in K2 data, see Figure 1.5. They note a
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Figure 1.5 light curve amplitudes as a function of rotation period for the 134 SUPERBLINK
K2 M dwarfs studied in Stelzer et al. (2016). Their work suggested that stars with shorter
rotation periods (and presumed to be younger) have a high amplitude of rotation modulation
that drops towards longer rotation periods. After a rotation period of ∼10 days, all stars
seem to have an equal level of variability due to star spots.
relationship between light curve amplitude and rotation period, i.e. light curve amplitude
decreases as rotation slows. They find the amplitudes become fixed at ∼ 100 parts per
million beyond a rotation period of ∼ 10 days. They note a similar trend between the
number of flares per day and the rotation period, suggesting a connection between the light
curve amplitude and flares. As flares are directly the result of magnetic activity, it makes
sense that stars with a larger photometric modulation (spot coverage) would exhibit more
flares.
It is necessary to gather data on chromospheric events for M dwarfs to determine their
origins and understand the mechanism producing the magnetic field. Some of these data
come in the form of randomly occurring flare events in the white-light continuum of low-
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mass stars. Davenport et al. (2014) used short cadence K2 data to observe the complicated
structure of these events in more detail. The events all show an “impulsive phase” followed
by a “slow decay” phase, see Figure 1.6. Their work developed a template of white light flare
events in order to remove these phenomena from light curves, which is vital for determination
of rotation periods and recovering planet transits. Although our long cadence K2 dataset
does not have the temporal resolution to resolve and measure the shape of the flares, K2
light curves still monitor all stars every 30 minutes or so, which makes it possible to identify
flares as “single point” detections, i.e. by identifying one-time measurements along the light
curve that are significantly above average, suggesting that a flare has occurred at that time.
Figure 1.6 Flare flux as a function of time for 885 flare events observed in the Kepler light
curve of the active M dwarf GJ 1243; from figure 4 of Davenport et al. (2014). The time
axis is given in units of the relative decay time for each flare event. The red line is the
template developed by Davenport to remove flare events from Kepler light curves. Their
work demonstrates the need to remove these numerous and complex events from temporal
data to better search for rotation periods and planet transits in time series data.
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We therefore use the opportunity provided by our >58,000 light curves to search for flares
in an unprecedented number of nearby low-mass stars. Our results are described in Chapter
5.
In the third side project, we explore the unusual discovery of rapid rotators amongst the
local Galactic halo population of stars.
The first stars to form in the Galaxy were born out of clouds with lower metallicities than
present day stellar nurseries. These first stars now have ages >10Gyr (Woolf et al. 2009;
Rajpurohit et al. 2014). and are also known as “cool subdwarfs,” i.e. main sequence stars
of spectral subtype G through M, but with low chemical abundances. The atmospheres of
these metal-poor stars have lower opacities in the optical, and thus look bluer than main-
sequence stars of similar masses/luminosities, but higher chemical abundances, like our Sun.
As a result, cool subdwarfs appear to be underluminous at a given color on the HR diagram
(Monet et al. 1992; Dahn et al. 2017), hence their name. Most importantly, nearby cool
subdwarfs are characterized by their relatively large velocities relative to the Local Standard
of Rest, which kinematically place them among the Galactic halo or “thick disk” population
(Le´pine et al. 2003). Because they are relatively rare in the vicinity of the Sun (less than 1%
of all nearby stars), they remain poorly studied and characterized compared to the low-mass
stars of the field disk population. Although we did not expect those very old stars to be
identified as fast rotators, we analyzed all their light curves anyway, with a few surprising
results. This identification of a small number of fast rotators in the halo population is
presented in Chapter 6.
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In a separate but related topic, the search for binary stars has been a long standing
endeavor in astronomical research. The combination of photometric and spectral data of
binary stars or alternatively, a star with a planet companion, allows one to use Newton’s
Law of gravity to determine the total mass of the system, and also in many cases the masses
of each individual star. In fact, stellar masses can only be directly determined using these
methods. It is crucial to know the masses of stars in order to better understand stellar
evolution. (Popper (1980) and Torres et al. (2010)).
For example, Jao et al. (2016) observed two known double line spectroscopic binaries with
the Hubble Space Telescope to determine their orbital parameters and calculate their masses.
Combined with previous work, they created a mass-luminosity relationship for subdwarfs,
see Figure 1.7. Their work found that subdwarfs (filled symbols) indeed fall on a lower
sequence than dwarfs (open symbols) lending strength to the argument that underluminous
stars are members of the old, Galactic halo. It is important to find more halo binary stars
to continue the work of developing a mass-luminosity relationship for lower mass subdwarfs.
Finally, previous studies have shown that the binary fraction for MS stars decreases as
a function of their mass. Jao et al. (2009) (and references therein) report that the binary
fraction drops from 59% for O stars to ∼40% for M stars. They further report that the
binary fraction is lower for cool subdwarfs, at about 26%. It is not currently known why
low-mass, low-metallicity stars form multiple star systems at a lower rate than MS stars
(Lodieu et al. 2009). We note that El-Badry & Rix (2018) have discovered a higher binary
fraction for halo G dwarfs. At any rate, the variation in the multiplicity fraction with
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Figure 1.7 Subdwarf mass luminosity relationship determined by (Jao et al. 2016). The solid
line indicates and 1 Gyr age main-sequence isochrone for age 1 Gyr. The other lines represent
the theoretical location of 6 Gyr age stars with metallicities [m/H]= -0.5, -1.0 and -2.0 at
an age of 6 Gyr (from bottom to top). These isochrones are from Baraffe et al. (2015). The
work presented in Jao et al. (2016) demonstrates the need to find more halo multiple star
systems to better calibrate their masses and evolution.
stellar mass and metallicity suggests that the dynamical processes that create binaries and
multiples is a function of environment at the time of star formation. All these questions
make the identification of eclipsing binary subdwarfs extremely valuable. As it turns out, our
analytical method was also sensitive to light curve modulations in eclipsing binary systems.
We present the identification of nine halo eclipsing binaries also in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
IDENTIFICATION OF FAST ROTATORS IN K2 DATA
2.1 Data Selection & Reduction
The current version of the SUPERBLINK proper motion catalog lists stars with proper
motions µ > 40 mas yr−1 and visual magnitudes V < 20 over the entire sky north of
Decl. = −30; this area includes all fields observable in K2 (Le´pine 2005; Le´pine & Gaidos
2011). Lists of nearby stars with estimated distances d < 100pc were assembled from this
catalog, and proposed as targets of interest in the first calls for K2 targets. Several thousand
SUPERBLINK stars were thus deliberately selected for K2 monitoring as part of programs
aimed at monitoring nearby M dwarfs (Crossfield et al. 2016), as well as stars with very
large transverse motions assumed to be old stars from the old disk population or from
the Galactic halo. Additional SUPERBLINK stars were selected as targets for K2 after
having been proposed by other teams based on different selection criteria, whether or not
they were known to be high proper motion stars by those teams. To identify all the high
proper motion stars that were observed during the K2 mission, we have cross-matched the
entire SUPERBLINK catalog with the final target lists for K2 campaigns 0-15. This was
done by matching the coordinates in the SUPERBLINK catalog against the coordinates
provided in the K2 target lists available online. 1 We used a search radius of 5 arcsec
to find matches which identified 58,484 high proper motion SUPERBLINK-K2 (hereafter
SBK2) stars monitored by Kepler in the initial K2 campaigns. Table 2.1 lists the total
1http://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/K2/
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number of targets of all types (K2 ), along with the total number of SUPERBLINK stars
(SBK2) monitored in each campaign. Overall, the SBK2 stars represent ∼20% of all the
stars monitored by K2.
Table 2.1: Number of High Proper Motion Targets in K2
C00-C15
Campaign K2 SBK2 SUPERBLINK Fraction
0 7757 693 8.9
1 21647 6455 29.8
2 13351 1492 11.2
3 16348 2654 16.2
4 8634 3986 46.2
5 25137 3781 15.0
6 28288 6542 23.2
7 13260 2027 15.3
8 23564 4411 18.7
10 27170 5417 19.9
11 13607 2283 16.7
12 28088 5466 19.5
13 21367 2957 13.8
14 29897 5032 16.8
15 23278 5288 22.7
Figure 2.1 plots the positions on the sky of these 58,484 SBK2 targets from K2 campaigns
0-15. The black points represent all SBK2 targets, the red circles indicate the fast rotators
identified in the present study (see Chapter 3). In both the figure and Table 2.1, it is
apparent that there are more SUPERBLINK stars in campaigns 1, 4, 5, 6, and 8 compared
to 0, 2, 3, and 7. There are a few reasons for the varying levels of targets per field. Fewer
targets were observed in C0 as the mission was still being tested and fields C02 and C07
contained a smaller number of targets overall as these fields lie near the Galactic plane,
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Figure 2.1 Positions of all 58,484 SBK2 targets in campaigns 0-15. The black points represent
all SBK2 targets, the red circles represent the 1,113 fast rotators (Prot ≤ 4 days) identified
in our search, see Section 2.2. Several of the campaigns targeted nearby clusters of stars, e.g.
C04 the Hyades and Pleiades, C05 the Beehive, C13 the Hyades, and C15 the star forming
region in Scorpius. We note that two of the CCDs were disabled in C00-C11. After C11, a
third chip was lost. Thee disabled chips are seen as blank spaces in the field of view.
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where high proper motion stars are found in smaller numbers. Ultimately, large numbers of
SUPERBLINK stars were monitored in each campaign, and this was due in large part to
the interest in M-dwarfs among the exoplanet community. A planet orbiting an M dwarf
produces a large wobble in radial velocity. Since it is easier to obtain high SNR spectra of
bright, nearby M dwarfs, the SUPERBLINK stars are quite popular targets for observation.
We utilize the publicly available K2 light curves from Andrew Vanderburg at the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA).2 The reduction begins with aperture photometry
to produce a raw light curve, see Figure 2.2. The raw photometry results in a zig-zag pattern
created by the drift of the telescope and the firing of the thrusters whenever the spacecraft
has drifted beyond a critical limit which usually occurs every 6 hours.
Figure 2.2 An example of the zag-zag pattern in the raw photometry of the K2 data. This
occurs due to the changes in pixel sensitivity as the star drifts across the CCD. The jump
occurs when the thrusters fire to point the telescope back to the center of the field of view,
which occurs approx. every 6 hours.
This pattern is corrected for using a process called “self-flat fielding” described in detail
in Vanderburg & Johnson (2014). In short, they fit a basis spline in 1.5 day long slices of the
light curve. They iteratively fit and reject 3σ outliers until convergence. This spline fitting
and rejection routine usually require 5 iterations. This process improves the raw photometry
2https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/ avanderb/k2.html
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by a factor of ∼4. They also find a precision dependence based on location on the CCD
with the worst precision occurring at the edges of the camera’s field of view. The technique
ultimately removes most of the artifacts caused by the spacecraft drift, and brings the quality
of the K2 data to within a factor of 2 of that of the original Kepler mission. .
Figure 2.3 An example of the jump in flux of the corrected K2 photometry (red points) after
the spacecraft is turned to point back to Earth for data upload (which occurs during the gap
in the light curve). The black data points show the raw light curve prior to the Vanderburg
reduction.
We made two modifications to the Vanderburg light curves in order to eliminate long-
term variations in the signals (including instrumental effects that were still present after the
Vanderburg reduction) and focus on the detection of short-period (P < 4 days) modulations
expected from stars with short rotation periods. Despite the removal of the effects of the
spacecraft motion, “jumps” remained in the light curve, associated with when the telescope
turns back to Earth to upload data, see Figure 2.3. In order to correct for this effect, we
detrended the time series by fitting a third order polynomial to the data and subtracting
this polynomial off the original time series. Next, we obtained a time series of the residuals
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from the original K2 light curve using the following equation,
fi =
Fi− < F >
< F >
, (2.1)
where fi is the residual flux for the i
th data point in normalized flux units, Fi is the raw
flux value for the i th data point, and < F > is the mean of the original time series, given by
the equation,
< F >=
∑n
i=1 Fi
n
, (2.2)
where F is, again, the raw flux value and n is the length, i.e. number of data points, of the
original time series. We then ran these detrended and mean-normalized light curves through
our cross-correlation algorithm (which does not require uniform sampling - see below) to
identify periodic or recurrent signals.
2.2 Identification of Periodic and Quasi-Periodic Modulations
Lomb-Scargle periodigrams are widely used to analyze time series data to find rotation pe-
riods of stars (Black & Scargle 1982). The strength of Lomb-Scargle analysis is that it does
not require the signal to be evenly sampled. However, the signal to be detected must ideally
be very nearly periodic over the entire time series. Before Kepler, this was the preferred
method to search for rotation signals in stellar light curves because most data sets were
irregularly sampled over the course of a few nights of observations (McQuillan et al. 2013).
A potential drawback of the method is that rotation modulations present in most stars are
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not strictly periodic because star spot patterns change and flares or transit events occur.
Now, with publicly available K2 data, we can explore more options for time series anal-
ysis. McQuillan et al. (2013) thoroughly demonstrated that the auto-correlation function
(ACF) is more powerful when used with Kepler data because it is a measure of the self-
similarity of the light curve over characteristic timescales and does not require the signal
to be strictly repeating. In this paper, we adopt a similar procedure to identify stellar fast
rotators in the K2 data and estimate their rotation periods.
Assuming a lag k in the evenly sampled time-series, we define the auto-correlation coef-
ficient, rk, to be
rk =
∑N−k
i=1 (fi − f¯)(fi+k − f¯)∑N−k
i=1 (fi − f¯)2
, (2.3)
where f¯ is the mean flux value, fi is the flux value at the ith point in the time series,
fi+k is the flux value at the i+kth value in the time series, and N is the total number of
sample points. The ACF itself is all coefficients, rk, plotted against their respective k values
multiplied by the cadence, c, which provides a time delay rather than a pixel lag. In our
analysis, we search for modulations with periods that have up to half the length of the time
series. The rotation period of a star is determined from the characteristic timescale of the
variations in the K2 light curve from:
Prot = kmax ∗ c (2.4)
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where kmax is the location of the first peak in the auto-correlation function, rk. In
general, a strictly periodic and infinitely repeating signal will also display significant peaks
at lags of 2kmax, 3kmax, ..., nkmax all being aliases of the fundamental period. A recurrent
signal that changes its fundamental pattern over time, on the other hand, will have alias
peaks that are weaker than the first (fundamental) peak, and they may not peak at exact
integer values of the fundamental period. Determining the location of the first peak proves
to be difficult using a simple search for the first local maximum. That is because the ACF is
typically also sensitive to high frequency, low amplitude signals that produce many hundreds
of local maxima; these high frequency signals are typically due to the instrumental response
of the Kepler detection system. For K2 light curves, a simple box-smoothing of the ACF is
generally found to be insufficient in removing these high frequency signal as the size of the
box would have to be adapted for each target so that the the intrinsic astronomical signal
(stellar rotation), which can have a frequency that varies from star to star, does not also
end up being degraded by the smoothing. Optimally, the size of the box would need to
correspond to the fundamental frequency of the ACF, i.e. the rotation period of the star, a
value that is not known a priori.
As an alternative method to identify the astronomically relevant signals, we have adopted
the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the ACF itself. The advantage is that the
fundamental frequency of the signal, which is always accompanied by at least a few regularly
spaced aliases in the ACF, will present itself as as a moderately strong signal in the FFT.
We thus compute the FFT of all the ACF profiles calculated from the K2 light curves, and
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search for maxima in those FFT.
However the signal we are after is not strictly periodic since the aliases in the ACF are
not always evenly spaced, and the period extracted from the FFT generally only yields an
approximate estimate of the first peak in the ACF. In addition, we find that the FFT has
limited accuracy in measuring the periods from low-frequency signals. We therefore use the
period identified in the FFT as only an initial guess to identify the fundamental first peak
in the ACF. We then perform a search for this local maxima in the ACF using a parabola
fit around the initial guess. We perform a fit of a section of the ACF that is centered on the
location of the initial guess for the first peak, using a parabola with a width of one half of the
period corresponding to that fundamental first peak. We use the three coefficients a0, b0, and
c0 returned from the polynomial fit (a0x
2+b0x+c0 ) to calculate the the center of the first
peak which we assume to correspond to the effective period of the stellar rotation that causes
the modulation, so we call it Prot,0. We also calculate the local amplitude of the ACF, A0;
and the parabola opening, B0. We expect the value of the ACF to be positive (correlation),
and we expect the fitted parabola to open downwards. These values are calculated via the
following equations
Prot,0 =
−b0
2a0
(2.5)
A0 = c0 − b
2
0
4a0
(2.6)
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B0 = a0P
2
rot,0 (2.7)
In addition, we also locate the first four aliases in the ACF based on the initial guess,
and perform similar second-order polynomial fits to estimate the amplitudes and parabola
openings of those peaks, and their associated effective stellar rotation periods. Thus for each
alias k, we find the coefficient ak, bk, and ck, and compute:
Prot,k =
−bk
2ak
(2.8)
Ak = ck − b
2
k
4ak
(2.9)
Bk = akP
2
rot,k (2.10)
Finally, we calculate the average values of these parameters from the fundamental peak
and its first four aliases:
Prot =
1
5
5∑
k=1
Prot,k (2.11)
A =
1
5
5∑
k=1
Ak (2.12)
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B =
1
5
5∑
k=1
Bk (2.13)
Values of the A and B parameters are calculated for all the stars with detected modula-
tions are shown in Figure 2.4.
We then impose the following selection criteria.
0.0 < Prot ≤ 4.0 (2.14)
A > 0.0 ∀k = 0, 5 (2.15)
B > 2.0 (2.16)
The first criterion simply defines our pre-determined goal of identifying modulations
from “fast rotators,” i.e. stars with rotation periods less than 4 days. The second criterion
requires that the fundamental peak and its first four aliases all have a positive amplitude,
which essentially requires that any signal should have a minimal number of well-defined
aliases, as one would expect from a modulation that persists for at least a few cycles before
changing significantly. The third selection criterion is a requirement that the fundamental
peak and its first four aliases be the dominant signals in the ACF, i.e. have widths that are
comparable with the spacing between them. The middle panel of Figure 2.4 shows the cutoff
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Figure 2.4 The parameters A (left) and B (middle) calculated from the ACF used to reject
false positive rotation signals. The dashed line in the middle panel indicates the rejection
of any star with B < 2. These selection criteria were determined after careful “by-eye”
examination of hundreds of K2 light curves. The right panel plots the amplitude of the
star spot modulation (from the dispersion in the light curve σ) against the estimated stellar
rotation period Prot. There does not appear to be any obvious correlation between amplitude
and rotation period.
in logB vs Prot space. The specific values of B that are associated with “clean” signals in
the ACF are subjective, but is based on the visual inspection of several hundreds of ACF
from K2 light curves. A few typical examples are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 (top).
Figure 2.5 An example of a K2 light curve (9-day subset, left) with a strong autocorrelation
signal (ACF profile, right). The high B values pass our selection criteria and is above the
threshold to be considered a high confidence result.
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Figure 2.6 Two examples of light curves with B values close to the limit of our selection cut
off (B > 2.0). EPIC 212396917 (top) has a clear recurrent signal in its light curve, while
EPIC 212395381 (bottom) is relatively noisier with no clearly identifiable pattern. While
their auto-correlation functions right panels) appear similar at first glance, EPIC 212395381
has peaks of lower amplitude, which places its values of A and B outside of our selection
limit.
In general, we find that ACF with recovered values of B > 2 correspond to light curves
in which a periodic modulation is noticeable on a “by-eye” inspection of the light curve,
and for which we have a good level of confidence, see Figure 2.6 (top). ACF with 0 <
B < 2, on the other hand, correspond to extremely noisy light curves that appear to be
dominated with stochastic signals (typically due to instrumental noise), and for which an
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intrinsic modulation is not readily apparent upon visual inspection, see Figure 2.7. Finally,
ACF with recovered values of 1 < B < 2 correspond to light curves in which a by-eye
examination suggests a possible weak intrinsic modulation, but we cannot be certain about
it, see Figure 2.6 (bottom). We therefore place a higher confidence on those targets with
B > 2, and only allow these targets into the final sample; these stars are the ones plotted as
candidate fast rotators in Figures 2.1 and 2.4 (red symbols). Our method of peak selection
differs from earlier studies, but it yields results that are comparable to previous analyses
(McQuillan et al. 2013; Armstrong et al. 2016).
Figure 2.7 An example of a noisy lights curve, where no clear modulation can be detected
despite the identification of a signal in the auto-correlation function. Although the auto-
correlation function (panel on the right) show a number of local maxima, those are not well
defined which is reflected in the low values of A and B obtained from a parabola fit of the
first five local maxima. We thus reject all stars that have similarly low values of B, setting
the limit for positive detection at B > 2.
2.2.1 Comparison to Lomb Scargle
Figure 2.8 compares the rotation periods derived using our ACF+FFT routine to the rota-
tion period derived from a Lomb Scargle periodogram. The figure indicates that the two
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methods are generally in good agreement. However, our routine results in a systematic un-
derestimation of the rotation period. This systematic offset appears consistent with a simple
multiplication factor. We apply a correction to each of our rotation periods to bring them in
to agreement with a Lomb Scargle results. We calculate this correction using the following
equation
Pcorrected =<
PLS
PACF
> xPACF (2.17)
where PACF is the rotation period calculated using our ACF+FFT routine, PLS is the
rotation period calculated from a Lomb Scargle periodogram, and Pcorrected is the corrected
rotation period. We find the average ratio of ACF to LS rotation periods to be
<
PACF
PLS
>= 0.87, (2.18)
we therefore apply this correction to all of our rotation periods. We restricted our search
to stars with P < 4 days, with the application of this correction, our search now extends to
3.5 days.
2.3 Results
Young (< 1 Gyr), early type M dwarfs typically have rotation periods Prot < 5 days (Mamajek
& Hillenbrand 2008). We have thus focused our analysis on the identification of SBK2 stars
with these fast rotation rates.
Fast rotators are identified from our combined ACF and FFT analysis as described in
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of Lomb Scargle to ACF+FFT rotation periods. The black, solid
line represents perfect agreement. We find that the rotation periods calculated using the
ACF+FFT routine are underestimated by 26%, and we correct our derived results by this
amount.
Section 2.2, with the FFT identifying regular peaks in the ACF corresponding to a recurrent
signal and its aliases, and with individual fits to these peaks used to compute the associated
stellar rotation period and assess the quality of the identification. This combined ACF and
FFT algorithm identified 1,113 candidate fast rotators out of the 58,484 SUPERBLINK
stars monitored in K2 campaigns 0-15. The complete list of SBK2 targets identified as fast
rotators can be found in the table presented in Appendix A.
Figure 2.9 shows a histogram of the distribution of candidate fast rotators as a function
of their estimated rotation period, Prot. The number of detected fast rotators decreases at
the rotation period increases, with most objects having estimated rotation periods Prot < 1.5
days. This distribution most probably reflects the true statistics of fast rotators, as defined
by the physical mechanisms responsible for their slow down. However, the distribution could
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Figure 2.9 Distribution of the rotation periods identified in this work. We find fewer targets
with with Prot > 1.5 days. This may be intrinsic to the population of young stars we study
here or a systematic trend in the data.
be affected by a number of selection biases. For example, slower rotators have a weaker
dynamo effect and are thus likely to have smaller spots. As a result their star spot modulation
would have lower intrinsic amplitudes, which would make them harder to identify amidst
the instrumental noise. If this is true, then the identification of stars with rotation periods
Prot & 2 days might therefore be a significant challenge using K2 data. In future work we
would would like to develop an algorithm that can identify additional stars with rotation
periods Prot > 2 days, and especially stars with Prot > 5 days, which were not included in
the present study.
Figures 2.10 - 2.13 presents the light curves of several of these fast rotators. In each
subplot, the top panel shows the first half of the light curves while the bottom panel shows
the second half of the light curve (typically 40 days). Each y-axis has been scaled to 3x the
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light curve amplitude.
Figure 2.10 presents three of the fastest rotators on the left. Their rotation periods vary
form 7-21 hours. We note that both the amplitude and shape of the light curve changes over
the course of the K2 observations. This is likely due to the change in number and location
of the spots on the photosphere. The right half of the figure presents three of the slowest
rotators in our sample of fast rotators. Their rotation periods vary from 3-4 days. Compared
to the slow rotators, both the shape and pattern of modulation is more consistent during the
campaign. We believe this pattern stability is in an indication that spots are longer lived on
slower rotators.
Figure 2.10 Three examples of the fastest rotators (left) and slowest rotators (right) in our
subset of stars with rotation periods < 3.5 days.
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We see small differences in the patterns between stars of different colors, which is also a
proxy for mass. Blue stars are main-sequence stars more massive than the Sun, while red stars
are less massive than the Sun, see Table 2.2. We utilize the GAIA G magnitude introduced in
Chapter 1 as well as the 2MASS J magnitudes. The Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS )
was an all sky survey in the infrared conducted jointly by the University of Massachusetts
and NASA. 3 The J bandpass peaks at a wavelength of 1.235 µm. Figure 2.11 presents three
of the reddest rotators on the left (3.0<G-J<3.7) and three of the bluest rotators on the
right (0.3<G-J<0.8) 4 The amplitude of modulation for the red rotators is ∼ 5% in each
case while the blue rotators have an amplitude of modulation < 1%. This could mean that
the bluer (more massive) rotators are intrinsically less spotted, either because they have
fewer spots overall, or because their spots are smaller. An alternate explanation is that the
contrast between the spots and the photosphere are sharper in the less massive/cooler stars
that it is in the more massive/hotter ones. This may happen if the temperature difference
between the spots and the photosphere is larger in the cooler stars. This higher contrast
would cause a higher level of modulation for red rotators compared to blue rotators.
Table 2.2: Color to Mass Conversion
G-J Mass
1-1.2 F
1.2 - 1.3 G
1.3 - 1.8 K
> 1.8 M
∼2.8 Full Convection
3https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/2mass.html
4Eric Mamajek determined FGKM spectral types corresponding to G-J colors to be: F 1-1.2, G
1.2 -1.3, K 1.3-1.8, and M > 1.8. Full convection begins at M4.5 or G-J = 2.8. See his table at
http://www.pas.rochester.edu/∼emamajek/EEM dwarf UBVIJHK colors Teff.txt
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Figure 2.11 Three examples of the reddest fast rotators (left) and bluest fast rotators (right).
Figure 2.12 presents the light curves of three detected fast rotators with some of the
lowest amplitude of modulation compared to three stars with the highest amplitude. The
stars with the lowest amplitudes show variability on the order of 0.5% while the stars with
the highest amplitudes show variations on the order of 4%. There does not seem to be any
obvious correlation between the amplitude of modulation and the rotation rate. Instead, we
believe that the amplitude of modulation is related to the color of the stars as noted above,
see Figure 2.11. This idea is explored further in Chapter 5.
In Figure 2.13, we present three of the brightest (5.8<G<7.5) fast rotators compared to
three of the faintest fast rotators (18.4<G<20.4), to show that the brightness of a star has
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Figure 2.12 Three examples of fast rotators with the lowest amplitude of variability (left)
and highest amplitude of variability (right).
no effect on our ability to identify rotation modulations. We do observe that fainter stars
appear to show higher amplitudes in their rotation modulations on average. This however
is not a selection effect, but simply the fact that the fainter stars in our program are also
redder since the are dominated by low-mass M dwarfs, while the brighter stars are largely
FGK stars, see Figure 3.1. As it turns out, M dwarf fast-rotators tend to show larger spots
on their surface and thus have larger amplitudes in their modulation, while fast-rotating
FGK stars generally show smaller spots and thus have lower amplitudes in their rotation
modulations.
Figure 2.14 shows the fraction of fast rotators identified in each magnitude bin. We utilize
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Figure 2.13 Three examples of the brightest fast rotators (left) and dimmest (right).
the apparent GAIA G magnitudes throughout this study. The G band is a broad optical
bandpass (320-1100nm). The trend in Figure 2.14 indicates an increase in the detection of
fast rotators when one observes fainter magnitudes, which is counterintuitive because one
would expect rotation modulations to be harder to detect in fainter stars. However, this
likely occurs because again the fainter targets are comprised mainly of low-mass M dwarfs,
while the brighter targets are largely more massive FGK dwarfs (see Figure 6.1). The age-
activity relationship presented by West et al. (2008) indicates that M stars remain active
longer than the more massive FGK stars. Therefore, late-type M stars will persist as rapid
rotators longer than bluer, early type stars, making it it more likely to find a rapid rotator
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Figure 2.14 Fraction of rapidly rotating M dwarfs as a function of magnitude. At fainter
magnitudes, the fraction of fast rotators increases because the fainter magnitudes are com-
prised mainly of M dwarfs as indicated by Figure 3.1. The drop off at G > 16 is indicative of
the K2 detection limit for fast rotators. This limit is due to light curves that are too noisy
to detect a repeating signal.
in a sample dominated by M dwarfs, like this subset of faint stars.
Interestingly, the trend in Figure 2.14 reveals a sharp downturn at G > 16, which suggests
that G > 16 is the magnitude limit for detecting modulations from spots in K2 data. This
limit could due to 1) the K2 light curves becoming too noisy to detect a repeating signal
or 2) fainter stars being genuinely less likely to show rotational modulation. Figure 2.15 is
a frequency histogram of the SBK2 sample (black) and the fast rotator subsample (red).
As the histogram indicates, the majority of the stars in these samples are brighter than
16th magnitude. The downturn however occurs earlier for fast rotators that for the slower
rotators. However, another interesting feature of this histogram is the bimodal distribution
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Figure 2.15 Frequency histogram of apparent G magnitudes of all SBK2 stars (black) and
rapid rotators (red). These histograms indicate that the downturn in detection of rapid
rotators with G > 17 is a result of our sample becoming incomplete at this magnitude and
not a limitation of our detection methods. We also note the bimodal distribution of fast
rotators.
of the fast rotators. We find the fast rotators to show two peaks, one at G∼9 and another
one at G∼15. This suggests some hidden trend in the distribution of fast rotators. The
brighter peak at G∼9 likely occurs because most of the brighter stars in our sample are F
stars. These F type stars, according to gyrochronology, are genuinely more likely to be fast
rotators than stars of lower mass, because they decelerate slower than less massive objects
(GK dwarfs).
To verify this, we plot the rotation rate as a function of the star’s color in Figure 2.16.
The G-J color is used. The figure indicates that fast rotators tend to fall into two groups:
blue stars, with colors consistent with spectral type F, and red stars, with colors consistent
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with fully convective M dwarfs.This is evidence that red (M) dwarfs persist as rapid rotators
for longer than more massive stars. The clustering of rapid rotators at P=2 days and G-J
= 1.0 are likely the more massive members of the Hyades and Pleiades. This topic will be
discussed further in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.16 Rotation period as a function of color.
A second way to view the above mentioned bias in our selection methods is in a color-
apparent magnitude diagram, see Figure 2.17. This figure plots all the SBK2 stars in black
with the fast rotators overplotted in red. The figure shows a distribution similar to that of an
HR diagram, with the main sequence cutting across from upper-left to lower-right. Because
our sample is a high-proper motion selected subset, most stars tend to have relatively close
distance, and their apparent magnitudes are correlated with their absolute magnitude. What
is more interesting is that we clearly see the two groups of stars: blue F stars at apparent
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magnitude G∼9, and red M dwarfs at apparent magnitude G∼16. Therefore the bimodal
distribution in the apparent magnitude distribution simply reflects the color dependence
of the variability. The stars with the faintest magnitudes (G>18) are in fact K stars of
intermediate colors (G-J∼2), not expected to be fast rotators. This explains the dowturn at
G>17 noted in Figure 2.14. Actually, we will show in the next section that these faint stars
are in fact members of the Galactic halo, and are not fast rotators because they are much
older.
Figure 2.17 Color-apparent magnitude of all SBK2 stars (black) and fast rotators (red).
FGKM spectral types correspond to G-J colors of: F 1-1.2, G 1.2 -1.3, K 1.3-1.8, and M >
1.8. This plot shows that the majority of the stars in our sample are brighter than G=16,
and that we detect very few stars fainter than 18th magnitude. We conclude that the trend
seen in Figure 2.14 is due to the incomplete nature of the sample at faint magnitudes and is
not a reflection of the sensitivity of our rotation period finding algorithm.
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CHAPTER 3
KINEMATICS AND OTHER INDICATORS OF YOUTH
3.1 Reduced Proper Motion Analysis
We utilize the SUPERBLINK proper motions to produce a reduced proper motion diagram
(RPM) of all the SUPERBLINK stars monitored by K2 (Figure 3.1). The reduced proper
motion diagram is similar to an HR diagram and the locations of stars on the diagram can
be interpreted in a similar way. The main sequence makes an S-shape diagonally across the
diagram, the red dwarfs lie in the upper right corner, and the white dwarfs in the lower
left. However, the similarities end there because the RPM diagram is not a plot of absolute
magnitude or luminosity. An RPM diagram plots the reduced proper motion, H, given by
the equation
HG = G+ 5 log(µ) + 5 (3.1)
where G is the apparent magnitude (in this work we utilize the GAIA G magnitude) and
µ the total proper motion. The RPM value is plotted against an astronomical color term
such as G-J utilized here. The total proper motion, µ, can be written as the ratio between
the velocity of a star its distance from the Sun,
µ = 0.211 ∗ Vt
d
, (3.2)
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where Vt is the transverse velocity in units of kms
−1, d is the trigonometric distance
in units of parsecs, and µ is the total proper motion in units of seconds of arc year−1.
Trigonometric distance is calculated from the inverse of the parallax (d = 1/pi). Substituting
this expression for parallax in to Equation 3.1 gives
µ = 0.211 ∗ Vt ∗ pi, (3.3)
which can be substituted in to Equation 3.1 to give
HG = G+ 5 log(0.211 ∗ Vt ∗ pi) + 5, (3.4)
which becomes
HG = G+ 5 log(0.211) + 5 log(Vt) + 5 log(pi) + 5. (3.5)
The absolute magnitude of a star, a measure of its luminosity, is given by the equation
MG = G+ 5 log(pi) + 5. Therefore, the reduced proper motion effectively is:
HG = MG + 5log(Vt) + 5log(0.211) = MG + 5log(Vt)− 3.38 (3.6)
So the reduced proper motion HG depends on the absolute magnitude, MG, i.e. the star’s
luminosity, and the star’s transverse motion, Vt, in the plane of the sky.
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The RPM diagram is therefore a useful tool for separating stars by how fast they move
through space. In particular, this separates out the stars from the local Galactic disk (low
velocity) and from the local Galactic halo (high velocity) populations. The reduced proper
Figure 3.1 Reduced proper motion diagram for all 58,484 high proper motion stars observed
in the first 15 K2 campaigns with light curves analyzed in the present study. The fast
rotators are indicated by red circles. The blue dashed box represents a “by eye” boundary
identifying the locus of main-sequence stars of the old, Galactic halo population; stars of the
Galactic disk fall above this box. The M dwarf fast rotators, especially at the red end of the
main sequence (G-J>2.0), tend to be slightly elevated above the main locus of the Galactic
disk population, which is a typical feature of nearby young stars. The rapidly rotating halo
objects (red dots inside the box) may be interacting binary systems, in which the rotation
rates have been spun up by tidal interactions, this idea is explored further in Chapter 6.
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motion diagram is particularly effective at separating out very young stars, due to a combi-
nation of two factors. First, young stars tend to be overluminous at a given color, because
they are still contracting and are thus bigger; this shifts young stars up on the reduced
proper motion diagram (due to them having lower absolute magnitudes); the same shift
would actually be noticed in the regular HR diagram. Second young stars tend to live in the
“kinematically cold” populations, meaning that their space motions are generally small, and
this also decreases their reduced proper motion, also shifting the stars up on the diagram.
Very old stars, on the other hand, tend to live in the “kinematically hot” population of
local stars, and have large transverse motions which increase the RPM value (shifting the
stars down on the diagram). In addition, old stars are generally metal poor, so they appear
bluer than metal-rich stars of equal mass and luminosity; as a result, halo stars tend to be
shifted blueward on the diagram (to the left). All of these factors work to clearly separate
out the youngest stars in the local Galactic disk population, from the oldest stars in the
local Galactic halo population. In general, young stars of a given color will be higher on the
diagram than old stars of the same color. This is very useful tool for the identification of
young stars in particular.
The box in Figure 3.1 represents a “by eye” boundary identifying the locus of the main-
sequence halo stars, i.e. the oldest stars in the sample. This box is consistent with the
metallicity and proper motion analysis for old, metal-poor stars described in Le´pine et al.
(2007). The fast rotator candidates identified in our analysis are plotted as large red circles,
with all other stars shown as small black dots. Strikingly, the vast majority of the fast rota-
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tor candidates are found within the locus of the disk stars, with only 32 candidates falling
within the locus of halo stars. In addition, the M dwarf (V − J > 2.7) fast rotators as a
group are “elevated” (i.e. they have lower reduced proper motion values on average) within
the locus of the disk stars compared to other disk stars of similar colors. For example, M
dwarfs with colors 2.5<G-J<3.0, the average HG value for all SBK2 stars is 14.9, while the
fast rotators the average HG is 13.8, i.e. the fast rotators are shifted up.
In the RPM diagram, this either means that these rapidly rotating M dwarfs tend to have
brighter absolute magnitude at a given color or that they tend to have lower average trans-
verse motions. As explained above, a low average motion is consistent with youth because
nearby star forming regions and young moving groups have relatively low space motions
relative to the Sun. A higher absolute magnitude is also consistent with youth because very
young (< 100 Myr) M dwarfs have not fully contracted onto the main sequence (Baraffe
et al. 2015). As a result, young M dwarfs are larger and more luminous for their color com-
pared to older main sequence stars of the same colors and/or mass. Again, either one or
a combination of both of these factors results in a smaller reduced proper motion value in
young, local stars. The fast rotators identified in our analysis, therefore, show exactly the
trends one would expect if these fast rotators were indeed part of the local young population.
Of the 58,484 SBK2 stars, 12,470 are candidate halo objects based on their location in the
RPM diagram (the stars inside the blue dashed box in Figure 3.1), thus representing about
21% of the sample. Of the 1,113 rapid rotators we identify, only 32 have reduced proper
motions consistent with halo objects, which is less than 3% of the fast rotators identified.
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The identification of even a few fast rotators among stars associated with the Galactic halo
population is surprising, because halo stars are expected to be relatively old (& 10 Gyr).
Gyrochronology predicts that all stars of that age should have slowed to a very low rotation
period. However, one way that such old stars could still be rotating fast is if they are in
a binary system. In the presence of a close companion, a high rotation rate can be driven
by tidal interactions, which will tend to synchronize the rotation period of each individual
star with the orbital period of the system. If the orbital period of the system is short (less
than a few days), then both stars will maintain a fast rotation rate. According to the data
on nearby binaries and multiples presented in Raghavan et al. (2010), we would expect to
find ∼ 0.4% of the G stars in our sample to be short period binaries, with separations small
enough to make them tidally interacting binary stars; this is based on the observation that
only 2 binaries with orbital periods < 5 days are found among the 454 local stars that were
surveyed in their study. Additionally Fischer & Marcy (1992) found 0.42% of M dwarfs to
have stellar companions. For our subset of halo stars, we would thus expect ∼ 0.4% of 12,470
stars to be close binaries with short orbital periods and potentially interacting, which would
amount to about 50 objects. This assumes that the statistical distribution of orbital periods
is the same for the stellar populations of the disk and halo. The 32 candidate halo fast
rotators we identify are reasonably within a factor 2 of the predicted number. The slightly
lower than expected value may indicate that the binary fraction is marginally lower for the
local halo population, compared to the nearby disk population of G stars surveyed in the
Raghavan study. Alternatively, we may be missing some close binary stars that may not be
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close enough to sufficiently interact or that have inclinations that make it difficult to detect
rotation modulation, for example if their axis of rotation is tilted perpendicular to the plane
of the sky. It is worth mentioning that the Raghavan study only found 2 systems with these
short orbital periods. The uncertainty in their sample is on the order of ±√2 = ±1.4. Our
slightly lower number could still be in agreement with the Raghavan results, considering the
small number statistics.
The fact that the vast majority of the halo stars are generally non-variable suggests that
these stars, as a group, may be ideally suited for use as “calibration” sources to refine the
reduction of K2 photometric data. A calibration sample is typically used to test the uncer-
tainty in a data reduction or analysis algorithm. In this case, we do not expect to find a
modulation in most of the halo stars, at least on timescales of a few days. A consequence
of this is that our halo sample can in fact be used to place an upper limit on the number
of false positives in our sample. In the worst case, if we assume that all 32 candidate fast
rotators identified among the halo stars are false positives, and not actual fast rotators in
the halo, then this would suggest a false positive detection rate of 0.3% for all the stars in
our database. If this false positive rate were applied to the subset of disk stars, this means
that only about 118 of the fast rotators in the disk population might be false positives, or
∼ 10% of all the candidate fast rotators identified in our study. We will see in Chapter 6
that only 10 of the 32 halo detections are actually false positives, indicating an actual false
positive rate of 0.1% implying that at most only about 40 of the 1,113 SBK2 fast rotators
may be false detections.
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In any case, the much lower detection rate of fast rotators among the halo stars provides
a convincing validation of our ACF analysis. Indeed extrinsic signals such as instrumental
artifacts in the K2 light curves should be affecting all light curves equally regardless of what
the disk/halo status of the star is. The very fact that the great majority of our candidate fast
rotators are identified among “disk” stars shows that these modulations must be intrinsic
signals, and thus most likely genuine modulations in those stars.
3.2 Velocity-Space Projections Analysis
We initially combined proper motions with photometric distances derived from V magni-
tudes and V-J colors in order to evaluate the space motion of our stars. This procedure was
done before parallaxes from the GAIA mission became available, and is described here to
illustrate the results that were published in our 2018 Astronomical Journal paper; a “GAIA
update” is provided in Section 3.3. We first identified 11,809 stars from the entire (all-sky)
SUPERBLINK catalog with distances d < 100 pc that did have measured trigonometric
parallaxes (which includes parallaxes from the HIPPARCOS and TGAS catalogs) before the
second GAIA data release, and calculated their absolute magnitudes MV . We then deter-
mined the relationship between MV vs V − J to use as a photometric distance calibration.
Because the mathematical relationship between MV and V − J is complex and varies with
the V − J color, we divided the stars into six V − J bins, and fit a relationship for each
one of the bins using a polynomial of order one. After a first pass, we eliminated any star
deviating from the fit by ±1.5 magnitudes. We then fit a polynomial of order one to the
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remaining calibration stars. We repeated this process a total of three times. The best-fit
linear equations for each of the magnitude bins are:
MV = 1.26(V − J) + 1.67 (V − J ≤ 0.7) (3.7)
MV = 4.02(V − J)− 0.26 (0.7 < V − J ≤ 1.5) (3.8)
MV = 2.06(V − J) + 2.77 (1.5 < V − J ≤ 3.0) (3.9)
MV = 2.47(V − J) + 1.51 (3.0 < V − J ≤ 4.0) (3.10)
MV = 2.40(V − J) + 1.75 (4.0 < V − J ≤ 5.0) (3.11)
MV = 1.94(V − J) + 4.08 (5.0 < V − J ≤ 6.0) (3.12)
The top panel of Figure 3.2 shows all 11,809 calibration stars as black dots, the stars
that passed the ±1.5 magnitude cut are over plotted as blue dots, and the derived linear fit
is shown in black segments. The bottom panel shows the difference between the magnitude
derived from the fits and the actual magnitude of the calibration stars that passed both cuts
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to the initial polynomial fits. We find that the typical error on the photometric distances
derived from this fit, dphot, are 15% of the parallax distances, or ± 1 in distance modulus.
We multiply the photometric distances by the total proper motion, µ, of each star to
obtain a transverse velocity, from vT = 4.74 µ dphot. Figure 3.3 shows a frequency histogram
of those velocity space projections. The histogram of all SBK2 stars are shown on the top
Figure 3.2 Color-magnitude diagram used to derive photometric distances of SBK2 stars.
All 11,809 calibration stars are plotted as black dots, and the stars that pass the cuts made
to the initial polynomial fits are over plotted as blue dots. The bottom panel shows the
difference between the derived magnitude and the actual magnitude of the calibration stars
used to derive the fit. We find that the typical error on the photometric distances are 15%
of the distance, or ±1 in distance modulus. The equations of fit are listed in Section 3.2
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panel in black, while the rapid rotators are shown on the bottom panel in red. The rapid
rotators appear to be more abundant at lower velocities and their distribution peaks at a
lower velocity than the SBK2 stars: the median transverse motion of the fast rotators is
63 km s−1, with a mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 34 km s−1. For all the other stars,
the median transverse motion is 106 km s−1, with a MAD of 67 km s−1, which implies that
the fast rotators peak at a transverse velocity of about half that of the slow rotators. We
believe this confirms that the population of rapid rotators is fundamentally different from
Figure 3.3 Frequency histograms of 2D velocity projections for all stars (top) and for the fast
rotators only (bottom) with the velocities calculated using photometric distances. There are
more fast rotators at low velocity and their overall distribution peaks at a lower velocity
compared to the general population of stars, see Section 3.2. A two-sided KS test of these
distributions produces a KS statistic of 0.35 and a p-value of 10−111 indicating that they are
drawn from different populations.
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the general population of stars, i.e. that the fast rotators are mostly young disk stars while
the general SBK2 subset also includes older disk stars and very old halo stars. A two-sided
KS-test returns a KS statistic of 0.35 and a p-value of 10−111. These values demonstrate
that the fast rotators are not drawn from the general population of field stars, and must
represent a different subset.
We further combine these photometric distances with the measured proper motions to
create kinematics plots. Although we do not have radial velocity data, the combination
of proper motion vectors and distances are sufficient to create 2D projections of the space
motions in the plane of the sky. We plot these 2D velocity projections in Figure 3.4 with
individual plots for each one of the K2 campaign fields, since each field has a different plane
of projection on the sky. The axes plot the projected velocity vectors (vl,vb) = (4.74 µl
dphot, 4.74 µb dphot), where µl and µb are the vector components of proper motion in Galactic
coordinates, which are multiplied by the photometric distances derived from the procedure
described above. The velocity components are given in units of km s−1. We also indicate
the approximate locations of known NYMGs (see Chapter 1) with shaded boxes. The black
box is an average of all nearby groups. Three young star clusters were also monitored by
Kepler fields 4, 5, and 13, and each one also has a specific motion. In field 4, the motion of
the Hyades and Pleiades star clusters are represented by blue and green boxes, respectively.
In field 5 the motion of the Beehive cluster is represented by a blue box. In field 13 the
Hyades were targeted again, and their motion is indicated by the blue box. We utilize the
three-dimensional UVW components of motion of these clusters calculated by van Leeuwen
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(2009) to create these boxes, see table 3.1. The average motion of the known NYMGs is also
listed in the table.
Table 3.1: NYMG Space Velocities
Group U V W
(kms−1)
Hyades -41.1 -19.2 -1.4
Pleiades -6.7 -25.0 -12.8
Beehive -41.5 -19.8 -9.7
NYMGs (average) -10.5 -19.5 -7.5
All SBK2 stars in each field are plotted in Figure 3.4 as black points. The fast rotators
are again plotted in red. A comparison of the distribution of red and black dots shows
again clearly that fast rotators have low projected velocities consistent with the young disk
population, see Figure 3.3. However, the velocity space distribution varies considerably
between fields. Some fields actually show considerable spread of their fast rotators (e.g.
campaign fields 3, 7, 8), while others show evidence of significant levels of clumping (fields
4, 5, 11, 12, 13). The large clumping of fast rotators in C04 is in fact believed to be the fast
rotators in the Pleiades star cluster, which this field happens to be imaging. 1 Likewise, the
clump in C05 represents the fast rotators in the Beehive cluster. We will examine all those
clumps in more detail in the next chapter.
One would expect nearby young stars to be found in nearby young star clusters, or to
be part of NYMGs. What is however unexpected is the relatively large number of fast
1The “stretched out” distribution of the Pleaides is a direct result of using photometric distances rather
than trigonometric distances. The Pleaides cluster is 150 Myr old, and many of the stars are overluminous
because they are still contracting, are unusually active, or have a fast rotation, any of which is typical of
young stars. Our distance calibration process does not account for these overluminos effects, and therefore
over predicts the distances to many of the stars in this cluster.
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Figure 3.4 Galactic velocity projection of all 58,484 stars analyzed in this study. The black
points are all targets and the red circles are the subset of 1,113 rapid rotators. The axes
plot 4.74 µ dphot which is the total proper motion multiplied by the photometric distance in
units of km s−1. The black box in each subfigure represents a generic characterization of the
NYMG velocities. Field 4 specifically targeted the nearby Hyades and Pleiades star clusters,
whose predicted space motions are represented by the blue and green boxes, respectively.
Field 5 targeted the Beehive which is indicated by a blue box. Field 14 targeted the Hyades
indicated by a blue box. We note additional clumps of fast rotators in campaigns 11, 12, and
13 which may be indicative of NYMGs. We explore these groups further in Chapter 4. We
note that “stretched out” distribution of the Pleaides is a direct result of using photometric
distances rather than trigonometric distances. Our distance calibration process does not
account for overluminosity due to youth and subsequently over predicts the distances to
many of the stars in this cluster.
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rotators that do not fall in the expected velocity boxes of known clusters and NYMGs. If
it is true that young stars form in clusters or loose associations, then the more scattered
objects in velocity space, if they are young stars, must have been ejected from their parent
cluster/association, while the objects that form clumps in velocity space may be the still co-
moving remnants of these groups. Ejected objects would be scattered throughout space and
show up to some level in all K2 fields, while the more compact remnants (NYMGs) would
be apparent only in some K2 fields, if they happen to be pointing in a direction where one of
these NYMG is concentrated. An alternative explanation is that the calculated photometric
distances used in these diagrams are inaccurate, resulting in bad calculated motions. This
is possible because our color-magnitude calibration for photometric distances assumes that
every star is settled on the main sequence, which would result in significant uncertainty
in the photometric distance for M dwarfs that are very young and still contracting, and
would thus scatter the stars in the diagram. Indeed, Figure 3.1 already suggested that some
of these stars are elevated above the main sequence. Therefore, our distances for the fast
rotators are potentially underestimated, which would mean that our velocities might also be
underestimated. A revised distance calibration might move some of our targets more in line
with the velocities of the NYMG - however, see Section 3.4 and Chapter 4.
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list the median and mean average deviation (MAD) of the 2D velocity
space projections of the fast and slow rotators, respectively, for each K2 field analyzed in
this work. The average ratio of the MAD for the fast rotators compared to the entire sample
is 0.51 in the Galactic latitude direction and 0.53 in the Galactic longitude direction. This
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fraction implies that the fast rotator distribution of velocities is 50% smaller than the general
population of targets we analyzed. This tighter distribution of velocities is consistent with
the distribution of velocities shown in the histograms of Figure 3.3, and once again shows
that the velocities of fast rotators are consistent with the local young disk population.
Table 3.2: Fast Rotator Kinematics (Photometric )
Field < vl >med. MADvl < vb >med. MADvb
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
0 37 24 -20 19
1 -40 46 -45 32
2 -42 31 -4 26
3 7 47 -37 52
4 49 18 -19 10
5 8 22 -52 40
6 -60 55 -2 39
7 -33 57 -38 34
8 53 67 -28 41
10 -44 57 -20 30
11 -34 26 -9 14
12 28 51 -49 29
13 40 27 13 26
14 -24 45 -54 35
15 -45 33 6 24
3.3 Young Stars and UV Excess
Finally, we cross-matched all sources with the GALEX catalog of UV sources to investigate
whether fast rotators would also normally be detected as chromospherically active stars
from excess UV emission. The NASA GALEX mission is led by the California Institute of
Technology and has been in operation since 2003. The primary purpose of the mission is
to study the evolution of galaxies using ultra violet light. The GALEX space telescope has
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imaged a significant fraction (> 70%) of the sky in two ultraviolet bands: far-ultraviolet
(FUV) which corresponds to wavelengths of 1344 to 1786 A˚, and near ultraviolet (NUV)
which corresponds to wavelengths of 1771 to 2831 A˚. While the primary purpose was to
obtain images of the young stars in nearby galaxies, GALEX has also detected and measured
the UV brightness of many nearby stars.
Table 3.3: SBK2 Kinematics (Photometric)
Field < vl >med. MADvl < vb >med. MADvb
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
0 60 41 -22 36
1 -46 130 -77 73
2 -49 41 -8 36
3 -18 72 -51 60
4 66 53 -13 48
5 56 81 -50 63
6 -86 98 -23 83
7 -67 59 -29 54
8 72 100 -44 69
10 -61 109 -49 62
11 -73 66 -12 44
12 10 103 -62 62
13 65 55 -5 45
14 2 106 -83 78
15 -105 91 -4 77
Figure 3.5 is a color-color diagram for all SBK2 stars with a counterpart in the GALEX
source catalog. We utilize GALEX NUV magnitudes (when available) as well as optical
G magnitudes from GAIA, and infrared J magnitudes from the two-micron all-sky survey
(2MASS ), to build this diagram. The black points are all SBK2 targets with GALEX
counterparts; the red circles are the fast rotators identified in this work. In this color-color
diagram, most stars are expected to fall along a straight line, because the NUV-G and G-J
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colors normally follow a linear correlation; this is noticeable in the 0.5<G-J<2.0 color range.2
We don’t see the standard relationship extending beyond G-J>2.0, because these stars are
generally too red to show substantial NUV emission, and are thus too faint in the NUV to
be detected by GALEX. However, the relationship at this point appears to split between
two groups: those stars that continue to follow the normal trend (undetected) and a group
of stars that show an excess of NUV emission and creates a “plateau” in the color-color
diagram. This split occurs because an active star has more UV radiation than an inactive
star of a similar mass. This higher flux (resulting in a lower number magnitude) produces
a smaller, i.e. bluer, NUV-G color term, placing the active star lower on the color-color
diagram. Indeed, the stars that we see follow this plateau trend are members of our fast
rotator sample. We expect the fast rotators to fall in this region because their fast rotation
creates a stronger magnetic dynamo producing more chromospheric activity, which creates
excess NUV flux, and thus results in a bluer-than-normal NUV-G color for the specific G-J
color of the star.
We assume a star to be an M dwarf if it has G− J > 1.8, following Le´pine et al. (2013).
We further define an M dwarf to be “active” if it has NUV − G < 9.0, indicative of a
significant UV excess. Using these criteria, we identify a total of 2,455 “active M dwarfs” in
the sample. Of these, we find that 187 are also identified as fast rotators, which represents
∼ 8% of the “active M dwarf” subset. By comparison, there are 36,559 stars in the full
SBK2 subset that have have M dwarf colors, and of these only 770 are fast rotators, or a
2Eric Mamajek determined FGKM spectral types corresponding to G-J colors to be: F 1-1.2, G
1.2 -1.3, K 1.3-1.8, and M > 1.8. Full convection begins at M4.5 or G-J = 2.8. See his table at
http://www.pas.rochester.edu/∼emamajek/EEM dwarf UBVIJHK colors Teff.txt
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Figure 3.5 NUV-V vs G-J for SBK2 targets. Black points are all SBK2 stars while red circles
are the rapid rotators with GALEX magnitudes. We find that the M dwarfs identified as
fast rotators have a 20% chance of showing UV excess, see Table 3.4.
fast rotator rate of just 2%. Another way to look at it is this: of the 36,559 stars in the
SBK2 sample with M Dwarf colors, 2,455 are flagged as active by GALEX (6%). For the
770 M dwarf fast rotators, we identify 187 active stars (24%). These statistics both indicate
that the M dwarf fast rotators selected from the K2 light curves are more than three times
more likely to have UV excess, which supports the connection between fast rotation and
chromospheric activity. We additionally note that for the stars which are not M dwarfs, i.e.
G − J < 1.8, there is no evidence that the fast rotators have significant NUV excess over
the other stars. These observations indicate that, while NUV excess can be a reliable age
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diagnostic, it is not as reliable as an indicator of youth than the detection of fast rotation
from the K2 light curves, especially for nearby low-mass stars.
Indeed approximately 75% of the M dwarf rapid rotators we identify do not fit the
criterion for UV excess. Part of this may be due to the patchy sky-coverage of GALEX. In
particular, GALEX did not observe many regions close to the Galactic plane due to high
star density. Of the fields we analyzed, C00 and C07 fall directly on the Galactic plane.
Campaigns C02 and C04 lie near the Galactic plane. Only C01, C03, C05, C06, and C08
are well within the coverage of the GALEX survey. Table 5 presents a breakdown of the
number of SBK2 M dwarfs with UV excess per field and the number of those stars which
are identified as fast rotators.
Table 3.4 indicates that most of the fast rotator M dwarfs we identify are not in the low
Galactic latitude fields. Of the fields that are well covered by GALEX, we still find that only
∼ 25% of the SBK2 M dwarfs show evidence of UV excess from GALEX data. Therefore, it
would appear likely that many of the rapid rotators in our sample do have some level of UV
excess from chromospheric activity, but GALEX was unable to detect these targets, possibly
due to the intrinsic faintness of those M dwarfs. From Figure 3.5, we expect that an active
M dwarf should have 6<NUV-G<8 approximately. That means if an active M star has a
magnitude G=15, which is typical of M dwarfs in the SBK2 subset, then its NUV magnitude
will be in the range 21<NUV<23. This magnitude range is quite close to the detection limit
of GALEX (NUV=22). This observation indicates that GALEX cannot always detect an
active star if it is fainter than G=15. Indeed, there are 32,644 SBK2 M dwarfs fainter than
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15th magnitude in G which is 90% of the M dwarfs in our sample. We believe that this is
strong evidence that the search for rapid rotators in fields observed with Kepler and K2 can
identify young stars that lack a UV detection in GALEX, which can significantly expand the
search for nearby young M dwarfs.
Table 3.4: M Dwarf Fast Rotators and NUV Emission
Field Fast Rotation Fast Rotation
+NUV
0 22 0
1 53 21
2 33 1
3 21 1
4 200 15
5 57 21
6 55 9
7 35 4
8 50 26
10 43 18
11 24 0
12 35 22
13 82 15
14 63 33
15 47 1
An interesting pattern that emerges in Figure 3.5 is the fact that most of the M dwarf
fast rotators have NUV − G > 6. That is, the majority of M dwarfs with extremely large
UV excess (NUV −V < 6) are not identified as fast rotators in our study. This is consistent
with the hypothesis that most M dwarfs with very large NUV excess are actually low-mass
stars with a white dwarf companion (Skinner et al. 2017). The white dwarf in this case is
the one responsible for the large NUV excess, and not any sort of chromospheric activity in
the M dwarf. In fact, systems with a white dwarf companion are relatively older (since all
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white dwarfs are the remnants of evolved stars), which means one would not expect the M
dwarf component to be a fast rotator, unless the rotation of the M dwarf is driven by tidal
forces from the white dwarf in a tight binary system. We do indeed find a small number
of fast rotators that have NUV-G>6.0, these could be one of two things: either they are
M dwarfs with unusually high levels of NUV emission, perhaps M dwarfs caught during an
intense flare (see Chapter 4), or they are tidally interacting systems of an M dwarf with a
white dwarf companion.
3.4 Update on Kinematics after the second GAIA Data Release
Recently, parallax data have become available for the majority of the stars in the SBK2
sample (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a,b). We present an update to the kinematics analysis
described in Section 3.2 utilizing the GAIA second data release (DR2).
This time we can get precise (triangulated) distances for most of the SBK2 stars from
the DR2 parallaxes. We multiply these trigonometric distances by the total proper motion,
µ, of each star to obtain a transverse velocity, from vT = 4.74 µ dtrig. We present again
a frequency histogram of those velocity space projections, see Figure 3.6. Again, the rapid
rotators are shown on the top panel in red while all stars are shown on the bottom panel in
black. This confirms the trends already noted in Section 3.2: fast rotators are significantly
more frequent at lower velocities and their distribution peaks at a lower velocity than the
stars as a whole. Here, the median transverse motion of the fast rotators is 33 km s−1, with a
mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 17 km s−1. For all the other stars, the median transverse
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Figure 3.6 Frequency histograms of 2D velocity projections for the fast rotators (top) and all
stars (bottom) using trigonometric distances. There are more fast rotators at low velocity
and their overall distribution peaks at a lower velocity compared to the general population
of stars, see Section 3.2. A two-sided KS test of these distributions produces a KS statistic
of 0.43 and a p-value of 10−176 indicating that they are drawn from different populations.
motion is 71 km s−1, with a MAD of 41 km s−1. This motion, again, implies that the fast
rotators peak at a transverse velocity of about half that of the slow rotators. A two-sided
KS-test returns a KS statistic of 0.43 and a p-value of 10−176. These values confirm that
the motions of the fast rotators are indeed different from the general population of stars as
was previously implied using photometric distances. If anything, the difference is even more
pronounced.
We combine these trigonometric distances with their proper motion vectors to create
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Figure 3.7 Plot of 2d velocity projections using GAIA DR2 proper motions and parallaxes.
The symbols follow the convention established in Figure 3.4
revised kinematics plots, see Figure 3.7. The axes plot the projected velocity vectors (vl,vb)
= (4.74 µl dphot, 4.74 µb dtrig), where µl and µb are the components of proper motion in
Galactic coordinates, which are multiplied by the GAIA distances. The velocity components
are given in units of km s−1. As before, the boxes represent the general location of known
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nearby star clusters and NYMGs utilizing the UVW velocities in Table 3.1.
The updated kinematics plot is similar to the kinematics plot in Section 3.2. The fast
rotators (red circles) tend to lie at lower velocities than the general SBK2 stars, implying
that they are members of the young disk. We also note the same clumping we saw previously
in C04, C05, and C11. Overall, the GAIA DR2 kinematics only confirm the trends already
noted above, and this shows that our photometric distances were already reasonably reliable
in most cases. However, the increased accuracy of the GAIA parallaxes allows us to better
identify the members of clusters and possible NYMGs.
Table 3.5: Fast Rotators Kinematics (Trigonometric)
Field < vl >med. MADvl < vb >med. MADvb
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
0 24 27 -17 14
1 -23 24 -25 24
2 -22 20 -3 17
3 5 33 -23 34
4 29 1 -12 1
5 3 10 -30 14
6 -46 44 -2 27
7 -23 37 -16 10
8 34 43 -20 28
10 -30 53 -14 25
11 -28 13 -8 8
12 18 30 -26 11
14 -13 23 -29 12
15 -27 14 2 22
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 update the values presented in Tables 3 and 4 using GAIA DR2. The
average ratio of the MAD for the fast rotators compared to the entire sample is 0.51 in
the Galactic latitude direction and 0.53 in the Galactic longitude direction. This fraction
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implies that the fast rotator distribution of velocities is 50% smaller than the velocities of
the general population of SBK2 targets. This tighter distribution of velocities is consistent
with the young, thin disk. This evidence further solidifies our conclusion that these stars are
young.
Table 3.6: SBK2 Kinematics (Trigonometric)
Field < vl >med. MADvl < vb >med. MADvb
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
0 36 26 -14 22
1 -25 75 -47 43
2 -43 34 -6 29
3 -10 54 -35 40
4 45 36 -10 37
5 42 60 -31 42
6 -58 68 -17 56
7 -42 35 -19 33
8 52 69 -32 51
10 -41 81 -35 46
11 -59 48 -12 36
12 8 77 -46 47
13 51 43 -3 34
14 1 64 -50 46
15 -65 57 -2 49
Figure 3.8 plots the GAIA distances as a function of G-J color. The left hand side
extends to 1 kpc while the right hand side is zoomed in to 250 pc. The figure indicates that
our survey does not detect significant numbers of fast rotators at distances >400pc. This
is because most of those distant stars are in fact high-velocity stars, i.e. members of the
Galactic halo population, so they are not rotating rapidly in general. The majority of the
rapid rotators we observe lie within 150pc of the Sun. This is because young stars with low
space velocities can only be selected as high proper motion stars if they are relatively close
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Figure 3.8 Trigonometric distance as a function of G-J color. Black points are all SBK2 stars
and red circles are all fast rotators detected. The left hand side extends to 1000pc while the
right hand side is zoomed in to 250pc. Annotations indicate the middle of the mass range
as it corresponds to G-J color.
to the Sun. Additionally, as we have seen previously, this subset is comprised mainly of M
dwarfs (see Figure 6.1 and Section 3.3 for example). This is simply a bias in our sample
towards nearby M dwarfs due to the nature of the SUPERBLINK catalog. The overdensity
of fast rotators at a distance of ∼140pc is likely due to members of the Pleiades which is
discussed further in Chapter 4.
We can now update Figure 2.15 with the absolute magnitudes calculated from GAIA
DR2, see the left panel of Figure 3.9. While Figure 2.15 informed us about the Kepler CCD
sensitivity to detecting rotation periods, Figure 3.9 can inform us about intrinsic limitations
to the detection of rotation periods in GKM dwarfs. We restrict this analysis to disk stars
only. The figure indicates that the SBK2 sample of fast rotators is mainly comprised of M
dwarfs (MG ∼ 12). We also note a distinct lack of rapid rotators at 5 < MG < 7. These
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stars are the more massive K dwarfs. The lack of rapid rotators at these masses indicates
that K dwarfs slow down faster than G and M dwarfs are are not detected by our rotation
period detection algorithm discussed in Chapter 2. We create a color-absolute magnitude
diagram utilizing GAIA DR2, see the right hand side of Figure 3.9. We utilize the GAIA G
magnitude and 2MASS J magnitude for the color plotted on the x-axis. The y-axis is the
absolute G magnitude calculated from the distance modulus, MG = G − 5 log10 d + 5. We
remove all SBK2 stars that lie within the Halo based on their location in the reduced proper
motion diagram (see Figure 3.1) and stars with distances greater than 50pc. We make these
cuts for the purpose of comparing our sample of rapid rotators only to nearby, disk stars.
The GAIA color magnitude diagram contains many interesting features. The general
field stars (black points) trace the standard main-sequence, which is narrow at blue colors,
and wider at red colors. The SBK2 sample of fast rotators rotators, on the other hand, is
clearly elevated above the ZAMS at very red colors (G-J > 2). These colors correspond to
late M-type stars which take the longest to contract on to the main sequence, so this suggests
that these fast rotators are overluminous, which can happen if a star is extremely young and
still contracting. The GAIA color magnitude diagram also features a few members of the
red giant branch. However, these objects are not the focus of this work.
The objects of interest here are the very red rapid rotators that are elevated above the
MS. As we saw in the RPM diagram in Figure 3.1, these stars were of interest due to their low
reduced proper motion value. We speculated that this could be due to either overluminoisty
or low transverse motion. We saw in both Figures 3.3 and 3.6 that the subset of 1,113
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Figure 3.9 On the left, frequency histogram of absolute GAIA G magnitudes. On the right,
Color- absolute magnitude diagram for nearby, disk SBK2 stars (black dots) and the subset
of fast rotators (red circles). Absolute magnitudes were calculated using GAIA DR2.
SBK2 fast rotators have a statistically significant low velocity when compared to the entire
sample fo 58,484 stars. Now we see in Figure 3.9 which utilizes trigonometric distance that
the stars appear to be overluminous. These observations (low velocities, UV excess, and
overluminosity) taken in aggregate are strong indicators that this subset of fast rotators we
identify are a younger population of stars.
What we think, however, is that the fast rotators on this diagram are not actually shifted
up (overluminous), but are in fact shifted right, i.e. are redder than expected. This redder
color may be an effect due to “magnetic inflation” caused by the rapid rotation and strong
magnetic field in a star that is relatively young, but not necessarily so young that it is still
contracting. The magnetic inflation results in “puffed up” stars that are larger than a non-
inflated star of the same mass. This results in a larger surface area, making the star appear
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cooler. Therefore, these stars may not actually be PMS stars, but are bona fide MS stars,
albeit young. In any case, the subsample of fast rotators represents a young population of
disk stars in the Galaxy.
The technique we describe in this chapter could prove especially useful once data from
the upcoming TESS mission becomes available. These data will make it possible to expand
the search for young M dwarfs over much of the sky, especially if most of the known nearby
M dwarfs are being targeted by TESS. We explore the potential to find NYMGs members
via fast rotation in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
IDENTIFYING NEW MEMBERS OF NEARBY STAR CLUSTERS AND
YOUNG MOVING GROUPS
4.1 Introduction
Stars that are formed from the same gas cloud will often live in open clusters for the first
several hundred million years of their lives on the main sequence. Some or all of the stars in
these open clusters will however become disrupted through gravitational tidal forces as the
cluster moves through the Galaxy. Eventually, these dissociated clusters will become “loose
associations” of stars also known as kinematic moving groups. In cases involving clusters
of low initial density, the disruption may occur early, after only a few million years. The
resulting associations will be know as Young Moving Groups (YMGs).
There are several well known young kinematic moving groups in the Solar neighborhood
that are of great interest to astronomers who study young stars. These Nearby Young
Moving Groups (NYMG) provide an excellent laboratory for the study of stellar formation
and evolution. Firstly, it is possible to observe stars of different masses but similar ages in
a single group, to see how the initial mass of a star will determine its formation and early
evolution. Secondly, astronomers can study stars of similar masses with different ages across
different NYMGs, and thus follow the evolution over time of stars of a given initial mass. The
advantage of studying NYMGs as opposed to open clusters which usually comprise larger
numbers (hundreds) of stars, is that there are more NYMGs in the solar neighborhood,
whereas open clusters are rare. The proximity of these NYMGs to the Sun makes them
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Figure 4.1 Velocity projections in the direction of Galactic latitude, b, and longitude, l, for
all 1,113 SBK2 fast rotators using GAIA proper motions and distances. Boxes indicate the
location of obvious clumps in 2D-velocity space projections. These clumps include the three
clusters and one star-forming region specifically targeted by the K2 mission: C04 the Hyades
and Pleiades, C05 the Beehive, C13 the Hyades, and C15 Upper Scorpius.
easier to study than distant open clusters, in particular for their low-mass stellar members,
which have low luminosities and can only be observed in detail near the Sun. According to
Gagne´ & Faherty (2018) there are a dozen NYMGs within 100 pc of the Sun, whereas there
is only a single star cluster in the same volume - the Hyades cluster, ∼45 parsecs from the
Sun.
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As mentioned in Chapter 1 these NYMGs have a “missing M dwarf” problem. M dwarfs
are known to comprise ∼ 70% of stars in Galaxy, however the current tally of stars in NYMGs
comprises mostly more massive dwarfs of subtypes FGK. In fact, much of the recent work
done in this area of study has been devoted to searching for low-mass candidate members
of these groups. In Chapter 3, we argued that rotation could be a method to identify new
members, and suggested that the fast rotation be used in lieu of other youth indicators that
are difficult to obtain for these intrinsically faint objects, e.g. UV and Hα emission.
We test this hypothesis by searching among the SBK2 fast rotators for members of
members of known nearby clusters and NYMGs, while also attempting to identify other
NYMGs that may have been overlooked in previous studies.
4.2 Selecting the Candidate Members
We utilize the second data release of GAIA proper motions and parallaxes to calculate
velocity projections in the direction of Galactic latitude, b, and longitude, l, for all 1,113
SBK2 fast rotators identified in our analysis, see Figure 4.1. Blue and green boxes have
been drawn over obvious clumps of stars which may be indicative of kinematics groups, i.e.
groups of stars that share a common spatial motion.
These clumps were identified by eye in Figure 4.1 and the boxes drawn “by hand” to
select the candidate members. This initial by eye identification selected clumps in: C00, two
in C04, two in C05, C11, C12, C13, two in C14, and two in C15. The number of stars that
fall within these boxes are listed in the third column of Table 4.1.
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Some of these clumps in fact represent nearby star clusters that were specifically targeted
by the K2 campaign: C04 targeted the Hyades and Pleiades star clusters, C05 targeted the
Beehive star cluster, and C13 targeted the Hyades star cluster again. In addition, C15
targeted the Upper Scorpius star forming region, a site of very recent star formation that
may contain two or more kinematic groups that one could classify as very young NYMGs.
Clearly, several of the fast rotators identified in our analysis happen to be members of these
clusters/associations.
Table 4.1: Number of Candidates for Star Clusters and
NYMGs
Field Kinematic Candidates Kinematic + Dist. Cluster/Group
Distance Candidates (pc)
C00 Green 7 - -
C01 Green 13 - -
C04 Green 21 18 Hyades
C04 Blue 179 155 Pleiades
C05 Blue 21 21 C05 Group
C05 Green 22 18 Beehive
C11 Green 25 17 C11 Group
C12 Green 12 12 C12 Group
C13 Green 45 40 Hyades
C14 Green 12 - -
C14 Blue 24 14 C14 Group
C15 Blue 12 11 Lower Sco
C15 Green 13 6 Upper Sco
We do not have radial velocities for most of these stars, and we therefore cannot place
them within a 3-dimensional velocity space diagram; all we have is the 2-dimensional pro-
jection of the stars motions in the plane of the sky. In order to confirm membership in these
clusters/associations, we use the distance measurements provided by GAIA. We proceed in
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the following manner: (1) we first select the stars that fall within the boxes in Figure 4.1 for
further consideration; (2) we then plot the distance distribution of these stars to determine
if the clumping in velocity also corresponds to a clumping in physical space. The spatial
distributions are shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 Frequency histograms of GAIA distances for each K2 field. The red histograms
are all SBK2 stars, the green and blue bins represent the stars falling in the green and blue
boxes drawn in Figure 4.1.
The stars within the boxes in C00, C01, and the green box in C14 do not show significant
clustering in space; stars in NYMGs are expected to be spread over a volume of about a few
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tens of parsecs, and stars from these particular clumps are spread over significantly larger
distances. The Hyades/Pleiades/Beehive candidates in C04, C05, and C13, on the other
hand, show obvious clustering in space as one would expect from compact open clusters.
Likewise the stars in the Upper Scorpius star forming region in C15 show significant spatial
clustering. Interestingly, the kinematic groups in field C05, C11, C12, and the blue box in
C14 all appear to have clustering in distance as well, making them all possible members of
NYMGs. We slice the groups of stars in distance space using the distance ranges listed in
Table 4.2 and identify the stars within these distance ranges as likely candidate members of
these groups. The number of stars that remain after this selection process are listed in the
fourth column of Table 4.1. Lists of these candidates members are presented in Appendix
B. We then plot the velocity space projections again of the fast rotators that also fall within
these distance ranges, see Figure 4.3.
Table 4.2: Distance Ranges for Star Clusters and Candi-
date NYMGs
Field Range Cluster
(pc)
04/13 25-75 Hyades
04 105-155 Pleiades
05 25-125 C05 Group
05 155-205 Beehive
11 90-150 C11 Group
12 25-125 C12 Group
13 25-75 C13 Group
14 60-120 C14 Group
15 40-100 Lower Scorpius
15 100-150 Upper Scorpius
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Figure 4.3 Kinematics of all the fast rotators that fall within the within the distance limits
set in Table 4.2; the stars this time are all shown in the plane-of-sky velocity plot. The red
circles are the Hyades cluster candidates, yellow circles are the Pleiades cluster candidates,
green circles are the Beehive cluster candidates. The blue and pink circles are the candidates
for the Upper Scorpius and Lower scorpius star forming associations, respectively. The pink,
green, cyan, and red squares are the candidates for the possible young moving groups in
C05, C11 C12, and C14, respectively.
The known clusters and groups are plotted as color circles in Figure 4.3. In the case of
the Hyades (red), Pleiades (yellow) and Beehive (green) clusters, we see that they are fairly
compact in 2D velocity space, which is what one would expect from a compact cluster of
gravitationally bound stars. Conversely, Upper (pink) and Lower (blue) Sco are more spread
out, which is consistent with the idea that these stars are only loose associations, are not
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gravitationally bound, and will likely disperse over time. The candidate groups of stars in
C05, C11 C12, and C14 (squares) likewise show a relatively large scatter, more similar to
the Upper and Lower Sco associations. The larger dispersion in velocity would be consistent
with a larger spatial scatter, which means the group would likely be a moving group and not
a cluster.
We have searched the literature for know moving groups in the direction of these Kepler
fields, but have found no known NYMG that would match the motion of those stars. We
therefore suggest that the groups identified in C05, C11, C12, and C14 may be members of
four new NYMGs, identified here for the first time.
For the nearby cluster candidates, a significant fraction of our fast rotators were previ-
ously known members. Indeed we have cross-matched the Pleiades, Hyades, and Beehive
candidates with known lists of these groups (Douglas et al. 2014; Covey et al. 2016; Sarro
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 1996) and find that we have recovered 100, 13, and 15 bona fide
members, respectively. On the other hand, many of the stars we identify as cluster members
do not appear to be previously known, this includes 56 stars in the Pleiades, 6 stars in the
Hyades, and 2 stars in the Beehive. All these stars are listed and noted in Appendix B.
4.3 Correlation between Rotation-Mass-Age
As mentioned previously, gyrochronolgy is based on the empirical relation between stellar
rotation and mass-age. Stars of masses similar to the Sun will slow down in a predictable way,
and their rotation rates will converge to a common rotation-age-mass sequence after 500 Myr
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regardless of what their initial rotational velocities might have been (Barnes 2007; Mamajek
& Hillenbrand 2008). On the other hand, low mass stars like M dwarfs do not seem to have
achieved an equilibrium in their magnetic evolution even after 1 Gyr (Irwin et al. 2011).
The difference might lie in fundamental differences in the internal structure of low-mass
stars; while stars like the Sun have a radiative core, low-mass stars are fully convective later
than M4.5. Indeed previous works have suggested that it may not be possible to calibrate
a gyrochronolgy relation to rapidly rotating low-mass stars because the physical mechanism
that governs rotational braking is different or may not exist for fully convective stars. Stelzer
et al. (2016) do notice a change in the magnetic activity for M dwarfs, but only for those
stars rotating at slower than 10 days, i.e. much slower than the sample presented here.
We examine the rotation-age relationship for these young stars by creating rotation-
color plots. The top half of Figure 4.4 examines the stars from the known nearby clus-
ters/associations: 1) The left panel shows the youngest sample of stars, the star forming
region in Scorpius. The lower average rotation rates and relatively large spread across all
colors/masses of these presumably very young stars suggest that the stars in the association
are still contracting onto the main sequence, and may still be spinning up. 2) The middle
panel shows the Pleiades cluster which are ∼100 Myr. The tight sequence in rotation-mass
space suggests that the cluster members have now converged onto a ”Zero Age Rotation
Sequence” as predicted by gyrochronolgy (Barnes 2007); these stars are now spinning at
their fastest rates, having just reached the main-sequence. 3) The right panel shows stars
in the older Beehive (green) and the Hyades (red) clusters. The average rotation rates of
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Figure 4.4 Top: rotation as a function of color plot for the four known clusters and groups
recovered in the selection process described in Section 4.2. Bottom: Rotation as a function of
color plot for the four candidate groups of stars identified in Section 4.2 on the left compared
to the rapidly rotating field stars (right).
these stars are now slower than the rotation rates of the Pleiades members, in particular
for stars of low mass / red colors. This suggests that the stars have spun down at this
age, which is 625 Myr for the Beehive and 600 Myr for the Hyades. The bottom half of
Figure 4.4 shows similar rotation-color plots for all the other fast rotators we identified. The
left panel shows all the fast rotators identified as candidate co-eval groups based on their
velocity/spatial clustering. These stars show a distribution of rotation rates very similar to
that of the Pleiades, suggesting that they are of a similar age (∼100 Myr), i.e. stars that
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have just settled on the main-sequence and are spinning at their fastest. The Pleiades are
a relatively nearby cluster at 130 pc. We surmise that the event, e.g. Supernova explosion,
that triggered the star formation in the cloud that created the Pleiades could have been
the same event that produced the nearby kinematic groups of stars that we identify in the
present work. The proper motions of the stars we select here do not match any of the new
groups presented in Gagne´ & Faherty (2018), and may therefore be entirely new associations
as well.
The bottom right panel on Figure 4.4 shows all the rapid rotators in each campaign that
do not fall within any of these clusters and groups, i.e. field stars. These field stars show
rotation rates that are on average slower, and much similar to the distribution of the rotation
rates of stars in the Beehive and Hyades clusters. This suggest that they are older stars,
with probable ages ∼100 Myr. Despite their relatively old age, they are still rotating rapidly,
although they appear to have now slowed down somewhat. Their rapid rotation rate at these
older ages again can be explained by the explained by the weakened magnetic braking effect
in old field stars suggested by van Saders et al. (2016) that was discussed in Chapter 1.
Table 4.3: Average M Dwarf Rotation Period of Known
and Candidate Groups
Group < Prot >
(Days)
Pleiades 1.8
Hyades 1.1
Beehive 1.2
All Candidate MG Members 0.9
All Scattered Field Stars 1.0
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Table 4.3 lists the average rotation periods for the M dwarfs (2.5 < G-J < 4.0) in the
Pleiades, Hyades, Beehive, candidate MG members, and scattered field stars. On average
the Pleiades, Hyades, and Beehive clusters are all rotating at similar rotation rates. In fact,
the Pleiades are rotating at the slowest rate (1.3 days) which may be evidence that they
are still contracting and speeding up due to the conservation of angular momentum. The
Hyades and Beehive (600 Myr) are rotating and 1.1 and 1.2 days on average, respectively
This may be evidence for the slower magnetic braking mechanism for M dwarfs. At any
rate, the candidate MG members have the fastest rotation rates of this sample indicating
and age likely younger than the Hyades and Beehive, but have fully converged on to the main
sequence, i.e. older than the Pleiades. What is most interesting is the fast rotation rate of
the field M dwarfs as well. We must assume that if these star are not group members, then
they are older than the time it takes a group to dissolve (approximately 500 Myr). Their
persistent rapid rotation is unexpected and is ideal for further investigation. It also raises
the question for if a gyrochronolgy relationship is appropriate for M dwarfs, particularly
beyond the onset of full convection.
It is beyond the scope of this work to develop a formal gyrochronolgy relationship for
M dwarfs. However, the data presented here indicate that it may not be possible to to
extend the relationship for young open clusters to the reddest stars, (G-J > 1.8). 1 To test
this hypothesis, future work would is needed to identify more M dwarf group members of
independently verified ages.
1Eric Mamajek determined FGKM spectral types corresponding to G-J colors to be: F 1-1.2, G
1.2 -1.3, K 1.3-1.8, and M > 1.8. Full convection begins at M4.5 or G-J = 2.8. See his table at
http://www.pas.rochester.edu/∼emamajek/EEM dwarf UBVIJHK colors Teff.txt
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4.4 Color Magnitude Diagrams for Fast Rotators in Clusters and Moving
Groups.
We have already established in Chapter 3 that the SBK2 fast rotators appear to be overlumi-
nous compared to normal field main-sequence stars. To verify this for our NYMG candidates,
we create color-absolute magnitude diagrams using the magnitudes, colors, and parallaxes
from GAIA. Figure 4.5 shows these diagrams, where the fast rotators which are members
of a specific cluster/group are shown as color symbols. The black points represent 10,000
randomly selected SUPERBLINK stars, which act as comparison sample, representing the
normal (older) main-sequence stars in the field.
Figure 4.5 plots from left to right (1) Upper and Lower Sco star forming regions (10
Myr). (2) Candidate members of the Pleiades cluster (100 Myr). The diagram shows a
full sequence of FGKM dwarfs. The FG dwarfs lie on the ZAMS while the K dwarfs lie
slightly above it. The M dwarfs are the most “elevated” of the cluster. As we explained in
Figure 4.5 Color-magnitude diagram utilizing GAIA distances of all SBK2 stars overplotted
with the subset of NYMG members, including the new candidate associates.
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Section 3.4, this most likely is not because the stars are still contracting (pre-main sequence
stars) but more probably because these stars are “puffed up” due to magnetic inflation, and
thus shifted red in the diagram compared to normal field stars. Interestingly, the figure also
suggests that only the highest mass (FG) and lowest mass (M) stars in these clusters and
NYMGs are rapid rotators with very few K dwarfs detected as rapid rotators. The highest
mass stars are rapid rotators because they do not experience magnetic braking and never
lost their rapid rotation. The lowest mass stars have now begun to slow down (see Figure
4.4) but because they experience weaker braking or are stars of a faster initial spin rate,
we find them still being registered as fast rotators at that age. We are likely missing the K
dwarfs in the fast rotator sample because those have already slowed down significantly from
magnetic braking, and are no longer registering as fast rotators, now having rotation rates
slower than 3.5 days, even at the relatively young ages of these clusters and moving groups.
This suggests that K dwarfs in NYMGs may not be easy to find based on rotation alone, or
at least that they will not stand out as being very fast rotators.
Finally, Figure 4.6 plots the GAIA derived color-magnitude diagram for the four can-
didate groups that we identified in Section 4.2. Interestingly, each group shows similar
characteristics to each other and to the Beehive and Hyades clusters. Each group has a
small number (if any) high mass stars that are rapid rotators. Each group shows a majority
of low mass stars that are overluminous compared to the SBK2 field population. And, as
we saw in the right panel of Figure 4.5, there are almost no K dwarfs that register as rapid
rotators. We saw in Figure 4.4 that the candidate groups shared similar characteristics to
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the Pleiades in rotation-color space. However, the candidate groups look more similar to
the older Hyades and Beehive clusters in color-magnitude space, which this time suggests
that these groups might in fact be somewhat older than the Pleiades. It is however possible
that the difference may simply be due to the smaller number of stars identified in these
groups, and that the identification of larger numbers of these stars may better reveal the full
morphology of the main-sequences in these moving groups.
Figure 4.6 Color-magnitude diagram utilizing GAIA distances of all SBK2 stars overplotted
with the subset of NYMG members, including the new candidate associates.
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CHAPTER 5
WHITE LIGHT FLARES IN FAST ROTATORS
5.1 Introduction
Chromospheric emission for Sun-like stars results, in part, from the heating of the stellar
atmosphere magnetically through the αΩ magnetic dynamo process. The process occurs at
the tacholine which is the boundary between the radiative core and convective envelope of
these intermediate mass stars. The Ω effect occurs due to the winding of magnetic fields lines
by the differential rotation of the star. Then, the α effect is the twisting of the magnetic field
lines (Newton et al. 2017). Eventually the magnetic field lines reconnect. This reconnection
process fuels the observed high-energy flares.
However, we also observe high-energy chromospheric emission in low-mass stars across
the entire electromagnetic spectrum. The origins for this process cannot be the same as
the αΩ process as late-type M dwarfs are fully convective (M < 0.35M). We also observe
complicated, randomly occurring flare events in the white-light continuum of low-mass stars.
The connection between these white light flare events and high energy flares is not currently
understood for M dwarfs. (Davenport et al. 2014).
In any case, these events are an indicator of magnetic activity which is generally assumed
to be an indicator of youth. Because magnetic activity is driven by the rotation of a star,
one expects stars with fast rotations rates, i.e. relatively young stars, to be significantly
more active. We therefore wish to examine the occurrence of white light flare events in
the SBK2 fast rotator subsample. Our main purpose to further confirm that the stars we
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have identified are active stars, and look for any pattern in the flaring behavior of these fast
rotators.
5.2 Data Analysis
5.2.1 Light Curve Analysis
The procedure we use to identify fast rotators from K2 light curves and measure their rota-
tion periods is described in detail in Chapters 2 and 3. We summarize the methods briefly
below.
We used the K2 data reduction provided by Andrew Vanderburg (van Saders et al.
2016). This reduction procedure corrects for the fluctuation in sensitivity across the CCD
chip as the field of view drifts along the boresight of the telescope. Starting with those
reduced light curves, we used a combined auto-correlation function (ACF) and fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm to automatically find photometric modulation with characteris-
tic timescales <3.5 days, most of which we interpreted are being due to stars spots moving
in and out of the field of view as the star rotates.
We focused our search on the light curves of 58,484 stars selected from the SUPERBLINK
proper motion catalog, most of which happen to be relatively nearby, low-mass main-
sequence stars. The algorithm we developed in Chapter 2 identified 1,113 probable fast-
rotators.
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5.2.2 Defining the Control Sample
For this analysis, we will explore if there is a significant difference between the fast rotators
with white light flare events versus the fast rotators that do not show flare events. We
compare the flare rate in rapidly rotating stars (P<3.5 days) with the flare rate of stars with
slower rotations (P>3.5 days) and/or stars with no detectable rotation, which we will call
our “control” sample.
To create the control sample, we randomly select at least 40 slowly rotating stars from
each of the K2 campaigns 0-8 and 10-15, which result in a sample of 906 stars. Again, a “slow
rotator” is defined as a star with Prot > 5 days rotation modulation detected by the ACF +
FFT period finding algorithm, see Chapters 2 and 3. We note that the reduction we utilize,
as well as the rotation period identification algorithm we developed were both optimized to
find very fast rotators. As such, we do not expect the rotation periods of the slow rotators to
be highly accurate, although we do expect that there is some true astrophysical modulation,
which can be confirmed by eye when looking at light curves of stars in this subsample. If
there were fewer than 40 slow rotators in a campaign, we selected every slow rotator in the
campaign. We selected slow rotators from every campaign so that we would select scattered
field stars as much as possible and avoid over-selecting relatively young stars that are over-
selected in some fields. For example campaign 4 targeted the Pleiades cluster. Not all of
the Pleiades members are identified as fast rotators, so we would expect a lot of the “slow
rotators” in that field to still be relatively young Pleiades stars, and thus expect more of
them to be flare stars compared with stars from the truly old field population.
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Our sample of fast rotators comprises the 1,113 fast rotators identified in Chapter 3. We
select as our control sample 906 slow rotators distributed amongst all 15 fields. We further
restrict the analysis presented in Section 5.2.3 to stars with G < 16.5 in order to avoid false
positives from noisy light curves. This criterion reduces the number of fast rotators to 898
and the number of slow rotators to 670.
5.2.3 Identification of White Light Flares
We identify flares through the following process adapted from the description in Stelzer et al.
(2016). We remove most astrophysical signals from the light curve by box smoothing the
time series using successively smaller boxes. Within each iteration, we calculate at each
time, ti, the mean value of the signal based on the average of all points in the interval
[ti −∆t, ti + ∆t], where ∆t takes on progressively smaller values. In the first iteration, ∆t
= 20 hrs and in the last ∆t = 3 hrs. At each step, we flag points that lie > 3σ from the
mean value of the points inside the box; these points are given zero weight, and are thus not
used in the calculation of the average at time ti. This results in a smoothed light curve that
excludes all contribution from outliers - like flares. Finally, we are left with a smoothed light
curve.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the original light curve (top) compared with the smoothed
(middle) and residual (bottom) light curve. The residual light curve is calculated by sub-
tracting the smoothed light curve from the original light curve. What remains is a flat time
series with the astrophysical signal removed. Any outliers in the residual light curve are
expected to be flares, eclipses, and other instrumental artifacts. For this study, we select all
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outliers that remain after the box car rejections that have a flare >1.5% of the base-level
flux from the star, i.e. we select all flares that emit more light that 1.5% of the star itself,
these outliers are flagged in red in the bottom panel of Figure 5.1. A star is considered to be
”flaring” if it shows at least four 1.5% flare detection over the length of its K2 light-curve,
a period of approximately 80 days with the exception of C00 which lasted half the length of
the subsequent campaigns. Through the selection criterion described here we find flares in
439 (49%) of the fast rotators, and 165 (25%) of the slow rotators. Light curves of some of
the flaring stars (both fast and slow rotators) are shown as examples in Section 5.2.4.
Figure 5.1 An example of the smoothing process used to identify flares, eclipses, and artifacts
in the data. The top panel shows the original light curve while the bottom panel shows the
light curve after the rotation signal has been removed. 3-σ outliers with amplitudes > 1.5%
are shown by right dots.
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Figure 5.2 Fraction of flaring stars as a function of G magnitude for fast (red) and slow
(black) rotators.
We examine the fraction of flaring stars as a function of G magnitude for both the 898
fast and the 670 slow rotators, see Figure 5.2. The selection of slow rotators is discussed
further in Section 5.2.2. The data indicate that there are more flaring stars among fast
rotators than there are among slow rotators, with ∼ 10% of fast rotators per bin showing
flares and < 5% of slow rotators showing flares per bin. This is true at all magnitudes except
G=10.5 (which could be a statistical fluke since there are fewer stars in that bin). This trend
shows that there is a connection between flares and rotation, with fast rotators showing at
least twice as many flares as slow rotators. The figure also shows that there is a rise in the
fraction of flaring stars as the stars decrease in brightness. This could be due to the fact
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that flares appear brighter on redder stars (as we know fainter stars are more likely to be
M dwarfs). This may be because M dwarfs are intrinsically less luminous, so flares would
appear relatively brighter in those stars and would thus be easier to detect.
Figure 5.2 is informative about our ability to detect flares occurring on faint objects.
However, this plot does not give insight into how flares relate to stellar mass. We therefore
plot flare fraction os a function of G-J magnitude, see Figure 5.3. We again find that fast
rotators have more flares at all color bins. We additionally find that less massive stars are
more likely to show flares. In fact. the figure shows that flares are present on the surface
of half of stars at the transition to full convection (G-J∼2.8) and then become less common
Figure 5.3 Fraction of flaring stars as a function of G-J color for fast (red) and slow (black)
rotators. The annotations represent the middle of the color-mass range described in Table
2.2
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again. This increase at the onset of full convection indicates that this transition drives the
production of flares.
5.2.4 Examples of Flare Stars
Figure 5.4 shows six examples of stars with white light flares discovered by the process
described above.
The left hand side of the panel shows three of the SBK2 flaring, fast rotators identified by
our search presented in Chapter 3. Each panel shows 8 cycles of rotation. Of the 898 stars
in our fast rotator sample (with G<16.5) we identify 439 flare stars. The three examples we
present in Figure 5.4 are, from top to bottom:
• EPIC 202081450 is a G = 14.9 magnitude star with G-J=2.6 and P=1.58 days. We
identify 33 flares.
• EPIC 202081725 is a G = 14.8 magnitude star with G-J=2.5 and P=1.24 days. We
identify 22 flares.
• EPIC 201113912 is a G = 14.3 magnitude star with G-J=2.4 and P=3.31 days. We
identify 7 flares.
The right side of the figure shows three stars from the control sample of slow rotators,
see Section 5.2.2. Each panel shows 5 cycles of rotation (note that the rotation periods for
the slow rotators are not accurate). Our control sample contains 670 slow rotators, 165 of
which show flare events. The three examples we present here are, from top to bottom:
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• EPIC 201239544 is a G = 15.2 magnitude star with G-J=2.7 and (tentative) P=4.38
days. We identify 14 flare.
• EPIC 203857149 is a G = 16.4 magnitude star with G-J=4.0 and (tentative) P=4.01
days. We identify 47 flares.
• EPIC 201597538 is a G = 14.5 magnitude star with G-J=1.7 and (tentative) P=4.91
days. We identify 6 flares.
5.3 Flare Rate, UV Excess, and Stellar Activity
The relative numbers of flaring stars detected among the fast rotators and slow rotators
generally support the idea that fast rotators are much more active. However, we find that
49% of the fast rotators are identified as flaring, compared with 45% of the slow rotators,
which is essentially an equal rate of detection. Recall, however, that we determine a star
to be flaring if it shows one flare events. It could be that because all of the stars in our
sample are quite rapid rotators in general, that it is not unusual that a plurality of the stars
are flaring. It could be that the fastest rotators simply have a higher flare rate, which we
examine later in this section.
To verify the flare/activity connection further, we examine the ultra-violet excess of the
fast rotators and of the slow rotators (black triangles) in our control sample. Figure 5.5
plots the NUV-G color of the fast rotators (red circles) and slowly rotating (black triangles)
samples. The size of the symbol is proportional to the rate of detected flare events: open
symbols represent stars where no flares are detected, small symbols represent stars where we
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Figure 5.4 Three examples of flaring fast rotators (left) and three examples of slow rotators
(right). Because flares occur on timescales of minutes to an hour, they are not generally
resolved in the K2 light curves, and show up as a single data point hovering above the
general trend.
detect ∼5 or fewer events, and the largest symbols are stars where we detect the most flare
events, generally ∼80 events.
We note that many of the stars in the sample of flaring stars defined above do not have
GALEX NUV magnitudes and therefore do not appear on the plot in Figure 5.5. The figure
confirms the trend noted in Figure 3.5, that there are more rapid rotators with NUV excess
compared to the slow rotators. For example, of all the stars with colors G-J>2.0, GALEX
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Figure 5.5 Color-color plot showing the ultraviolet colors of the stars used in our flare study.
Red circles are the rapid rotators identified in our SBK2 analysis, while black triangles
represent the slow rotators of our control sample. The symbol size is proportional to the
rate of white light flare events while empty symbols are stars with no detected flares. The
line represents a divisions between normal and excess UV flux. The trend clearly shows that
stars with significant UV excess (below the line) tend to be flare stars, and this is true for
both the fast and slow rotators. We would expect this behavior as rapid rotators should
be younger and more active than stars without a detectable rotation due to photometric
modulation.
only detects those with large NUV excess (NUV-G<8); as is quite clear from the plot, the
vast majority of these stars are fast rotators (red symbols). We would expect this behavior
as rapid rotators should be younger and more active than stars without a detectable rotation
due to photometric modulation.
What we also see now is that the same trend applies to the flare rate; stars with high
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Figure 5.6 An example of a flaring star with no detected astrophysical modulation.
flare rates also tend to have significant UV emission, and this trend is true even among the
slow rotators. Indeed we see that the majority of the slow rotators with high UV excess are
in fact found to be flare stars. This is especially noticeable among the red K and M dwarfs
(G-J>1.5); almost all of the slow rotators with UV excess are flaring. On the other hand,
very few of the fast and slow rotators with normal UV show any flare at all.
What can explain that stars identified as “slow rotators” show a significant amount of
flaring, coupled with large NUV excess? One example of such a star is shown in Figure
5.6. This figure presents EPIC 249722548, a G=15.7 magnitude star with G-J=1.0 and no
detected rotation period for which we identify 6 flare events. A likely explanation for flaring
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stars among the non-rotators is that some of these flaring stars may in fact be fast rotators,
be we do not detect the rotation modulation because the star’s axis of rotation is too highly
inclined to see the modulation due to star spots. In a sense, these results suggest that a high
flaring rate is a much better predictor of UV excess, compared to fast rotation. Conversely
this also shows that a large UV excess does not always correlate with fast rotation (or the
light curve detection of fast rotation).
5.4 Flare Rate and Star Spot Modulation
In this section, we examine the flare rate as a function of the rotation period and amplitude
of the star spot modulation. Figure 5.7 plots the amplitude of the modulation in the light
curve as a function of rotation period. The amplitudes are simply the standard deviation
of the mean subtracted and normalized “cleaned” light curves. In addition, the size of the
point on the graph is drawn to be proportional to the flaring rate in the star: stars with no
detected flares are shown as open symbols, while stars with flares are shown with symbol
sizes equal to 250 times the flare rate, which was an aesthetic choice.
There are two interesting features in this figure. First, we do not find any flare stars
below a light curve amplitude of 0.3%. Such low amplitude is likely due to the star having
small spots and/or low spot coverage; the absence of flaring behavior in those stars means
that flares occur only in the presence of significant spot coverage, even if the star is rotating
fast. In addition, the flare rate seems to increase in proportion to the amplitude of the
star spot modulation, which again suggests more flares when there are more star spots.
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Figure 5.7 Light curve amplitudes as a function of rotation period for the SBK2 fast rotators
with dot size proportional to the flare rate. Empty circles are non-flaring stars.
Second, for stars of similar modulation amplitudes, we find more intense/frequent flaring
at the fastest rotation periods. This is to be expected as the spots are associated with the
magnetic activity of the stars even if the mechanism of both the magnetic field and flare
production is not fully understood for a portion of our sample (fully convective stars).
We compare Figure 5.7 to Figure 14 from Stelzer et al. (2016) presented in Chapter 1,
Figure 1.5. Their work calculated rotation periods to ∼ 20 days while our work has focused
on the fastest rotators in their sample, i.e. the upper left portion of their figure. Similar to
their work, we see a flat correlation. If we were able to calculate rotation periods beyond
5 days we may begin to see the light curve amplitude trend going downwards. Their work
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analyzed 134 SUPERBLINK K2 M dwarfs in campaigns C00-C04. An interesting future
project would be to expand their analysis on the much larger sample presented here, and
study the modulation amplitude and flare rates for stars with longer rotation periods than
in our SBK2 sample.
Figure 5.8 Rotation period as a function of color for the flaring, rapid rotators; the symbol
size is proportional to the rate of white light flare events. Open symbols are stars that
showed no flare events. The figure appears to suggest that flaring is correlated with star
color, with cool/red M dwarfs flaring more that warm/blue FGJ stars, although there are
clear exceptions to the rule. One factor could be that it is easier to detect flares on M dwarfs
due to the high contrast between the surface brightness and flare brightness; on the other
hand it could be that M dwarfs have more flares because of their higher spot coverage, as
the trends in Figure 5.7 suggest.
Figure 5.8 plots the rotation period of the fast and slow rotator samples as a function of
G-J color. The trend shows that, among fast rotators, flaring is significantly more common
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in the cooler/redder M dwarfs than it is in the warmer/bluer FGK stars. This may be due
to two factors: 1) flare events may indeed be more common on the surface of M dwarfs,
possibly because of their high spot coverage area, or 2) the contrast of white light flares is
high on the surface of M dwarfs and are therefore easier to detect. The correlation between
flare rate and amplitude modulation, however, appears to be stronger than the correlation
between flare rate and star color. This would suggest that the flare rate is really determined
by spot coverage, and not by the star’s color/luminosity. The correlation with color would
simply be due to M dwarfs having significant larger spot coverage, on average, then more
massive FGK stars.
5.5 Do Flares Occur Concurrently with Dark Spots?
Finally, we examine the flare amplitude compared to the “base” amplitude at the time of
the flare event. For this analysis, we further divide the “control” sample in to disk and halo
stars. We do this because while we expect the slower rotators to flare, a Halo star should
not be flaring at all. We find of the 670 slow rotators, 69 are candidate halo members. Of
these 69 halo members, 19 (28%) show at least four flare events. Meaning halo members are
flaring a factor of two less than disk members. However, we will see that these are all low
level events that are likely stochastic noise.
As the flare events are correlated with the spots causing rotation modulation itself, then
we would expect to see some preference for the occurrence of these flares during the rotation
cycle: flares should tend to occur more frequently when the star is relatively darker, which
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would mean that a spot is currently on the side facing us. Conversely, we should expect
fewer flares when the star is relatively brighter, which would mean that dark spots tend to
be on the side of the star not currently into view. This assumes that the flares themselves
occur relatively close to the stellar surface, and we can see them mostly when they occur on
the side facing us. We plot all flare events for every star in this sample in a plot that shows
the amplitude of the flare as a function of the amplitude in the normalized light curve of the
star at the time that this particular flare occurred; we call this amplitude level the ”base”
amplitude. If a flare occurred when the star happened to be darker, than the baseline will
be negative; if a flare occurred when the star happened to be brighter, than the baseline will
be positive.
The distribution of flare amplitudes as a function of their corresponding modulation
baseline is shown in Figure 5.9. The left panel plots the flare events for the 19 flaring
members of the halo subsample. We detected 213 flares. We find that 63 % occur when the
star is dimmer. Furthermore, the plot indicates that the amplitude of the flares in those stars
are quite low. This suggests that the flares we find are likely to be random noise and not
true flare events. The middle panel plots the flare characteristics for the disk slow rotators.
In total, we detect 1692 flare events. We find that 56% of these flare events occur when
the base amplitude is negative which corresponds to the spot facing the observer. The right
panel plots the characteristics of flare events for all the fast rotators. We identify 12,421
flare events. We observe only 42% of these events when the base amplitude is negative. This
is both the exact opposite of what one would normally expect if flares occur near star spots,
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Figure 5.9 Flare amplitude in units of mean normalized flux as a function of the base am-
plitude of the light curve at the time of the flare event. The left panel plots all flare events
for the halo slow rotators, the middle panel plots every flare event for the disk slow rotators,
and the right panel plots every flare events for all of the fast rotators, the blue dashed line
indicates a base amplitude of zero. As expected, almost no flares are present in the Halo
subsample. We see a slight over density of flares occurring at light curve maximum for rapid
rotators (red points). However, we see a slight over-density of flares at light curve minimum
for non-rotators (black circles). This suggests that more flares occur in slow rotators when
spots are on side facing us, whereas more flares occur in fast rotators when spots are on the
opposite side.
and opposite of what we observe in the slow rotators. The distribution of flare events is
tallied in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Temporal Distribution of Flare Events
Fast Slow Slow
Disk Halo
Total Number of Stars 898 601 69
Flaring Stars 439 146 19
Fraction of Flaring Stars 0.49 0.24 0.28
Total Number of Flares Detected 12421 1692 213
Average Number of Flares per Star 28 11 11
Number of Flares at Brighter Baseline 7202 743 78
Number of Flares at Darker Baseline 5219 949 135
As a sanity check, we must rule out that there is no systematic trend in the base amplitude
itself. For example, if the base amplitude is more likely to be negative at any random time,
that we would of course find more flares when the baseline is negative. To control for this, we
utilize the following procedure: (1) we count the the number of flares that have an associated
base amplitude within any one of 60 bins of base amplitude value, ranging from amplitudes
of -0.1 (minimum value) to +0.1 (maximum value). We then normalize by the total number
of flares to get a probability distribution function of base amplitude values for flares. (2)
We then count the number of data points in the light curve (i.e. all data points this time,
not just the flares) than have amplitudes inside each of the same bins as in step 1 and then
normalize by the total number of data points in the light curves, again to get a probability
distribution function. (3) We divide the bin values calculated in step 2 by those calculated
in step 1, and 4) estimate errors on the bins by calculating
√
N of base amplitude fluxes
per bin in step 2. We plot these values in Figure 5.10. We draw a line at N=1 because we
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would expect that if the distribution of base amplitudes for flares is the same as the overall
distribution of amplitude values in the light curve, then the relative number of counts in each
bin would be equal. We focus on events that occur between amplitudes between -0.5 and
0.5 to avoid placing too much emphasis on higher flux values where there are fewer events,
i.e. small number statistics.
Figure 5.10 Distribution of the base amplitude levels in flares, divided by the distribution
of amplitude levels in all data points in the light curve. This is calculated separately for
halo slow rotators (top), disk slow rotators (middle), and fast rotators (bottom). The black
dashed line at N=1 indicates what we would expect to observe if the base amplitudes were
randomly drawn from the light curve and did not have a preference for occurring at positive or
negative values. figure shows that flares are more likely to occur at large positive or negative
values of the base amplitude, but the distribution is also lop-sided. In slow rotators, flares
are more likely to occur when the base amplitude is negative; in fast rotators, flares are more
likely to occur when the base amplitude is negative, confirming the trends noted in Figure
5.9
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Results from this analysis appear to reinforce the suggestion from Figure 5.9 that flares
do not occur at purely random times. Indeed, we see the same trend noted in that figure.
Halo slow rotators only have flares at low levels and are likely statistical noise. In the disk
slow rotators, flares do seem to be more likely to occur when the baseline is negative. In fast
rotators, flares are more likely to occur when the baseline is positive. These results show
that we are not preferentially counting flare events when the fast rotators are brighter and
the trend we noticed in Figure 5.9 is indeed real.
It is unclear why we are observing the opposite of what we would expect to occur (more
flares when the spots are facing the observer). This could be because the fast rotators are
so highly spotted that the star appears brighter when the side with the most spots is facing
us, since the spots might then be smaller and cover less area overall. This would mean that
the flares are still associated with the spots, but might occur preferentially in smaller spots
rather than larger ones.
The main purpose of the study of flares on the surface of M dwarfs is to understand
their connection to stars spots and thus the underlying magnetic dynamo. As of today, it
is unclear the exact nature of these white light flare events, and continued research into the
underlying physics of these events is required to fully understand the physical process that
produces these events. Davenport et al. (2014) showed that white light flares are complicated
events best described by a power-law function, see Figure 1.6 presented in Chapter 1. A
follow up study of a similar sample of stars presented here would be best performed with a
high cadence and long-term coverage, unlike the long cadence K2 data that only covers 90
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days at best. A mission such as TESS, which is collecting data at a much higher cadence
(every 1 minute instead of every 30 minutes like K2 ) would be better suited for this task.
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CHAPTER 6
IDENTIFICATION OF FAST ROTATORS AND ECLIPSING BINARIES IN
THE LOCAL HALO POPULATION
6.1 Introduction
The oldest populations of stars in the Solar neighborhood are dominated by the “cool subd-
warfs”, which are main-sequence stars of subtypes G through M with relatively low metallic-
ities. The atmospheres of these stars have lower opacities in the optical, and thus look bluer
than main-sequence stars of similar masses/luminosities. As a result, cool subdwarfs appear
to be overly warm at a given color on the HR diagram (Monet et al. 1992; Dahn et al. 2017),
hence their name. These stars are generally thought to be old (>10Gyr), as evidenced by
their low metallicities (Woolf et al. 2009; Rajpurohit et al. 2014) which suggest they were
formed at a time when the Galaxy as a whole had a relatively lower metal content. Most im-
portantly, nearby cool subdwarfs are characterized by their relatively large velocities relative
to the Local Standard of Rest, which kinematically place them either among the Galactic
halo population, or in the galactic “thick disk” population, i.e. the oldest population of the
Galactic disk. Because these stars are relatively rare in the vicinity of the Sun (less than 1%
of all nearby stars), they remain poorly studied and characterized compared to the low-mass
stars of the field disk population (Le´pine et al. 2003).
In a separate but related topic, the search for binary stars has been a long standing
endeavor in astronomical research. The combination of photometric and spectral data of
binary stars allows one to use Newton’s Laws of gravity to determine the total mass of the
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system, and also in many cases the masses of each individual star. In fact, stellar masses can
only be directly determined using these methods. It is crucial to know the masses of stars
in order to better understand stellar evolution (Popper 1980; Torres et al. 2010).
Previous studies have shown that the binary fraction for main sequence stars decreases
as a function of their mass. Jao et al. (2009) (and references therein) report that the binary
fraction drops from 59% for O stars to ∼40% for M stars. They further report that the
binary fraction is lower for cool subdwarfs, at about 26%. It is not currently known why
lower metallicity stars form multiple star systems at a lower rate than main sequence stars
(Lodieu et al. 2009). However, the variation in the multiplicity fraction with stellar mass
and metallicity suggests that the dynamical processes that create binaries and multiples is
a function of environment at the time of star formation.
Binary stars are often found by mining large photometric surveys for eclipsing systems.
Surveys such as the Kepler, K2, OGLE, and ASAS missions have found thousands of eclips-
ing systems with both stellar and substellar secondaries (Prsˇa et al. 2016). Having these
large databases at our disposal holds significant potential for finding new multiple star sys-
tems, and in particular multiple systems of the subdwarfs class, assuming such stars have
been targeted for observation. Of particular interest is the identification of old/metal-poor
binaries; to date, there are less than a dozen subdwarf multiples in the literature according
to Jao et al. (2016). Most notably, prior to this thesis there has been no low-mass eclips-
ing system, i.e. with subdwarfs of spectral class M, identified among local stars of the old,
Galactic halo population. The identification of binary systems among the local thick disk
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and halo would thus have the potential for significantly improving our measurements of the
physical properties of the oldest stars in the Galaxy, as well as contrasting their star forma-
tion environment.
In Chapter 2, we utilized the K2 data to search for fast rotators. Our initial goal was to
identify nearby, young M dwarfs. However, our search methods also identified many eclipsing
systems by chance. A handful of these fast rotators and eclipsing systems appear to be in
the local Galactic halo (section 6.2.2). This finding of halo fast rotators is surprising because
halo stars should have slowed down to very low rotation rates if they evolved as single objects
because they are >10 Gyr old; one likely explanation is that these are close binary systems
that are tidally locked, with the fast rotation thus being evidence for binarity. Both these
and the eclipsing systems, if confirmed, can thus be important objects to understand the
multiplicity of low-mass stars in the halo.
6.2 Identification of Candidates
6.2.1 Automated Light-Curve Analysis
The procedure we used to identify fast rotators from K2 light curves and measure their ro-
tation periods is described in detail in Chapter 2. We summarize the methods briefly below.
We used the K2 data reduction provided by Andrew Vanderburg (van Saders et al.
2016). This reduction procedure corrects for the fluctuations in sensitivity across the CCD
chip as the field of view drifts along the boresight of the telescope. Starting with those
reduced light curves, we used a combined auto-correlation function (ACF) and fast Fourier
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transform (FFT) algorithm to automatically find photometric modulation with characteris-
tic timescales < 5 days, most of which we interpreted are being due to star spots moving in
and out of the field of view as the star rotates.
We focused our search on the light curves of 58,484 stars selected from the SUPERBLINK
proper motion catalog, a majority of which had been specifically selected as part of the var-
ious calls for K2 targets. These high proper motion stars happen to be relatively nearby,
low-mass main-sequence stars. In the end we identified 1,113 probable fast-rotators.
Interestingly, an analysis of the reduced proper motion diagram of these candidates re-
vealed 35 rapid rotators that appear to be kinematically associated with the local galactic
halo population (see Section 6.2.2 below). A handful of these cool subdwarfs showed light
curves with deep and narrow regular dips which is much more characteristic of eclipsing bi-
nary systems. Others were found to have strictly periodic, large amplitude variations which
are more typical of those seen from contact binary systems. These types of light curves
are nominally flagged as fast rotators by our ACF+FFT search algorithm, but the large
amplitude of their modulations makes them stand out, and warrants a more detailed light-
curve analysis. Both of the types of identifications motivated us to systematically search for
binaries and/or fast rotators among all the old, cool subdwarfs monitored by K2.
6.2.2 Defining The Cool Subdwarf Subsample
The SUPERBLINK proper motion catalog lists stars with proper motions µ > 40 mas yr−1
and visual magnitudes V < 20 over the entire sky north of Decl. = −30; this area includes
all fields observable in K2 (Le´pine 2005; Le´pine & Gaidos 2011). Lists of nearby stars with
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Figure 6.1 Reduced proper motion diagram for all 58,484 high proper motion stars observed
in 15 of the first 16 K2 campaigns (C00-C08 and C10-C15). The gray dots represent the
entire SBK2 sample. The dashed lines mark the expected locus of the local Galactic thick
disk and halo populations, i.e. metal-poor, high-velocity stars or “cool subdwarfs.” There are
12,460 stars located inside this box. Colored symbols show the variable stars found inside
that selection box: the green circles are the fast rotators, the blue triangles are eclipsing
systems, and the red squares are the contact binaries. Open symbols represent targets with
known or suspected white dwarf companions, which most likely fall in the box only due to
their unusual color. The dashed black box marks the expected locus of the Galactic thick
disk and halo populations (with subdwarfs being inside the box).
estimated distances d < 100pc were assembled from this catalog, and proposed as targets of
interest in the first calls for K2 targets. We have cross matched the SUPERBLINK catalog
with the final target lists for K2 campaigns 0-8 and 10-15. For more details on how this
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was done see Chapter 2. Our cross matching procedure identified 58,484 SUPERBLINK-K2
(SBK2, hereafter) stars. In an earlier paper (Saylor et al. 2018) (hereafter S18), we utilized
the SUPERBLINK proper motions to produce a reduced proper motion (RPM) diagram of
these SBK2 stars. For this work, we have updated the proper motions using GAIA data
release 2, see (Figure 6.1). In this diagram, it is possible to define a box to separate the
high-velocity and metal-poor subdwarfs (likely old Galactic disk or halo members) from the
low-kinematics and metal-rich dwarfs (likely young Galactic disk members), and also from
the white dwarfs. This box is indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 6.1, and is given by
the following equations
HG ≤ 3 ∗ (G− J) + 13 (6.1)
HG ≤ −4.25 ∗ (G− J) + 32 (6.2)
HG ≥ 3 ∗ (G− J) + 9 (6.3)
HG ≥ −4.25 ∗ (G− J) + 14. (6.4)
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We identified 12,470 SBK2 stars inside this “cool subdwarfs” selection box; this selected
subset is dominated by stars that are likely members of the Galactic thick disk and halo.
We found that 32 rapid rotator candidates from our initial search (see 6.2.1 above) are
located within the limits of this box, and thus are possible cool subdwarf binaries and/or
fast rotators. Note that this is the box defined in S18, which was current to the GAIA data
release 1. The proper motions here have been updated to GAIA DR2, however the results
have not changed with the updated proper motions.
Finally, in order to achieve a more systematic identification of binary systems in this cool
subdwarf subset, and increase confidence in the automated search algorithm, we visually
examined all 12,470 light curves of the stars in the above defined box, to find any other
eclipsing signal and/or star spot modulation that our search algorithm might have missed.
This “by-eye” search of the K2 light curves recovered all the objects identified by the au-
tomated algorithm, and identified three more fast rotators and six eclipsing systems. This
search yields an initial sample of 41 cool subdwarfs with significant light-curve modulations.
6.2.3 Literature Search and Identification of White Dwarf Contaminants
We conducted a literature search of all 41 fast rotator and eclipsing binary targets using
the Simbad astronomical database.1 This search of the literature revealed that four of our
“halo” targets are in fact unresolved pairs of white dwarfs with M dwarf companions. The
presence of the white dwarf would tend to make the system look bluer than expected for a
low-mass star, and thus move it to the left in the RPM diagram. This shift to the left in the
1http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Figure 6.2 Ultra-violet/optical/infrared color-color diagram for all SBK2 stars (gray points)
and halo candidates (colored dots/stars). We compare the ultraviolet-to-optical NUV-G
color, to the optical-to-infrared G-J color, whith NUV from the GALEX survey, G from
GAIA, and J from 2MASS. We only plot the stars for which the GALEX magnitude is
available, down to limiting magnitude NUV ∼ 22. The green circles are the candidate fast
rotators, the blue triangles are eclipsing systems, and the red squares are the contact binaries.
Targets that fall in the bottom right (open symbols) of the diagram are likely to have large
UV excess due to an unseen white dwarf companion. This same companion would tend to
have us identify the system as a cool subdwarf when it is not. We therefore reject these
systems from our final sample.
diagram would make a disk dwarf fall into the zone defined for halo subdwarfs, resulting in a
faulty selection. Because of this, we decided not to include these targets in our final sample.
These excluded targets are EPIC 220171396 (Huber et al. 2016) and 201730811 (Hermes
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et al. 2017) among the fast rotators, and EPIC 211934173 (Zorotovic et al. 2016) among the
eclipsing systems.
In addition, our search determined that EPIC 201585290 is the previously known variable
RZ Leo, which Dai et al. (2016) identified as a dwarf nova. This is a system with a white dwarf
primary and M giant secondary, which again explains its unusual location in the reduced
proper motion diagram. Again we excluded that object from our final sample. After this
literature search we had 37 remaining subdwarfs in our subsample.
These findings would suggest that perhaps other candidate systems have an unseen white
dwarf companion, and should also not be identified as cool subdwarfs. One way to verify
this is to examine the GALEX NUV magnitudes where available, because one would expect
systems with white dwarf components to show a significant UV excess due to the high surface
temperature of the white dwarf. We plot the NUV-G color vs the G-J color in Figure 6.2,
for all the SUPEBLINK targets observed in K2, and plot the candidate halo fast-rotators
and eclipsing systems using large symbols. This figure indicates that five of the candidate
cool subdwarfs show extremely large UV excess, and fall in the lower right portion of the
diagram where we expect to find WD + M binary systems (Skinner et al. 2017). Three
of these targets are the aforementioned previously identified WD+M binary systems. The
fourth is EPIC 246315275 which is not listed on Simbad. We therefore assume that this
object is also an unresolved WD+M pair, and we thus eliminate it from our list of cool
subdwarf candidates. The list of white dwarf binary systems is presented in Appendix .C,
Table 15. This color-color space cut results in 36 remaining subdwarfs in our subsample.
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In most other cases, the presence of a white dwarf companion is unlikely, because if a white
dwarf were responsible for causing a significant shift in the G-J colors, placing the star in the
cool subdwarf RPM locus, then it should also generate a large measurable excess in GALEX
NUV. No NUV excess is detected in most cases. However, many of the candidates fall below
the GALEX limiting magnitude, so it is difficult to completely rule out the presence of a
WD companion if the star was not detected by GALEX. A follow up spectroscopic survey,
which would clearly identify any white dwarf companion, would help to clarify this issue.
6.2.4 Assessment of K2 Light-Curve Contamination
Given how unusual it is to find fast rotators in a population of old stars, a significant
concern is the possibility of mis-identification or light-curve contamination from close-by
stars in the K2 subfield. This can happen because the resolution of the Kepler camera is
actually relatively coarse (∼4 arcseconds), and if there happens to be other stars stars in
close proximity to the target of interest, then the light from those other stars will also be
recorded in the light curve. We therefore set out to determine whether the modulations we
detected are intrinsic to the SBK2 sources alone or due to any contaminating stars.
We began this verification process with the 36 variable stars in the “subdwarf” box of
the RPM diagram that remained after elimination of systems with white dwarf companions,
as described above. First, a visual check of these candidate light curves determined that 12
targets had weak modulations that could not clearly be attributed to intrinsic causes rather
than just instrumental noise; out of caution, these stars were removed from the sample.
As a second step, we verified that the aperture photometry of the remaining 23 targets
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is not contaminated by other sources of signal.
A comparison of the K2 postage stamps and Aladin images is presented in Figures 6.3 -
6.5. The left side panels (black and white) are courtesy of Andrew Vanderburg’s website.2
These images show the aperture drawn by his data reduction process in red. The right
side panels (inverted black and white) show the First Palomar Sky Survey (POSS-I) images,
obtained from Aladin. The red reticle is placed at the coordinates of the star at the 2000.0
epoch; the target is generally slightly off this position on the POSS-I images (1950s epoch),
due to the star’s large proper motion.
In general, the K2 postage stamps of our candidates are small (∼ 30′′) and contain no
contaminating sources. Indeed, it is easy to verify that the source on the Kepler postage
stamp image only contains the SUPERBLINK target, because all of them are high proper
motion stars, and a search of the 1950s-epoch images from the Palomar Sky Survey shows
empty fields where the high proper motion target is now standing. In some cases there is a
nearby (10′′-20′′ away) object, but the aperture drawn by the Vanderburg algorithm excludes
this nearby object, and only extracts signal from the SBK2 source.
In six specific cases, however, the target we are interested in cannot be resolved from
a nearby background source. In all these cases, the identification of modulation in the
K2 light curve could be the result of nearby source confusion/contamination. Because the
contaminating sources are all fainter than our targets, the odds are that the significant
variations we observe in the light-curves are from our targets of interest, however we cannot
be certain of this. We ultimately keep these targets in our final sample, but report the
2www.cfa.harvard.edu/∼avanderb/
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findings with caution. The targets that fail this test are EPIC 249885062 and 203721681
among the fast rotators, and EPIC 247051137, 247154842, and 201878595 among the multiple
star systems. The fact that these systems are contaminated by background sources does not
Figure 6.3 POSS images (left panels) and K2 postage stamps (right) for the variable stars
identified as possible fast rotators. The red crosshairs on the POSS images shows the position
of the star at the K2 epoch; it is significantly offset from the POSS location due to the stars
having large proper motions. In most cases, the target object appears to be the only source
in the field, which rules out any possible contamination. Note that EPIC 203721681 is not
the only source on the K2 postage stamp. We report a 2.83 day rotation period with caution.
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Figure 6.4 POSS images (left panels) and K2 postage stamps (right) for the subset of cool
subdwarf eclipsing systems. We note that EPIC 247051137, 201878595, and 214648242 are
not the only sources on the K2 postage stamp. SBK2 target is the brightest target on the
postage stamp and is likely the source of modulation in the light curve, however we cannot
be absolutely certain, and we report these findings with caution.
necessarily mean that they are not in fact cool subdwarfs with fast rotation, or cool subdwarfs
in eclipsing systems. It only makes this determination somewhat suspicious. Only follow-up
observations would make their status clear.
The corresponding light curves extracted from these postage stamps are discussed in
Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.5 POSS images (left panels) and K2 postage stamps (right) for the subset of cool
subdwarf contact binary systems. We note that the K2 postage stamp for EPIC 247154842
contains multiple contaminating sources. We therefore emphasize caution with this result.
6.3 Analysis of The K2 Light Curves
In this section, we display and discuss the light curves of the cool subdwarf targets that
were found to show significant variability, and that were verified not to be contaminated by
background sources (see Section 6.2.2). The light curves of the candidate fast rotators are
shown in Figure 6.6. The probable eclipsing systems are shown in Figure 6.7 (wider systems)
and Figure 6.8 (contact binaries). We discuss each type in turn below.
6.3.1 Fast Rotator Candidates
Light curves of the 12 fast rotator candidates are displayed in Figure 6.6 with two panels
for each star. The top panel is a subset of the light curve showing ∼3-10 cycles of rotation
for each star; the bottom panel displays another five cycles of the light curve approximately
two weeks later. We do this to demonstrate the variation in shape and amplitude of the
modulation over time. This pattern variation is due to the star spots (that produce the
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modulation) appearing or fading from the surface or moving in latitude. We note that the
faster rotators tend to have more significant changes in their spot patterns over this short
time span as compared to the slower rotators. We believe this is due to a shorter lifespan of
star spots on the surfaces of faster rotators. This may occur because the magnetic fields of
Figure 6.6 Light curves for the 12 candidate rapid rotators that are also likely members
of the Galactic halo population. In each case the top panel shows 5-10 cycles of rotation.
The bottom panel displays another 5-10 cycle selection of the light curve approximately two
weeks later.
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fast rotators are stronger and their activity cycle runs faster, yielding more rapid changes.
Note that these targets are presented in order of right ascension. The full list of halo fast
rotators is presented in Appendix C, Table 12.
6.3.1.1 EPIC220610892
This star shows clear variability patterns normally associated with star spots. The pattern
appears to be quite stable during the 15 day time span presented in the panels. The am-
plitude of modulation is typical of a star spots, i.e. ∼ 2%. We report a rotation period of
Prot = 0.495 days. This target has not been previously reported in the literature.
6.3.1.2 EPIC 210565257
The star spot pattern of this star shows noticeable changes during the 48 day time span
shown in the two panels. The top panel shows a regular modulation with an amplitude
greater than 2%. The bottom panel shows a more irregular modulation with an amplitude
less than 2%. The light curve also contains approximately 10 white light flare events, which
means the star is chromospherically active. We report a rotation period of Prot = 3.97 days.
This target has not been previously reported in the literature.
6.3.1.3 EPIC 210678243
The star spot pattern of this star shows noticeable changes during the 50 day time span
shown in the two panels. The top panel shows a regular modulation with an amplitude
greater than 2%. The bottom panel also shows a regular modulation, but with an amplitude
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less than 2%. We report a rotation period of Prot = 3.50 days. This target has not been
previously reported in the literature.
6.3.1.4 EPIC 211640843
The star spot pattern of this star shows noticeable changes during the 18 day time span
shown in the two panels. The pattern variation is nearly unrecognizable between the top
and bottom panels (separated by 10 days in time) however the period of the modulation has
stayed the same. The top panel shows an irregular modulation with an amplitude ∼ 3%.
The bottom panel shows a more regular modulation with an amplitude ∼ 2%. We report
a rotation period of Prot = 0.82 days. This target has not been previously reported in the
literature.
6.3.1.5 EPIC 248581400
The star spot pattern of this star shows noticeable changes during the 25 day time span
shown in the two panels. The top panel shows a somewhat regular modulation with an
amplitude of ∼ 3%. The bottom panel shows a quite irregular modulation also with an
amplitude ∼ 3%. The light curve also contains approximately 10 white light flare events.
We report a rotation period of Prot = 0.88 days. This target has not been previously reported
in the literature.
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6.3.1.6 EPIC 248631093
The pattern appears to be very stable during the 44 day time span presented in the two
panels. The amplitude of modulation is ∼ 2.5%. The light curve also contains approximately
5 white light flare events. We report a rotation period of Prot = 7.21 days. This target was
not initially flagged as a fast rotator by S18 because the original algorithm only searched
for modulations with periods < 5 days. Instead, this target was found during the “by eye”
search for modulations the algorithm may have missed. This target has not been previously
reported in the literature.
6.3.1.7 EPIC 201541864
The spot pattern appears to be stable during the 30 day time span presented in the panels.
The amplitude of modulation is ∼ 1%. The light curve also contains approximately 5
white light flare events. This target was flagged as a variable star of indeterminate type by
Armstrong et al. (2015). We report a rotation period of Prot = 2.76 days.
6.3.1.8 EPIC 201710690
The pattern appears to be extremely stable during the 70 day time span presented in the two
panels. The amplitude of modulation is ∼ 2.5%. The light curve also contains approximately
5 white light flare events. We report a rotation period of Prot = 7.50 days. This target was
also found during the “by eye” search for modulations the algorithm may have missed. EPIC
201710690 was flagged as a variable star of indeterminate type by Armstrong et al. (2015).
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6.3.1.9 EPIC 201416981
The pattern appears to be fairly irregular during the 60 day time span presented in the two
panels. The amplitude of modulation is ∼ 0.5%. This target was found during the “by
eye” search for modulations the algorithm may have missed. EPIC 201710690 was flagged
as variable by Armstrong et al. (2015). We report a rotation period of Prot = 5.11 days.
6.3.1.10 EPIC 249885062
The shape of the pattern stays very stable across the 30 day time span presented in the
figure. However, the amplitude increases from ∼ 1% to ∼ 2% during the 10 day gap between
the top and bottom panels. The light curve also contains approximately a dozen white light
flare events. This candidate fast rotator has not been previously reported in the literature.
We report a rotation period of Prot = 1.42 days.
6.3.1.11 EPIC 250159094
The pattern appears to be fairly regular during the 30 day time span presented in the two
panels. The amplitude of modulation is ∼ 4%. The light curve also contains approximately
a dozen white light flare events. This candidate fast rotator has not been previously reported
in the literature. We report a rotation period of Prot = 0.89 days.
6.3.1.12 EPIC 203721681
The pattern appears to be fairly irregular during the 45 day time span presented in the two
panels. The amplitude of modulation is ∼ 1%. There are two stars in the postage stamp
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aperture, so we cannot be sure which is causing the rotation modulation that we see. We
cautiously report a rotation period of Prot = 2.83 days.
6.3.2 Eclipsing Systems
The nine eclipsing system candidates are displayed in Figure 6.7. The top panel of Figure
6.7 displays the full K2 light curve. The bottom panel displays the phase folded light curve.
The list of halo eclipsing systems is presented in Appendix C, Table 13.
6.3.2.1 EPIC 220429913
The orbital period of this system is Porb = 6.089 days. The light curve also features modula-
tion indicative of stellar rotation. The eclipses also appear to occur at minima and maxima of
the rotation modulation which would imply that this system is tidally locked. This candidate
has not been previously reported in the literature.
6.3.2.2 EPIC 210663545
The top panel displays a five day section of the light curve while the bottom panel is another
five day section five days later. EPIC 210663545 shows an irregular pattern of eclipses that
does not look similar to itself even five days later. We also note that we were unable to phase
fold this light curve; these irregular dips are indicative of a triple system. According to the
literature EPIC 210663545 is a known binary of Algol type (Drake et al. 2014).
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Figure 6.7 Light curves of the nine eclipsing systems. The top panels display the full K2
light curve. The bottom panel is the phase folded light curve, except for the star EPIC
210663545 (upper right) whose light curve cannot be easily folded and is likely an eclipsing
triple system.
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6.3.2.3 EPIC 210622523
The light curve shows approximately 5 white light flare events, and shows regular modulation
indicative of stellar rotation. The eclipses also appear to occur at minima and maxima of the
rotation modulation which would imply that this system is tidally locked. This candidate
has not been previously reported in the literature. EPIC 210622523 is an M type star with
G− J = 2.18. If this candidate can be verified to be a metal-pool star it would be the first
example of an M subdwarf eclipsing system in the thick disk/halo population. The orbital
period of this system is Porb = 3.614 days.
6.3.2.4 EPIC 247051137
The top panel shows the full K2 light curve and the bottom panel shows the phase folded light
curve. The POSS image indicates that there is a nearby, bright source likely contaminating
the extracted light curve. We cautiously report this star as a possible halo eclipsing system
with an orbital period of Porb = 21.15 days.
6.3.2.5 EPIC 211509975
This target was not initially found by S18 and was instead found during the visual search
of the subset of cool subdwarfs in the SBK2 sample. The top panel displays the entire K2
light curve. This target is unusual because there are only two eclipses during the entire
observations of this particular K2 campaign (C05), clearly due to a long orbital period.
What is more unusual is that these two eclipses look exactly the same which could indicate
that they are in fact produced by the same eclipse event, and that the system has no obvious
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detected secondary eclipse. We would therefore expect to find another (secondary) eclipse
event between these two. A zoomed in visual inspection of the light curve does not reveal
any secondary eclipse event meaning that the dim secondary, if it exists, would be too faint
to show a decrease in total brightness when it is eclipsed. We therefore fold the light curve
(bottom panel) assuming that the two eclipses are produced by the same eclipse event. We
present this star as an eclipsing system for the first time.
6.3.2.6 EPIC 201878595
The top panel shows the full K2 light curve and the bottom panel shows the phase folded
light curve. There are two stars in the postage stamp aperture, so we cannot be sure which
is the source of the eclipses that we see. We report an orbital period of Porb = 1.935 days,
but remain cautious about whether this is a true halo eclipsing binary.
6.3.2.7 EPIC 212549877
This target displays rotational modulation and was flagged as a rapid rotator in Chapter
2. Visual inspection of the light curve reveals small (∼ 5%) regularly recurring dips. We
note that this shallow eclipse could either be due to a system with a large mass ratio (small
companion), or be the result of a ”grazing” eclipse, where only part of the disk of the star
gets blocked. The dips are likely produced by the same event, thus we fold the light curve
with an orbital period of Porb = 0.683 days. This target is presented here for the first time.
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6.3.2.8 EPIC 212580081
Figure 6.7 displays the light curve for EPIC 212580081. The orbital period of this system is
Porb = 2.984 days. There are also brief flaring events which is indicative of stellar activity.
This candidate has not been previously reported in the literature.
6.3.2.9 EPIC 249403446
The light curve of this star shows dozens of white light flare events. The light curve also shows
modulation indicative of stellar rotation. The orbital period of this system is Porb = 0.17449
days. This candidate has not been previously reported in the literature.
Figure 6.8 Light curves for the three contact binaries found in our search. The top panel
displays a five days section of the light curve and the bottom panel shows the phase folded
light curve. The postage stamp of EPIC 24715842 contains a nearby object which possibly
be contaminating the light curve. We therefore report the orbital period, Porb = 0.3934 days,
with caution.
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6.3.3 Contact Binaries
Figure 6.8 displays the four candidate contact binaries found in our search: EPIC 24715842,
201790080, 201707086, and 246455344. The top panel displays a five day section of the light
curve for each star, and the bottom panel shows the phase folded light curve.
All four of these light curves have remarkably similar characteristics. The amplitude
of modulation (∼ 20%) appears too large to be reasonably produced by star spots, which
typically have an amplitude of rotational modulation < 5%. Additionally, they all have quite
fast orbital periods (∼ 0.1 days). They all show possible flaring events as well which would
be expected in the active, interacting systems.
These systems were initially flagged as fast rotators by S18. Interestingly, all of these
systems were flagged as variable stars by Drake et al. (2014) as well, although they were
not then reported as being kinematically associated with the Galactic halo. The list of halo
contact binaries is presented in Appendix C, Table 14.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 GAIA Color-Magnitude Diagram
We utilize the GAIA DR2 to create a color-magnitude diagram, see Figure 6.9.
In general the subsample of halo stars presented here do not appear to fall significantly
below the ZAMS. This could be due to two reasons 1) the stars really are over luminous
and not members of the Galactic halo or 2) the parallaxes are wrong due to an unresolved
companion. Evans (2018) demonstrated that poorly constrained GAIA parallax data can be
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evidence for an unresolved binary system. They do this by examining the goodness of fit
(GOF) statistic and the Astrometric Excess Noise. The GOF statistic is the gaussian Chi-
squared fit of the model to the data. The mean of the GOF is zero with standard deviation
of one. A derived value of GOF> 3 an indicator of a poor astrometric fit. The Astrometric
Excess Noise is a secondary measurement of the error on the fit. The significance of the
Astrometric Excess Noise, D, is expected to be zero and is positive in the cases where the
astrometric solution is unreliable (Lindegren et al. 2018).
We therefore search the GAIA DR2 catalog for the GOF and D statistics for each of
the stars in the halo subsample for GOF>3 and D > 0. We find five such stars that meet
this requirement: EPIC 248631093, 203721681, 210663545, 249403446, and 201790080. We
plot these stars with open symbols in Figure 6.9. Indeed, we know for a fact that about
half of the stars in this subsample are expected to be multiple star systems, if they follow
the standard multiplicity fraction of field stars. The presence of an equal mass companion
would elevate the star system on the color-magnitude diagram by 0.75 magnitudes. Two
equal mass companions would elevate it by 1.9 magnitudes. We therefore add lower limit
bars to indicate the possible shift on the color-magnitude diagram.
These lower limit error bars indicate that correcting for the presence of an unresolved
second or third companion would lower most of the systems below the ZAMS and into the
subdwarf population. There are two exceptions. First is the fast rotator EPIC 20372168.
Second is the contact binary system EPIC 247154842. The transverse motion of EPIC
24715842 is the highest in the subsample at 700 kms−1, see Figure 6.10. If this star is truly
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Figure 6.9 Color-magnitude diagram using GAIA G and 2MASS J magnitudes. The black
dots are SBK2 stars, green circles are fast rotators, blue triangles are eclipsing systems, and
red squares are contact binaries. Open symbols indicate white dwarf binary systems, stars
with contaminated postage stamps, and stars with poorly constrained astrometric data from
GAIA. The halo subsample does not appear to fall significantly below the ZAMS. This is
likely due to the fact that they are over-luminous systems. We place lower limit bars to
indicate the shift on the color-magnitude diagram due to the presence of an equal mass
companion. The downward pointing segment indicates the absolute magnitude correction if
we assume the object consists of a pair of unresolved stars of equal brightness.
not actually an old, metal poor star, this high transverse motion would be evidence that this
is a young star that has been violently ejected from a multiple star system or dense cluster
during the formation process. We examine these motions in the next section.
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6.4.2 Kinematics
To verify the kinematics of our targets, we estimate the velocity projection in the plane of
the sky in Galactic coordinates. These estimates are a final check that the rapid rotators
and eclipsing systems identified as cool subdwarfs are indeed part of the Galactic thick disk
or halo populations.
We utilize GAIA DR2 parallaxes and proper motions to create the kinematics plot in
Figure 6.10. The dashed circle at vproj ∼ 100kms−1 is a rough division between the Galac-
tic thin and thick disk between the local metal-rich and metal-poor populations (Nissen &
Schuster 1991). All of the candidates fall well outside of this division, which demonstrates
that they are indeed most likely old, metal-poor stars. In general, the GAIA kinematics in-
crease confidence that our final sample of candidate object are members of the local Galactic
halo population.
As mentioned above, one object of particular interest is EPIC 247154842. This target
is a contact binary system with velocities of vl = 706 kms
−1 and vb = 174 kms−1. These
velocities are approaching the escape velocity of the Galaxy. This system is either currently
being ejected from the Galaxy or was captured by a minor galaxy during a merger event.
6.4.3 Binary Fraction
It has been shown that the binary fraction of thin disk Solar type stars is ∼ 46% (Raghavan
et al. 2010). In our sample of 14,107 subdwarfs, we find 14 multiple star systems. This
represents a binary fraction of ∼ 0.099%, which is significantly lower than the thin disk
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Figure 6.10 Velocity projections in Galactic coordinates using parallax and proper motions
from GAIA data release 2. The green circles are the fast rotators, the blue triangles are
eclipsing systems, and the red squares are the contact binaries. The open symbols rep-
resent the targets with white dwarf companions, contaminated postage stamps, and poor
astrometric solutions that may have unresolved companions, see Section 6.4.1. The dashed
circle is a rough division between the Galactic thin and thick disk populations of stars,
vproj ∼ 100kms−1.
binary fraction. For comparison, we find 52 eclipsing systems among the 44,377 (Kendra
Sands, personal communication) disk stars in the SK2 sample. These 52 eclipsing systems
amount to a disk binary fraction of ∼ 0.099%, which is essentially identical to the halo binary
fraction. This is evidence that the disk and halo populations of main sequence stars have a
similar binary fraction.
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6.4.4 Comparison to the Young M Dwarf Population
As mentioned earlier, the presence of a rapidly rotating halo star is quite unexpected. At
first thought it seemed that the rotating halo stars could be a “control” group to characterize
our false positive rate. However, after the careful examination described above, the subset
of halo stars appear to be genuinely modulating due to rapid rotation in about half the
cases (with the other half being binary systems). However, it is still somewhat unclear if
these rapid rotators are young stars with large transverse motions or if they are truly under-
luminous. We examined the shift due to an unseen companion on the color magnitude
diagram in Section 6.4.1. Qualitatively the shift would move most of the subsample into the
underluminous category. We compare this shift in location of the halo sample to the location
of the disk sample quantitatively in this section.
We begin by drawing a “by-eye” division on the main sequence between the disk and
halo populations as indicated by the dashed line in 6.11. The equation for this line is given
by
MG = 3.4 ∗ (zxG− J) + 1.5. (6.5)
Of the 1,113 rapid rotators, 981 have GAIA DR2 data available. Of these 981 stars, 964
fall above this dividing line, i.e. 98%. Of the 8 uncontaminated rapidly rotating halo stars, 5
fall above this dividing line, i.e. 63%. However, we strongly suspect that these are eclipsing
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systems, and therefore they are most likely to be unresolved binaries. Correcting for the
overluminosity due to the presence of a stellar companion shifts these systems down on the
color-magnitude diagram by 0.75 magnitudes. If we allow the rapid rotators to be shifted by
this amount, only 50% of the stars would remain above the dividing line. Compared to the
98% of the disk stars that lie above the dividing line, we believe that this is good evidence
that the candidate halo sample of stars is indeed different from the candidate disk set of
stars
Figure 6.11 Color-magnitude diagram using GAIA G and 2MASS J magnitudes. The black
dots are SBK2 stars, small red dots are the subset of disk fast rotators, green circles are halo
fast rotators. Open symbols indicate those systems with poorly constrained astrometric
data from GAIA. The dashed line indicates a “by-eye” division between the disk and halo
populations. We find that only 33% of the halo stars lie above the line compared to 98% of
the disk population.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
7.1 Fast Rotators in the Age of TESS and GAIA
We searched the first 15 K2 campaigns for SUPERBLINK high proper motion stars with
rotation periods Prot < 5 days. According to gyrochronolgy, this should correspond to an
age of <1 Gyr. We developed a data analysis pipeline that eliminates obvious instrumental
signals and makes use of an auto-correlation function (ACF) combined with a Fast Fourier
transform (FTT) to identify the timescale of modulation in the K2 light curves. In most
cases the variability appears to be consistent with star spots on a fast-rotating star, so the
characteristic time-scale modulations are assumed to be estimates of the stellar rotation
period.This combined ACF and FFT algorithm identified 1,113 probable fast rotators in the
first 15 campaign fields of the K2 mission (C00-C08 and C10-C15).
A color-color plot of NUV-optical-IR magnitudes (NUV − G,G − J) indicated that a
significant fraction (24%) of the M dwarf fast rotators we identify also have NUV excess
detected in the GALEX survey. This indication of chromospheric activity further confirms
that these stars are young. However, we find that in K2 fields with good GALEX coverage,
∼ 75% of the fast-rotator M dwarf candidates are not detected in GALEX ; this suggests
that the absence of a detected UV excess is not sufficient to rule out youth in a local field
M dwarf, and that star spot modulation may be more efficient in identifying nearby young,
low-mass stars. The technique we describe in this dissertation could be used to search for
young M dwarfs independent of NUV coverage. We therefore conclude that the K2 data,
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along with upcoming data from the NASA TESS mission, can be used effectively as a way to
identify the population of young M dwarfs near the Sun. The TESS mission should obtain
light curves for most nearby M dwarfs unlike Kepler and K2 which do not cover much of
the sky.
Based on their location in a reduced proper motion diagram, we determine that nearly all
the fast rotators are consistent with the thin disk population. More generally, the reduced
proper motion diagram shows that the fast rotators tend to have relatively low reduced proper
motions at a given color compared to normal field stars. This either indicates that the stars
have low transverse motions or that they are elevated above the ZAMS (i.e. overluminous)
or both. In either case, this trend suggests that they are part of a younger field population.
A frequency distribution of the transverse motions, calculated using trigonometric distances
from GAIA DR2, clearly shows that there are more fast rotators at lower velocities than the
general population of SBK2 targets and that the distribution peaks at a lower transverse
velocity. Two-dimensional plots of the transverse motion vectors in the plane of the sky
further shows significant differences in the kinematics of fast-rotators in the different K2
campaign fields, along with indications of significant velocity-space clustering in fields 4,
5, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. This is consistent with the idea that young field stars are part
of various collections of young moving groups, resulting from the slow dispersion of loosely
bound stellar associations.
We explored these clumps further and determined that the majority were previously
known clusters (Hyades, Pleiades, Beehive) and young star forming regions (Upper and
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Lower Scorpius).We also identified clumps in fields 5, 11, 12, and 14 that are not known
moving groups. Future work would be to confirm the existence of these new candidate
young moving groups by finding intermediate and high mass members. We would confirm
their membership with radial velocity measurements indicating they have the same motions
through space. The intermediate mass members would be ideal candidates for determining
the age of these candidate moving groups. Once these ages are known, it could become
possible to calibrate a gyrochronolgy relation for M dwarfs.
7.2 White Light Flares Study Enhanced With GAIA
We explored the occurrence of white light flares among fast and slow rotators in K2 cam-
paigns 0-8 and 10-15. We find that the faster rotators are more likely to have flare events. We
also found the faster rotators to have greater NUV excess than the slower rotators. Finally,
we found over density of flaring, fast rotators at G-J color > 2.8 magnitudes. We believe
this to be the result of red stars taking longer to evolve and lose angular momentum.
Most importantly, we find that the flare rate is strongly correlated with the amplitude of
the star spot amplitude variations, which suggests that flares occur more often in stars that
have a larger spot coverage.
We also found a handful of active stars that do not show rotation modulation. We believe
this to be due to the low inclination in the axis of rotation of the star, which prevents the
detection of star spot modulation. We hypothesize that a single star (non-interacting) that
is highly active should not be ruled out as a young star simply because it does not show
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rapid rotation.
Surprisingly, we find that for the fastest rotators (P<3.5 days), the flares tend to occur
more often at the rotational phase when the star is brighter, i.e. when the side with fewer
spots is facing. The reason for this is not understood as we expect flares to be associated
with the spots themselves and would therefore expect the star to flare less when the brighter
side is facing us. However, for the slower (P>3.5 days) rotators we do not see this same
trend. We find more flares on the darker side of the star, which is indeed what one would
expect. A future study would be to investigate the reason for finding an abundance of flares
on the brighter side of a very rapid rotator. This study would give insight to the mechanism
producing these white light flares, which is not currently known. An interesting study would
be to compare the luminosity of these flares to the luminosity of the star itself. Parallax
data from GAIA would be useful for a study of the luminosity of these flares, and would be
well suited to form the basis of a future project. Additionally, the cadence (half an hour)
of the K2 mission is too long to study these events in fine detail. Shorter exposure times
would be better for seeing the shape of these events. Conducting a study similar to the one
presented here, but with TESS or MEarth data would likely provide greater insight.
7.3 A Spectral Study of Old, Fast Rotators
We have searched 12,470 light curves of low-mass stars observed in the K2 mission that are
suspected to be members of the Galactic thick disk and halo populations. This subsample
of halo stars are expected to be relatively old (>8-10 Gyr) objects. Through the selection
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process described in Chapter 6, we identified 12 fast rotator stars, 9 eclipsing binaries, and
4 contact binary systems. A few of these objects could potentially be contaminated by
unrelated background sources in the K2 field of view, which would place their status as old
variable stars in doubt, however most the systems show no evidence of contamination, and
appear to be genuine old variables.
Our hypothesis is that at least some of these stars are members of hierarchal triple
systems. The transfer of angular momentum during the formation process of the hierarchal
triple would explain the rapid rotation of a star >10 Gyr old. Future work will be to search
for common proper motion pairs to confirm if any of these targets are hierarchal triples. This
could be done using the astrometric data available from GAIA.
We further recommended these stars for follow up spectral observations. Spectral data
would allow us to determine the full space motion of these objects. These objects should be
metal poor, and spectral data would be able to verify that they are indeed subdwarfs. This
spectral information would also give us insight into the formation process and lifetime of
multiple star systems as we would be able to derive masses from radial velocities. The halo
subdwarf study described here is a strong candidate for future research of stellar evolution
as the sample we present stretches from G-J colors 1.0-3.0, i.e. early F- to mid M-type stars.
Six of the nine eclipsing systems are presented here for the first time. These systems are
invaluable for calibrating the mass-luminosity and mass-radius relationships in low-mass,
metal-poor stars.
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A List of Fast Rotators
Columns 1 and 2 give the identification number of the star in the SUPERBLINK and K2
catalogs, respectively. Columns 3 and 4 list the J2000 right ascension and declination,
respectively. Columns 5 and 6 list the SUPERBLINK catalog proper motion in the direction
of right ascension and declination, respectively, both in units of seconds of arc per year.
Column 7 lists the trigonometric distance in units of parallax calculated using the second
data release of Gaia parallaxes. Columns 8, 9, 10, and 11 list the GALEX NUV, Gaia G,
visual V, and 2MASS J magnitudes , respectively. Columns 12 and 13 list the rotation period
and uncertainty in rotation period calculated in this work. Columns 14 and 15 lists the A
and B values discussed in Section 2.2 that were used to differentiate between false positive
and real detections. Column 16 is a measure of the amplitude of the intrinsic variability of
the star, σ, computed by taking the standard deviation of the signal after our detrending
procedure.
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ d NUV G V J Prot δ Prot A
1 B 2 σ 3
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (pc) (mag)(mag)(mag)(mag)(days) (days)
00389+0828 220574720 9.747353 8.477912 0.10071 -0.04958 55.9 16.58 9.52 10.02 7.91 1.10 0.004 0.48 7.56 0.011
00399+0827 220573494 9.998751 8.451539 0.05657 -0.00397 330.0 17.56 11.74 12.07 10.65 0.16 0.001 0.51 6.31 0.089
00417+0517 220429913 10.426694 5.294184 0.01113 -0.05395 926.6 19.32 15.24 15.96 14.08 2.45 0.011 0.07 2.23 0.044
00421+0509 220422705 10.525564 5.156432 0.01108 -0.01433 1308.699.99 12.80 12.38 12.53 3.35 0.019 0.36 6.53 0.002
00440+0932 220623236 11.005608 9.549196 0.01868 -0.06940 73.4 13.46 9.81 10.18 8.45 0.34 0.001 0.52 6.20 0.007
00460+0757 220552625 11.525513 7.957188 0.12170 0.02528 91.7 19.68 15.88 17.80 12.80 0.93 0.005 0.46 4.24 0.008
00491+0620 220481368 12.281716 6.345853 0.05668 -0.03408 38.2 99.99 14.77 16.70 11.67 0.37 0.001 0.53 7.83 0.007
00499+0708 220516443 12.489221 7.144001 0.16899 0.00516 43.2 21.45 14.45 16.07 11.41 0.56 0.002 0.48 7.14 0.010
00502+0837 220581451 12.573279 8.626017 0.06802 -0.03505 60.9 20.13 12.87 14.70 9.74 0.39 0.001 0.49 7.96 0.007
00523+0638 220494537 13.078640 6.640564 -0.04536 -0.02836 78.9 99.99 16.31 17.85 13.25 0.44 0.001 0.34 5.03 0.004
00526+0337W 220346833 13.155299 3.630827 -0.02397 -0.05306 112.4 99.99 16.62 18.19 13.49 1.20 0.006 0.21 2.77 0.008
00532+1056 220680367 13.306080 10.938068 0.03479 -0.04335 313.8 21.25 14.01 15.03 11.91 0.65 0.001 0.59 8.49 0.028
00532+0017 220208154 13.316456 0.289084 0.05079 -0.07133 204.6 22.03 14.78 15.52 12.39 1.44 0.003 0.39 7.09 0.021
00535+0725 220529150 13.396886 7.417045 0.05535 -0.03070 68.1 99.99 15.70 17.09 12.69 0.71 0.002 0.20 3.60 0.014
00551+0011 220205547 13.797133 0.193181 0.04028 -0.05733 171.0 99.99 17.48 19.20 14.30 0.74 0.001 0.46 5.34 0.020
00552+0531 220441862 13.822428 5.524625 0.04627 -0.01062 320.3 22.80 15.48 16.53 12.83 2.24 0.016 0.18 5.32 0.020
00553+0235 220298113 13.829584 2.588832 -0.09694 -0.11960 139.9 22.52 14.88 16.03 12.15 2.57 0.010 0.31 6.16 0.010
00560+0249W 220308656 14.002963 2.822127 -0.07327 -0.07579 55.5 20.03 12.47 13.44 9.84 0.58 0.024 0.42 3.37 0.014
00570+0223 220288486 14.251852 2.391015 -0.09817 -0.09381 33.1 21.05 13.72 15.30 10.78 0.51 0.003 0.19 3.41 0.005
00577+0805 220558588 14.434521 8.097397 -0.01013 0.05904 31.3 21.99 14.82 16.69 11.59 0.28 0.001 0.27 2.70 0.002
00578+0440 220398184 14.472713 4.680160 0.07162 -0.01644 154.2 21.55 13.85 14.63 11.32 0.53 0.038 0.11 2.01 0.059
00582+0412S 220374724 14.561034 4.200414 -0.08316 -0.00236 52.3 23.08 14.60 16.25 11.58 2.74 0.016 0.35 6.78 0.004
00583+0433 220392240 14.595556 4.559082 0.08465 -0.06523 118.7 14.47 9.34 9.52 8.46 3.41 0.133 0.14 2.36 0.000
00599+0709N 220517242 14.986481 7.161563 0.06433 -0.00114 62.5 99.99 14.54 16.13 11.57 1.32 0.003 0.40 6.59 0.018
00599+0709S 220516899 14.986826 7.154225 0.06431 -0.00233 62.5 21.79 14.12 15.53 11.28 1.07 0.005 0.08 2.01 0.018
00599+0204 220273435 14.990282 2.068813 0.08084 0.00667 98.3 23.40 15.70 17.23 12.76 2.19 0.036 0.10 2.96 0.014
01000+1246 220741519 15.024271 12.769864 0.06482 -0.05133 190.1 21.35 15.19 16.76 12.55 0.17 0.001 0.38 2.96 0.026
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
01003+0118 220238524 15.083066 1.315379 0.04960 0.00757 136.4 99.99 16.36 17.62 13.48 0.53 0.001 0.27 3.96 0.004
01023+0025 220211973 15.577629 0.427434 0.08521 -0.03096 164.4 21.66 14.20 15.27 11.61 0.44 0.001 0.45 11.430.017
01030+0658 220509429 15.755268 6.980133 -0.08149 -0.07849 60.1 99.99 15.05 16.04 11.32 2.03 0.007 0.30 5.35 0.003
01035+0407 220370860 15.892496 4.123372 -0.03673 -0.03324 267.4 23.37 16.25 17.29 13.76 2.44 0.036 0.14 3.70 0.025
01038+1144 220709695 15.956661 11.744698 0.28266 -0.17936 42.3 99.99 15.12 16.74 11.94 1.70 0.008 0.30 4.97 0.008
01040-0105 220172740 16.012597 -1.086115 0.03804 -0.04402 260.8 99.99 15.74 16.53 13.07 0.73 0.003 0.35 6.97 0.012
01049+1059 220682223 16.241213 10.989461 0.03265 0.06030 65.0 99.99 15.63 17.18 12.59 2.25 0.020 0.10 2.44 0.005
01049+1121 220695905 16.241565 11.360278 -0.02872 -0.03498 394.0 99.99 15.83 16.57 13.56 2.31 0.026 0.22 5.17 0.033
01060+0120 220239490 16.512991 1.335718 0.07918 -0.03536 318.7 21.39 14.12 14.57 12.21 0.93 0.004 0.54 5.92 0.045
01062+0404 220368521 16.573100 4.074744 -0.05240 -0.15313 76.8 22.43 14.40 15.94 11.43 2.07 0.011 0.15 2.97 0.008
01066-0106 220172218 16.662346 -1.108545 0.03730 -0.05908 103.5 22.45 14.63 16.09 11.74 2.72 0.013 0.54 9.67 0.018
01070+1133 220702889 16.766929 11.552061 0.06332 -0.00683 90.5 99.99 7.14 7.22 6.59 0.29 0.002 0.57 7.87 0.002
01106-0108 220171396 17.675394 -1.144366 0.09947 -0.03571 308.8 14.67 15.23 14.88 13.73 0.38 0.001 0.43 5.77 0.021
01112+0306 220322258 17.806012 3.111480 -0.04423 0.02828 23.6 21.88 13.85 15.83 10.68 0.27 0.001 0.24 4.07 0.018
01131-0140 1.71189111 18.285654 -1.672604 -0.00170 -0.00634 -794.3 99.99 20.59 14.80 12.16 0.02 0.145 2.30 0.01
01131+0915 220610892 18.290304 9.265920 0.04570 -0.05019 610.5 99.99 17.47 17.97 15.40 0.43 0.002 0.25 2.17 0.012
01132+0804 220557951 18.304276 8.083353 0.04310 0.01127 217.0 99.99 15.98 16.98 13.12 0.61 0.001 0.47 5.24 0.007
01132+0630 220488872 18.325072 6.513987 0.04290 -0.01874 633.6 99.99 16.81 16.26 14.27 1.82 0.007 0.25 4.72 0.016
01132+0630 220488899 18.325072 6.513987 0.04290 -0.01874 633.6 99.99 16.81 16.26 14.27 1.82 0.008 0.24 4.27 0.017
01133+0630 220488872 18.326120 6.513483 0.04326 -0.01873 615.2 99.99 16.19 16.26 13.72 1.82 0.007 0.25 4.72 0.016
01133+0630 220488899 18.326120 6.513483 0.04326 -0.01873 615.2 99.99 16.19 16.26 13.72 1.82 0.008 0.24 4.27 0.017
01135-0108 220171377 18.377286 -1.144855 0.11014 0.03641 72.1 24.30 15.65 17.74 12.69 1.06 0.007 0.30 2.21 0.014
01143+0030 220214615 18.587968 0.515947 0.04752 0.02034 221.1 22.65 14.69 14.86 11.92 0.46 0.016 0.44 2.55 0.003
01144+0725 220529692 18.621239 7.428932 0.07418 -0.01630 157.5 99.99 15.48 16.10 12.54 0.82 0.001 0.52 6.21 0.032
01145+0057 220227082 18.641652 0.957489 -0.01711 -0.03875 402.0 17.33 12.65 12.54 11.66 3.29 0.150 0.03 2.61 0.002
01146+0116W 220236867 18.657510 1.279215 -0.06277 -0.05287 70.0 99.99 15.50 16.47 12.58 2.62 0.014 0.21 4.87 0.004
01154+0705 220514472 18.865167 7.098075 0.22086 -0.01274 34.8 99.99 15.38 17.47 11.94 0.67 0.004 0.28 3.16 0.005
01182+1053 220678478 19.565822 10.889645 0.06876 -0.03590 320.9 99.99 13.65 14.30 11.98 0.31 0.000 0.54 9.51 0.005
01201+1115 220692299 20.050278 11.260545 0.08269 -0.02744 189.5 14.29 9.71 9.96 8.78 2.75 0.017 0.47 10.790.003
01209+1108 220688043 20.232315 11.141193 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.75 17.12 12.50 0.36 0.003 0.46 4.72 0.008
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
01225+0242 220303168 20.649941 2.700150 0.02602 -0.06624 168.5 22.79 14.80 16.02 12.25 2.23 0.004 0.18 3.37 0.014
01262+0648W 220501241 21.572981 6.801012 0.11282 -0.06275 189.9 20.22 14.11 14.97 11.83 0.62 0.001 0.39 4.24 0.025
01262+0648E 220501236 21.574863 6.800956 0.11255 -0.06292 196.9 99.99 16.29 16.25 13.51 0.62 0.001 0.39 4.33 0.024
01271+0555 220462056 21.775420 5.923003 0.01145 -0.04068 267.3 13.99 10.03 10.10 9.29 3.04 0.138 0.14 2.88 0.000
01274+0108E 220232512 21.874028 1.142424 0.04926 -0.01964 517.3 14.75 11.31 11.69 10.26 0.22 0.001 0.56 4.15 0.007
01285+0213 220280531 22.127640 2.218021 -0.03410 -0.01801 53.4 21.09 15.15 16.67 12.17 1.55 0.042 0.08 2.71 0.007
03318+1949 210796589 52.970679 19.817307 0.02265 -0.03575 86.2 20.13 12.61 12.92 10.96 0.55 0.003 0.43 6.61 0.001
03323+1627 210565257 53.097845 16.450559 0.04617 -0.02941 1224.399.99 17.03 17.66 14.98 2.78 0.006 0.65 11.250.015
03338+2256 210997742 53.457583 22.938671 0.02010 -0.04445 139.0 99.99 17.24 18.70 14.16 0.30 0.000 0.32 5.16 0.008
03339+1641 210581348 53.478358 16.690897 0.02113 -0.06241 57.0 21.41 14.11 15.23 10.76 1.07 0.021 0.22 3.43 0.001
03339+1537 210512872 53.484887 15.625434 0.02575 -0.03733 151.1 14.14 9.44 9.57 8.56 2.82 0.057 0.14 2.34 0.000
03341+2204 210942999 53.544861 22.072399 0.18707 -0.04376 35.5 21.89 14.61 16.67 11.35 1.43 0.013 0.30 5.76 0.007
03350+2342 211046195 53.758953 23.709567 0.05034 -0.06294 51.2 99.99 16.32 19.10 12.25 0.18 0.000 0.40 3.48 0.010
03352+2347 211051561 53.817873 23.799251 0.02150 -0.04656 134.9 99.99 17.41 19.14 14.08 0.38 0.001 0.24 3.05 0.020
03357+2227 210966931 53.934538 22.452597 0.02098 -0.04363 140.9 99.99 15.74 16.88 12.87 1.49 0.008 0.19 3.70 0.008
03358+2007 210817078 53.951135 20.128424 0.03912 -0.05911 90.8 99.99 15.90 17.54 12.83 0.53 0.002 0.46 6.97 0.021
03362+2153 210931896 54.073603 21.894029 0.02949 -0.03026 132.9 16.50 10.91 10.92 9.64 3.31 0.012 0.63 9.57 0.019
03363+1601 210538216 54.080906 16.032698 0.08278 -0.03971 74.5 99.99 15.75 17.28 12.59 2.37 0.021 0.48 8.44 0.041
03363+2203 210942311 54.083625 22.061332 0.09303 -0.02070 62.7 99.99 15.22 16.51 12.17 1.94 0.021 0.36 6.26 0.011
03364+2137 210915248 54.103329 21.629034 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.70 17.40 12.38 3.00 0.025 0.13 2.12 0.020
03369+2238 210978929 54.239719 22.646244 -0.04745 -0.00910 102.7 99.99 8.77 8.96 7.76 3.14 0.016 0.54 9.22 0.005
03374+2221 210960579 54.350294 22.350789 0.01558 -0.04880 132.7 99.99 9.07 9.22 8.14 2.57 0.058 0.42 7.02 0.004
03377+2200 210938968 54.439653 22.008194 -0.00727 -0.09167 59.9 99.99 13.30 14.86 10.25 2.69 0.036 0.38 6.95 0.007
03383+2229 210969800 54.594179 22.499485 0.02140 -0.04494 138.0 99.99 9.93 10.09 9.02 1.58 0.026 0.23 5.02 0.008
03383+2306 211008438 54.597550 23.107852 0.02198 -0.04548 133.5 99.99 14.31 15.08 11.90 3.04 0.005 0.77 13.170.011
03395+2413 211078648 54.896174 24.230007 0.05670 -0.09511 49.3 99.99 15.75 17.49 12.45 0.44 0.003 0.43 6.01 0.011
03397+2207 210946466 54.934177 22.129207 0.02074 -0.04291 141.2 99.99 15.57 16.73 12.77 0.85 0.004 0.40 5.98 0.017
03397+2358 211063235 54.943185 23.981238 0.02081 -0.04459 135.4 99.99 15.56 16.77 12.64 0.89 0.007 0.33 5.45 0.022
03398+2345 211049486 54.961214 23.764409 0.02085 -0.04345 141.1 99.99 17.82 19.83 14.48 0.44 0.007 0.32 4.49 0.013
03403+1220 210354201 55.080657 12.337600 0.04886 -0.07801 120.6 19.25 12.25 13.01 10.18 0.44 0.003 0.46 5.71 0.062
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
03405+2340 211044536 55.143302 23.682412 0.02058 -0.04560 134.7 99.99 10.70 10.82 9.59 3.38 0.052 0.42 4.85 0.006
03408+2325 211028209 55.210274 23.418246 0.02175 -0.04547 135.1 99.99 10.66 11.09 9.53 3.28 0.036 0.51 6.98 0.012
03410+2343 211046948 55.262558 23.722485 0.02055 -0.04520 133.9 99.99 15.81 17.23 12.91 1.16 0.001 0.31 5.31 0.032
03410+2350 211053922 55.271871 23.837359 0.02093 -0.04472 133.9 99.99 18.03 20.13 14.64 0.28 0.001 0.28 3.50 0.013
03412+2012 210822691 55.309409 20.214723 0.00493 -0.03622 284.3 16.22 11.15 11.44 9.95 3.25 0.041 0.08 2.10 0.040
03413+2201 210940436 55.347838 22.031516 0.01989 -0.04387 138.5 99.99 16.92 18.67 13.56 0.59 0.003 0.34 4.78 0.021
03414+2401 211065494 55.362086 24.017189 0.02074 -0.04510 136.0 99.99 15.54 16.78 12.40 0.28 0.001 0.23 3.29 0.011
03416+1906 210750096 55.423369 19.109554 0.12431 -0.15613 184.4 99.99 16.67 17.79 13.90 1.25 0.015 0.17 2.15 0.005
03418+2407 211071863 55.470654 24.123420 0.01988 -0.04613 136.4 99.99 17.26 18.80 14.08 0.41 0.004 0.29 4.53 0.007
03420+2412 211077349 55.512027 24.209905 0.02037 -0.04598 136.3 99.99 15.30 16.38 12.51 0.55 0.001 0.17 2.27 0.029
03420+2355 211059979 55.512311 23.931367 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.77 15.98 12.02 0.70 0.005 0.27 2.83 0.014
03421+2335 211038660 55.536921 23.587902 0.01926 -0.04432 136.7 99.99 14.82 15.83 12.20 2.40 0.046 0.36 6.40 0.016
03421+2405 211069615 55.545597 24.085537 0.02055 -0.04486 128.9 99.99 14.79 16.06 12.01 0.38 0.002 0.24 3.93 0.013
03422+2418 211084148 55.556261 24.313678 0.01871 -0.04526 140.0 99.99 17.89 19.83 14.50 0.57 0.000 0.33 4.74 0.018
03423+2128 210905362 55.600076 21.473284 0.02092 -0.04798 129.5 99.99 9.71 9.85 8.80 1.72 0.013 0.22 4.78 0.003
03424+2351 211055359 55.609548 23.860614 0.02167 -0.04453 137.0 99.99 17.68 19.63 14.30 0.40 0.002 0.24 3.19 0.010
03424+2253 210994935 55.609626 22.894464 0.02099 -0.04453 135.7 99.99 13.72 14.47 11.55 3.34 0.020 0.39 10.480.008
03424+2247 210988354 55.622664 22.790389 0.02049 -0.04366 138.1 99.99 14.24 15.02 11.80 0.26 0.001 0.14 2.48 0.021
03425+2411 211075627 55.641606 24.183390 0.02142 -0.04425 135.8 99.99 17.72 19.59 14.39 0.45 0.003 0.37 4.97 0.022
03430+2101 210876759 55.773980 21.030226 0.01984 -0.04617 129.3 99.99 17.18 19.02 14.02 0.35 0.001 0.25 4.05 0.008
03431+2441 211108136 55.790703 24.692321 0.02480 -0.04888 131.8 99.99 15.14 16.33 12.27 1.56 0.004 0.24 7.52 0.014
03432+2444 211111400 55.800587 24.745753 0.01983 -0.04692 135.2 99.99 15.68 16.87 12.54 0.56 0.027 0.26 3.29 0.017
03434+2237 210977779 55.864440 22.627951 0.02073 -0.04770 124.6 99.99 17.37 19.13 14.16 0.40 0.005 0.37 5.26 0.010
03434+2244 210984736 55.872121 22.734617 0.02007 -0.04609 133.7 99.99 8.87 9.01 7.68 0.81 0.008 0.33 5.03 0.003
03434+2244 210984736 55.872121 22.734617 0.02007 -0.04609 133.7 99.99 8.87 9.01 7.68 0.81 0.008 0.33 5.03 0.003
03435+2340 211043986 55.883232 23.673860 0.01928 -0.04439 136.2 99.99 10.65 10.88 9.53 2.97 0.013 0.65 11.210.011
03436+2327 211030439 55.902588 23.453760 0.02041 -0.04410 136.6 99.99 13.86 14.78 11.63 2.38 0.056 0.31 6.04 0.020
03436+2413 211078780 55.902980 24.232121 0.02113 -0.04570 141.3 99.99 14.19 14.97 10.98 0.28 0.001 0.40 6.43 0.027
03436+2423 211089274 55.903905 24.393787 0.01949 -0.04450 136.4 99.99 13.65 15.16 11.52 0.95 0.034 0.19 3.26 0.008
03439+1406 210428765 55.976806 14.100568 0.07428 -0.07227 107.8 99.99 16.45 17.84 13.39 1.91 0.025 0.14 3.32 0.007
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
03440+2332 211035968 56.002570 23.543750 0.01946 -0.04468 138.5 99.99 10.82 11.09 9.65 2.88 0.027 0.39 7.73 0.008
03440+2430 211096368 56.014855 24.504048 0.02232 -0.04573 135.5 99.99 10.53 11.00 9.40 1.09 0.038 0.21 2.58 0.019
03441+2308 211010854 56.038906 23.146198 0.01988 -0.04456 136.8 99.99 16.60 18.13 13.46 0.21 0.001 0.14 2.04 0.010
03441+2322 211025716 56.046830 23.379126 0.02199 -0.04666 133.7 99.99 11.19 11.64 9.96 1.79 0.086 0.18 3.83 0.016
03443+2435 211101696 56.079497 24.588264 0.01972 -0.04593 135.4 99.99 16.43 17.83 13.36 0.55 0.002 0.30 3.88 0.029
03443+2447 211114317 56.083802 24.795968 0.01980 -0.04653 134.7 99.99 10.47 10.49 9.34 1.05 0.006 0.38 5.95 0.010
03444+2410 211074888 56.116790 24.171350 0.02082 -0.04913 111.2 99.99 12.90 13.08 10.84 2.98 0.003 0.82 14.290.022
03444+2225 210965110 56.122969 22.423405 0.02058 -0.04654 126.9 99.99 18.34 19.86 14.81 1.44 0.007 0.18 3.15 0.011
03445+2335 211038810 56.132237 23.590432 0.02029 -0.04493 139.1 99.99 16.08 17.23 13.09 0.72 0.002 0.45 6.42 0.015
03446+2302 211004119 56.162452 23.040144 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 17.68 17.97 13.38 0.66 0.002 0.43 4.70 0.008
03446+1259 210379999 56.165014 12.994169 0.03328 -0.05380 98.9 99.99 15.36 16.63 12.32 0.71 0.006 0.28 2.76 0.041
03446+2227 210967650 56.174347 22.464352 0.02187 -0.04532 133.4 16.44 10.58 11.02 9.48 3.12 0.026 0.46 8.11 0.002
03447+1803 210678243 56.175662 18.057710 0.00879 -0.05184 984.1 21.24 16.12 16.34 14.58 2.87 0.009 0.60 10.370.005
03451+2336 211040347 56.278337 23.614146 0.01943 -0.04537 137.9 99.99 17.02 18.83 13.60 0.27 0.002 0.23 2.87 0.010
03451+2302 211004687 56.295122 23.049316 0.02011 -0.04536 130.5 99.99 16.32 17.53 13.24 0.75 0.005 0.13 2.33 0.039
03452+2430 211096421 56.300396 24.504898 0.02156 -0.04737 125.6 99.99 15.69 16.80 12.79 0.28 0.003 0.22 3.63 0.012
03452+2241 210982234 56.301884 22.697314 0.01919 -0.04612 139.6 99.99 16.19 17.18 13.19 0.60 0.001 0.47 6.97 0.038
03452+2434 211100894 56.319462 24.575488 0.02095 -0.04779 128.7 99.99 15.11 17.92 12.31 0.68 0.003 0.37 4.40 0.021
03452+1748 210659779 56.321187 17.801648 0.23424 -0.17825 182.5 18.65 16.64 16.73 15.84 0.19 0.001 0.28 2.77 0.003
03455+2302 211004557 56.378047 23.047303 0.04614 -0.03836 93.7 99.99 17.60 19.53 14.23 0.46 0.004 0.23 2.72 0.009
03455+1952 210800538 56.388714 19.875016 0.04018 -0.10664 261.3 14.17 9.56 9.77 8.61 3.16 0.053 0.50 8.40 0.001
03457+2454 211120842 56.425589 24.905794 0.01998 -0.04927 181.6 99.99 9.36 9.63 8.29 1.14 0.005 0.14 2.92 0.005
03457+2144 210922602 56.445657 21.746838 0.02178 -0.05061 121.8 99.99 17.12 18.93 13.77 0.16 0.001 0.27 2.57 0.006
03461+2320N 211023687 56.534931 23.347327 0.01954 -0.04527 136.6 99.99 13.24 13.26 11.22 3.09 0.002 0.75 12.640.031
03461+2105 210881103 56.541267 21.097792 0.01890 -0.04179 146.7 99.99 16.07 17.28 13.11 0.37 0.002 0.20 2.56 0.016
03461+2320S 211023213 56.541942 23.339798 0.02117 -0.04990 123.0 99.99 9.99 10.14 8.97 0.97 0.017 0.17 3.12 0.006
03462+2335 211038588 56.552849 23.587019 0.02119 -0.04455 139.7 99.99 17.13 18.91 13.86 0.45 0.006 0.38 3.01 0.010
03464+2125 210902186 56.605937 21.424936 0.02056 -0.03959 133.5 99.99 12.28 12.94 10.45 2.05 0.024 0.27 4.84 0.022
03464+2348 211052343 56.615460 23.812498 0.02004 -0.04396 136.0 99.99 17.16 18.80 13.71 1.87 0.018 0.10 3.25 0.007
03464+2102 210877263 56.623959 21.037850 0.02269 -0.05030 124.7 99.99 16.72 18.54 13.46 0.26 0.001 0.40 5.99 0.008
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
03464+2131 210908413 56.625017 21.522082 0.03280 -0.04120 413.9 99.99 11.10 11.26 10.15 0.19 0.003 0.34 4.25 0.044
03465+2358 211063340 56.634047 23.982736 0.04355 -0.05801 144.6 99.99 12.78 13.08 10.56 1.17 0.043 0.29 4.09 0.011
03465+2324 211027775 56.647302 23.411537 0.02044 -0.04487 137.8 99.99 14.10 14.79 11.66 0.58 0.001 0.46 6.79 0.019
03466+2457 211123901 56.661656 24.959443 0.02053 -0.04704 136.8 99.99 10.10 10.37 9.10 1.51 0.414 0.22 4.17 0.005
03467+2337W 211040850 56.680020 23.622609 0.01918 -0.04470 136.8 99.99 17.42 19.10 14.07 0.40 0.001 0.41 4.75 0.014
03467+2254 210996142 56.696179 22.914386 0.01902 -0.04498 139.0 99.99 10.34 10.82 9.31 2.29 0.133 0.25 3.52 0.006
03468+2331 211035282 56.708795 23.532088 0.02097 -0.04489 134.5 99.99 16.32 17.96 13.24 1.70 0.011 0.41 7.26 0.025
03468+1737 210646997 56.715543 17.627371 0.03974 0.00488 360.2 99.99 14.94 15.66 12.84 0.57 0.001 0.35 5.48 0.011
03468+2335 211038389 56.724041 23.583360 0.02108 -0.04530 134.9 99.99 10.38 10.50 9.35 2.66 0.072 0.47 7.15 0.005
03469+2322 211025779 56.730538 23.380219 0.01844 -0.04608 136.8 99.99 17.49 19.19 14.21 0.23 0.004 0.27 2.43 0.007
03469+2333 211037012 56.742448 23.560624 0.02045 -0.04589 135.9 99.99 16.72 18.20 13.71 0.73 0.003 0.42 6.91 0.013
03469+2427 211093581 56.743977 24.460928 0.01916 -0.04615 136.9 99.99 16.04 17.20 13.04 0.87 0.003 0.39 5.48 0.014
03469+2452 211119314 56.747896 24.879340 0.02196 -0.04671 138.1 99.99 16.56 18.13 13.18 0.27 0.003 0.43 5.25 0.021
03469+1524 210499476 56.749149 15.404583 0.21956 -0.02713 28.3 19.82 13.96 15.73 10.73 0.68 0.002 0.26 4.45 0.005
03470+2458 211125179 56.754233 24.982473 0.01844 -0.03851 164.4 99.99 16.45 18.09 13.17 0.28 0.002 0.17 2.52 0.035
03471+2423 211089267 56.782899 24.393671 0.01995 -0.04451 138.7 99.99 17.20 19.31 14.05 3.15 0.035 0.30 5.21 0.007
03471+2506 211132787 56.799692 25.116255 -0.03510 -0.05546 233.5 99.99 11.52 11.13 10.28 0.13 0.003 0.23 2.14 0.178
03473+2321 211024494 56.841846 23.359964 0.02147 -0.04447 134.9 99.99 16.72 18.17 13.55 0.29 0.001 0.39 4.98 0.021
03475+2422 211087739 56.877552 24.370341 0.01971 -0.04663 135.8 99.99 14.82 16.98 12.24 2.23 0.114 0.17 2.66 0.013
03475+2352 211056099 56.881919 23.871825 0.01948 -0.04624 132.8 99.99 16.90 18.30 13.70 0.39 0.005 0.15 2.22 0.018
03476+2328W 211031682 56.900221 23.473945 0.01894 -0.04606 133.3 99.99 17.44 18.65 14.20 0.23 0.000 0.21 2.90 0.018
03476+1838 210719272 56.901546 18.643902 0.03522 -0.01466 312.9 99.99 16.70 17.73 13.83 3.15 0.017 0.40 7.02 0.007
03476+2453 211119999 56.908771 24.891661 0.02113 -0.04527 139.9 99.99 13.69 14.28 11.47 0.46 0.002 0.48 5.83 0.030
03476+2300 211001714 56.915859 23.001108 0.01955 -0.04540 130.1 99.99 17.26 18.84 14.07 0.37 0.002 0.35 5.76 0.016
03476+2149S 210927034 56.920748 21.817923 0.02055 -0.04708 136.0 99.99 18.05 20.08 14.66 0.18 0.001 0.32 2.96 0.012
03476+2255 210997197 56.920869 22.929795 0.01888 -0.04033 173.0 99.99 11.85 12.16 10.06 1.32 0.018 0.23 4.58 0.012
03477+2513 211138781 56.949486 25.226070 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 16.23 17.42 13.01 0.49 0.003 0.20 2.81 0.016
03479+2329 211032304 56.994897 23.483957 -0.06224 -0.13130 24.2 99.99 14.68 16.33 11.35 0.25 0.001 0.35 5.26 0.006
03479+2443E 211110500 56.999005 24.731093 0.02201 -0.05232 154.0 99.99 12.92 13.52 10.95 0.51 0.151 0.67 4.85 0.019
03481+2518 211143504 57.032045 25.315093 0.02174 -0.04920 131.4 99.99 13.32 13.93 11.17 0.35 0.006 0.33 4.93 0.031
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
03481+2342 211045994 57.037348 23.706337 0.02058 -0.04771 134.2 99.99 16.83 18.19 13.60 0.59 0.002 0.24 3.73 0.028
03481+2046 210860152 57.047656 20.778305 0.01827 -0.04640 167.0 99.99 16.34 17.86 13.12 0.51 0.001 0.45 7.06 0.009
03482+2419 211084436 57.056574 24.318218 0.01855 -0.04199 143.0 99.99 8.20 8.27 7.53 1.27 0.039 0.17 3.26 0.001
03482+2337 211041474 57.057448 23.632996 0.02043 -0.04617 135.9 99.99 15.96 17.32 13.00 1.41 0.018 0.12 2.22 0.020
03482+2335 211038622 57.067049 23.587398 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 17.07 18.42 13.57 0.32 0.004 0.23 3.73 0.004
03483+2336 211039634 57.082698 23.603144 0.02070 -0.04468 137.1 99.99 15.06 16.13 12.34 0.82 0.005 0.13 2.24 0.020
03483+2454 211121361 57.084596 24.915198 0.02139 -0.04509 140.0 99.99 16.45 16.77 12.50 0.50 0.008 0.24 3.12 0.030
03483+2331 211034343 57.085811 23.516883 0.01967 -0.04480 140.9 99.99 17.79 18.85 14.43 0.21 0.000 0.34 4.50 0.018
03483+2434 211101098 57.089796 24.578593 0.01880 -0.04570 138.5 99.99 17.01 18.42 13.80 0.57 0.001 0.22 2.96 0.014
03483+2252 210993561 57.094460 22.872484 0.02057 -0.04687 130.9 99.99 15.09 15.98 12.34 0.92 0.035 0.26 4.41 0.010
03484+2414 211079332 57.105225 24.240364 0.01784 -0.04515 137.6 99.99 16.07 17.70 12.87 0.57 0.002 0.27 3.75 0.012
03484+2514 211139723 57.108591 25.244497 0.01970 -0.04835 133.2 99.99 14.51 15.23 11.96 1.31 0.011 0.27 4.72 0.025
03484+1426 210445763 57.113110 14.440711 0.02934 -0.07127 84.2 99.99 15.43 16.78 12.44 0.73 0.002 0.44 8.43 0.015
03484+2318 211020742 57.116883 23.300563 0.02060 -0.04540 134.3 99.99 12.25 12.76 10.52 0.18 0.001 0.33 3.89 0.021
03486+2412 211077464 57.166361 24.211719 0.01809 -0.04672 140.8 99.99 15.53 16.60 12.72 0.71 0.001 0.26 4.50 0.012
03487+2506 211132233 57.183597 25.106085 0.01839 -0.04584 136.7 99.99 16.63 18.08 13.49 0.41 0.000 0.46 7.16 0.016
03487+2320 211023137 57.189367 23.338719 0.01900 -0.04574 135.5 99.99 12.90 13.57 11.10 3.14 0.008 0.66 10.980.018
03488+2124 210901321 57.200998 21.411091 0.01908 -0.04373 139.8 99.99 16.64 18.17 13.52 0.50 0.003 0.50 6.39 0.023
03489+2419 211085091 57.239051 24.328647 0.01891 -0.04561 138.6 99.99 14.73 16.68 11.94 1.40 0.019 0.13 3.16 0.012
03490+2154 210933044 57.262431 21.912863 0.02036 -0.04876 131.9 99.99 17.53 19.35 14.23 0.53 0.002 0.39 5.02 0.010
03491+2333 211036665 57.297098 23.555034 0.01798 -0.04519 165.8 99.99 13.66 14.28 11.44 1.15 0.047 0.10 2.61 0.009
03492+1430 210449169 57.308799 14.505104 0.08465 -0.07439 81.6 99.99 17.53 19.75 14.03 0.44 0.001 0.40 4.10 0.010
03492+2322 211025773 57.315177 23.380176 0.02077 -0.04621 135.2 99.99 17.71 19.63 14.36 0.42 0.003 0.22 3.14 0.015
03494+2424 211089916 57.365006 24.403643 0.01883 -0.04461 135.1 99.99 16.70 17.87 13.62 0.31 0.016 0.32 3.93 0.009
03495+2341 211044929 57.380166 23.688637 0.02015 -0.04452 134.9 99.99 16.83 18.13 13.64 0.24 0.002 0.40 5.31 0.011
03495+2322S 211025254 57.388566 23.371662 0.09649 -0.02164 85.4 99.99 15.54 16.26 12.69 3.38 0.019 0.39 6.61 0.006
03495+2006 210815768 57.399121 20.107857 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 17.26 19.09 13.78 0.24 0.001 0.48 6.07 0.009
03498+2210 210949721 57.451896 22.179977 0.01832 -0.04228 144.3 99.99 15.80 16.78 12.95 1.35 0.006 0.34 6.58 0.028
03498+2118 210894583 57.465922 21.307137 0.02028 -0.04426 137.8 21.18 14.53 15.76 11.81 0.38 0.014 0.23 4.07 0.008
03499+2022 210833622 57.483715 20.381069 0.02236 -0.05221 118.9 99.99 16.65 18.08 13.43 0.84 0.005 0.16 2.27 0.011
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
03499+2342 211046168 57.493147 23.709220 0.01745 -0.04491 136.0 99.99 15.18 15.86 12.49 1.06 0.005 0.42 7.16 0.015
03502+2359 211064196 57.551103 23.995698 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.59 15.27 11.69 1.39 0.007 0.26 4.34 0.008
03502+2355 211059658 57.551947 23.926481 0.02013 -0.04545 139.4 99.99 16.28 17.47 13.03 0.29 0.004 0.40 4.02 0.007
03502+2522 211147023 57.573729 25.379370 0.01945 -0.04600 137.9 99.99 9.52 9.68 8.65 1.31 0.007 0.32 6.09 0.001
03504+2355 211059754 57.604854 23.928113 0.01728 -0.04199 150.4 99.99 16.75 18.12 13.67 0.53 0.003 0.37 4.26 0.013
03504+2322 211025708 57.614029 23.379019 0.02013 -0.04483 135.4 99.99 16.57 17.98 13.41 0.77 0.004 0.15 2.10 0.044
03505+2208 210947594 57.633189 22.146384 0.01799 -0.04154 143.6 99.99 16.01 17.08 13.04 0.88 0.007 0.10 2.11 0.008
03507+2203 210941642 57.688819 22.051279 0.04997 -0.03305 117.0 99.99 16.23 17.41 13.37 1.00 0.006 0.23 3.83 0.005
03510+1413 210434976 57.753615 14.227427 0.07109 -0.07484 39.7 20.21 12.51 14.08 9.44 2.02 0.045 0.15 2.82 0.028
03512+2523 211147423 57.807797 25.386309 0.01971 -0.04648 132.1 99.99 15.82 17.43 12.86 0.42 0.001 0.44 6.23 0.030
03513+2309 211011910 57.831244 23.163592 0.01847 -0.04367 137.6 99.99 16.09 17.76 13.09 1.46 0.012 0.36 2.89 0.012
03514+1204 210344703 57.862688 12.071736 0.04148 0.00481 191.9 99.99 8.94 9.09 8.02 3.08 0.037 0.28 5.01 0.000
03516+2310 211013066 57.908555 23.182927 0.02481 -0.05919 126.2 99.99 12.85 14.13 10.85 3.07 0.043 0.53 8.83 0.012
03516+2535 211158357 57.909713 25.589697 0.02718 -0.11988 100.2 99.99 15.94 17.85 12.83 0.48 0.002 0.17 3.53 0.009
03516+2458 211125210 57.918612 24.982969 0.01813 -0.04664 135.1 99.99 10.70 11.01 9.53 2.58 0.059 0.25 4.00 0.010
03518+2149S 210927253 57.964922 21.821217 0.02045 -0.04517 135.6 99.99 16.31 17.21 13.22 1.05 0.011 0.21 3.51 0.018
03518+2149N 210927331 57.966331 21.822571 0.02052 -0.04575 134.1 99.99 15.87 16.83 12.92 1.07 0.017 0.19 2.88 0.017
03520+2439 211106344 58.009405 24.663069 0.03115 -0.04146 450.3 99.99 11.66 11.70 9.80 0.23 0.006 0.29 3.15 0.008
03520+2506 211132111 58.011037 25.104008 0.01765 -0.04514 138.9 99.99 16.89 18.71 13.65 0.41 0.009 0.20 3.16 0.010
03520+2234 210974893 58.023302 22.581858 0.01828 -0.04577 131.7 99.99 15.12 16.03 12.38 1.60 0.010 0.26 4.67 0.008
03521+2201 210939705 58.027853 22.020530 0.02030 -0.04862 123.8 99.99 17.18 18.89 13.98 0.38 0.001 0.45 6.41 0.013
03522+2427 211093203 58.073177 24.455333 0.01924 -0.04565 135.5 99.99 16.56 18.21 13.36 0.48 0.004 0.17 2.72 0.018
03523+2028 210839963 58.087245 20.477959 0.14795 -0.03628 42.1 99.99 16.50 18.63 12.91 0.90 0.005 0.19 2.79 0.004
03524+2130W 210907442 58.102514 21.506115 0.02005 -0.04491 132.1 22.32 15.23 16.37 12.41 1.46 0.048 0.20 3.49 0.014
03525+2230 210969937 58.143692 22.501961 0.01909 -0.04240 144.4 99.99 14.98 15.80 12.29 1.41 0.005 0.40 7.51 0.016
03526+2444 211111554 58.157169 24.748441 0.05621 -0.04271 291.9 99.99 13.23 14.06 11.45 0.90 0.019 0.30 2.73 0.028
03527+2427 211093906 58.180228 24.466117 0.01828 -0.04490 138.8 99.99 16.85 18.80 13.72 0.57 0.016 0.34 4.16 0.034
03527+2420 211086444 58.185402 24.349690 0.01852 -0.04460 137.2 99.99 17.19 19.10 13.99 0.37 0.001 0.27 2.87 0.010
03528+2142 210920246 58.202966 21.707601 0.02038 -0.04818 128.1 21.52 13.95 14.82 11.56 0.44 0.001 0.46 7.47 0.012
03528+2231 210971348 58.215558 22.525611 0.01871 -0.04633 136.9 99.99 15.80 16.82 12.82 0.90 0.021 0.21 4.49 0.009
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
03528+2442 211109574 58.222913 24.715537 0.01824 -0.04499 141.0 99.99 9.34 9.44 8.52 0.51 0.008 0.45 3.46 0.001
03535+2045 210858684 58.399701 20.756661 0.02946 -0.02634 130.3 16.79 11.03 11.34 9.74 2.79 0.007 0.57 10.480.005
03537+2050W 210863683 58.429313 20.833286 0.02004 -0.04552 134.4 21.95 13.99 14.91 11.63 2.22 0.030 0.37 6.55 0.015
03538+2557 211177579 58.459512 25.964458 0.01698 -0.03913 161.2 99.99 10.88 11.30 9.68 2.52 0.020 0.40 7.46 0.005
03541+2420W 211085427 58.528396 24.333623 0.04992 -0.03787 240.2 99.99 14.24 15.40 11.79 0.92 0.006 0.35 4.91 0.017
03543+2404 211069011 58.590037 24.075495 0.01935 -0.04568 135.8 99.99 9.59 9.70 8.69 0.64 0.003 0.26 4.44 0.003
03543+2338 211041682 58.593729 23.636519 0.01803 -0.04605 131.3 99.99 16.50 18.36 13.47 1.23 0.002 0.11 2.07 0.024
03544+2350 211053776 58.616586 23.835181 0.01975 -0.04745 132.8 99.99 12.53 13.47 10.47 2.42 0.072 0.30 6.75 0.021
03545+2540W 211163008 58.640120 25.678625 0.01664 -0.04165 181.9 99.99 13.85 15.14 11.26 0.53 0.002 0.44 7.61 0.017
03545+2153 210931244 58.645057 21.883717 0.01886 -0.04464 135.5 99.99 14.64 15.61 12.06 2.22 0.019 0.22 4.04 0.006
03551+2405S 211069510 58.787454 24.083907 0.01858 -0.04545 134.3 99.99 15.67 17.41 12.77 1.46 0.004 0.42 7.88 0.017
03559+2518 211142685 58.985156 25.299836 0.01846 -0.04504 140.4 99.99 15.55 17.16 12.65 1.95 0.011 0.21 4.32 0.021
03560+2545 211167564 59.010537 25.764911 0.05169 -0.04555 240.0 99.99 16.53 18.20 13.55 1.93 0.036 0.29 5.79 0.013
03560+2132 210909923 59.018978 21.544971 0.01914 -0.04856 144.7 99.99 15.11 16.43 12.06 0.75 0.009 0.33 2.80 0.009
03563+2107 210882573 59.093022 21.121200 0.01923 -0.04694 131.9 22.61 15.85 17.02 12.94 0.48 0.002 0.48 7.55 0.025
03563+2449 211116507 59.097980 24.832223 0.01789 -0.04373 140.3 99.99 13.46 14.53 11.37 2.69 0.058 0.50 8.09 0.034
03563+1923 210769047 59.099761 19.398083 0.01659 -0.04059 147.6 99.99 16.95 18.49 13.76 0.53 0.001 0.28 3.83 0.009
03565+2417 211082433 59.126887 24.288312 0.02967 -0.04794 79.2 99.99 14.48 16.70 11.16 0.29 0.001 0.38 4.50 0.013
03576+2355 211059949 59.400373 23.931016 0.01792 -0.04409 140.0 99.99 14.02 15.19 11.69 1.31 0.030 0.15 2.65 0.020
03584+2400 211065426 59.604825 24.016130 0.01859 -0.04554 139.8 99.99 16.46 18.30 13.35 0.50 0.002 0.12 2.08 0.024
03585+2304 211006027 59.629183 23.070059 0.01772 -0.04611 132.7 99.99 17.46 17.99 14.12 0.24 0.002 0.32 3.88 0.009
03587+1240 210367220 59.689031 12.676627 0.05035 -0.03676 198.6 99.99 13.84 14.92 11.72 1.19 0.003 0.40 13.100.010
03591+2503 211129321 59.776359 25.055408 0.01756 -0.04721 135.7 99.99 15.38 17.07 12.43 0.61 0.012 0.31 4.73 0.009
03592+1639 210579563 59.813188 16.664311 0.14105 -0.02652 41.9 20.88 14.34 15.87 11.27 1.01 0.009 0.14 2.35 0.008
03592+1944 210791550 59.819400 19.740776 0.01340 -0.04011 160.4 99.99 16.70 18.04 13.61 0.30 0.001 0.44 6.10 0.016
03594+2323 211026112 59.861500 23.385257 0.13321 -0.04393 44.6 99.99 14.68 16.85 11.52 1.05 0.005 0.26 3.88 0.005
03594+2148 210926194 59.862228 21.805057 0.01876 -0.04791 127.4 99.99 16.81 18.39 13.54 0.77 0.016 0.22 3.65 0.010
03595+2116 210892321 59.881175 21.271643 0.02020 -0.04878 127.0 22.27 15.57 16.86 12.74 0.59 0.004 0.28 3.90 0.014
03596+2154 210932705 59.916032 21.907579 0.01487 -0.04166 151.0 99.99 15.48 16.52 12.72 3.23 0.120 0.88 8.54 0.020
04001+2202 210940839 60.042968 22.037946 0.02027 -0.04905 126.9 99.99 16.52 17.88 13.43 0.47 0.003 0.23 4.24 0.014
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
04002+1924 210769813 60.065499 19.410004 0.12414 -0.03332 48.1 99.99 14.70 16.13 11.58 1.46 0.013 0.27 4.56 0.008
04004+2326 211029446 60.108992 23.438040 0.01825 -0.04562 137.1 99.99 16.06 17.96 12.85 0.33 0.002 0.44 6.64 0.014
04005+2127 210904018 60.139990 21.452705 0.01804 -0.04312 138.0 99.99 17.48 19.24 14.24 1.48 0.021 0.13 2.99 0.016
04005+2137 210915269 60.145642 21.629456 -0.04797 -0.03867 48.6 99.99 15.41 16.53 12.27 2.58 0.027 0.23 4.24 0.005
04014+2135 210912544 60.358618 21.585603 0.01929 -0.04594 134.6 22.06 16.13 17.43 13.15 0.96 0.012 0.31 5.31 0.017
04019+2444 211110672 60.482794 24.733878 0.01859 -0.04242 136.4 99.99 16.36 18.27 13.22 0.45 0.002 0.44 6.58 0.016
04028+2330 211033935 60.708284 23.510612 0.01734 -0.04486 140.8 99.99 15.81 17.46 12.95 0.89 0.014 0.20 3.52 0.006
04029+2136 210913844 60.740287 21.606813 0.09076 0.02138 198.8 99.99 14.73 16.00 12.21 1.86 0.021 0.20 5.62 0.009
04034+2022 210833209 60.864623 20.374899 0.01728 -0.03644 163.8 16.60 11.05 11.29 9.86 2.96 0.030 0.48 8.35 0.016
04036+1703 210607190 60.921341 17.065935 0.04143 -0.06021 89.5 99.99 15.84 17.07 12.87 1.10 0.005 0.22 2.99 0.007
04041+2028 210839388 61.035220 20.469132 0.02021 -0.04935 119.5 99.99 14.32 15.10 11.76 2.79 0.013 0.61 11.090.008
04052+2218 210957703 61.307229 22.304926 0.01684 -0.04669 136.8 99.99 16.68 18.72 13.37 0.18 0.001 0.30 2.82 0.005
04057+1248 210372178 61.427697 12.803960 -0.02260 -0.05153 60.6 99.99 15.21 16.53 12.36 1.93 0.008 0.24 4.98 0.002
04059+1529 210505125 61.480804 15.498839 0.02517 -0.03771 77.2 99.99 8.02 8.15 7.10 2.79 0.018 0.39 6.58 0.003
04063+1901 210744677 61.586456 19.027352 0.10764 -0.02814 53.4 99.99 14.52 16.13 11.34 0.78 0.007 0.05 2.17 0.013
04069+2202 210940618 61.733532 22.034455 0.01792 -0.04624 137.1 99.99 14.23 15.32 11.76 1.13 0.003 0.36 8.53 0.012
04078+1233 210362393 61.962030 12.553001 0.05590 -0.06365 216.5 99.99 13.79 14.36 11.70 0.49 0.002 0.50 7.15 0.039
04078+2004 210813189 61.972417 20.068821 0.06502 -0.03666 87.8 99.99 15.84 17.26 12.77 1.82 0.005 0.27 4.81 0.012
04085+2056 210870563 62.132259 20.937913 0.01659 -0.04099 158.3 17.10 11.09 11.60 9.81 3.30 0.014 0.57 9.79 0.004
04091+2016 210826892 62.297505 20.278662 0.03831 -0.04609 75.3 99.99 14.90 16.42 11.70 0.88 0.005 0.33 5.55 0.027
04106+2035 210847165 62.654527 20.585408 0.01543 -0.03678 166.0 99.99 16.65 18.09 13.64 2.05 0.025 0.20 3.93 0.034
04111+1247 210371851 62.777381 12.796658 0.13229 -0.01327 43.4 99.99 16.54 18.43 12.69 0.71 0.005 0.24 3.04 0.008
04113+2323 211026136 62.837757 23.385507 0.01873 -0.06694 108.4 20.60 12.77 13.74 10.61 2.06 0.015 0.20 5.13 0.012
04119+2338 211041649 62.984953 23.636110 0.14597 -0.06788 40.3 16.19 8.98 9.38 7.15 1.77 0.119 0.17 2.86 0.022
04130+1514 210490365 63.273935 15.247703 0.12215 -0.01834 45.0 99.99 14.38 16.21 11.30 1.49 0.005 0.37 8.16 0.006
04138+1521 210497173 63.468835 15.364961 0.11626 -0.02421 42.3 99.99 14.26 15.46 10.54 1.47 0.028 0.13 2.33 0.006
04144+2415 211080127 63.621971 24.252463 0.01947 0.04137 66.7 99.99 15.70 17.44 12.72 0.94 0.013 0.21 2.03 0.006
04165+1519 210494591 64.131945 15.320075 0.03502 -0.02784 103.2 99.99 15.25 17.02 12.26 0.59 0.002 0.44 5.58 0.008
04169+1446 210463428 64.243824 14.771562 0.01827 -0.05468 97.9 99.99 14.13 15.46 11.51 1.03 0.005 0.36 5.90 0.029
04174+1454 210470484 64.367727 14.900986 0.10594 -0.01724 49.5 99.99 13.28 14.90 10.47 1.86 0.036 0.17 3.65 0.010
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
04181+2317 211019716 64.545405 23.284490 0.09390 -0.03869 54.0 16.08 9.16 9.55 7.59 1.28 0.009 0.35 6.29 0.009
04184+1458 210474285 64.614130 14.970157 0.03498 -0.06789 92.6 99.99 13.15 14.91 10.44 0.18 0.001 0.27 3.20 0.013
04194+2142 210919985 64.862029 21.703127 0.01710 -0.03855 144.1 99.99 15.69 15.64 12.77 1.27 0.009 0.18 2.12 0.004
04194+2145 210923016 64.874609 21.753716 0.10908 -0.03885 47.8 99.99 12.86 13.99 10.11 0.95 0.003 0.09 3.08 0.018
04195+2144 210921856 64.894387 21.734895 0.04240 -0.02677 333.7 99.99 14.96 14.98 12.44 1.27 0.009 0.23 3.17 0.005
04196+2146 210924194 64.903069 21.773313 0.02841 -0.04204 89.8 99.99 5.32 5.34 5.52 1.27 0.010 0.36 3.98 0.023
04204+2122 210899231 65.122873 21.378551 0.09877 -0.03835 51.2 99.99 14.08 15.56 11.02 0.99 0.010 0.34 3.59 0.007
04209+1451 210468157 65.234097 14.859499 0.10978 -0.02121 48.6 99.99 15.16 17.08 11.94 1.12 0.006 0.22 3.23 0.007
04215+1441 210459199 65.396680 14.695157 0.10660 -0.01984 49.3 99.99 14.31 16.12 11.30 2.91 0.013 0.69 11.360.014
04218+2126 210902852 65.460378 21.435231 0.02660 -0.05710 99.1 99.99 14.09 15.37 11.47 2.65 0.016 0.25 6.82 0.007
04226+1750 210662432 65.673180 17.839864 0.02019 -0.05403 106.6 99.99 15.47 16.46 12.52 1.04 0.004 0.21 3.69 0.014
04236+1742 210652698 65.911000 17.705898 -0.03687 -0.06609 86.1 99.99 16.17 17.70 13.18 0.96 0.015 0.09 2.12 0.009
04239+1838 210718930 65.986571 18.638799 0.08887 -0.02668 59.4 99.99 15.48 16.92 12.35 1.96 0.008 0.53 9.21 0.010
04242+2144 210921921 66.061268 21.736049 0.11753 -0.04581 43.3 99.99 6.99 7.13 6.15 3.34 0.043 0.44 7.55 0.002
04243+1910 210754620 66.087761 19.180620 0.10719 -0.03780 47.1 99.99 15.16 17.24 12.03 0.55 0.091 0.63 4.58 0.007
04245+1859 210742017 66.127990 18.986793 0.10836 -0.04152 50.3 99.99 14.96 16.88 11.65 2.33 0.016 0.31 5.55 0.007
04245+1859 210742017 66.127990 18.986793 0.10836 -0.04152 50.3 99.99 14.96 16.88 11.65 2.34 0.029 0.38 7.20 0.008
04257+1732 210640966 66.446358 17.544529 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.49 15.56 11.19 2.19 0.017 0.32 5.67 0.005
04257+1732 210640966 66.446358 17.544529 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.49 15.56 11.19 2.03 0.025 0.11 2.67 0.003
04258+1852 210734946 66.454066 18.879642 0.03068 -0.05948 49.4 99.99 15.52 17.43 11.99 0.34 0.002 0.41 3.63 0.007
04258+1726 210634047 66.472948 17.447581 0.05086 -0.01212 93.2 99.99 7.42 7.56 6.74 2.57 0.055 0.02 2.76 0.002
04259+2234 210974883 66.484575 22.581856 0.05712 -0.03435 55.1 99.99 15.45 17.36 12.19 0.82 0.003 0.45 5.39 0.016
04261+2149W 210927142 66.539914 21.819472 0.02711 -0.04802 105.1 99.99 16.28 18.35 13.02 0.89 0.006 0.17 2.88 0.009
04271+1823 210701761 66.779737 18.388072 0.03936 0.03723 77.7 99.99 16.20 17.99 13.12 0.70 0.003 0.42 3.64 0.012
04279+1845 210726910 66.997160 18.758954 0.09462 -0.02796 52.5 99.99 12.96 15.02 10.05 2.68 0.016 0.41 9.16 0.010
04282+1554 210529909 67.062854 15.900107 0.07663 -0.12542 122.2 99.99 13.94 16.13 11.29 1.31 0.007 0.17 2.18 0.009
04282+2540 247983292 67.072952 25.681661 0.03557 -0.05038 263.5 99.99 16.37 18.00 13.53 1.95 0.007 0.50 8.88 0.015
04284+1741 210651981 67.120374 17.695798 0.10816 -0.04179 46.9 18.77 11.35 12.59 8.59 1.99 0.012 0.58 9.81 0.019
04290+1620 210558541 67.251101 16.346218 0.10487 -0.02738 46.8 99.99 13.10 14.76 10.27 0.73 0.001 0.38 7.49 0.010
04290+1840 210721261 67.254737 18.673545 0.11362 -0.03599 43.2 99.99 12.27 14.35 9.57 1.25 0.008 0.47 7.47 0.049
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
04291+2421 247792618 67.284514 24.357206 0.02095 -0.03676 79.3 99.99 12.78 13.90 10.43 1.54 0.017 0.20 5.15 0.030
04302+1950 210798162 67.575314 19.840418 0.08896 -0.02643 51.2 99.99 6.96 7.09 6.11 1.39 0.004 0.25 3.80 0.001
04306+2254 247592661 67.659578 22.907821 0.09028 -0.04373 50.9 19.31 11.92 13.29 9.25 2.01 0.076 0.19 3.44 0.014
04307+1439 246707008 67.678025 14.661433 0.12049 -0.02375 40.9 99.99 15.22 17.28 11.93 0.98 0.005 0.33 5.56 0.011
04318+1551 246810368 67.966107 15.851476 0.09904 -0.03368 47.0 99.99 5.92 6.01 5.31 0.50 0.001 0.30 5.41 0.000
04319+2138 247429363 67.978398 21.635793 0.04742 0.01597 215.9 13.33 8.79 8.96 7.90 0.44 0.002 0.43 5.82 0.009
04321+2152 247459856 68.036996 21.880760 0.04959 -0.01982 91.7 99.99 15.64 17.64 12.54 0.96 0.008 0.31 4.50 0.013
04324+1754 247019334 68.121083 17.904557 0.07308 -0.01916 56.3 99.99 14.17 15.99 11.21 1.37 0.007 0.51 7.96 0.020
04327+2505 247899959 68.189307 25.092556 0.08883 -0.04647 54.4 99.99 15.27 17.20 12.07 0.62 0.002 0.13 2.01 0.005
04333+2215 247508703 68.333443 22.262378 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.23 15.84 11.37 3.32 0.008 0.48 8.21 0.003
04338+2011 247259761 68.471560 20.185173 0.01763 -0.04235 94.5 99.99 14.96 17.13 11.66 0.54 0.014 0.31 5.58 0.052
04339+1822 247069684 68.481582 18.380625 0.10353 -0.03242 46.6 99.99 15.00 17.08 11.85 1.19 0.005 0.40 7.19 0.015
04345+2443 247846828 68.645064 24.729717 0.05802 -0.02129 230.6 99.99 15.35 16.97 12.50 1.00 0.015 0.32 4.50 0.012
04346+2501 247888948 68.663416 25.016901 -0.05227 -0.01134 86.2 99.99 9.96 10.39 8.42 1.22 0.015 0.29 4.39 0.007
04348+2023 247282522 68.709158 20.394422 0.10934 -0.01830 51.0 99.99 10.57 11.44 8.65 1.18 0.007 0.42 7.38 0.002
04354+1523 246768912 68.868938 15.399156 0.09617 -0.03447 47.1 22.34 14.52 16.77 11.32 0.47 0.005 0.22 2.92 0.006
04358+1947 247218216 68.967159 19.795699 0.09467 -0.03918 46.8 99.99 13.83 15.93 10.73 0.72 0.003 0.46 7.07 0.010
04360+1853 247122957 69.017812 18.888426 0.08309 -0.02216 50.6 19.70 12.50 14.69 9.77 1.24 0.012 0.36 5.41 0.016
04373+1841 247101740 69.334150 18.686459 0.03814 -0.04531 187.1 15.26 9.37 9.67 8.21 3.27 0.025 0.25 6.52 0.003
04373+1921 247171832 69.341650 19.354694 99.9999999.99999 0.1 20.33 13.25 15.49 10.18 0.93 0.005 0.16 2.48 0.017
04381+1549 246807491 69.544416 15.821387 0.09724 -0.02659 47.6 99.99 14.41 16.47 11.38 1.23 0.021 0.23 3.67 0.005
04389+1910 247153621 69.728426 19.182070 0.09272 -0.03455 50.1 20.45 12.91 14.98 10.16 0.74 0.001 0.28 7.54 0.012
04404+2215 247507286 70.109498 22.250792 0.16395 -0.08496 391.2 99.99 15.88 16.57 13.79 0.75 0.011 0.38 2.41 0.001
04405+2023 247282151 70.149723 20.390745 0.04355 -0.05819 196.2 99.99 15.03 16.89 12.30 0.88 0.006 0.35 5.44 0.014
04406+1638 246887841 70.154586 16.635638 0.08911 -0.02623 49.3 99.99 16.15 18.47 12.65 1.04 0.026 0.14 2.03 0.003
04413+2054 247340158 70.327484 20.900418 -0.23438 -0.25439 13.2 15.26 7.53 8.09 5.85 3.17 0.021 0.73 13.200.003
04425+2240 247563213 70.649820 22.680223 0.00963 -0.05999 300.0 99.99 18.39 19.66 15.15 2.61 0.014 0.61 10.530.010
04426+2240 247562983 70.652387 22.678467 0.01021 -0.06031 302.6 99.99 15.51 17.15 12.69 2.61 0.013 0.65 11.090.010
04434+2317 247642786 70.850448 23.287786 0.06367 -0.08150 60.0 99.99 15.64 17.53 12.50 0.62 0.001 0.42 6.61 0.007
04434+2417 247783757 70.853583 24.296448 0.09140 -0.05222 48.9 99.99 12.92 14.59 10.19 1.48 0.003 0.39 6.02 0.012
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
04436+2728E 248199573 70.921025 27.476178 -0.02820 -0.04820 167.1 99.99 15.19 16.16 12.52 0.64 0.001 0.52 8.11 0.027
04437+1505 246743093 70.934033 15.098245 -0.10905 -0.14479 29.9 99.99 14.88 17.07 11.63 0.34 0.001 0.17 3.29 0.007
04445+2356 247732783 71.132172 23.940876 0.08624 -0.04878 51.3 99.99 14.23 16.10 11.17 1.99 0.005 0.52 9.09 0.018
04447+1824 247072635 71.182760 18.408084 0.09420 -0.03329 47.4 20.54 13.65 15.32 10.56 1.41 0.020 0.21 3.99 0.012
04455+1635 246884081 71.386044 16.598141 0.07954 -0.02799 53.1 99.99 15.32 17.31 12.01 1.00 0.010 0.15 2.27 0.019
04479+2534 247969085 71.982503 25.579526 0.08191 -0.05395 50.9 99.99 13.52 15.45 10.63 0.84 0.003 0.41 6.98 0.012
04485+2444 247848696 72.148838 24.742983 0.03737 -0.03063 119.0 99.99 8.15 8.25 7.44 2.37 0.030 0.46 6.80 0.001
04488+2253 247590385 72.221439 22.889973 0.04129 -0.07085 133.9 19.06 11.35 12.08 9.80 1.89 0.010 0.22 4.41 0.025
04495+2045 247324333 72.385436 20.765989 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.16 16.53 11.86 0.47 0.005 0.48 4.35 0.005
04496+2751 248238650 72.405939 27.857233 -0.01569 -0.05043 186.9 16.78 9.54 10.25 7.85 1.91 0.005 0.31 7.42 0.017
04497+2755 248245643 72.448711 27.931422 0.02235 -0.04016 120.2 22.23 15.67 17.06 12.63 1.03 0.011 0.15 2.69 0.022
04499+2712 248170923 72.492016 27.209908 0.09984 -0.07378 41.4 21.74 14.13 15.83 11.07 1.20 0.006 0.31 6.50 0.011
04501+2255 1.654176412 72.529256 22.918096 0.06719 0.00030 -180.3 99.99 16.17 17.29 12.95 0.01 0.510 7.09 0.01
04502+2037 247308468 72.569869 20.625633 0.08929 -0.04424 45.2 20.35 13.16 14.66 10.28 0.80 0.003 0.35 3.83 0.011
04508+1808 247044455 72.707751 18.141040 0.08876 -0.03544 46.7 99.99 16.39 18.07 12.93 0.28 0.003 0.31 4.02 0.009
04511+1851 247120615 72.798745 18.865859 0.00477 -0.04627 201.1 99.99 10.22 10.57 8.97 1.99 0.080 0.32 4.36 0.010
04514+2649 248128197 72.859764 26.825296 0.04181 0.02169 280.3 99.99 16.04 17.80 13.02 1.94 0.016 0.19 3.81 0.008
04522+1840 247100768 73.056953 18.676943 0.05448 -0.06825 67.1 99.99 15.33 16.83 12.29 0.55 0.001 0.19 2.77 0.006
04526+2110 247372374 73.172194 21.171928 -0.01149 -0.05398 92.3 99.99 16.35 17.93 13.31 1.24 0.012 0.28 4.41 0.012
04545+2810 248267569 73.627336 28.167383 0.03423 0.03011 78.5 99.99 15.53 16.92 12.62 2.84 0.006 0.42 7.08 0.007
04545+2638 248107508 73.640722 26.645572 0.06859 -0.11963 173.9 99.99 15.65 17.51 12.53 0.98 0.006 0.23 2.36 0.010
04546+2153 247461782 73.664669 21.896275 0.03848 -0.05097 97.5 99.99 16.83 18.49 13.74 0.45 0.001 0.43 7.26 0.008
04548+2052 247336308 73.723003 20.869294 0.05877 -0.03048 66.6 99.99 16.95 19.00 13.48 1.34 0.005 0.25 4.05 0.015
04552+2121 247395996 73.812204 21.363892 0.06584 -0.03627 59.7 99.99 15.27 17.07 12.17 1.17 0.005 0.40 7.20 0.007
04558+2054 247340261 73.973530 20.902123 -0.03690 -0.04690 75.0 99.99 15.77 17.48 12.64 3.27 0.016 0.44 7.53 0.008
04559+2002 247244742 73.997206 20.047265 -0.00061 0.04203 99.5 20.41 12.96 14.27 10.69 1.75 0.016 0.42 8.00 0.019
04567+2753 248241184 74.175940 27.884095 0.01631 0.02585 232.8 99.99 16.86 18.65 13.65 2.14 0.014 0.27 5.33 0.011
04568+2036 247305762 74.209772 20.601924 0.01015 -0.08416 227.2 99.99 13.91 15.02 11.86 3.23 0.022 0.40 10.350.017
04571+2351 247720788 74.291444 23.859470 0.00662 -0.05004 140.6 99.99 16.91 17.97 12.72 1.05 0.016 0.34 4.72 0.037
04576+1543N 246797852 74.420889 15.718913 0.04515 -0.08413 90.6 99.99 14.36 16.31 11.49 1.28 0.009 0.27 2.76 0.014
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
04576+1543S 246797731 74.422249 15.717463 0.04578 -0.08508 90.1 99.99 17.65 18.81 14.32 1.28 0.010 0.25 2.83 0.014
04578+1407 246664830 74.453225 14.119453 0.02630 -0.03528 138.7 99.99 15.43 17.40 12.39 2.61 0.016 0.54 9.51 0.014
04581+2737 248214308 74.547286 27.618071 0.07966 -0.09013 47.2 99.99 14.28 15.96 11.27 2.75 0.009 0.36 5.98 0.014
05000+1554 246816464 75.014108 15.914667 0.08663 -0.03214 43.5 99.99 15.00 16.90 11.80 0.31 0.002 0.21 2.72 0.005
05005+1757 247024488 75.137631 17.952362 -0.04172 -0.04252 82.0 99.99 16.18 18.00 13.18 1.14 0.010 0.38 4.70 0.015
05008+1527 246773415 75.205432 15.449941 0.01813 -0.05883 53.4 99.99 10.37 10.98 8.41 1.12 0.009 0.29 4.90 0.007
05012+1741 246996971 75.313240 17.693859 0.08597 -0.03974 43.0 99.99 15.54 16.65 12.19 2.44 0.026 0.10 2.24 0.012
05024+2429 247812100 75.603782 24.493175 0.05921 0.07060 60.3 14.77 8.70 8.96 7.44 2.02 0.011 0.42 8.84 0.000
05046+2155 247464546 76.166798 21.919519 0.00464 -0.01620 486.0 99.99 12.09 12.20 10.72 0.47 0.007 0.39 5.37 0.007
05047+1653 246913533 76.179234 16.883460 -0.00792 -0.06504 234.2 99.99 16.92 18.75 13.77 0.58 0.000 0.23 4.47 0.022
05082+1522 246767001 77.064550 15.377222 0.06991 -0.02399 49.9 99.99 15.26 16.16 12.04 1.49 0.008 0.38 5.90 0.015
05085+1530 246779069 77.140686 15.511979 0.09005 -0.27897 376.4 99.99 17.92 19.30 15.68 2.10 0.008 0.25 4.56 0.028
05091+1527 246774176 77.292117 15.456410 0.13533 -0.63497 29.7 19.65 11.43 12.73 8.77 2.06 0.008 0.16 2.87 0.009
05111+1548 246806983 77.790743 15.815851 0.05813 -0.03839 57.0 19.79 11.25 12.33 8.97 2.11 0.019 0.46 8.12 0.006
05143+2031 247297768 78.598950 20.531537 0.06058 -0.04419 51.5 21.40 15.13 15.67 11.31 3.00 0.046 0.37 6.56 0.004
05158+1844 247107215 78.954597 18.738857 0.03617 -0.03227 120.8 99.99 10.21 10.63 8.84 1.14 0.006 0.51 9.53 0.014
05175+2007N 247253928 79.379741 20.131433 -0.01365 -0.09482 73.5 99.99 6.63 6.69 5.85 1.39 0.005 0.27 8.18 0.079
05175+2007S 247253678 79.381260 20.129079 -0.01632 -0.09259 73.5 99.99 9.68 9.68 8.48 1.39 0.006 0.24 7.34 0.020
05182+1911 247154842 79.550889 19.193767 0.03519 -0.03216 3220.699.99 18.32 18.88 16.06 0.16 0.001 0.44 5.25 0.076
05187+2005 247250203 79.691549 20.097782 -0.02434 -0.03700 27.6 21.07 13.14 14.93 10.22 1.14 0.008 0.31 5.63 0.006
06014+2315 202083924 90.350265 23.263415 -0.01143 -0.05654 126.9 99.99 13.73 13.95 11.12 0.14 0.002 0.24 2.73 0.051
06034+2402 202083206 90.863753 24.037201 0.01862 -0.07497 62.3 99.99 12.93 14.31 10.29 2.44 0.009 0.72 22.180.011
06056+2225 202087307 91.407073 22.429509 0.00323 -0.04604 237.9 99.99 10.33 10.65 9.39 2.40 0.047 0.40 9.19 0.004
06102+2234 202059188 92.574215 22.571477 0.04217 -0.15295 28.7 99.99 12.99 14.67 9.88 0.52 0.012 0.19 3.12 0.021
06104+2123 202089307 92.606681 21.393419 0.00936 -0.04805 247.6 99.99 10.67 10.92 9.77 1.47 0.047 0.74 10.670.002
06120+2238 202083194 93.007587 22.635729 0.01091 -0.06060 78.3 99.99 13.69 14.87 10.98 1.87 0.010 0.66 13.620.007
06130+1844 202081450 93.258698 18.741833 -0.04312 -0.03799 101.4 99.99 15.05 15.90 12.25 1.59 0.004 0.30 5.17 0.019
06139+2656 202081725 93.488181 26.947092 0.00233 -0.04534 156.9 99.99 15.03 15.74 12.32 1.25 0.002 0.78 13.360.024
06146+2629 202081077 93.650492 26.488555 -0.04997 -0.09590 36.5 99.99 14.77 16.63 11.30 0.33 0.002 0.13 2.35 0.005
06147+1810 202084028 93.697068 18.180689 0.08175 -0.02798 182.7 99.99 14.32 15.26 11.85 1.92 0.005 0.77 12.390.012
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
06195+1812 202084441 94.891496 18.211641 -0.02256 -0.07745 283.7 99.99 15.27 16.28 12.49 0.26 0.003 0.19 2.08 0.001
06199+2022 202065231 94.989592 20.371270 0.05934 -0.20410 25.2 99.99 13.87 15.57 10.74 0.28 0.003 0.41 6.43 0.005
06238+2642 202067764 95.959089 26.704707 -0.01389 -0.04808 112.4 99.99 15.17 16.52 12.39 1.07 0.002 0.74 12.490.019
06252+2810 202091556 96.311542 28.176814 -0.00912 -0.05533 154.3 99.99 9.44 9.57 8.58 1.39 0.010 0.09 2.46 0.000
06264+1853 202137774 96.604108 18.890688 0.00832 -0.06239 73.1 99.99 15.16 16.37 12.08 0.44 0.001 0.48 11.170.007
06267+2306S 202067805 96.677657 23.105739 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.15 15.89 11.14 2.01 0.005 0.69 11.850.004
06267+1611 202084559 96.693903 16.188372 -0.03259 -0.02684 122.2 99.99 15.22 15.38 12.57 0.50 0.019 0.21 3.02 0.003
06274+1516 202084264 96.872628 15.269980 0.03298 -0.05616 203.4 99.99 14.49 15.03 12.07 0.37 0.002 0.36 6.65 0.004
06334+2245 202067952 98.354483 22.755053 0.06622 -0.07177 201.5 99.99 13.76 14.79 11.69 2.40 0.078 1.13 11.360.026
06359+2129 202071308 98.997231 21.499175 0.01093 -0.03812 138.3 99.99 9.28 9.52 8.52 0.70 0.002 0.42 8.27 0.001
06364+2826 202139811 99.124313 28.434421 0.00155 -0.09821 209.8 99.99 15.22 16.32 12.55 0.89 0.005 0.22 6.27 0.000
06370+1954 202089383 99.259242 19.911708 0.01066 -0.14689 380.6 99.99 11.20 11.55 10.30 1.44 0.010 0.06 2.05 0.000
06374+2640 202068059 99.363662 26.679862 -0.07926 -0.04234 67.9 99.99 15.72 17.60 12.73 0.37 0.002 0.20 3.98 0.005
06406+2302 202068189 100.157154 23.034192 -0.03675 -0.02927 80.7 99.99 15.37 17.13 12.51 1.68 0.001 0.81 13.310.010
06436+2519 202086203 100.905584 25.322252 0.00229 -0.04040 252.8 99.99 10.45 10.56 9.37 1.41 0.018 0.12 2.39 0.000
06453+2555 202068380 101.331012 25.930884 0.00063 -0.04537 99.7 99.99 15.23 16.80 12.28 1.10 0.001 0.57 9.85 0.014
06460+2350 202071317 101.505572 23.842894 0.01637 -0.08518 252.0 18.21 12.37 12.27 10.89 0.93 0.001 0.86 14.970.016
06480+1731 202083239 102.023123 17.525831 -0.00899 -0.04781 133.0 99.99 13.89 14.76 11.26 1.05 0.001 0.72 12.520.006
07021+2012 202083510 105.542621 20.209049 -0.04541 -0.04048 106.4 99.99 14.91 16.50 12.24 1.25 0.002 0.11 3.74 0.044
08123+1416 211580526 123.091555 14.270929 -0.05239 -0.03255 172.7 99.99 16.38 17.35 13.73 0.71 0.003 0.17 5.14 0.028
08123+1352 211552437 123.095132 13.874831 -0.02933 -0.06564 120.2 99.99 16.83 17.68 13.85 1.76 0.010 0.15 3.28 0.007
08126+1324 211519237 123.153924 13.409874 -0.04336 -0.03036 89.0 99.99 15.80 17.20 12.84 0.57 0.004 0.13 2.30 0.016
08129+1446 211617059 123.249342 14.773252 -0.14421 0.04351 99.7 21.70 14.23 15.59 11.54 1.15 0.002 0.40 5.50 0.007
08145+2033 212018312 123.649518 20.558345 -0.07486 -0.05485 54.0 99.99 15.01 15.93 11.99 0.35 0.001 0.36 5.03 0.007
08189+1955 211979026 124.732146 19.916797 -0.03363 -0.06759 79.6 23.19 15.85 17.25 12.76 0.38 0.000 0.59 6.94 0.020
08237+1431 211598703 125.929860 14.522102 0.02610 -0.05029 225.3 15.23 10.53 10.78 9.64 3.23 0.026 0.44 7.69 0.003
08240+2049 212034009 126.018560 20.820026 -0.05399 -0.05365 62.2 99.99 14.67 15.92 11.82 1.42 0.010 0.39 6.99 0.009
08243+2227 212121740 126.081171 22.450773 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.88 16.76 12.32 1.55 0.015 0.32 5.40 0.002
08246+1718 211799108 126.152065 17.304574 -0.04360 -0.02209 104.0 99.99 15.92 17.09 13.02 0.90 0.006 0.32 4.21 0.011
08257+1831 211886176 126.434559 18.524373 -0.04211 -0.00812 228.9 99.99 18.30 19.63 15.14 0.75 0.002 0.36 5.45 0.011
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
08259+1301 211491801 126.499022 13.020695 -0.03266 -0.05429 201.9 99.99 15.87 17.34 13.01 1.09 0.011 0.30 4.13 0.011
08268+2127 212070382 126.721712 21.462932 -0.05603 0.03400 188.2 17.64 11.51 11.85 10.25 1.85 0.011 0.48 8.67 0.013
08283+1931E 211953866 127.093551 19.531009 0.02797 -0.04646 292.6 23.80 16.29 17.42 13.42 0.73 0.002 0.22 6.31 0.060
08293+1747 211833449 127.344305 17.790912 -0.14513 0.05177 68.4 99.99 17.99 20.10 14.35 0.44 0.001 0.32 10.370.041
08296+1717 211797674 127.413794 17.283252 0.00038 -0.05589 188.6 16.41 10.63 10.82 9.38 0.53 0.002 0.34 10.250.065
08300+1634 211747562 127.520499 16.574389 -0.07060 -0.01653 58.2 22.30 14.64 15.43 10.90 2.97 0.004 0.82 14.320.006
08306+1217 211442801 127.657789 12.289514 -0.02007 -0.05013 108.9 20.11 13.19 14.53 10.57 1.25 0.001 0.70 11.630.018
08308+1853 211911467 127.714039 18.897602 -0.03518 -0.01323 194.0 99.99 17.30 18.74 14.26 1.76 0.015 0.13 3.02 0.010
08309+1506 211640843 127.730565 15.109209 -0.02316 -0.05106 786.0 23.03 17.08 17.71 15.40 0.67 0.001 0.55 6.48 0.019
08310+1000 211307849 127.762524 10.009370 -0.04030 -0.01256 117.0 99.99 9.12 9.31 8.29 1.46 0.006 0.40 7.13 0.003
08310+1000 211307894 127.762524 10.009370 -0.04030 -0.01256 117.0 99.99 9.12 9.31 8.29 1.46 0.007 0.40 7.22 0.003
08314+1540 211682103 127.856778 15.674718 -0.03359 -0.07074 85.8 19.34 11.62 12.43 9.96 2.69 0.013 0.67 11.910.019
08317+1158S 211421801 127.946366 11.967307 -0.06885 -0.00155 43.6 21.52 13.43 14.91 10.59 2.90 0.013 0.47 9.16 0.016
08320+1058 211358886 128.009747 10.969666 99.9999999.99999 0.1 20.93 13.63 15.03 10.69 2.95 0.013 0.45 8.19 0.009
08325+1549 211693168 128.126772 15.823551 -0.09747 -0.09352 35.6 17.27 9.87 10.41 8.06 0.33 0.000 0.47 7.96 0.005
08329+2140 212081648 128.228273 21.670536 -0.05712 -0.02615 135.0 22.53 14.96 16.38 11.90 1.28 0.005 0.40 6.53 0.014
08356+1150 211413463 128.914809 11.843518 -0.02743 -0.02195 987.1 99.99 17.36 18.13 15.40 2.65 0.013 0.07 2.39 0.004
08365+1614 211724534 129.142738 16.246710 0.01486 -0.05287 167.3 99.99 14.87 16.14 12.14 2.01 0.005 0.45 7.95 0.014
08374+1848 211905676 129.362611 18.810903 -0.03547 -0.01281 185.3 99.99 17.40 19.39 14.31 0.91 0.002 0.39 6.66 0.014
08374+2134 212076659 129.362744 21.578466 -0.03266 -0.04004 90.1 99.99 16.61 17.95 12.70 1.11 0.003 0.15 3.12 0.021
08375+1657 211774926 129.383189 16.959897 -0.03578 -0.01080 182.2 99.99 16.93 18.07 13.91 1.54 0.017 0.25 5.99 0.021
08387+2039 212024554 129.690207 20.662159 -0.03568 -0.01345 179.5 99.99 17.58 19.64 14.48 1.10 0.005 0.13 2.16 0.008
08389+2223 212119063 129.727750 22.397721 -0.06829 -0.02888 112.2 99.99 16.70 18.42 13.59 3.10 0.006 0.59 10.330.011
08392+1454 211626833 129.806668 14.912176 -0.10319 -0.00453 42.0 20.42 13.19 14.86 10.41 0.21 0.001 0.18 2.69 0.016
08395+2305 212152808 129.899193 23.094697 -0.03947 -0.01776 164.2 99.99 17.36 19.08 14.18 1.40 0.005 0.29 5.00 0.009
08398+1739 211823671 129.953384 17.652379 -0.06003 -0.02582 53.2 21.41 14.24 16.20 11.15 0.74 0.002 0.17 2.69 0.023
08399+1927 211949163 129.976529 19.460274 -0.03719 -0.01348 176.1 99.99 17.32 19.34 14.24 1.03 0.004 0.55 9.49 0.014
08403+1838 211893704 130.079876 18.633995 -0.03682 -0.01261 195.9 99.99 18.64 20.30 15.10 0.63 0.001 0.37 4.85 0.026
08405+2152 212092668 130.127362 21.880021 0.11127 -0.00304 109.1 99.99 15.47 16.89 12.25 1.23 0.009 0.17 3.26 0.005
08408+1910 211929980 130.217823 19.174488 -0.03731 -0.01272 176.9 99.99 16.01 17.90 12.99 0.96 0.006 0.32 4.89 0.020
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
08409+2218 212114333 130.231418 22.304696 -0.04791 -0.02181 64.2 21.45 14.99 16.64 12.01 0.73 0.002 0.20 2.44 0.005
08411+1949 211973314 130.294325 19.829482 -0.03639 -0.01357 185.2 99.99 8.94 9.02 8.36 0.61 0.002 0.47 7.00 0.011
08417+2318 212162615 130.428153 23.312539 -0.11704 -0.10466 32.5 20.17 12.36 13.69 9.60 3.37 0.002 0.70 11.800.015
08418+2009 211994195 130.471249 20.159382 -0.03692 -0.01347 185.6 99.99 8.47 8.56 7.93 0.39 0.002 0.24 3.04 0.000
08432+1742 211827577 130.810973 17.708358 -0.03813 -0.01104 172.7 99.99 17.67 19.74 14.55 1.16 0.002 0.37 6.18 0.012
08433+1024 211328300 130.825941 10.413235 -0.01972 -0.04384 693.1 21.04 14.85 15.09 13.37 1.08 0.004 0.57 10.530.027
08435+2011 211996051 130.897893 20.189526 -0.03770 -0.01356 189.8 99.99 10.00 10.14 9.23 2.99 0.036 0.29 5.32 0.001
08442+1700 211778638 131.065070 17.013188 -0.06058 -0.03755 58.9 99.99 16.27 18.25 13.02 0.22 0.002 0.28 3.10 0.007
08444+2012W 211996855 131.116452 20.201809 -0.00115 -0.06623 100.8 99.99 10.30 10.67 8.94 0.97 0.000 0.39 6.31 0.005
08445+2140 212082288 131.135648 21.683016 -0.03712 -0.01446 187.2 99.99 16.21 17.90 13.33 3.25 0.002 0.80 13.810.029
08446+1453 211624954 131.158455 14.885147 -0.05918 -0.01939 184.6 12.61 8.63 8.75 8.02 1.26 0.001 0.42 8.42 0.000
08450+2021 212006227 131.267444 20.357685 -0.03712 -0.01350 180.4 14.94 10.24 10.37 9.39 2.98 0.014 0.65 15.180.003
08451+2304 212151928 131.291707 23.074188 -0.06167 -0.01852 127.5 99.99 16.98 18.43 13.96 3.00 0.025 0.03 2.29 0.005
08454+1629 211741792 131.373765 16.492546 -0.03348 -0.03583 74.3 99.99 16.57 18.67 13.38 0.58 0.004 0.20 2.44 0.010
08461+2136E 212078299 131.538101 21.607968 -0.04107 -0.01531 176.5 99.99 17.26 19.10 14.15 1.29 0.002 0.13 2.08 0.015
08481+1954 211978972 132.030886 19.916391 -0.03768 -0.01306 195.1 99.99 17.38 19.30 14.38 1.57 0.016 0.21 3.41 0.015
08486+1604 211712465 132.157184 16.082062 -0.01057 -0.06324 276.0 22.50 14.76 15.94 12.44 0.92 0.003 0.59 8.77 0.026
08488+2212 212109219 132.221176 22.202740 -0.10180 0.00180 94.3 14.86 9.34 9.61 8.34 3.43 0.008 0.78 14.570.008
08489+2321 212164165 132.233430 23.350599 -0.03985 -0.02800 166.3 99.99 16.93 18.16 13.98 0.79 0.005 0.17 2.37 0.012
08498+1600 211707068 132.451680 16.008622 -0.02700 -0.04240 80.5 99.99 15.70 17.13 12.64 0.73 0.004 0.16 2.26 0.008
08503+1056 211357359 132.578995 10.945200 -0.17196 -0.06466 39.8 22.32 14.54 15.73 11.28 0.66 0.001 0.32 4.31 0.004
08503+2127 212070332 132.595021 21.461595 -0.00355 -0.04897 172.4 22.35 14.86 16.33 12.22 1.86 0.003 0.56 10.120.023
08505+1208 211432946 132.637214 12.139336 -0.02252 -0.13059 119.8 22.32 15.07 16.59 12.03 2.77 0.006 0.12 3.01 0.049
08512+1012W 211318063 132.813418 10.215221 -0.04373 -0.01799 141.6 21.93 14.98 16.19 12.24 2.74 0.131 0.22 3.52 0.005
08525+1018 211322372 133.145373 10.300848 0.06927 -0.09582 57.7 22.21 15.94 17.69 12.80 2.39 0.026 0.10 2.38 0.010
08526+1929 211951223 133.165090 19.491228 -0.03959 -0.01281 176.7 99.99 17.87 19.64 14.64 1.24 0.001 0.41 5.89 0.031
08531+1722 211803691 133.299695 17.368340 -0.05036 -0.04460 90.2 99.99 6.77 6.87 6.08 0.84 0.008 0.11 2.85 0.000
08540+2013 211998546 133.501850 20.230377 -0.05338 -0.00474 85.1 99.99 8.47 8.60 7.69 1.65 0.009 0.18 5.98 0.003
08561+1924 211945746 134.044434 19.410524 -0.00440 -0.03820 - 99.99 15.53 16.94 12.73 2.79 0.052 0.41 7.24 0.004
08571+1856 211914718 134.290608 18.945429 0.02901 -0.03524 174.0 99.99 11.11 12.11 9.79 0.12 0.001 0.34 3.49 0.146
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
08573+1737 211821331 134.329886 17.619827 -0.09448 -0.02866 53.3 99.99 15.99 18.31 12.75 0.27 0.001 0.26 3.69 0.008
08591+1343 211541572 134.795366 13.723876 -0.04545 -0.03278 1108.918.63 15.01 15.28 13.89 1.43 0.017 0.23 4.10 0.005
09003+1259 211490307 135.081152 12.999117 0.02751 -0.02847 306.1 20.45 13.46 14.29 12.02 3.46 0.005 0.83 15.310.024
09005+1904 211923699 135.142841 19.078797 -0.03756 -0.02919 290.7 14.96 11.13 11.22 10.25 1.38 0.007 0.32 6.88 0.002
09009+1853 211911273 135.243709 18.894962 -0.02141 -0.04762 152.7 18.76 11.80 12.32 10.34 2.73 0.028 0.67 11.930.019
09040+1913 211933411 136.005423 19.226513 -0.03904 -0.04255 83.2 21.50 13.81 15.00 10.98 1.03 0.008 0.42 6.14 0.011
09056+2005 211989855 136.419812 20.090732 -0.05381 -0.03000 108.9 99.99 15.72 17.43 12.71 1.55 0.005 0.15 4.26 0.004
09071+2021 212006179 136.793044 20.356712 -0.02658 -0.06495 215.7 21.91 16.45 17.93 13.35 1.39 0.004 0.12 2.03 0.013
09079+2003 211988318 136.997653 20.065436 -0.04812 0.00340 91.4 99.99 15.71 16.78 12.80 1.58 0.011 0.25 4.84 0.012
09097+1848 211905013 137.440956 18.800697 0.01033 -0.03974 1400.020.03 16.10 16.49 15.05 3.40 0.018 0.37 6.90 0.005
10142+0401 248530218 153.559408 4.027163 -0.20251 0.02394 51.3 18.71 16.70 16.88 15.91 0.30 0.002 0.21 2.38 0.016
10145+0606 248609483 153.632703 6.111074 -0.14400 -0.06953 32.4 18.76 12.15 12.79 8.88 0.36 0.003 0.30 4.21 0.006
10147+0357 248527892 153.680667 3.964662 -0.05042 -0.02480 67.4 21.22 15.30 17.20 12.00 0.26 0.001 0.57 4.53 0.009
10147+0508 248572636 153.690519 5.147159 -0.03663 -0.02751 182.9 13.85 8.98 9.09 8.27 1.33 0.047 0.05 2.43 0.000
10160+0555S 248601772 154.002735 5.918786 -0.05483 0.01382 112.4 13.84 9.21 9.38 8.38 2.62 0.065 0.19 3.58 0.001
10173+0842 248715959 154.334658 8.700139 -0.12250 0.01738 58.3 19.88 14.80 16.23 11.81 1.12 0.014 0.09 2.02 0.009
10186+0649 248637760 154.650124 6.825180 -0.03997 -0.01986 273.1 22.54 15.35 16.27 12.77 2.48 0.019 0.44 7.76 0.016
10205+0653 248640651 155.127143 6.897051 -0.07524 0.02169 131.4 21.01 13.64 14.70 11.37 1.61 0.012 0.30 5.21 0.007
10207+0814 248695811 155.182554 8.239800 -0.24876 -0.00687 42.2 20.30 13.34 15.05 10.35 0.88 0.007 0.41 5.36 0.024
10213+0804 248688748 155.328969 8.073738 -0.12201 -0.08744 30.4 21.54 14.07 15.73 10.79 2.59 0.032 0.21 6.24 0.005
10219+0951 248766180 155.481658 9.860779 -0.04854 -0.13679 46.4 99.99 15.04 16.43 12.03 0.79 0.005 0.50 8.08 0.009
10221+1011 248779868 155.530583 10.197550 -0.18446 0.04045 58.7 99.99 15.74 17.13 12.56 1.00 0.007 0.20 3.45 0.008
10222+0927 248749027 155.567628 9.451565 -0.04832 -0.02242 100.2 99.99 16.34 17.30 12.79 1.12 0.009 0.13 2.39 0.005
10244+0806 248690431 156.113181 8.113624 -0.05011 -0.00303 307.1 99.99 15.05 15.41 12.80 0.21 0.002 0.18 3.42 0.004
10252+1106 248817572 156.318073 11.101272 -0.02000 -0.05014 163.9 15.78 10.41 10.64 9.25 1.10 0.011 0.33 4.25 0.021
10270+0048 248432053 156.766391 0.808398 -0.04909 -0.01813 101.2 14.20 9.47 9.63 8.53 2.52 0.021 0.40 7.14 0.010
10275+0212 248471346 156.899456 2.211429 -0.12475 -0.09728 36.7 20.72 13.63 15.04 10.64 0.54 0.004 0.40 6.40 0.023
10298+1159 248853075 157.457902 11.984400 -0.12771 -0.01782 58.6 99.99 15.38 16.80 12.42 2.59 0.019 0.49 8.81 0.005
10299+0605 248608577 157.494130 6.087788 -0.05913 -0.03119 64.9 23.24 15.30 16.60 12.27 1.19 0.013 0.24 3.94 0.008
10313+1313 248899740 157.830065 13.232448 -0.10243 -0.00855 58.0 21.18 13.88 16.07 10.92 1.81 0.019 0.27 5.83 0.028
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
10315+1109 248819743 157.885605 11.153500 -0.00890 -0.10559 133.3 99.99 11.25 11.00 9.79 1.23 0.018 0.35 6.33 0.013
10321+0514W 248576331 158.026405 5.246905 -0.04952 0.00791 131.4 99.99 8.95 9.10 8.20 3.15 0.044 0.31 5.44 0.000
10321+1212 248862151 158.041080 12.212934 -0.04062 0.03825 89.9 99.99 16.14 17.20 13.13 2.45 0.022 0.41 7.75 0.016
10330+0324 248508729 158.273858 3.415472 -0.04087 -0.02114 1703.621.50 16.84 16.74 15.44 1.79 0.016 0.36 6.51 0.016
10331+1344 248915898 158.293440 13.748249 -0.03632 -0.02827 104.3 99.99 16.38 18.36 13.20 0.29 0.003 0.23 2.19 0.009
10334+0820 248700456 158.350250 8.345018 -0.08218 -0.00132 117.6 99.99 16.32 17.90 13.30 1.61 0.014 0.16 3.12 0.007
10336+0953 248767244 158.408767 9.886350 -0.06358 -0.01091 101.6 99.99 15.87 17.00 12.99 1.32 0.010 0.24 4.39 0.016
10339+0933 248753369 158.478065 9.554500 -0.06243 -0.03037 79.7 99.99 15.21 16.76 12.08 0.28 0.003 0.34 5.49 0.004
10345+1111 248821586 158.643681 11.198158 0.04160 -0.03056 41.2 18.95 14.07 15.00 11.11 0.80 0.003 0.20 3.03 0.009
10348+0522 248581400 158.720787 5.378237 -0.05988 -0.05631 438.0 99.99 16.66 17.27 14.32 0.77 0.004 0.47 7.90 0.025
10357+0215 248473036 158.945123 2.266058 99.9999999.99999 0.1 19.79 12.49 13.69 9.83 0.60 0.082 0.42 4.50 0.008
10368+0329 248511060 159.205020 3.493500 -0.04199 -0.02284 89.6 22.06 14.40 15.73 11.70 0.46 0.005 0.22 3.38 0.010
10371+0519 248579359 159.291180 5.325980 -0.05975 0.00175 166.1 99.99 15.81 16.93 13.06 2.09 0.016 0.36 6.29 0.006
10371+1200 248853989 159.296210 12.009784 -0.03012 -0.02879 146.8 14.57 9.88 10.06 8.96 2.19 0.165 0.31 7.01 0.002
10372+0205 248468115 159.313735 2.097837 -0.13910 0.07198 72.5 20.48 11.83 12.73 9.60 2.85 0.047 0.24 5.18 0.005
10374+0318 248505249 159.363311 3.301467 -0.05856 -0.01031 93.1 21.92 14.76 15.89 11.99 1.11 0.008 0.12 2.05 0.017
10395+0704 248648242 159.877422 7.081577 -0.07430 -0.07292 53.4 23.19 15.53 17.16 12.29 0.26 0.001 0.24 3.06 0.005
10409+0553S 248600551 160.234277 5.888479 -0.05764 -0.04008 222.7 22.92 16.29 17.70 13.35 2.24 0.067 0.09 2.18 0.006
10414+0123 248447546 160.357910 1.392740 -0.06386 -0.00066 131.8 99.99 16.80 18.11 13.78 3.14 0.029 0.25 4.38 0.006
10415+0601 248606268 160.394152 6.029611 -0.05783 0.00144 325.3 23.29 15.83 16.77 13.41 0.14 0.002 0.21 2.66 0.038
10419+1345 248916194 160.485990 13.757398 -0.05205 0.02638 239.4 99.99 8.84 8.99 8.21 1.29 0.022 0.20 2.66 0.000
10419+0208 248469426 160.494790 2.144972 -0.06816 -0.01162 81.7 21.67 14.14 15.30 11.40 1.08 0.016 0.18 2.86 0.008
10420+0851 248722431 160.521784 8.851048 -0.09783 -0.00629 64.6 99.99 16.22 17.80 13.10 0.44 0.003 0.35 4.20 0.008
10422+0200 248465811 160.566261 2.016372 -0.05391 0.00377 188.2 99.99 17.74 19.40 14.60 2.90 0.014 0.25 4.21 0.010
10425+0903 248731608 160.632809 9.053066 -0.03080 -0.02148 184.7 14.32 10.14 10.27 9.38 2.31 0.014 0.26 5.19 0.001
10425+1001 248772907 160.634779 10.025509 -0.03966 0.00035 128.2 13.86 9.16 9.33 8.40 0.49 0.006 0.30 2.63 0.002
10427+0306 248498783 160.688513 3.107980 -0.07900 -0.07924 68.1 99.99 17.00 18.79 13.65 1.70 0.007 0.15 2.82 0.010
10431+1249 248885857 160.788181 12.827199 -0.11383 -0.01225 236.4 15.80 11.25 11.87 10.27 2.83 0.047 0.33 6.41 0.003
10432+0300 248495869 160.810637 3.015236 -0.08519 0.01098 116.5 99.99 16.74 18.55 13.49 0.93 0.014 0.18 2.01 0.005
10435+0258 248494749 160.884770 2.976302 -0.13135 -0.00601 78.4 99.99 16.83 18.79 13.55 0.27 0.001 0.27 3.80 0.011
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
10439+0615 248615115 160.991687 6.253215 -0.14584 0.00616 129.4 21.42 13.77 14.87 11.28 2.04 0.010 0.43 8.83 0.006
10440+0619 248617592 161.019454 6.317457 -0.19531 0.03071 41.0 99.99 14.88 16.49 11.78 0.44 0.002 0.35 5.79 0.006
10442+0115 248444032 161.072880 1.261746 -0.07267 0.03839 189.3 20.91 13.26 14.22 11.48 2.16 0.025 0.49 8.31 0.012
10444+0739S 248671403 161.118492 7.651846 0.02837 -0.07010 174.8 99.99 16.22 16.53 13.46 0.81 0.004 0.15 2.20 0.008
10444+0739N 248671484 161.118575 7.653285 0.02848 -0.06986 178.4 99.99 17.03 16.80 14.18 0.81 0.004 0.15 2.20 0.008
10470+0152 248461620 161.754029 1.881683 -0.10338 0.01076 182.2 17.12 11.51 11.52 10.38 0.41 0.003 0.65 3.54 0.003
10490+1009 248778267 162.263387 10.157847 -0.04293 -0.01311 115.8 99.99 7.37 7.42 6.92 3.05 0.005 0.62 10.530.001
10497+0601 248605932 162.428322 6.021399 -0.04374 0.01773 316.7 18.30 16.64 17.67 13.82 1.00 0.007 0.39 6.35 0.011
10499+0555 248602336 162.490140 5.932608 -0.07591 0.00349 105.5 99.99 17.26 18.28 13.56 0.79 0.006 0.20 3.39 0.009
10513+0619S 248617576 162.834523 6.316936 -0.04229 0.01814 438.3 99.99 17.81 19.23 15.15 2.14 0.057 0.38 6.01 0.018
10513+0619N 248617675 162.834778 6.319683 -0.04242 0.01756 463.8 22.75 15.02 16.36 12.95 2.15 0.020 0.55 9.40 0.027
10517+0150 201587288 162.936942 1.846005 -0.41249 -0.02876 34.1 22.89 14.62 16.13 11.50 0.32 0.003 0.39 3.98 0.005
10520+0032 201501470 163.011854 0.544027 -0.40760 0.00011 39.8 99.99 12.46 14.19 9.43 1.05 0.009 0.24 4.46 0.010
10524+1003 248774401 163.115388 10.060223 99.9999999.99999 0.1 15.33 15.47 15.68 13.27 0.70 0.005 0.18 3.16 0.002
10526+0136 201571332 163.169869 1.605100 0.03916 -0.03916 234.6 22.25 14.46 15.54 12.45 2.22 0.009 0.60 11.120.014
10527+0120 201553489 163.191915 1.340062 -0.04846 -0.02679 209.0 13.78 8.96 9.15 8.25 1.92 0.017 0.17 5.20 0.000
10527+0035 201504478 163.198924 0.590615 -0.04842 0.00468 211.5 14.44 10.19 10.36 9.44 1.33 0.007 0.40 8.40 0.001
10534+1208 248859241 163.368447 12.140182 -0.07752 0.00236 129.4 21.83 14.20 15.50 11.68 1.20 0.009 0.44 8.98 0.025
10538+0655 248641741 163.457718 6.924884 -0.04343 -0.04069 94.5 99.99 16.75 18.76 13.50 0.22 0.001 0.47 6.23 0.014
10548+1204 248856749 163.718245 12.077903 -0.14647 0.00412 43.5 19.44 12.21 13.91 9.67 0.37 0.005 0.48 6.25 0.018
10550+1155 248850946 163.761978 11.930653 -0.03190 -0.11450 - 24.30 16.07 17.50 12.69 1.00 0.011 0.24 4.33 0.009
10551+1240 248880123 163.778439 12.670148 0.05383 -0.07178 195.5 99.99 16.94 18.64 13.88 0.62 0.003 0.12 3.57 0.015
10558+0728 248664310 163.952822 7.475632 0.05456 -0.01111 82.5 99.99 16.01 17.40 13.00 1.05 0.011 0.20 3.35 0.009
10566+1151 248848111 164.158570 11.857214 -0.06782 -0.02633 88.0 24.20 16.73 19.16 13.52 0.43 0.004 0.40 2.86 0.010
10568+0533 201810450 164.203815 5.560477 -0.06627 -0.08410 168.3 21.40 14.28 15.10 11.90 1.64 0.013 0.30 10.100.009
10571+0544 201820874 164.297196 5.748391 -0.05914 -0.03778 104.9 19.56 12.27 13.15 9.83 0.91 0.006 0.39 7.62 0.014
10573+1143 248842986 164.332746 11.723261 -0.04665 -0.11767 64.3 99.99 15.26 17.76 11.93 0.37 0.004 0.33 4.69 0.005
11000+1120 248827655 165.007703 11.347363 -0.07730 0.00361 128.6 21.07 14.10 15.00 11.64 1.42 0.011 0.44 7.27 0.027
11013+1235 248876923 165.342448 12.586559 -0.02752 -0.03875 141.9 17.28 11.13 11.15 9.14 0.41 0.010 0.46 3.73 0.012
11019+1259 248891762 165.474693 12.997022 -0.09739 -0.04014 161.3 21.41 14.30 16.15 11.85 1.41 0.005 0.09 2.83 0.039
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
11035+0323 201685481 165.884900 3.396104 -0.05121 0.00015 321.5 99.99 16.85 18.50 13.69 1.79 0.027 0.13 3.70 0.012
11050+0228 201627847 166.266147 2.473964 -0.10676 -0.02864 117.7 99.99 17.07 19.04 13.83 1.69 0.022 0.13 2.15 0.008
11130+0612 201845217 168.262304 6.207501 -0.07183 -0.02897 122.3 21.47 13.72 14.87 11.28 0.44 0.002 0.40 6.74 0.007
11138+0441 201761963 168.459134 4.690476 0.02273 -0.04621 1545.118.15 9.61 10.06 7.88 2.10 0.023 0.10 2.69 0.002
11156+0548 201823870 168.922318 5.803082 -0.04322 0.01255 204.8 21.43 13.26 13.82 11.59 2.68 0.011 0.55 10.630.020
11182+0613 201845690 169.552748 6.217647 -0.09286 -0.02678 67.9 99.99 14.32 15.98 11.43 1.06 0.007 0.25 5.29 0.011
11203-0336 201223298 170.097305 -3.610631 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.18 16.73 12.31 1.65 0.015 0.34 4.54 0.007
11203-0147E 201343968 170.099469 -1.796888 -0.07434 0.01891 85.0 13.01 8.16 8.28 7.31 1.44 0.005 0.11 2.28 0.000
11206+0129 201563518 170.157759 1.488531 -0.07546 -0.01186 162.4 24.31 17.31 18.88 14.30 1.45 0.006 0.12 2.14 0.013
11210-0359 201204571 170.256006 -3.996395 -0.03933 0.01656 177.3 99.99 8.70 8.77 8.16 0.97 0.114 0.26 2.89 0.002
11212-0152 201338188 170.301667 -1.882901 -0.01760 -0.04912 86.6 99.99 15.60 17.78 12.49 0.67 0.001 0.19 2.67 0.006
11212-0241 201283613 170.305532 -2.698456 -0.01486 0.02406 87.0 99.99 15.63 18.88 12.80 1.26 0.012 0.19 4.10 0.006
11214+0204 201602470 170.366563 2.080748 -0.14259 -0.15108 84.4 22.37 15.16 16.90 12.08 0.72 0.003 0.32 5.51 0.007
11215+0430 201751030 170.378385 4.500201 -0.04055 -0.03164 93.1 99.99 16.03 18.04 13.06 0.83 0.004 0.48 5.36 0.017
11220-0040 201418173 170.500935 -0.682329 0.02719 -0.08124 184.1 20.64 13.38 14.34 11.08 1.30 0.005 0.59 11.690.019
11220-0037 201421876 170.503452 -0.626710 -0.06028 0.00426 143.9 14.02 9.26 9.47 8.42 3.13 0.057 0.07 2.02 0.000
11231-0320 201241667 170.776173 -3.335292 -0.02976 -0.00151 324.9 99.99 16.92 18.88 13.95 3.33 0.085 0.06 2.08 0.013
11236+0542 201818963 170.910113 5.713548 -0.06613 -0.03429 206.8 21.26 13.63 14.49 11.53 0.79 0.004 0.58 9.97 0.019
11242-0131 201361857 171.071558 -1.529761 -0.17878 -0.15975 54.9 16.10 8.87 9.10 7.63 1.50 0.007 0.14 2.85 0.000
11249+0109 201541864 171.231337 1.166299 -0.04021 -0.04615 1268.418.81 15.65 15.85 14.64 2.18 0.024 0.39 7.81 0.005
11254+0653 201878574 171.356530 6.884880 -0.05504 -0.00305 167.7 23.07 15.74 17.19 12.85 1.84 0.005 0.38 6.47 0.017
11254-0035 201424405 171.372265 -0.588870 -0.11214 0.02239 218.4 18.85 12.47 13.13 11.01 1.77 0.001 0.77 13.570.017
11266+0103 201534540 171.650974 1.055162 -0.04411 -0.01684 264.7 99.99 8.18 8.19 7.69 2.02 0.006 0.49 9.14 0.015
11300+0802 201932748 172.505190 8.034866 -0.05901 -0.00053 168.1 99.99 16.71 18.59 13.69 0.90 0.002 0.50 7.65 0.026
11302-0356 201206795 172.572447 -3.944113 -0.05949 0.00755 199.6 23.39 16.17 18.18 13.17 1.44 0.008 0.48 9.24 0.013
11304-0035 201424525 172.615292 -0.587813 -0.10474 -0.10710 69.3 23.52 16.39 18.40 13.15 0.35 0.001 0.50 6.32 0.011
11306-0153 201337101 172.674102 -1.899737 0.01775 -0.08641 67.3 99.99 16.67 19.35 13.43 0.64 0.002 0.37 3.57 0.005
11311-0042 201416014 172.777497 -0.715113 -0.03614 0.00101 123.2 99.99 16.74 18.84 13.73 0.63 0.003 0.35 7.40 0.006
11323-0024 201436411 173.077661 -0.415430 0.04664 -0.15807 69.8 12.74 7.95 8.09 7.05 1.46 0.005 0.13 2.25 0.000
11326-0132 201360435 173.151775 -1.549464 -0.04377 -0.03227 291.5 99.99 18.39 20.05 15.53 0.60 0.004 0.17 2.10 0.013
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
11327-0451 201168081 173.191179 -4.865020 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.01 16.77 12.00 0.41 0.002 0.46 6.53 0.005
11339-0428 201184068 173.496997 -4.480140 -0.03931 -0.04582 326.3 22.06 14.16 14.89 12.19 0.60 0.005 0.15 4.75 0.099
11340+0125 201559218 173.509911 1.426584 -0.29539 0.14162 24.6 23.25 14.50 15.93 11.50 0.49 0.003 0.32 3.35 0.002
11343+0218 201617526 173.591995 2.314606 -0.06016 0.01400 144.2 21.92 15.98 16.77 13.19 1.08 0.001 0.57 10.570.015
11345+0638 201866845 173.646432 6.645844 -0.02711 -0.10180 48.9 21.94 15.02 16.37 11.97 2.80 0.044 0.57 8.87 0.013
11349+0022 201490606 173.730588 0.380282 0.39317 -0.32938 24.5 99.99 17.31 99.90 99.90 0.78 0.005 0.25 2.90 0.013
11349+0022 201490606 173.730588 0.380282 0.39317 -0.32938 24.5 99.99 17.31 99.90 99.90 0.78 0.005 0.25 2.90 0.013
11349+0022 201490609 173.730588 0.380282 0.39317 -0.32938 24.5 99.99 17.31 99.90 99.90 0.78 0.005 0.25 2.90 0.013
11349+0022 201490609 173.730588 0.380282 0.39317 -0.32938 24.5 99.99 17.31 99.90 99.90 0.78 0.005 0.25 2.90 0.013
11353-0224 201303412 173.842352 -2.400198 -0.05426 -0.01013 110.7 99.99 17.04 19.48 13.85 1.05 0.003 0.47 7.53 0.015
11365+0401 201722912 174.127153 4.029803 0.03479 -0.02871 320.3 99.99 15.85 16.56 13.56 3.24 0.023 0.44 7.57 0.008
11366-0410 201196732 174.161683 -4.179367 0.02177 -0.02232 266.9 18.23 12.00 12.29 10.82 2.31 0.001 0.60 12.450.006
11369+0409 201730811 174.229552 4.164389 -0.08457 -0.06022 130.7 17.76 16.90 17.15 14.80 0.23 0.010 0.26 2.15 0.005
11372+0730 201908493 174.314520 7.502045 -0.05738 -0.00527 164.0 14.37 9.77 9.91 8.91 2.78 0.028 0.06 2.75 0.001
11386-0437 201178308 174.674456 -4.618339 -0.05737 0.01084 173.2 99.99 17.40 19.95 14.32 1.24 0.008 0.17 3.11 0.013
11395-0359 201204677 174.876406 -3.994170 -0.00969 -0.05623 430.5 22.06 14.71 15.37 12.93 1.22 0.005 0.56 9.79 0.026
11399-0502 201160662 174.997839 -5.040454 0.01323 -0.04857 678.9 15.16 12.05 12.32 11.16 1.16 0.005 0.56 10.330.019
11405+0301 201662676 175.140300 3.020418 0.02000 -0.04478 354.8 22.32 14.13 14.51 12.33 1.71 0.005 0.69 12.100.003
11418+0653 201878595 175.468101 6.884820 -0.05763 -0.10891 427.3 99.99 18.54 19.72 15.84 0.75 0.005 0.24 4.78 0.024
11426-0516 201150679 175.660480 -5.279777 -0.04501 -0.00385 153.6 99.99 16.95 18.78 13.97 1.14 0.004 0.43 7.12 0.012
11430+0736 201913167 175.752411 7.601575 -0.03864 0.01206 230.4 21.22 13.57 14.11 11.81 1.27 0.021 0.42 7.26 0.020
11446-0409 201197358 176.170201 -4.164392 -0.02168 -0.03521 3204.117.99 10.77 11.38 9.24 2.63 0.166 0.13 2.70 0.001
11456+0204 201602213 176.414269 2.077530 -0.04330 0.00012 365.0 15.19 10.77 10.98 9.94 0.80 0.005 0.54 9.15 0.001
11466+0251 201652990 176.670940 2.862789 -0.04290 0.00300 662.2 99.99 15.86 16.25 13.85 1.42 0.008 0.59 10.740.012
11470-0345 201214496 176.753821 -3.761434 -0.08766 -0.10730 44.3 99.99 15.67 16.44 11.98 0.33 0.010 0.27 4.42 0.006
11471+0744 201919539 176.781931 7.742498 -0.07558 0.05942 178.2 99.99 13.70 14.58 11.65 1.68 0.005 0.21 4.50 0.008
11480+0326 201688096 177.023385 3.438209 -0.15624 -0.10489 31.8 23.16 14.53 16.18 11.28 0.89 0.005 0.12 2.07 0.013
11485+0712 201894747 177.134852 7.213153 -0.09910 0.00290 97.2 99.99 16.07 17.80 13.05 2.32 0.015 0.24 4.67 0.010
11494+0529 201806997 177.354347 5.495061 -0.07412 -0.23614 59.6 15.96 11.90 12.47 9.72 0.50 0.001 0.51 8.38 0.061
11498+0131 201565728 177.467514 1.520529 -0.04972 0.00611 127.1 99.99 14.68 16.15 11.84 0.43 0.001 0.24 5.17 0.026
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
11508+0441 201762168 177.721903 4.694220 -0.24905 0.04827 35.3 99.99 15.65 17.41 12.22 0.20 0.001 0.41 4.92 0.009
11509+0707 201890494 177.744723 7.124766 -0.04851 -0.01931 334.1 18.01 12.31 12.04 11.15 0.95 0.002 0.10 2.73 0.017
11510+0557 201831823 177.761103 5.953884 -0.08245 -0.01666 293.5 99.99 16.67 16.72 13.42 2.28 0.027 0.12 2.81 0.008
11511+0104 201535528 177.785723 1.068921 -0.05754 -0.03092 278.0 99.99 15.58 16.34 13.00 1.56 0.009 0.20 3.46 0.006
11519+0731 201909533 177.986212 7.523684 -0.12662 -0.08164 50.8 18.48 11.40 12.65 8.81 1.70 0.005 0.44 11.740.009
11525-0231 201295538 178.130269 -2.518146 -0.06285 -0.00315 134.1 99.99 14.64 15.53 11.89 1.79 0.002 0.52 9.02 0.010
11536+0401 201723079 178.409665 4.032677 -0.05090 -0.01790 146.0 99.99 15.94 17.35 12.95 0.48 0.002 0.28 5.01 0.007
11544+0536 201813121 178.606663 5.610262 -0.03572 -0.04424 178.6 99.99 17.41 19.36 14.02 0.96 0.002 0.26 4.02 0.010
11545-0128 201365841 178.646664 -1.472920 -0.06561 -0.01341 86.4 22.87 16.53 18.40 13.40 0.24 0.001 0.39 3.59 0.013
11548-0259 201264058 178.720198 -2.994957 -0.07545 0.00548 83.9 21.33 15.22 18.30 12.33 1.61 0.005 0.52 9.23 0.007
11551-0210 201318479 178.778630 -2.176442 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 16.09 18.37 12.53 0.84 0.004 0.16 2.57 0.004
11561-0209 201319823 179.046800 -2.155293 -0.04372 0.00767 177.8 99.99 17.14 19.03 14.28 0.80 0.002 0.27 3.69 0.008
11575-0321 201239746 179.378841 -3.364537 -0.07990 -0.01387 170.4 99.99 17.23 19.56 14.30 2.32 0.005 0.16 3.19 0.008
11576-0110 201386095 179.417981 -1.170114 -0.05520 0.00428 109.1 22.81 15.02 16.27 12.24 1.85 0.006 0.34 5.97 0.008
11577-0149 201342647 179.441513 -1.818356 0.39667 -0.21782 19.9 99.99 14.25 16.04 10.90 0.53 0.001 0.41 7.35 0.007
11584-0312 201249922 179.612661 -3.208606 0.05141 -0.03376 192.3 18.37 11.72 12.01 10.32 1.47 0.003 0.68 11.770.004
11588+0433 201754501 179.714412 4.560631 -0.03339 -0.02827 348.1 99.99 16.76 17.84 13.70 1.25 0.007 0.39 6.86 0.016
11598-0315 201246963 179.950361 -3.254664 -0.07067 0.00663 328.7 22.38 14.35 14.63 12.24 1.46 0.006 0.53 11.680.014
11598-0618 201109939 179.962469 -6.314613 -0.06556 0.01095 218.1 14.36 10.35 10.58 9.59 3.00 0.032 0.39 6.89 0.001
12009-0436 201178569 180.232051 -4.611576 -0.08185 0.04359 125.5 99.99 15.80 17.89 12.84 2.22 0.017 0.32 6.07 0.021
12016-0543 201132458 180.423901 -5.728289 -0.03581 -0.08662 256.2 22.23 15.02 16.53 12.48 2.07 0.005 0.54 9.27 0.014
12029-0253 201270840 180.742258 -2.892777 0.03796 -0.05497 162.9 16.11 10.70 11.15 9.35 0.85 0.006 0.36 7.00 0.019
12034-0612 201113912 180.855840 -6.204014 0.09657 -0.12631 125.0 99.99 14.47 16.14 11.86 3.31 0.010 0.40 6.77 0.003
12044+0320 201682317 181.103255 3.343777 -0.10947 0.01559 92.0 22.67 14.88 16.06 11.85 1.24 0.006 0.39 6.46 0.017
12059-0227 201299177 181.477525 -2.463317 -0.04237 -0.01360 184.8 99.99 8.17 8.25 7.57 0.64 0.003 0.13 2.57 0.000
12078-0307 201255087 181.954713 -3.130620 0.02959 -0.02493 77.5 13.17 8.42 8.56 7.60 2.49 0.037 0.40 7.03 0.004
12081-0028 201432636 182.046054 -0.470351 -0.13141 -0.05035 47.2 99.99 16.14 18.64 12.76 0.81 0.003 0.20 3.60 0.008
12082+0047 201517073 182.056218 0.784488 99.9999999.99999 0.1 22.18 14.68 15.06 11.07 1.03 0.006 0.09 2.01 0.006
12083-0911 228743968 182.076841 -9.196338 -0.05855 -0.00783 87.0 21.72 14.20 15.57 11.52 1.06 0.002 0.35 6.16 0.013
12085-0959 228727231 182.128828 -9.999285 -0.11262 0.03299 221.8 99.99 9.63 9.85 8.85 2.07 0.014 0.27 6.86 0.000
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
12085-0027 201433531 182.145950 -0.456763 -0.04288 -0.00280 827.4 15.01 10.62 10.73 9.59 0.39 0.002 0.31 6.86 0.104
12094-0045 201413152 182.357529 -0.758713 -0.03654 -0.04162 94.8 99.99 7.76 7.90 7.04 0.87 0.020 0.14 2.54 0.000
12098+0021 201489399 182.471111 0.364131 0.05377 -0.00835 58.9 99.99 13.87 14.92 11.12 2.79 0.010 0.70 12.810.007
12101+0018W 201485442 182.531506 0.301825 0.03342 -0.12298 130.0 20.61 16.02 17.30 13.16 0.78 0.002 0.31 5.48 0.007
12105-0833 228758049 182.634675 -8.566498 -0.09736 0.00461 95.8 99.99 16.21 18.01 13.21 0.58 0.001 0.48 5.57 0.013
12127-0434 201180191 183.177738 -4.572755 -0.11531 -0.05212 60.6 99.99 16.60 19.17 13.27 0.23 0.001 0.36 6.23 0.014
12134-0654 228797006 183.367004 -6.905329 -0.03360 0.06390 - 99.99 17.12 18.05 14.30 0.65 0.002 0.31 5.80 0.008
12141-0942 228733251 183.538203 -9.703775 -0.04615 -0.01009 504.8 14.79 10.46 10.66 9.40 0.27 0.001 0.35 7.90 0.006
12142-0237 201288509 183.561812 -2.622931 -0.07691 -0.02036 207.2 20.95 13.35 14.25 11.39 0.33 0.001 0.26 7.75 0.060
12142+0037 201506654 183.564858 0.622767 -0.95193 -0.28429 8.1 19.74 11.84 13.87 8.46 1.28 0.003 0.48 8.03 0.008
12155-1005 228725350 183.876889-10.090847 -0.04089 -0.05874 564.1 99.99 13.76 14.50 12.55 2.59 0.044 0.21 3.83 0.003
12158-0624 228808967 183.951852 -6.403109 -0.03863 -0.00671 377.7 15.30 10.30 10.50 9.22 0.50 0.003 0.15 3.61 0.000
12170-0056 201400992 184.261864 -0.947243 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 17.06 19.13 13.68 0.41 0.002 0.26 2.28 0.009
12173-0653 228797263 184.327897 -6.894787 -0.04432 0.00664 223.6 99.99 16.38 18.12 13.59 1.47 0.010 0.10 2.53 0.016
12179-0646 228800285 184.486913 -6.771835 -0.07853 -0.02307 80.6 99.99 16.23 18.37 13.00 0.66 0.002 0.29 5.35 0.012
12180-0229 201297820 184.515378 -2.483288 -0.05453 0.01378 137.4 99.99 15.27 16.55 12.69 1.93 0.009 0.18 3.29 0.009
12186-0609 228814986 184.674951 -6.153586 0.10260 -0.03443 22.7 20.80 13.23 15.01 10.12 0.40 0.001 0.45 7.09 0.025
12196+0300 201662148 184.911654 3.011206 -0.08854 -0.05376 161.4 22.28 15.31 16.37 12.54 0.60 0.004 0.13 2.83 0.022
12202-0008 201455246 185.063034 -0.144649 -0.05026 -0.01115 160.8 99.99 8.23 8.34 7.57 1.25 0.005 0.39 7.50 0.000
12204-0119 201375522 185.108304 -1.331121 -0.03799 0.03080 433.0 18.98 12.94 13.16 11.65 0.71 0.001 0.44 12.250.007
12205-0242 201282983 185.130148 -2.708049 -0.06764 0.01648 110.2 21.57 13.63 14.53 11.04 3.44 0.013 0.66 12.060.016
12217+0007 201473400 185.443709 0.122473 -0.17000 0.01146 56.6 99.99 14.95 16.73 11.84 2.97 0.015 0.59 10.200.008
12220-0629 228807026 185.516855 -6.488286 0.05521 -0.33361 23.5 22.54 14.23 15.99 10.99 1.00 0.005 0.34 4.79 0.006
12221-0852 228751000 185.549019 -8.877942 -0.06803 0.01012 122.6 14.33 9.58 9.83 8.76 2.01 0.009 0.48 8.29 0.003
12228-0404 228864582 185.709726 -4.079835 99.9999999.99999 0.1 20.03 12.85 14.54 9.66 0.26 0.005 0.37 4.93 0.007
12233-0840S 228755416 185.841851 -8.682178 -0.09096 -0.01621 199.2 22.10 14.98 16.49 12.22 0.52 0.003 0.19 5.16 0.023
12234-0703 228793511 185.854565 -7.053231 0.08487 -0.08776 191.2 12.64 9.29 9.39 8.61 2.70 0.082 0.13 2.84 0.000
12261-0022 229052849 186.528477 -0.368154 -0.15607 0.00804 44.2 99.99 14.56 16.26 11.40 0.36 0.002 0.47 8.11 0.005
12261-0156 228974970 186.533170 -1.941609 0.02689 -0.03107 352.2 16.33 11.57 11.54 10.57 2.78 0.012 0.64 11.780.005
12265+0124 229124994 186.647678 1.407489 -0.06822 -0.00656 1160.924.53 16.81 17.32 15.15 3.22 0.022 0.20 3.42 0.009
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
12269-0759 228771459 186.728312 -7.984018 0.00054 -0.03797 496.1 19.71 13.52 14.19 12.11 1.53 0.007 0.51 8.93 0.024
12269-0849 228752115 186.744968 -8.829559 -0.07317 0.01177 127.4 13.30 7.83 7.90 7.26 0.22 0.005 0.21 2.76 0.001
12270-0712 228789761 186.758119 -7.204226 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 17.24 19.57 13.40 0.22 0.001 0.39 2.82 0.010
12278-0436 228851821 186.964399 -4.615266 -0.08854 0.00254 80.6 99.99 6.11 6.23 5.47 0.82 0.008 0.30 4.45 0.000
12280-0620 228810378 187.011306 -6.345103 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 17.00 19.11 13.46 0.31 0.008 0.29 2.88 0.005
12286+0157 229148114 187.154897 1.955910 -0.03260 0.06453 133.3 21.36 13.22 13.89 10.90 1.93 0.003 0.61 12.170.004
12289+0103 229110965 187.233690 1.061506 -0.07991 0.02314 113.6 21.05 13.56 14.84 10.97 1.00 0.003 0.51 8.43 0.009
12296-0300 228915321 187.423141 -3.006560 -0.06213 -0.03556 300.0 99.99 16.32 19.42 13.46 2.25 0.009 0.11 2.07 0.017
12305-1057 228708106 187.630564-10.953745 -0.05269 -0.03537 878.3 99.99 17.22 17.56 15.51 2.83 0.005 0.75 12.950.028
12307+0043 229098285 187.695437 0.730886 -0.07621 0.02751 102.8 99.99 17.62 19.60 14.36 1.13 0.022 0.09 2.32 0.013
12321-1027W 228717891 188.025071-10.456476 0.00811 -0.05665 395.9 22.77 15.13 15.57 12.91 0.71 0.001 0.57 9.13 0.015
12339+0122 229123820 188.478062 1.381408 -0.05451 -0.03619 266.5 99.99 14.74 15.52 12.53 3.01 0.019 0.70 12.130.025
12343-0525 228832555 188.596903 -5.423650 -0.05298 0.03321 79.0 99.99 15.85 17.84 12.84 0.79 0.001 0.40 7.23 0.007
12345-0417 228859499 188.636950 -4.290097 0.00898 -0.08155 142.6 99.99 14.90 16.27 11.95 0.34 0.002 0.20 10.220.101
12357-1102 228706446 188.926426-11.040160 -0.05375 -0.01808 67.0 99.99 15.24 16.75 12.23 1.16 0.012 0.23 4.50 0.014
12364-1047 228711524 189.100715-10.783485 -0.09274 0.00344 76.5 20.81 13.84 15.19 10.89 0.66 0.003 0.17 2.65 0.023
12376+0051W 229102834 189.417083 0.853536 0.04788 -0.02703 217.7 99.99 15.48 16.32 13.10 2.49 0.049 0.18 3.68 0.004
12385+0013 229078032 189.634052 0.217324 -0.07284 -0.00316 90.4 99.99 8.34 8.45 7.56 0.91 0.005 0.36 9.04 0.001
12392-0344 228872506 189.810570 -3.742009 0.03330 -0.04022 619.8 22.40 15.02 15.29 13.35 1.53 0.015 0.43 7.21 0.020
12413+0008 229074661 190.329691 0.136731 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 16.02 17.49 12.91 2.88 0.008 0.39 7.12 0.005
12424-0217 228955604 190.605038 -2.292190 -0.04437 -0.02007 128.1 99.99 16.28 17.96 13.31 0.89 0.002 0.29 4.90 0.031
12460-0732 228781601 191.505240 -7.547060 -0.04931 -0.00388 134.7 99.99 16.29 18.18 13.36 0.41 0.001 0.44 6.97 0.030
12479-0850 228751738 191.980399 -8.846539 0.04324 -0.02751 276.1 21.91 15.09 16.40 12.49 3.02 0.100 0.47 6.26 0.013
12492-0717 228787515 192.313413 -7.297837 -0.05683 -0.03138 105.4 21.38 14.89 16.32 12.18 1.93 0.007 0.27 4.93 0.007
12518-0715 228788251 192.952218 -7.266236 -0.07173 -0.00319 198.3 99.99 15.54 17.11 12.71 2.25 0.015 0.27 6.30 0.011
13146-1137 212552094 198.658397-11.628777 -0.02086 -0.06262 214.2 99.99 16.28 18.07 13.23 1.27 0.029 0.15 2.66 0.018
13146-1028 212605263 198.664547-10.470624 -0.12713 0.02718 187.6 99.99 16.08 17.92 13.22 1.84 0.003 0.24 4.54 0.012
13152-1140 212549877 198.803161-11.676084 -0.04202 -0.03094 1137.099.99 16.01 16.63 14.49 0.54 0.001 0.44 5.48 0.023
13156-1020 212610793 198.924492-10.345641 -0.10071 -0.02270 225.3 17.86 12.24 13.16 11.01 2.83 0.008 0.41 7.60 0.004
13183-1050N 212588357 199.577754-10.849114 0.02075 -0.09145 106.1 18.95 12.41 12.00 10.02 1.11 0.004 0.52 8.77 0.007
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
13185-1345 212451895 199.643646-13.761896 0.02556 0.00960 82.6 99.99 15.61 16.97 12.57 2.71 0.005 0.76 12.990.013
13189-1238 212504061 199.743917-12.648094 -0.09261 -0.00137 106.7 99.99 7.24 7.34 6.59 0.61 0.004 0.37 3.75 0.001
13190-1009 212619206 199.767001-10.154920 -0.07889 -0.03460 80.0 99.99 16.41 18.72 13.24 0.55 0.002 0.39 3.93 0.008
13196-1247 212497362 199.913587-12.790553 -0.00836 -0.06023 129.4 99.99 17.43 18.63 14.14 2.03 0.007 0.14 2.57 0.014
13211-1001 212624645 200.285359-10.029931 -0.08060 -0.00323 80.5 99.99 14.41 16.07 11.66 1.58 0.015 0.42 7.68 0.012
13214-1428 212419078 200.354467-14.483370 -0.08689 -0.04868 199.0 99.99 9.36 9.49 8.56 1.08 0.011 0.12 2.89 0.000
13219-1424 212422696 200.474387-14.402386 -0.22080 0.07356 19.4 20.94 12.89 14.17 9.82 1.02 0.004 0.46 8.05 0.014
13232-1311 212478993 200.816374-13.187468 -0.10103 -0.01276 86.9 99.99 16.03 17.93 12.95 1.89 0.006 0.45 7.71 0.012
13234-1442 212409211 200.851266-14.704510 -0.10990 0.00510 70.1 99.99 15.04 17.03 11.85 0.27 0.005 0.27 3.19 0.010
13235-1639 212330039 200.888856-16.666269 0.00032 -0.04402 1389.515.51 11.45 12.15 10.49 0.49 0.002 0.38 7.32 0.170
13240-1128 212559088 201.012849-11.480357 -0.04126 -0.05107 83.2 99.99 15.81 17.63 12.75 0.64 0.003 0.47 7.69 0.020
13244-1026 212606668 201.104797-10.438679 -0.04960 -0.00380 - 99.99 8.92 9.10 8.07 2.86 0.005 0.64 11.570.002
13248-1052 212587246 201.205785-10.872115 0.00769 -0.03466 131.4 99.99 15.73 17.87 12.87 2.43 0.040 0.11 3.28 0.004
13250-1654 212321146 201.250891-16.914393 0.01275 -0.01278 510.4 99.99 12.12 12.35 11.13 0.47 0.002 0.39 5.71 0.006
13250-1058 212582152 201.255678-10.981216 -0.05355 -0.02497 106.0 99.99 16.83 19.50 13.54 1.69 0.011 0.17 3.32 0.005
13254-1628 212337102 201.356921-16.473570 -0.12327 0.03914 141.9 99.99 16.05 17.28 12.26 0.38 0.003 0.29 2.25 0.005
13263-1156W 212537398 201.578050-11.939800 -0.04200 -0.01425 341.1 99.99 16.52 17.63 13.89 2.88 0.009 0.74 12.660.015
13266-0947 212634791 201.661251 -9.796749 0.04313 -0.02365 286.3 99.99 12.27 12.93 10.93 2.53 0.017 0.55 9.09 0.028
13267-1606 212351026 201.686761-16.105381 -0.01709 -0.05312 133.4 99.99 14.53 15.89 11.97 1.00 0.013 0.25 2.45 0.004
13267-0652 212753663 201.698464 -6.879924 -0.03992 -0.00608 3995.217.12 14.10 14.42 13.43 1.92 0.017 0.11 2.29 0.001
13272-1005 212621610 201.806876-10.099663 -0.05308 -0.00500 187.4 99.99 17.38 19.37 14.46 2.00 0.005 0.13 2.23 0.022
13274-1418 212426904 201.870474-14.306925 -0.05010 0.00001 182.6 99.99 16.02 17.61 13.05 1.24 0.005 0.21 3.49 0.017
13276-1603 212352472 201.922618-16.065542 -0.00396 -0.00077 9930.599.99 16.44 16.52 15.66 0.27 0.003 0.47 6.29 0.092
13283-0517 212808200 202.099499 -5.285878 -0.00415 -0.01981 5385.016.59 13.40 13.79 12.29 0.52 0.002 0.41 7.25 0.268
13289-1545 212364544 202.232559-15.760411 -0.07307 -0.03634 81.8 21.39 13.62 14.90 11.03 1.15 0.003 0.48 8.92 0.014
13295-1459 212396917 202.379481-14.984247 -0.06377 -0.04445 88.3 99.99 14.26 15.75 11.57 0.95 0.005 0.23 2.34 0.010
13299-1303 212484819 202.485286-13.063533 -0.01843 -0.04546 324.1 99.99 11.80 12.33 10.56 2.34 0.024 0.36 6.61 0.016
13299-1303 212484860 202.485286-13.063533 -0.01843 -0.04546 324.1 99.99 11.80 12.33 10.56 2.34 0.023 0.37 6.73 0.016
13302-1313 212477591 202.559286-13.217384 -0.04910 0.01029 431.9 99.99 17.06 19.04 14.10 1.47 0.011 0.08 2.34 0.014
13305-1033 212601505 202.641300-10.555402 -0.07769 0.00758 138.8 99.99 14.47 16.31 11.42 1.15 0.001 0.30 7.08 0.009
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
13307-1349 212449290 202.676247-13.817491 -0.05853 0.02766 316.8 99.99 16.99 18.63 14.29 0.67 0.002 0.15 2.04 0.010
13330-1748S 212291172 203.266830-17.801623 -0.09921 -0.05534 218.8 99.99 15.66 17.80 13.04 0.98 0.003 0.44 7.75 0.007
13339-1446 212406350 203.488771-14.768736 -0.04560 0.00088 487.9 20.67 14.00 14.44 12.37 0.66 0.004 0.22 3.16 0.028
13354-1650 212323683 203.867201-16.843831 -0.04563 -0.00553 217.5 99.99 9.49 9.66 8.75 1.51 0.017 0.21 4.54 0.000
13354-1702 212316818 203.867831-17.036707 -0.03199 -0.00963 312.4 14.24 10.03 10.10 9.31 0.73 0.022 0.35 3.08 0.003
13356-1612 212346846 203.911293-16.213858 -0.09946 -0.00494 101.4 99.99 16.30 17.66 13.23 3.39 0.006 0.27 5.53 0.007
13359-1754 212287470 203.986624-17.912865 -0.12158 -0.00185 125.4 99.99 17.48 19.93 14.30 0.82 0.002 0.30 3.16 0.011
13367-1039 212596901 204.185620-10.660477 0.13493 -0.10501 44.0 20.93 17.50 17.42 16.67 2.82 0.009 0.37 6.54 0.008
13367-1039 212596901 204.185620-10.660477 0.13493 -0.10501 44.0 20.93 17.50 17.42 16.67 2.82 0.009 0.37 6.54 0.008
13374-1808 212280209 204.364753-18.143951 0.02931 -0.01163 288.7 99.99 15.85 16.86 13.19 1.64 0.011 0.07 2.48 0.011
13375-1106 212576493 204.392436-11.104201 -0.04713 -0.06919 143.0 99.99 14.38 15.87 11.64 3.05 0.007 0.86 14.650.021
13377-1029 212603977 204.426451-10.499874 -0.06700 -0.00527 361.2 99.99 14.40 15.32 12.49 3.08 0.005 0.94 16.450.035
13377-1603 212352531 204.427037-16.063962 -0.07425 -0.02776 312.6 99.99 16.19 16.10 13.21 2.15 0.005 0.23 4.28 0.005
13377-1101 212580081 204.449337-11.028073 0.01095 -0.07231 1311.199.99 18.28 19.30 16.14 1.19 0.002 0.12 3.50 0.059
13378-1105 212576885 204.451282-11.096028 0.03034 -0.00868 94.5 99.99 12.43 13.75 10.30 2.52 0.046 0.44 7.64 0.003
13386-1132E 212556566 204.671000-11.535858 0.14924 -0.08640 19.7 20.86 12.77 14.49 9.71 0.81 0.003 0.31 4.00 0.009
13387-0634E 212764197 204.693293 -6.581517 -0.02028 -0.04642 418.0 18.79 12.91 13.13 11.63 0.34 0.072 0.46 6.04 0.114
13389-1051S 212587888 204.743593-10.857867 -0.05663 -0.01160 208.8 99.99 17.54 18.76 14.72 0.24 0.002 0.50 3.08 0.004
13393-0854 212672951 204.836979 -8.911743 -0.03718 -0.01847 156.6 99.99 17.58 19.23 14.43 3.47 0.003 0.31 5.46 0.010
13393-1033 212601233 204.838192-10.561934 0.03724 -0.05295 74.4 99.99 15.91 17.89 12.90 0.51 0.003 0.32 4.13 0.007
13400-1110 212573445 205.011606-11.170242 -0.10724 -0.01517 158.4 19.94 12.54 13.83 10.69 0.78 0.004 0.36 6.08 0.009
13401-1038 212597645 205.033552-10.642877 -0.06393 -0.01649 1499.015.11 11.40 11.37 10.40 0.53 0.002 0.56 9.63 0.067
13404-1812 212278262 205.116588-18.208961 -0.07094 0.00361 321.2 99.99 17.62 19.12 14.25 0.41 0.001 0.20 3.05 0.037
13411-1024 212608049 205.280180-10.407508 -0.03965 0.01714 343.8 22.56 15.45 17.02 12.98 2.17 0.010 0.30 5.35 0.007
13412-1219 212519004 205.304128-12.331706 0.10667 -0.05844 46.4 99.99 14.35 16.27 11.35 1.95 0.004 0.37 6.21 0.005
13421-1225 212514883 205.533880-12.418082 -0.09385 -0.01087 180.8 99.99 16.47 17.73 13.36 0.49 0.001 0.19 3.08 0.020
13429-1118 212567272 205.740176-11.302282 -0.04775 -0.01504 239.0 12.87 8.01 8.09 7.35 1.54 0.005 0.32 6.38 0.012
13438-1745 212292620 205.967956-17.755819 -0.07976 0.01168 114.3 99.99 13.94 15.08 11.44 2.98 0.045 0.72 11.140.013
13459-0454 212820001 206.498883 -4.908137 -0.02483 0.03895 293.3 22.16 13.76 14.53 11.85 1.83 0.012 0.35 8.91 0.006
13462-1641 212328872 206.557770-16.697376 0.00946 0.00178 426.2 99.99 14.43 14.97 12.63 1.70 0.014 0.25 5.23 0.063
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
13468-1740 212295198 206.720359-17.676278 -0.09983 -0.02307 225.7 99.99 14.75 15.37 12.52 1.87 0.004 0.34 8.00 0.004
13470-1233 212508560 206.767138-12.552103 -0.05592 -0.00094 254.6 21.03 16.51 17.71 13.42 1.16 0.004 0.19 3.77 0.023
13471-1050 212588930 206.789971-10.836691 -0.05909 -0.02058 403.4 99.99 17.28 18.87 99.90 0.72 0.006 0.21 2.81 0.016
13473-1048 212589901 206.842695-10.816022 -0.06706 -0.05842 31.4 17.51 13.73 14.93 10.81 0.21 0.019 0.42 4.47 0.008
13490-1643 212327733 207.267823-16.729249 0.12997 -0.11604 34.6 99.99 15.95 17.75 12.48 0.33 0.001 0.26 3.35 0.008
13498-1218 212520127 207.472105-12.307707 -0.05803 0.01004 131.7 99.99 17.46 18.79 14.20 0.32 0.002 0.39 5.96 0.013
13534-1127 212559740 208.351935-11.466186 -0.05522 -0.01342 317.7 16.05 11.43 12.11 10.45 1.57 0.041 0.16 2.27 0.000
13550-1124 212562145 208.769199-11.412446 0.05737 -0.02709 66.7 99.99 15.71 17.99 12.62 0.29 0.006 0.29 3.08 0.010
13564-1537 212369975 209.119670-15.628325 -0.06330 -0.02216 201.4 99.99 16.91 18.47 13.90 0.24 0.003 0.42 2.46 0.004
13580-1350 212448132 209.508110-13.842670 -0.12028 -0.05460 59.4 99.99 15.47 17.57 12.36 2.87 0.005 0.54 9.88 0.006
13588-1513 212386274 209.706467-15.231608 -0.03205 -0.01013 956.8 99.99 17.60 18.50 15.30 0.27 0.004 0.32 4.52 0.019
14006-1445 212406746 210.165290-14.760050 -0.02854 -0.03043 312.3 99.99 16.71 18.59 13.87 0.67 0.002 0.40 4.50 0.009
14025-1541 212367411 210.629375-15.688608 -0.05861 -0.00915 96.1 99.99 14.64 16.26 11.65 2.20 0.002 0.41 7.27 0.022
14054-1009 212619142 211.354803-10.156550 -0.07608 -0.07568 229.5 16.72 11.67 11.85 10.17 0.18 0.002 0.19 2.29 0.170
15054-2340 249352440 226.361240-23.683137 -0.04365 -0.01087 247.6 15.35 10.11 10.31 9.10 2.54 0.040 0.12 3.28 0.000
15058-1649 249885062 226.460241-16.821611 -0.04703 -0.07762 871.4 99.99 18.06 18.83 16.03 1.12 0.002 0.54 9.03 0.014
15068-1905 249710303 226.710344-19.094672 -0.07272 -0.00425 171.5 99.99 14.52 16.10 11.87 2.94 0.059 0.02 2.71 0.004
15084-2251 249414768 227.122055-22.857188 -0.05579 -0.03281 90.4 99.99 15.38 17.16 12.35 1.02 0.002 0.49 7.66 0.031
15099-1847 249732423 227.478150-18.797889 -0.06775 -0.01022 64.4 99.99 15.82 18.24 12.46 2.09 0.028 0.10 2.08 0.010
15100-2243 249424713 227.500675-22.720964 -0.05609 -0.04092 97.0 12.39 7.98 7.96 7.03 0.66 0.005 0.21 2.80 0.001
15103-1616 249931271 227.577384-16.271057 -0.10634 -0.00914 52.4 99.99 14.92 18.99 11.63 0.53 0.001 0.36 3.96 0.011
15106-2300N 249403446 227.662886-23.010487 -0.13309 -0.27998 371.9 22.04 14.52 15.22 12.73 0.14 0.002 0.25 2.91 0.040
15128-2235 249434556 228.206179-22.588162 -0.07595 -0.05196 71.2 99.99 13.97 14.73 10.86 1.80 0.012 0.25 4.51 0.002
15132-2055 249565657 228.302019-20.925853 -0.05038 -0.01900 110.3 99.99 16.73 18.65 13.53 1.67 0.029 0.19 2.94 0.008
15138-2158 249480819 228.449630-21.979422 -0.16053 -0.00514 187.2 18.52 11.31 11.21 9.65 1.23 0.003 0.34 6.53 0.005
15179-1510E 250025897 229.495269-15.167021 -0.04499 -0.03691 103.8 14.49 9.44 9.66 8.41 2.25 0.018 0.44 7.88 0.005
15188-1734 249824783 229.718997-17.576131 -0.03597 0.01463 163.0 99.99 17.68 19.23 14.64 0.74 0.001 0.11 2.04 0.012
15197-1931 249677302 229.930772-19.527489 -0.04425 -0.01052 149.5 99.99 15.67 17.37 12.52 0.74 0.005 0.13 3.47 0.063
15198-1948 249655228 229.971288-19.813755 0.03134 -0.02193 374.8 14.56 11.09 11.15 10.34 1.34 0.004 0.38 7.06 0.029
15200-1733 249826563 230.017184-17.552761 -0.04107 0.10169 135.6 99.99 14.21 15.55 11.50 0.81 0.005 0.19 2.75 0.011
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
15205-2101 249557368 230.135921-21.024583 -0.07851 -0.03578 68.0 99.99 15.85 17.84 12.78 0.45 0.001 0.57 6.02 0.008
15218-2514 249233880 230.461426-25.23682799.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 12.28 14.18 9.51 1.79 0.015 0.42 7.73 0.005
15222-1705 249863167 230.552447-17.090760 -0.01186 -0.05205 291.1 99.99 15.85 17.58 13.02 1.09 0.004 0.32 5.30 0.011
15231-1814S 249773572 230.790346-18.247673 -0.06505 -0.03721 57.3 99.99 15.46 17.77 12.24 1.77 0.028 0.18 3.38 0.010
15236-2018 249615818 230.907437-20.310613 -0.03263 0.01597 476.1 99.99 17.32 18.64 14.86 1.05 0.004 0.36 5.71 0.014
15244-1623 249921027 231.121665-16.391091 -0.01940 -0.05541 183.4 18.63 11.34 11.91 9.90 2.89 0.092 0.19 3.82 0.000
15253-2151 249490110 231.333911-21.861034 -0.09016 -0.00599 81.1 99.99 16.54 18.82 13.31 3.12 0.034 0.08 2.58 0.007
15255-1938 249668992 231.376162-19.634800 -0.08702 -0.03869 43.1 99.99 16.40 18.29 12.81 1.76 0.026 0.16 2.26 0.009
15256-2105 249551645 231.409312-21.094661 0.03017 -0.05435 75.4 99.99 16.24 17.64 13.19 0.41 0.002 0.42 3.95 0.006
15258-1722 249840884 231.453348-17.370216 -0.10068 -0.02000 114.6 99.99 16.90 18.66 13.67 0.80 0.002 0.39 3.28 0.035
15258-1435 250075124 231.471227-14.588057 -0.00656 0.03933 262.0 99.99 12.95 13.46 11.31 2.92 0.005 0.84 14.950.026
15261-1937 249669481 231.526085-19.628179 0.03344 -0.02220 358.8 99.99 16.22 17.58 13.29 2.64 0.010 0.39 6.70 0.009
15267-1328 250159094 231.686621-13.478565 -0.07943 -0.05355 709.1 99.99 16.96 18.00 14.71 0.71 0.004 0.29 3.75 0.024
15277-1524 250004172 231.926116-15.415983 -0.06255 -0.01906 94.2 99.99 8.68 8.81 7.86 1.39 0.004 0.41 7.54 0.003
15298-2648 249109030 232.465819-26.815023 -0.03480 -0.04065 83.2 99.99 13.95 15.80 11.01 1.78 0.013 0.17 3.02 0.006
15302-2148 249494123 232.567307-21.811401 -0.05875 -0.00622 134.5 99.99 17.84 19.74 14.43 0.58 0.002 0.25 2.15 0.014
15309-1910 249703862 232.737747-19.179648 -0.00250 -0.05120 72.0 99.99 16.44 18.49 13.16 0.65 0.002 0.22 3.52 0.006
15310-1916 249696671 232.770589-19.273910 -0.06833 -0.04940 244.7 99.99 16.37 17.97 13.42 0.38 0.003 0.22 2.77 0.009
15323-2009 249628423 233.075678-20.151034 -0.03474 -0.05246 540.1 99.99 15.24 14.86 13.29 0.81 0.005 0.40 8.93 0.009
15329-1632 249908573 233.226043-16.533844 -0.17291 -0.01123 50.3 99.99 16.20 17.99 13.02 1.24 0.013 0.19 2.67 0.008
15333-1949 249654142 233.329871-19.826875 -0.06914 -0.01667 376.1 99.99 14.99 16.03 12.78 1.22 0.005 0.43 8.47 0.018
15344-1321 250167111 233.602782-13.355972 -0.04372 -0.02486 330.7 99.99 12.88 13.99 11.38 3.11 0.008 0.66 11.970.002
15347-2200 249478653 233.680140-22.008008 -0.04173 -0.03674 77.5 99.99 14.51 16.26 11.65 0.46 0.001 0.49 7.59 0.009
15349-1333 250154095 233.740457-13.550929 0.01471 -0.06887 87.8 22.19 16.38 18.42 13.23 1.06 0.003 0.36 4.86 0.008
15349-2333 249362435 233.741878-23.552731 -0.03270 -0.05345 220.2 99.99 16.05 18.04 13.08 3.44 0.008 0.40 7.03 0.008
15360-1929W 249680584 234.011586-19.48476499.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 12.97 14.11 9.90 3.16 0.033 0.10 3.50 0.007
15360-1929E 249680619 234.013921-19.484254 -0.12385 -0.07544 44.1 99.99 13.68 11.62 10.86 3.16 0.026 0.12 3.58 0.007
15365-1817 249770301 234.132951-18.292438 -0.04106 -0.05154 66.4 99.99 15.61 18.02 12.01 0.25 0.003 0.16 2.37 0.019
15365-2359 249327808 234.146515-23.996007 -0.03325 -0.02925 127.8 99.99 7.91 8.02 7.14 1.58 0.007 0.34 7.28 0.000
15379-1949 249654056 234.483057-19.827912 -0.03778 0.00667 243.2 99.99 11.11 11.47 10.27 0.65 0.032 0.42 4.17 0.001
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
15392-2653 249102721 234.824416-26.892864 -0.03392 -0.04158 84.5 99.99 15.84 18.17 12.34 0.45 0.001 0.50 6.19 0.025
15395-2018 249616488 234.881410-20.302128 -0.04857 -0.03277 135.6 99.99 16.15 18.12 12.93 1.14 0.001 0.38 5.99 0.009
15416-1648 249885679 235.415695-16.813664 -0.01924 -0.05381 146.0 99.99 15.91 17.21 13.32 0.50 0.001 0.52 6.79 0.004
15416-1634 249905822 235.424422-16.567490 -0.00923 -0.04834 145.2 99.99 14.97 16.71 12.03 1.76 0.015 0.30 6.14 0.009
15432-2628S 249136766 235.818556-26.476661 -0.02807 -0.03153 209.6 99.99 8.84 9.09 7.75 1.11 0.006 0.38 5.91 0.000
15433-2059 249559609 235.849769-20.998858 -0.03168 -0.05488 279.5 99.99 12.24 13.19 10.56 0.88 0.005 0.23 4.94 0.025
15450-1722 249841172 236.264369-17.366984 -0.06040 -0.02902 65.6 99.99 16.27 18.52 12.77 0.53 0.000 0.53 6.27 0.013
15458-1657 249874527 236.459957-16.950804 -0.04919 -0.01300 75.3 99.99 7.54 7.67 6.77 2.57 0.019 0.23 4.65 0.001
15469-1931 249677429 236.735685-19.525561 -0.12893 -0.00705 39.7 99.99 12.26 13.98 9.35 3.16 0.006 0.74 12.470.010
15471-2519 249226651 236.780964-25.329832 -0.03294 -0.04029 83.0 99.99 10.68 11.12 8.91 1.85 0.012 0.40 7.82 0.008
15475-1910 249704499 236.891186-19.171232 0.00132 -0.00125 2332.699.99 19.37 20.18 17.26 3.17 0.016 0.16 3.23 0.062
15476-1400 250121632 236.901724-14.004495 -0.05133 0.01470 178.1 15.22 10.14 10.40 9.16 1.16 0.012 0.15 2.83 0.002
15478-1733 249826173 236.970807-17.55782399.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.42 17.40 12.37 2.41 0.018 0.14 2.45 0.004
15479-2559 249175583 236.985430-25.986991 0.04422 -0.00870 106.1 99.99 6.94 6.98 6.62 0.52 0.001 0.63 7.16 0.003
15491-2032 249596398 237.286242-20.548562 -0.06385 -0.05422 62.4 99.99 14.72 16.72 11.75 2.42 0.008 0.56 9.77 0.019
15500-1908 249707066 237.508613-19.137969 -0.09918 -0.09400 80.8 99.99 15.77 17.49 12.67 1.09 0.005 0.12 2.22 0.010
15516-2537 203587414 237.917129-25.632049 -0.03736 -0.03999 110.5 99.99 9.05 9.24 8.20 0.78 0.003 0.41 5.66 0.001
15519-2622 249145449 237.976534-26.368338 -0.02259 -0.03398 107.1 99.99 9.31 9.51 8.23 1.57 0.006 0.46 8.22 0.012
15549-2347 204069863 238.749301-23.788565 -0.03267 -0.04167 80.5 99.99 8.69 9.08 7.56 0.85 0.002 0.59 8.63 0.018
15549-2347 204069863 238.749301-23.788565 -0.03267 -0.04167 80.5 99.99 8.69 9.08 7.56 0.77 0.004 0.44 7.63 0.020
15550-2345 204078804 238.750952-23.752518 -0.03027 -0.03846 89.2 99.99 14.00 16.10 10.81 0.53 0.001 0.37 5.89 0.015
15556-2436 203870025 238.912889-24.61654899.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 9.84 10.01 8.92 0.60 0.001 0.48 7.89 0.004
15556-2644 203251302 238.924635-26.74755999.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 7.29 7.33 6.43 2.54 0.032 0.10 2.08 0.001
15563-2434 203880741 239.077049-24.572687 -0.05733 -0.00205 134.3 99.99 15.94 18.30 12.91 0.74 0.002 0.27 2.59 0.019
15581-2533 203610502 239.529921-25.552586 -0.02370 -0.05149 209.4 99.99 15.25 16.82 12.51 2.25 0.005 0.36 7.34 0.008
16000-2154 204542546 240.017009-21.911873 -0.01428 -0.04543 492.8 99.99 15.09 16.09 13.05 0.45 0.005 0.26 5.62 0.086
16004-2434 203881390 240.121408-24.570139 -0.04040 -0.03061 105.3 99.99 15.37 17.25 12.50 1.28 0.015 0.32 6.44 0.049
16009-2306 204242564 240.231143-23.105184 -0.05763 -0.04088 85.3 99.99 16.49 19.84 13.36 0.45 0.003 0.34 2.38 0.012
16040-2155N 204538608 241.010446-21.928424 -0.29360 -0.14046 42.9 99.99 8.35 8.64 6.93 0.37 0.002 0.28 6.49 0.070
16040-2155S 204538021 241.011813-21.930956 -0.30136 -0.12632 42.9 99.99 10.79 11.55 8.66 0.37 0.002 0.18 4.41 0.012
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
16088-2445 203833338 242.222589-24.760911 -0.04709 -0.01815 190.9 99.99 9.16 9.40 8.02 1.43 0.005 0.21 4.23 0.000
16121-2512 203711238 243.043289-25.203931 0.11910 -0.25356 23.8 99.99 14.16 15.15 10.97 0.38 0.002 0.35 2.26 0.003
16123-1741W 205420448 243.077560-17.693966 0.02557 0.00268 101.6 99.99 14.82 16.10 11.96 0.51 0.002 0.47 8.19 0.014
16136-2903 202602753 243.408998-29.056983 -0.05874 -0.01278 91.3 99.99 7.40 7.54 6.48 1.39 0.008 0.13 2.33 0.000
16148-2739 202986143 243.704429-27.656224 -0.00964 -0.04601 363.5 99.99 10.47 10.73 9.11 1.28 0.006 0.39 6.76 0.011
16152-2722 203066219 243.819225-27.37557899.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.50 16.00 11.52 2.76 0.004 0.33 6.31 0.024
16153-2004 204959811 243.829554-20.076683 -0.12715 -0.02398 46.8 99.99 15.87 18.14 12.52 0.91 0.004 0.19 3.24 0.006
16157-2507 203734535 243.945096-25.122006 -0.03374 -0.10935 73.8 99.99 7.55 7.74 6.41 1.41 0.006 0.19 2.60 0.001
16173-2620 203378082 244.338691-26.342973 0.02482 -0.05199 118.7 99.99 9.76 9.96 8.63 1.40 0.015 0.15 2.21 0.000
16179-2503 203752788 244.498693-25.056446 0.03995 -0.02550 411.8 99.99 15.71 16.54 13.13 3.06 0.005 0.65 10.160.013
16181-1559W 205663134 244.535614-15.985902 -0.04846 -0.04187 121.4 99.99 14.45 18.39 11.61 0.33 0.001 0.43 7.24 0.015
16196-2226 204413158 244.905711-22.433761 0.01157 0.03372 188.1 99.99 9.58 9.90 8.28 1.44 0.009 0.19 3.35 0.000
16202-1756 205377823 245.063030-17.941491 0.03842 0.02962 167.3 99.99 10.07 10.44 8.88 1.44 0.005 0.11 2.07 0.000
16205-2600 203476154 245.141076-26.012027 -0.01530 -0.06062 121.5 99.99 10.69 11.35 9.44 0.63 0.002 0.48 8.48 0.009
16209-2044 204814247 245.235009-20.743018 -0.04918 -0.02327 84.6 99.99 16.82 19.13 13.55 0.63 0.001 0.39 5.76 0.010
16233-2146 204574070 245.839765-21.779461 -0.14917 -0.14638 21.2 99.99 14.10 15.57 10.79 0.94 0.005 0.25 3.81 0.011
16240-2910S 202571062 246.008267-29.179715 -0.04002 -0.13702 34.6 99.99 9.49 10.28 7.56 2.92 0.004 0.66 11.170.016
16240-2910N 202571430 246.009189-29.178185 -0.04053 -0.13212 34.4 99.99 12.75 13.22 9.60 2.95 0.006 0.79 13.690.013
16241-2555 203504537 246.028413-25.917219 -0.22378 -0.10947 52.6 99.99 15.85 17.72 12.64 1.49 0.003 0.23 4.12 0.011
16253-2624 203360056 246.339456-26.402348 -0.04796 -0.02533 88.8 99.99 15.46 17.77 12.47 2.27 0.005 0.30 7.25 0.011
16253-2018 204909222 246.347315-20.312558 -0.02470 0.05009 130.6 99.99 10.05 10.52 8.50 1.47 0.005 0.16 4.26 0.000
16259-2124 204663760 246.481241-21.400724 0.02776 -0.05578 110.5 99.99 15.65 17.67 12.83 0.48 0.003 0.51 5.65 0.006
16260-2117 204689629 246.505851-21.289949 -0.02071 -0.03594 104.7 99.99 14.24 16.06 11.33 1.26 0.003 0.51 8.81 0.027
16263-1938 205050373 246.587956-19.645558 -0.05643 -0.00508 673.5 99.99 9.87 11.26 6.82 2.58 0.052 0.21 4.12 0.002
16266-1907 205154547 246.668526-19.132450 -0.08432 -0.03501 97.1 99.99 9.38 9.54 8.28 1.45 0.007 0.15 3.47 0.000
16268-1723N 205467732 246.698987-17.39452099.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 13.41 15.15 9.55 0.98 0.005 0.22 2.59 0.007
16272-2207 204490599 246.802464-22.128101 -0.27608 -0.30228 52.7 99.99 7.53 7.69 6.57 1.46 0.012 0.21 4.41 0.000
16278-1839 205246980 246.967135-18.653162 -0.04025 -0.04573 74.1 99.99 14.59 16.57 11.36 0.43 0.006 0.37 3.80 0.007
16293-2505 203744724 247.344002-25.08577499.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 15.35 17.14 11.88 2.20 0.026 0.27 5.21 0.007
16316-2907 202583440 247.914450-29.131284 0.05443 -0.07109 31.2 99.99 11.65 12.99 9.08 1.30 0.004 0.49 8.73 0.012
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
16327-2316 204197234 248.175829-23.282447 -0.02150 -0.04027 99.6 99.99 15.38 18.06 11.76 0.51 0.001 0.34 5.28 0.013
16370-1933 205068677 249.265564-19.558807 -0.01943 -0.03328 140.3 16.11 10.60 11.02 9.27 1.54 0.005 0.34 6.86 0.002
16375-1946 205022489 249.395880-19.779990 0.00722 -0.07296 48.2 99.99 16.42 18.78 13.00 1.09 0.002 0.15 2.61 0.008
16377-2013 204927969 249.430409-20.226445 0.08914 -0.08189 19.7 20.14 12.34 14.36 9.37 1.18 0.007 0.27 5.02 0.006
16379-1842 205234916 249.478193-18.716254 -0.01285 -0.05012 118.7 99.99 15.30 16.61 12.47 2.00 0.004 0.40 7.56 0.010
16382-2702 203164754 249.558377-27.037066 -0.03310 -0.10894 93.7 99.99 9.62 9.82 8.43 1.41 0.014 0.13 2.64 0.000
16383-2253 204296786 249.579951-22.893157 -0.03481 -0.05890 92.9 99.99 7.49 7.53 6.69 1.43 0.022 0.32 5.29 0.002
16390-1933 205069549 249.751317-19.554605 0.01518 -0.04422 261.3 99.99 17.76 18.65 14.53 0.73 0.005 0.41 2.35 0.033
16390-2758 202893380 249.768234-27.982397 -0.04734 -0.01896 180.7 99.99 7.93 8.14 6.69 1.40 0.043 0.11 2.57 0.000
16400-1815 205320021 250.019714-18.260749 -0.06463 0.01381 311.3 99.99 16.26 18.17 13.35 0.80 0.004 0.13 2.26 0.009
16402-2759N 202889739 250.050423-27.995595 -0.04292 -0.07483 107.1 99.99 9.31 9.42 8.43 1.42 0.004 0.22 4.31 0.000
16402-2759S 202889190 250.050459-27.997850 -0.04823 -0.07814 166.7 99.99 8.68 8.37 7.76 1.39 0.007 0.15 2.84 0.000
16411-2254 204291900 250.291187-22.912463 -0.08751 -0.04678 36.7 99.99 14.28 16.20 11.16 0.82 0.002 0.26 3.09 0.006
16464-1824 205292077 251.612951-18.411816 -0.11593 -0.08928 62.9 99.99 14.57 16.29 11.41 0.83 0.004 0.26 2.38 0.023
16477-2417 203946848 251.945150-24.299435 -0.01713 -0.13214 57.0 99.99 13.43 15.14 10.69 2.24 0.004 0.17 3.84 0.013
16490-1936 205058313 252.255826-19.608097 0.01739 -0.09639 111.0 14.23 9.56 9.56 8.62 0.70 0.027 0.27 3.87 0.002
16522-1931 205076804 253.059090-19.519812 0.03180 -0.13706 102.9 99.99 14.39 15.14 11.18 0.96 0.002 0.52 9.11 0.008
16551-2509 203721681 253.788837-25.166445 -0.05996 -0.06086 1172.599.99 11.74 11.57 10.88 2.06 0.005 0.42 7.35 0.010
16556-2416 203952543 253.906340-24.274491 -0.05786 -0.03450 76.3 99.99 15.53 17.64 12.54 1.75 0.012 0.14 3.65 0.009
16576-2146 204574887 254.424606-21.775408 -0.02029 -0.03336 162.8 99.99 8.00 8.22 6.78 2.35 0.021 0.16 3.55 0.000
16585-2706 232140667 254.627174-27.112543 -0.02446 -0.03882 174.0 99.99 8.52 8.62 7.87 0.85 0.005 0.38 6.32 0.003
16588-2344 204080225 254.717234-23.746942 -0.04275 -0.08567 60.5 99.99 8.33 8.51 7.29 2.44 0.007 0.40 7.66 0.003
16589-2703 232152752 254.727873-27.057961 -0.01844 -0.06703 98.7 99.99 17.35 18.61 13.99 0.47 0.002 0.36 5.76 0.007
17036-2238 231387871 255.924933-22.641545 0.04651 -0.01092 41.8 99.99 14.27 15.81 11.24 0.63 0.005 0.40 2.83 0.003
17051-2543 230951232 256.296617-25.727250 -0.00222 -0.00603 893.0 99.99 11.33 11.38 10.68 0.81 0.005 0.23 5.68 0.025
17056-2058 230595162 256.415279-20.978263 -0.04497 -0.07036 264.3 99.99 11.57 11.99 10.41 0.91 0.001 0.57 10.060.013
17074-2521 231016857 256.868096-25.350877 -0.04677 -0.04391 480.1 99.99 16.84 17.12 14.40 3.19 0.068 0.30 5.03 0.002
17082-2808 231908028 257.061028-28.148020 -0.07673 -0.09638 46.6 99.99 14.85 18.03 11.80 0.42 0.001 0.40 7.44 0.002
17084-2942 231526829 257.115784-29.711698 -0.05128 -0.02173 204.7 99.99 15.90 20.35 13.03 1.98 0.005 0.40 7.06 0.007
17087-2154 230496534 257.186416-21.916317 0.03694 -0.07048 136.2 99.99 15.04 15.89 12.52 0.53 0.001 0.51 7.20 0.014
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
17091-2656 232179576 257.281403-26.935942 -0.08190 -0.07182 785.6 99.99 16.87 17.21 14.98 2.81 0.043 0.14 2.60 0.002
17093-2531 230987165 257.328614-25.526425 -0.00891 -0.04777 139.0 99.99 15.91 17.96 12.98 1.49 0.003 0.37 8.21 0.034
17101-2746 231994769 257.537807-27.773589 -0.00519 -0.04479 112.1 99.99 7.74 7.89 6.93 2.37 0.020 0.27 9.47 0.001
17103-2135 230531546 257.578728-21.584699 -0.02461 -0.06958 112.1 99.99 9.53 9.70 8.56 1.06 0.006 0.42 7.09 0.000
17108-2523 231008852 257.703819-25.398731 -0.03878 -0.15196 28.5 99.99 13.78 14.90 10.62 1.50 0.004 0.43 8.60 0.004
17110-2444 231111748 257.765758-24.746445 -0.03516 -0.06391 114.4 99.99 15.17 16.97 12.26 0.54 0.003 0.40 4.94 0.002
17113-2039 230629219 257.827178-20.654018 -0.00656 -0.06108 116.1 99.99 14.45 16.57 11.52 0.26 0.001 0.21 2.99 0.018
17113-2501W 231068161 257.837108-25.031864 -0.01639 -0.05324 179.8 99.99 8.18 8.30 7.39 1.20 0.007 0.10 2.55 0.000
17114-2228 231405066 257.859602-22.469792 -0.01640 -0.03823 118.5 99.99 15.38 17.24 12.30 1.22 0.008 0.29 5.43 0.008
17121-2108 234072478 258.027043-21.139245 0.03874 -0.03675 81.3 99.99 15.46 17.54 12.47 1.22 0.006 0.16 2.48 0.005
17122-2515 234856863 258.056705-25.255350 -0.00931 -0.04764 143.4 99.99 6.49 6.52 6.51 0.91 0.005 0.35 5.68 0.000
17131-2651 236538814 258.287313-26.864125 0.01101 -0.04707 71.3 99.99 16.01 18.68 12.93 0.95 0.005 0.20 5.58 0.006
17135-2602 236760622 258.386712-26.035468 -0.01586 -0.03359 106.1 99.99 9.93 10.23 8.53 1.31 0.036 0.14 2.57 0.004
17142-2659 236506953 258.559396-26.984711 0.00479 -0.06769 87.9 99.99 6.51 6.64 5.79 2.70 0.012 0.58 10.570.000
17147-1727 233484570 258.683596-17.456291 -0.03434 -0.02810 351.1 99.99 16.63 17.98 13.82 0.31 0.002 0.34 3.77 0.006
17180-2608 236730998 259.503890-26.148341 -0.01060 -0.05519 126.4 99.99 14.25 15.60 11.64 2.41 0.012 0.51 9.60 0.017
17187-2207 235548848 259.678894-22.131292 -0.03303 -0.05592 1004.599.99 17.21 17.74 15.22 0.26 0.001 0.65 10.470.032
17195-2259 235367677 259.878622-22.992252 -0.00998 -0.04138 145.1 99.99 9.20 9.34 8.34 2.45 0.010 0.64 11.330.005
17209-2720W 236406950 260.227719-27.344634 -0.00682 -0.03948 93.2 99.99 8.18 7.94 7.42 0.62 0.001 0.62 10.530.005
17209-2720E 236406938 260.229405-27.344651 -0.00457 -0.03791 92.9 99.99 9.16 9.56 7.94 0.62 0.001 0.62 10.640.005
17211-2353 235158978 260.295095-23.891495 -0.00787 -0.05165 130.3 99.99 14.35 15.74 11.84 2.82 0.005 0.63 13.840.007
17251-2153 233926540 261.298412-21.895782 -0.00740 -0.04884 135.7 99.99 8.67 8.77 8.05 0.68 0.002 0.42 7.31 0.000
17252-2608 236731498 261.324111-26.146392 -0.00889 -0.05369 138.5 99.99 8.99 9.11 8.11 2.39 0.026 0.42 9.08 0.004
17254-2547 234722526 261.366698-25.786575 0.01303 -0.04748 342.7 99.99 13.56 14.57 11.55 1.75 0.008 0.41 8.55 0.007
17256-2933 235724416 261.419403-29.551499 -0.01352 -0.04602 105.9 99.99 8.72 8.88 7.94 0.59 0.020 0.19 2.27 0.001
17260-2310 225070732 261.505102-23.171871 -0.06446 -0.05570 97.8 99.99 8.06 8.19 7.28 1.31 0.004 0.44 7.73 0.001
17281-1958 226696623 262.027665-19.973929 -0.00610 -0.04609 143.4 14.90 10.00 10.38 8.93 0.98 0.005 0.37 6.63 0.002
17295-2030 226470075 262.398415-20.503921 -0.00477 -0.06941 228.0 99.99 15.34 16.74 12.88 0.28 0.000 0.45 6.42 0.003
17296-2032 226452280 262.419663-20.544015 -0.02978 -0.02794 331.9 99.99 12.57 13.52 11.11 2.67 0.070 0.02 2.65 0.000
17309-2257 225194748 262.742590-22.958581 -0.01138 0.10601 73.3 99.99 14.48 15.44 12.04 0.56 0.005 0.26 2.78 0.001
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
17309-2241 225345395 262.742615-22.691103 0.31220 -0.02160 - 99.99 20.45 18.88 12.58 0.90 0.004 0.23 3.66 0.008
17328-2129 225984014 263.219303-21.496528 0.00057 0.09735 37.3 99.99 15.57 17.94 12.33 0.82 0.002 0.16 3.18 0.003
17330-1839 227235315 263.257020-18.656160 -0.00209 -0.04482 128.0 99.99 9.83 10.03 8.94 2.08 0.034 0.24 5.53 0.002
17334-2225 225491063 263.352023-22.426969 0.03845 -0.03959 62.6 99.99 15.23 17.27 12.02 0.28 0.001 0.41 6.46 0.003
17340-2301 225152827 263.509830-23.031739 -0.03001 -0.07067 79.5 99.99 7.27 7.36 6.63 0.52 0.056 0.35 4.91 0.001
17354-2347 224694765 263.870449-23.796879 0.02383 -0.02885 245.6 99.99 10.00 10.38 8.62 0.91 0.010 0.15 2.07 0.000
17364-2121 226059002 264.100878-21.353019 -0.06927 -0.09524 153.1 99.99 10.81 11.43 9.47 3.32 0.089 0.13 2.83 0.000
17373-2829 240670380 264.328197-28.490522 0.02803 -0.04329 189.9 99.99 10.27 10.54 8.97 3.22 0.231 0.23 3.70 0.001
17419-2905 221434459 265.491172-29.092817 -0.02394 -0.03576 128.5 99.99 9.05 9.17 8.31 0.59 0.001 0.40 7.37 0.001
17468-2546 223555115 266.714288-25.779510 -0.00089 -0.03800 153.1 99.99 9.67 9.95 8.81 2.83 0.004 0.73 12.480.002
18456-2707 214196680 281.422914-27.117057 0.04282 -0.05912 150.7 99.99 16.50 17.36 13.64 3.42 0.035 0.17 3.28 0.010
18459-2548 214719202 281.479414-25.805584 -0.00145 -0.05017 110.9 99.99 13.98 15.84 11.25 0.48 0.010 0.24 5.82 0.005
18462-2720 214112021 281.567667-27.34666099.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 8.07 8.12 7.08 3.09 0.011 0.28 7.43 0.004
18465-2558 214648242 281.644049-25.977398 -0.01803 -0.04696 608.1 99.99 16.17 16.79 14.15 0.63 0.002 0.45 6.26 0.014
18474-2259 216086675 281.851462-22.986766 0.00501 -0.06023 132.4 99.99 17.29 18.99 14.15 0.37 0.041 0.39 2.89 0.005
18498-2350 215632069 282.458692-23.837070 0.63935 -0.19355 3.0 17.86 9.13 10.37 6.22 2.29 0.017 0.21 5.84 0.005
18498-2350 215632069 282.458692-23.837070 0.63935 -0.19355 3.0 17.86 9.13 10.37 6.22 2.29 0.017 0.21 5.84 0.005
18498-2350 215632123 282.458692-23.837070 0.63935 -0.19355 3.0 17.86 9.13 10.37 6.22 2.29 0.017 0.21 5.85 0.005
18498-2350 215632123 282.458692-23.837070 0.63935 -0.19355 3.0 17.86 9.13 10.37 6.22 2.29 0.017 0.21 5.85 0.005
18561-2739 213999681 284.030577-27.656329 0.09666 -0.02792 183.3 99.99 14.50 15.05 11.75 3.04 0.006 0.49 8.96 0.004
18578-2350 215633207 284.452761-23.834244 0.01853 -0.05322 289.7 99.99 14.55 15.87 12.53 0.86 0.012 0.38 3.22 0.003
18579-2356 215573083 284.498843-23.944193 0.04214 -0.03295 258.1 99.99 17.28 18.97 14.52 1.34 0.005 0.27 3.35 0.006
18580-2029 217483898 284.515636-20.495604 -0.01595 -0.10428 98.5 99.99 12.52 14.18 10.37 3.03 0.005 0.78 13.320.018
19005-2425 215339723 285.149392-24.425781 0.01625 -0.05947 66.7 99.99 15.04 16.76 11.93 0.66 0.002 0.23 4.07 0.026
19006-2733 214033935 285.167844-27.561452 0.00027 -0.18174 58.0 99.99 16.58 18.67 12.91 1.70 0.014 0.20 4.07 0.012
19012-2823 213750572 285.314900-28.390300 0.02822 -0.03426 74.4 99.99 15.28 16.84 12.27 1.87 0.011 0.29 5.48 0.005
19019-2301 216063973 285.493983-23.028291 0.00544 -0.04186 141.8 99.99 13.53 14.55 11.41 3.37 0.012 0.78 13.220.022
19027-2339 215729592 285.693385-23.650740 0.02052 -0.04737 402.8 99.99 17.15 18.82 14.23 0.54 0.002 0.29 4.66 0.010
19039-2852 213596716 285.992472-28.881917 -0.01326 -0.09114 100.3 99.99 14.57 16.20 11.91 0.46 0.001 0.51 10.410.016
19064-2902N 213550243 286.620927-29.036075 -0.03765 -0.03058 208.5 99.99 11.34 11.96 9.90 0.25 0.001 0.51 7.74 0.007
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
19074-2747 213951550 286.851810-27.792315 0.04850 -0.02507 164.8 99.99 15.27 16.76 12.62 0.91 0.004 0.21 5.45 0.022
19074-1925 218091600 286.868993-19.426263 0.00417 -0.04949 109.7 99.99 16.65 18.57 13.60 0.28 0.000 0.24 2.81 0.005
19104-2319 215900519 287.617607-23.33034699.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 12.07 12.90 9.10 2.95 0.009 0.54 9.39 0.024
19106-2839 213666234 287.660711-28.655758 -0.01201 -0.15281 63.5 99.99 12.35 13.43 9.87 2.65 0.016 0.57 10.010.013
19164-2707 214196024 289.123430-27.118768 0.01743 -0.05053 68.5 99.99 13.65 15.44 10.67 1.34 0.318 0.30 4.49 0.004
19199-2858 213566127 289.984015-28.982976 0.01771 -0.04944 125.2 99.99 16.69 18.46 13.66 0.57 0.004 0.16 2.23 0.014
19332-2635S 214396789 293.320942-26.595514 0.01271 -0.06116 233.1 99.99 16.33 15.58 13.61 0.53 0.003 0.24 2.03 0.003
19332-2635S 214397213 293.320942-26.595514 0.01271 -0.06116 233.1 99.99 16.33 15.58 13.61 0.53 0.004 0.27 2.49 0.002
19332-2635N 214396789 293.321841-26.594490 0.01242 -0.05968 238.2 99.99 14.39 15.15 12.43 0.53 0.003 0.24 2.03 0.003
19332-2635N 214397213 293.321841-26.594490 0.01242 -0.05968 238.2 99.99 14.39 15.15 12.43 0.53 0.004 0.27 2.49 0.002
19343-2703 214217104 293.583424-27.063211 -0.04903 -0.07065 279.5 99.99 16.37 17.50 13.97 2.48 0.044 0.19 3.77 0.010
19370-2504 215035735 294.258323-25.080601 -0.01165 -0.07637 107.8 14.05 8.22 8.37 7.29 1.50 0.004 0.36 6.42 0.000
19386-2416 215407822 294.653882-24.282603 0.04507 0.08288 23.8 99.99 12.01 14.55 9.33 1.21 0.003 0.34 6.04 0.001
19394-2448 215157717 294.855073-24.813364 0.04179 0.01520 226.8 99.99 16.23 17.81 13.72 0.57 0.001 0.41 3.70 0.004
19394-2449 215155852 294.855321-24.817348 0.04110 0.01498 206.7 99.99 18.17 19.35 15.21 0.57 0.002 0.19 3.65 0.006
19398-2452 215130071 294.964022-24.873518 0.06831 -0.02057 55.6 99.99 16.00 19.11 12.62 1.11 0.007 0.23 4.01 0.005
19401-2449W 215154381 295.031805-24.821010 -0.01864 -0.07549 345.7 99.99 18.65 19.80 16.26 3.34 0.088 0.09 2.29 0.015
19438-2431 215293607 295.960512-24.522518 0.04951 -0.01656 68.2 99.99 16.29 18.92 13.22 0.23 0.001 0.30 3.58 0.009
21565-1125 206126088 329.134377-11.416868 -0.02325 -0.03491 247.8 16.39 10.43 10.54 9.37 3.18 0.038 0.33 8.83 0.003
22027-1218 206091799 330.699001-12.311427 -0.03036 -0.04083 183.2 17.36 11.07 11.81 9.82 0.24 0.002 0.21 2.25 0.047
22077-0748 206327583 331.948988 -7.809162 0.06030 0.00768 111.8 21.57 15.45 17.08 12.58 1.30 0.013 0.15 5.38 0.010
22087-1509 205988645 332.178987-15.158131 -0.04986 -0.07123 150.0 99.99 17.27 19.13 13.93 3.00 0.047 0.31 5.00 0.012
22087-1258 206066977 332.193492-12.966883 -0.04642 -0.02209 84.0 99.99 16.24 18.34 13.13 2.44 0.015 0.27 3.51 0.011
22089-1516 205985075 332.233364-15.268084 -0.05775 -0.03277 69.2 99.99 16.22 17.39 13.17 0.60 0.005 0.33 2.59 0.007
22106-1423 206014951 332.671455-14.395206 0.07473 -0.12197 107.2 99.99 13.05 13.93 10.53 1.54 0.021 0.34 2.52 0.015
22114-0531 206466752 332.865838 -5.517791 -0.06492 -0.07437 156.6 99.99 15.12 16.20 12.22 1.80 0.013 0.23 2.77 0.007
22131-1532 205975961 333.284699-15.544173 0.09236 -0.00275 73.2 99.99 15.85 18.34 12.64 1.12 0.006 0.26 2.41 0.014
22131-1110 206135267 333.294769-11.177361 0.24970 -0.08340 - 99.99 9.49 9.46 7.82 1.91 0.023 0.19 3.58 0.012
22164-0900 206248267 334.100795 -9.014950 -0.00566 -0.05653 178.9 99.99 14.94 16.19 12.20 0.73 0.005 0.27 3.63 0.010
22169-1154 206107710 334.234701-11.905882 0.02605 -0.03103 142.4 17.04 10.89 11.19 9.64 2.10 0.010 0.27 5.06 0.006
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
22178-0944 206201061 334.459849 -9.742088 0.09662 -0.02869 157.6 99.99 8.68 8.78 7.91 1.55 0.006 0.15 2.97 0.001
22178-0832 206280416 334.460295 -8.536186 0.06414 -0.00437 256.9 99.99 14.19 14.83 11.98 3.31 0.021 0.27 3.27 0.020
22181-0825 206288146 334.543878 -8.422772 99.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 16.81 18.60 13.77 2.67 0.107 0.17 3.02 0.009
22238-1350 206034413 335.972253-13.842234 -0.04035 -0.02098 356.1 14.86 10.80 10.94 9.89 1.16 0.046 0.15 3.04 0.001
22256-1131 206121763 336.420661-11.529851 0.10972 -0.01446 50.8 99.99 15.88 17.52 12.61 0.40 0.026 0.36 3.22 0.007
22288-1535 205974080 337.216720-15.60008499.9999999.99999 0.1 99.99 14.03 14.43 12.03 0.74 0.004 0.44 5.40 0.002
22316-1114 206132581 337.917577-11.247878 0.04106 -0.02522 223.5 19.92 13.03 13.45 11.34 1.67 0.016 0.32 3.15 0.017
22341-1020 206169145 338.547475-10.337595 0.25370 -0.10806 28.1 99.99 15.39 17.27 11.84 0.76 0.004 0.22 2.10 0.005
22348-0710 206366499 338.703875 -7.176044 0.03914 -0.00056 228.6 99.99 15.81 16.57 13.03 2.89 0.033 0.18 2.87 0.015
22351-0605 206432150 338.794727 -6.097836 0.34021 0.06865 36.0 99.99 15.92 18.02 12.30 0.70 0.008 0.22 3.62 0.003
22372-1559 205961768 339.303574-15.987194 0.11418 0.00240 69.6 99.99 16.79 18.43 13.31 1.21 0.005 0.37 4.36 0.010
22372-0758 206317514 339.317982 -7.968994 -0.03940 0.00569 124.9 99.99 18.09 19.97 14.84 0.46 0.004 0.15 2.58 0.015
22403-1441 206004669 340.077732-14.692870 0.04102 0.00219 87.1 99.99 14.92 15.90 11.89 0.86 0.012 0.28 3.68 0.004
22405-1547 205968100 340.141906-15.789337 0.02089 -0.05699 208.8 16.79 10.81 11.05 9.40 0.78 0.005 0.24 6.80 0.055
22453-1543 205970257 341.331117-15.720404 0.04797 0.00670 329.3 99.99 9.05 9.16 8.24 3.19 0.035 0.15 2.93 0.000
22470-1417 206018240 341.773667-14.296091 0.05653 -0.01418 79.1 99.99 16.41 18.48 13.20 1.11 0.012 0.25 2.44 0.006
22480-1012 206175620 341.999771-10.204011 -0.06816 -0.06234 201.9 14.82 9.87 10.13 8.78 2.06 0.016 0.29 2.21 0.001
22504-1512 205986792 342.605869-15.215320 0.07825 -0.01375 201.2 99.99 14.18 15.41 11.63 2.17 0.031 0.20 2.62 0.013
22536-1022 206167539 343.408038-10.372482 0.07745 -0.01054 38.5 99.99 16.12 17.84 12.53 0.60 0.001 0.17 2.02 0.008
22581-0541 246167855 344.540326 -5.685467 0.07796 0.01279 145.0 12.80 8.36 8.44 7.76 1.42 0.004 0.14 2.82 0.001
22583-0700E 206376125 344.598982 -7.016594 0.04945 0.00295 114.5 21.24 13.66 15.09 11.08 0.41 0.002 0.40 6.24 0.015
23021-0437 246219451 345.539666 -4.629632 -0.03068 -0.05270 436.5 22.52 14.96 15.58 13.09 0.58 0.005 0.34 7.04 0.043
23053-0931 245998731 346.347462 -9.518175 0.05526 -0.00449 267.6 15.90 10.92 10.97 9.92 0.16 0.001 0.51 6.18 0.168
23068-0010 246426078 346.724697 -0.181684 0.08121 -0.01441 110.7 20.21 12.39 13.03 10.33 2.57 0.014 0.56 9.79 0.027
23096-0225 246331757 347.404971 -2.432210 0.06084 -0.04596 52.6 18.24 10.39 10.88 8.57 3.00 0.016 0.54 9.70 0.030
23098-0852 246024100 347.462718 -8.873558 99.9999999.99999 0.1 21.79 13.98 13.90 10.33 0.80 0.003 0.46 6.44 0.002
23106-0331 246277239 347.668174 -3.519974 -0.05241 0.00412 91.6 99.99 16.78 18.92 13.58 0.80 0.005 0.24 3.70 0.012
23113-0636N 246124548 347.828850 -6.608333 -0.03473 -0.07402 85.0 99.99 17.12 19.41 13.72 2.00 0.007 0.17 2.97 0.017
23133-0947 245988164 348.347734 -9.787772 0.07122 -0.02401 540.9 99.99 14.70 15.20 12.63 0.70 0.001 0.55 11.290.006
23135+0009 246436870 348.382849 0.162870 0.10690 -0.04092 56.5 23.51 15.16 17.13 12.16 1.77 0.008 0.12 2.24 0.012
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
23146-0941 245991994 348.675239 -9.688582 0.09874 -0.03284 111.1 99.99 7.49 7.55 7.00 0.27 0.002 0.52 7.03 0.007
23151+0018 246441512 348.795001 0.308632 0.09331 -0.01741 46.3 22.01 14.15 16.06 11.20 1.92 0.005 0.38 7.73 0.008
23159-0717 246092724 348.982932 -7.299843 0.07588 -0.04115 66.3 99.99 15.54 16.97 12.40 0.98 0.004 0.21 3.63 0.010
23161-0427 246228131 349.029050 -4.463951 -0.04578 -0.08065 145.8 99.99 15.70 17.75 12.65 0.90 0.004 0.18 2.90 0.010
23168-0237 246321471 349.205105 -2.632919 0.09012 0.02507 83.9 99.99 16.06 17.67 13.01 2.69 0.004 0.34 5.80 0.007
23173-0236 246322698 349.337297 -2.609420 0.19698 -0.08086 29.4 99.99 15.99 18.73 12.27 0.28 0.003 0.26 2.70 0.013
23176-0251N 246310506 349.408498 -2.854678 0.13273 0.01026 158.6 99.99 9.86 10.09 8.78 0.42 0.005 0.21 4.99 0.000
23187+0130 246479369 349.675293 1.505485 -0.05138 -0.05509 342.2 18.77 16.14 17.40 13.87 1.33 0.005 0.44 7.92 0.019
23193-0852 246024234 349.842287 -8.870380 0.05226 0.01067 291.2 99.99 10.13 10.25 9.31 2.51 0.006 0.16 4.35 0.047
23196-1101 245944780 349.916752-11.029029 0.04875 -0.04412 74.9 21.79 14.43 15.70 11.66 0.80 0.003 0.39 10.030.009
23206+0045 246455344 350.158698 0.754027 0.05187 -0.04355 912.5 19.97 14.87 15.36 13.54 0.23 0.002 0.21 7.34 0.158
23208-0112 246392907 350.223635 -1.207115 -0.00703 -0.04677 407.6 99.99 12.82 12.85 11.62 2.67 0.020 0.48 8.50 0.008
23211-0823 246043719 350.289007 -8.396542 0.07503 0.01910 99.2 99.99 16.32 17.62 13.32 0.51 0.004 0.22 2.85 0.007
23226-0221E 246335513 350.673154 -2.356087 0.05489 0.02152 456.1 19.09 13.69 13.76 12.35 0.61 0.001 0.67 10.800.019
23231-0245 246315275 350.795721 -2.757107 -0.01278 -0.07346 -424.4 20.75 18.24 18.76 16.12 3.46 0.018 0.23 3.62 0.014
23237-0757 246062597 350.928182 -7.964989 0.12256 0.00556 77.1 99.99 16.49 18.57 13.16 0.36 0.002 0.14 2.08 0.020
23240-0819 246047096 351.009289 -8.321799 0.08717 -0.03389 148.0 16.82 13.19 13.80 11.30 0.51 0.001 0.63 9.66 0.034
23241+0015 246440146 351.050432 0.265308 0.10141 -0.01023 77.1 23.45 15.59 17.41 12.53 1.31 0.010 0.32 6.05 0.008
23269+0115 246469764 351.733524 1.255192 0.08711 -0.09572 48.9 99.99 4.87 4.95 5.32 1.14 0.008 0.28 7.56 0.004
23271-0059 246400008 351.786737 -0.997722 0.11238 0.02084 79.1 23.33 16.08 17.30 13.02 1.05 0.014 0.13 2.53 0.005
23282-0148 246363738 352.067947 -1.802891 0.13762 0.00058 77.8 22.05 14.86 16.63 11.71 0.51 0.001 0.32 5.33 0.012
23297-0128 246380400 352.428480 -1.477134 -0.03317 -0.03991 424.7 14.90 10.61 10.71 9.83 1.09 0.005 0.37 6.42 0.000
23300-1154 245926081 352.507664-11.908764 -0.01419 -0.08009 177.5 15.01 9.72 9.86 8.63 0.18 0.002 0.47 5.43 0.103
23309-0522 246183018 352.740185 -5.374045 0.03914 0.04109 326.4 99.99 16.07 17.09 13.63 0.98 0.002 0.44 7.50 0.017
23317-0244 246315887 352.937595 -2.744627 0.09414 -0.07194 35.0 16.76 12.81 15.17 9.51 0.88 0.014 0.11 2.03 0.014
23319-0110 246393898 352.984800 -1.176673 0.08630 0.00939 114.8 99.99 16.76 18.89 13.72 3.37 0.014 0.35 6.07 0.008
23341-0114 246391470 353.538023 -1.247621 0.10652 -0.01418 70.2 11.53 5.84 5.91 5.42 1.76 0.030 0.16 2.55 0.000
23355-0613 246142272 353.895935 -6.225863 -0.06778 -0.18304 63.9 22.49 15.09 16.63 11.93 2.01 0.025 0.23 4.82 0.005
23365-0700 246105804 354.132355 -7.013242 0.06142 -0.03168 82.5 99.99 16.53 18.71 13.13 0.52 0.002 0.25 3.14 0.008
23369-0243 246317123 354.237362 -2.720422 0.05839 -0.03973 237.4 20.06 14.12 15.00 12.22 1.23 0.006 0.46 6.99 0.016
Table 1: Fast Rotators in the SBK2 Sample
23387-0748 246069739 354.698561 -7.806877 0.08415 -0.05333 113.3 21.50 14.64 16.19 11.77 1.99 0.006 0.32 5.89 0.033
23388-1030 245961598 354.707864-10.511919 0.08120 -0.04004 75.5 23.38 15.26 16.87 12.36 1.50 0.021 0.22 5.48 0.010
23391-0405 246247968 354.778324 -4.087197 -0.04430 -0.02426 51.0 99.99 14.89 16.76 11.94 1.17 0.006 0.34 6.61 0.010
23476-0739 246076097 356.916615 -7.661832 0.10562 -0.07021 44.1 23.25 15.64 18.19 12.09 1.09 0.008 0.11 2.29 0.007
23540-0431 246225074 358.522050 -4.522896 -0.03052 -0.02564 100.9 23.39 15.83 17.73 12.96 1.17 0.006 0.17 2.91 0.012
23547-0431 246224643 358.693397 -4.530916 0.06369 0.00821 166.8 21.98 14.07 15.37 11.56 2.92 0.009 0.46 8.09 0.021
1Average correlation value for the first five maxima in the auto-correlation function.
2Parameter indicating the dominance of the auto-correlation peak (see text).
3Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
B Lists of Candidate Members of Known Clusters and New Moving Groups
Columns 1 and 2 give the identification number of the star in the SUPERBLINK and K2
catalogs, respectively. Columns 3 and 4 list the J2000 right ascension and declination,
respectively. Columns 5 and 6 list the SUPERBLINK catalog proper motion in the direction
of right ascension and declination, respectively, both in units of seconds of arc per year.
Columns 7, 8, 9 list the GALEX NUV, Gaia G,, and 2MASS J magnitudes, respectively.
Column 10 lists the trigonometric distance in units of parallax calculated using the second
data release of Gaia parallaxes. Column 11 lists the absolute GAIA G magnitude. Columns
12 and 13 list the rotation period and uncertainty in rotation period calculated in this work.
Column 14 is a measure of the amplitude of the intrinsic variability of the star, σ, computed
by taking the standard deviation of the signal after our detrending procedure. Column 15
lists the source where the candidate was previously identified as a member of the group or
cluster, the citations are listed in the table footnotes.
Table 2: Candidate Members of the Hyades Cluster in
C04
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1 Source
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag)(pc) (mag)(days) (days)
I04111+1247 21037185162.77738112.796658 0.1323 -0.0133 99.99 16.54 12.69 43.4 13.4 0.82 0.005 0.008
I04215+1441*21045919965.39668014.695157 0.1066 -0.0198 99.99 14.31 11.30 49.3 10.9 3.35 0.011 0.014 1
I04209+1451 21046815765.23409714.859499 0.1098 -0.0212 99.99 15.16 11.94 48.6 11.7 1.28 0.006 0.007
I04174+1454*21047048464.36772714.900986 0.1059 -0.0172 99.99 13.28 10.47 49.5 9.8 2.14 0.032 0.010 1
I04130+1514*21049036563.27393515.247703 0.1222 -0.0183 99.99 14.38 11.30 45.0 11.1 1.71 0.005 0.006 1
I04138+1521*21049717363.46883515.364961 0.1163 -0.0242 99.99 14.26 10.54 42.3 11.1 1.69 0.024 0.006 1
I03469+1524*21049947656.74914915.404583 0.2196 -0.0271 19.82 13.96 10.73 28.3 11.7 0.78 0.001 0.005 1
I03363+1601 21053821654.08090616.032698 0.0828 -0.0397 99.99 15.75 12.59 74.5 11.4 2.72 0.018 0.041
I03592+1639*21057956359.81318816.664311 0.1411 -0.0265 20.88 14.34 11.27 41.9 11.2 1.16 0.008 0.008 1
I04245+1859*21074201766.12799018.986793 0.1084 -0.0415 99.99 14.96 11.65 50.3 11.5 2.69 0.025 0.008 1
I04063+1901*21074467761.58645619.027352 0.1076 -0.0281 99.99 14.52 11.34 53.4 10.9 0.90 0.007 0.013 1
I04002+1924*21076981360.06549919.410004 0.1241 -0.0333 99.99 14.70 11.58 48.1 11.3 1.67 0.011 0.008 1
I03523+2028 21083996358.08724520.477959 0.1480 -0.0363 99.99 16.50 12.91 42.1 13.4 1.03 0.005 0.004
I03363+2203 21094231154.08362522.061332 0.0930 -0.0207 99.99 15.22 12.17 62.7 11.2 2.23 0.019 0.011
I03341+2204*21094299953.54486122.072399 0.1871 -0.0438 21.89 14.61 11.35 35.5 11.9 1.65 0.011 0.007 1
I04181+2317*21101971664.54540523.284490 0.0939 -0.0387 16.08 9.16 7.59 54.0 5.5 1.48 0.008 0.009 1
I03594+2323*21102611259.86150023.385257 0.1332 -0.0439 99.99 14.68 11.52 44.6 11.4 1.21 0.004 0.005 1
I04119+2338*21104164962.98495323.636110 0.1460 -0.0679 16.19 8.98 7.15 40.3 6.0 2.03 0.103 0.022 1
1 Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
2 Source 1 indicates candidate previously identified in Douglas et al. (2014).
Table 3: Candidate Members of the Pleiades Cluster in
C04
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1 Source
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
03339+1537 21051287253.48488715.625434 0.0258 -0.0373 14.14 9.44 8.56 151.1 3.5 3.25 0.050 0.000
04226+1750 21066243265.67318017.839864 0.0202 -0.0540 99.99 15.47 12.52 106.6 10.3 1.19 0.003 0.014
03563+1923 21076904759.09976119.398083 0.0166 -0.0406 99.99 16.95 13.76 147.6 11.1 0.61 0.001 0.009 3
03499+2022 21083362257.48371520.381069 0.0224 -0.0522 99.99 16.65 13.43 118.9 11.3 0.97 0.004 0.011 3
04041+2028 21083938861.03522020.469132 0.0202 -0.0494 99.99 14.32 11.76 119.5 8.9 3.20 0.011 0.008 3
03535+2045 21085868458.39970120.756661 0.0295 -0.0263 16.79 11.03 9.74 130.3 5.5 3.21 0.007 0.005
03537+2050W 21086368358.42931320.833286 0.0200 -0.0455 21.95 13.99 11.63 134.4 8.3 2.55 0.026 0.015 3
03430+2101 21087675955.77398021.030226 0.0198 -0.0462 99.99 17.18 14.02 129.3 11.6 0.40 0.001 0.008 3
03464+2102 21087726356.62395921.037850 0.0227 -0.0503 99.99 16.72 13.46 124.7 11.2 0.30 0.001 0.008 3
03461+2105 21088110356.54126721.097792 0.0189 -0.0418 99.99 16.07 13.11 146.7 10.2 0.43 0.002 0.016 3
03563+2107 21088257359.09302221.121200 0.0192 -0.0469 22.61 15.85 12.94 131.9 10.3 0.56 0.001 0.025
03595+2116 21089232159.88117521.271643 0.0202 -0.0488 22.27 15.57 12.74 127.0 10.0 0.68 0.003 0.014 3
03498+2118 21089458357.46592221.307137 0.0203 -0.0443 21.18 14.53 11.81 137.8 8.8 0.43 0.012 0.008
03488+2124 21090132157.20099821.411091 0.0191 -0.0437 99.99 16.64 13.52 139.8 10.9 0.57 0.002 0.023 3
03464+2125 21090218656.60593721.424936 0.0206 -0.0396 99.99 12.28 10.45 133.5 6.6 2.35 0.021 0.022
04005+2127 21090401860.13999021.452705 0.0180 -0.0431 99.99 17.48 14.24 138.0 11.8 1.70 0.018 0.016
03423+2128 21090536255.60007621.473284 0.0209 -0.0480 99.99 9.71 8.80 129.5 4.1 1.97 0.011 0.003
03524+2130W 21090744258.10251421.506115 0.0201 -0.0449 22.32 15.23 12.41 132.1 9.6 1.68 0.042 0.014
03560+2132 21090992359.01897821.544971 0.0191 -0.0486 99.99 15.11 12.06 144.7 9.3 0.86 0.008 0.009 3
04014+2135 21091254460.35861821.585603 0.0193 -0.0459 22.06 16.13 13.15 134.6 10.5 1.11 0.010 0.017 3
03528+2142 21092024658.20296621.707601 0.0204 -0.0482 21.52 13.95 11.56 128.1 8.4 0.51 0.001 0.012
03457+2144 21092260256.44565721.746838 0.0218 -0.0506 99.99 17.12 13.77 121.8 11.7 0.19 0.001 0.006 3
03594+2148 21092619459.86222821.805057 0.0188 -0.0479 99.99 16.81 13.54 127.4 11.3 0.88 0.014 0.010 3
03476+2149S 21092703456.92074821.817923 0.0206 -0.0471 99.99 18.05 14.66 136.0 12.4 0.20 0.001 0.012 3
03518+2149S 21092725357.96492221.821217 0.0205 -0.0452 99.99 16.31 13.22 135.6 10.7 1.21 0.010 0.018 3
Table 3: Candidate Members of the Pleiades Cluster in
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03518+2149N 21092733157.96633121.822571 0.0205 -0.0458 99.99 15.87 12.92 134.1 10.2 1.23 0.015 0.017 3
03545+2153 21093124458.64505721.883717 0.0189 -0.0446 99.99 14.64 12.06 135.5 9.0 2.56 0.017 0.006
03362+2153 21093189654.07360321.894029 0.0295 -0.0303 16.50 10.91 9.64 132.9 5.3 3.81 0.010 0.019
03596+2154 21093270559.91603221.907579 0.0149 -0.0417 99.99 15.48 12.72 151.0 9.6 3.71 0.104 0.020 3
03490+2154 21093304457.26243121.912863 0.0204 -0.0488 99.99 17.53 14.23 131.9 11.9 0.61 0.002 0.010 3
03521+2201 21093970558.02785322.020530 0.0203 -0.0486 99.99 17.18 13.98 123.8 11.7 0.43 0.001 0.013 3
03413+2201 21094043655.34783822.031516 0.0199 -0.0439 99.99 16.92 13.56 138.5 11.2 0.68 0.002 0.021 3
04069+2202 21094061861.73353222.034455 0.0179 -0.0462 99.99 14.23 11.76 137.1 8.5 1.30 0.002 0.012 3
04001+2202 21094083960.04296822.037946 0.0203 -0.0491 99.99 16.52 13.43 126.9 11.0 0.54 0.002 0.014 3
03397+2207 21094646654.93417722.129207 0.0207 -0.0429 99.99 15.57 12.77 141.2 9.8 0.98 0.003 0.017
03505+2208 21094759457.63318922.146384 0.0180 -0.0415 99.99 16.01 13.04 143.6 10.2 1.02 0.007 0.008 3
03498+2210 21094972157.45189622.179977 0.0183 -0.0423 99.99 15.80 12.95 144.3 10.0 1.55 0.005 0.028 3
04052+2218 21095770361.30722922.304926 0.0168 -0.0467 99.99 16.68 13.37 136.8 11.0 0.21 0.001 0.005 3
03374+2221 21096057954.35029422.350789 0.0156 -0.0488 99.99 9.07 8.14 132.7 3.5 2.95 0.050 0.004
03444+2225 21096511056.12296922.423405 0.0206 -0.0465 99.99 18.34 14.81 126.9 12.8 1.66 0.006 0.011 3
03357+2227 21096693153.93453822.452597 0.0210 -0.0436 99.99 15.74 12.87 140.9 10.0 1.71 0.007 0.008 3
03446+2227 21096765056.17434722.464352 0.0219 -0.0453 16.44 10.58 9.48 133.4 5.0 3.59 0.022 0.002
03383+2229 21096980054.59417922.499485 0.0214 -0.0449 99.99 9.93 9.02 138.0 4.2 1.82 0.022 0.008
03525+2230 21096993758.14369222.501961 0.0191 -0.0424 99.99 14.98 12.29 144.4 9.2 1.63 0.005 0.016 3
03528+2231 21097134858.21555822.525611 0.0187 -0.0463 99.99 15.80 12.82 136.9 10.1 1.03 0.018 0.009 3
03520+2234 21097489358.02330222.581858 0.0183 -0.0458 99.99 15.12 12.38 131.7 9.5 1.84 0.008 0.008 3
03434+2237 21097777955.86444022.627951 0.0207 -0.0477 99.99 17.37 14.16 124.6 11.9 0.47 0.004 0.010 3
03452+2241 21098223456.30188422.697314 0.0192 -0.0461 99.99 16.19 13.19 139.6 10.5 0.70 0.001 0.038 3
03434+2244 21098473655.87212122.734617 0.0201 -0.0461 99.99 8.87 7.68 133.7 3.2 0.93 0.007 0.003
03434+2244 21098473655.87212122.734617 0.0201 -0.0461 99.99 8.87 7.68 133.7 3.2 0.93 0.007 0.003
03424+2247 21098835455.62266422.790389 0.0205 -0.0437 99.99 14.24 11.80 138.1 8.5 0.30 0.001 0.021
03483+2252 21099356157.09446022.872484 0.0206 -0.0469 99.99 15.09 12.34 130.9 9.5 1.05 0.030 0.010 3
03424+2253 21099493555.60962622.894464 0.0210 -0.0445 99.99 13.72 11.55 135.7 8.1 3.84 0.018 0.008 3
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03467+2254 21099614256.69617922.914386 0.0190 -0.0450 99.99 10.34 9.31 139.0 4.6 2.63 0.116 0.006
03338+2256 21099774253.45758322.938671 0.0201 -0.0445 99.99 17.24 14.16 139.0 11.5 0.35 0.000 0.008 3
03476+2300 21100171456.91585923.001108 0.0196 -0.0454 99.99 17.26 14.07 130.1 11.7 0.42 0.001 0.016 3
03451+2302 21100468756.29512223.049316 0.0201 -0.0454 99.99 16.32 13.24 130.5 10.7 0.86 0.004 0.039 3
03585+2304 21100602759.62918323.070059 0.0177 -0.0461 99.99 17.46 14.12 132.7 11.8 0.27 0.001 0.009 3
03383+2306 21100843854.59755023.107852 0.0220 -0.0455 99.99 14.31 11.90 133.5 8.7 3.49 0.005 0.011 3
03441+2308 21101085456.03890623.146198 0.0199 -0.0446 99.99 16.60 13.46 136.8 10.9 0.24 0.001 0.010 3
03513+2309 21101191057.83124423.163592 0.0185 -0.0437 99.99 16.09 13.09 137.6 10.4 1.68 0.010 0.012 3
03516+2310 21101306657.90855523.182927 0.0248 -0.0592 99.99 12.85 10.85 126.2 7.3 3.53 0.037 0.012
03484+2318* 21102074257.11688323.300563 0.0206 -0.0454 99.99 12.25 10.52 134.3 6.6 0.21 0.001 0.021
03487+2320 21102313757.18936723.338719 0.0190 -0.0457 99.99 12.90 11.10 135.5 7.2 3.61 0.007 0.018
03461+2320S*21102321356.54194223.339798 0.0212 -0.0499 99.99 9.99 8.97 123.0 4.5 1.12 0.015 0.006
03461+2320N 21102368756.53493123.347327 0.0195 -0.0453 99.99 13.24 11.22 136.6 7.6 3.55 0.002 0.031 3
03473+2321 21102449456.84184623.359964 0.0215 -0.0445 99.99 16.72 13.55 134.9 11.1 0.34 0.001 0.021 3
03504+2322 21102570857.61402923.379019 0.0201 -0.0448 99.99 16.57 13.41 135.4 10.9 0.89 0.003 0.044 3
03441+2322* 21102571656.04683023.379126 0.0220 -0.0467 99.99 11.19 9.96 133.7 5.6 2.05 0.074 0.016
03492+2322 21102577357.31517723.380176 0.0208 -0.0462 99.99 17.71 14.36 135.2 12.1 0.48 0.002 0.015 3
03469+2322 21102577956.73053823.380219 0.0184 -0.0461 99.99 17.49 14.21 136.8 11.8 0.26 0.003 0.007 3
04113+2323 21102613662.83775723.385507 0.0187 -0.0669 20.60 12.77 10.61 108.4 7.6 2.37 0.013 0.012
03465+2324 21102777556.64730223.411537 0.0204 -0.0449 99.99 14.10 11.66 137.8 8.4 0.67 0.001 0.019 3
03408+2325 21102820955.21027423.418246 0.0218 -0.0455 99.99 10.66 9.53 135.1 5.0 3.77 0.031 0.012
04004+2326 21102944660.10899223.438040 0.0183 -0.0456 99.99 16.06 12.85 137.1 10.4 0.38 0.001 0.014 3
03436+2327 21103043955.90258823.453760 0.0204 -0.0441 99.99 13.86 11.63 136.6 8.2 2.73 0.049 0.020 3
03476+2328W 21103168256.90022123.473945 0.0189 -0.0461 99.99 17.44 14.20 133.3 11.8 0.26 0.000 0.018 3
04028+2330 21103393560.70828423.510612 0.0173 -0.0449 99.99 15.81 12.95 140.8 10.1 1.03 0.012 0.006 3
03483+2331 21103434357.08581123.516883 0.0197 -0.0448 99.99 17.79 14.43 140.9 12.0 0.24 0.000 0.018 3
03468+2331** 21103528256.70879523.532088 0.0210 -0.0449 99.99 16.32 13.24 134.5 10.7 1.95 0.010 0.025 3
03440+2332* 21103596856.00257023.543750 0.0195 -0.0447 99.99 10.82 9.65 138.5 5.1 3.31 0.023 0.008
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03469+2333 21103701256.74244823.560624 0.0205 -0.0459 99.99 16.72 13.71 135.9 11.1 0.84 0.002 0.013 3
03468+2335* 21103838956.72404123.583360 0.0211 -0.0453 99.99 10.38 9.35 134.9 4.7 3.06 0.063 0.005
03462+2335 21103858856.55284923.587019 0.0212 -0.0446 99.99 17.13 13.86 139.7 11.4 0.51 0.006 0.010 3
03421+2335 21103866055.53692123.587902 0.0193 -0.0443 99.99 14.82 12.20 136.7 9.1 2.75 0.040 0.016 3
03445+2335 21103881056.13223723.590432 0.0203 -0.0449 99.99 16.08 13.09 139.1 10.4 0.82 0.002 0.015 3
03483+2336 21103963457.08269823.603144 0.0207 -0.0447 99.99 15.06 12.34 137.1 9.4 0.94 0.004 0.020 3
03451+2336 21104034756.27833723.614146 0.0194 -0.0454 99.99 17.02 13.60 137.9 11.3 0.31 0.001 0.010 3
03467+2337W 21104085056.68002023.622609 0.0192 -0.0447 99.99 17.42 14.07 136.8 11.7 0.46 0.001 0.014 3
03482+2337** 21104147457.05744823.632996 0.0204 -0.0462 99.99 15.96 13.00 135.9 10.3 1.62 0.016 0.020 3
03543+2338** 21104168258.59372923.636519 0.0180 -0.0461 99.99 16.50 13.47 131.3 10.9 1.41 0.002 0.024 3
03435+2340 21104398655.88323223.673860 0.0193 -0.0444 99.99 10.65 9.53 136.2 5.0 3.41 0.011 0.011
03405+2340 21104453655.14330223.682412 0.0206 -0.0456 99.99 10.70 9.59 134.7 5.1 3.89 0.045 0.006
03495+2341 21104492957.38016623.688637 0.0202 -0.0445 99.99 16.83 13.64 134.9 11.2 0.28 0.001 0.011 3
03481+2342 21104599457.03734823.706337 0.0206 -0.0477 99.99 16.83 13.60 134.2 11.2 0.68 0.001 0.028 3
03499+2342 21104616857.49314723.709220 0.0175 -0.0449 99.99 15.18 12.49 136.0 9.5 1.22 0.004 0.015 3
03410+2343 21104694855.26255823.722485 0.0206 -0.0452 99.99 15.81 12.91 133.9 10.2 1.34 0.001 0.032 3
03398+2345 21104948654.96121423.764409 0.0209 -0.0435 99.99 17.82 14.48 141.1 12.1 0.51 0.007 0.013 3
03352+2347 21105156153.81787323.799251 0.0215 -0.0466 99.99 17.41 14.08 134.9 11.8 0.43 0.001 0.020 3
03464+2348 21105234356.61546023.812498 0.0200 -0.0440 99.99 17.16 13.71 136.0 11.5 2.15 0.016 0.007
03544+2350 21105377658.61658623.835181 0.0198 -0.0475 99.99 12.53 10.47 132.8 6.9 2.78 0.062 0.021
03410+2350 21105392255.27187123.837359 0.0209 -0.0447 99.99 18.03 14.64 133.9 12.4 0.32 0.001 0.013 3
03424+2351 21105535955.60954823.860614 0.0217 -0.0445 99.99 17.68 14.30 137.0 12.0 0.46 0.002 0.010 3
03475+2352 21105609956.88191923.871825 0.0195 -0.0462 99.99 16.90 13.70 132.8 11.3 0.44 0.004 0.018 3
03502+2355 21105965857.55194723.926481 0.0201 -0.0455 99.99 16.28 13.03 139.4 10.6 0.34 0.003 0.007 3
03504+2355 21105975457.60485423.928113 0.0173 -0.0420 99.99 16.75 13.67 150.4 10.9 0.61 0.002 0.013 3
03576+2355 21105994959.40037323.931016 0.0179 -0.0441 99.99 14.02 11.69 140.0 8.3 1.51 0.026 0.020 3
03397+2358 21106323554.94318523.981238 0.0208 -0.0446 99.99 15.56 12.64 135.4 9.9 1.03 0.006 0.022
03584+2400 21106542659.60482524.016130 0.0186 -0.0455 99.99 16.46 13.35 139.8 10.7 0.57 0.002 0.024 3
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03414+2401 21106549455.36208624.017189 0.0207 -0.0451 99.99 15.54 12.40 136.0 9.9 0.32 0.001 0.011
03543+2404 21106901158.59003724.075495 0.0194 -0.0457 99.99 9.59 8.69 135.8 3.9 0.73 0.002 0.003
03551+2405S 21106951058.78745424.083907 0.0186 -0.0455 99.99 15.67 12.77 134.3 10.0 1.68 0.003 0.017 3
03421+2405** 21106961555.54559724.085537 0.0206 -0.0449 99.99 14.79 12.01 128.9 9.2 0.43 0.002 0.013 2
03418+2407 21107186355.47065424.123420 0.0199 -0.0461 99.99 17.26 14.08 136.4 11.6 0.48 0.003 0.007 3
03444+2410 21107488856.11679024.171350 0.0208 -0.0491 99.99 12.90 10.84 111.2 7.7 3.42 0.002 0.022
03425+2411 21107562755.64160624.183390 0.0214 -0.0443 99.99 17.72 14.39 135.8 12.1 0.52 0.002 0.022 3
03420+2412** 21107734955.51202724.209905 0.0204 -0.0460 99.99 15.30 12.51 136.3 9.6 0.63 0.001 0.029 2
03486+2412 21107746457.16636124.211719 0.0181 -0.0467 99.99 15.53 12.72 140.8 9.8 0.82 0.001 0.012 3
03436+2413 21107878055.90298024.232121 0.0211 -0.0457 99.99 14.19 10.98 141.3 8.4 0.32 0.001 0.027
03484+2414 21107933257.10522524.240364 0.0178 -0.0452 99.99 16.07 12.87 137.6 10.4 0.65 0.002 0.012
03422+2418 21108414855.55626124.313678 0.0187 -0.0453 99.99 17.89 14.50 140.0 12.2 0.65 0.000 0.018 3
03482+2419* 21108443657.05657424.318218 0.0186 -0.0420 99.99 8.20 7.53 143.0 2.4 1.46 0.034 0.001 1
03489+2419 21108509157.23905124.328647 0.0189 -0.0456 99.99 14.73 11.94 138.6 9.0 1.61 0.017 0.012 3
03527+2420 21108644458.18540224.349690 0.0185 -0.0446 99.99 17.19 13.99 137.2 11.5 0.42 0.001 0.010 3
03475+2422 21108773956.87755224.370341 0.0197 -0.0466 99.99 14.82 12.24 135.8 9.2 2.56 0.099 0.013 3
03471+2423 21108926756.78289924.393671 0.0200 -0.0445 99.99 17.20 14.05 138.7 11.5 3.63 0.030 0.007 3
03436+2423 21108927455.90390524.393787 0.0195 -0.0445 99.99 13.65 11.52 136.4 8.0 1.09 0.029 0.008 3
03494+2424 21108991657.36500624.403643 0.0188 -0.0446 99.99 16.70 13.62 135.1 11.0 0.36 0.013 0.009 3
03522+2427 21109320358.07317724.455333 0.0192 -0.0457 99.99 16.56 13.36 135.5 10.9 0.55 0.003 0.018 3
03469+2427 21109358156.74397724.460928 0.0192 -0.0462 99.99 16.04 13.04 136.9 10.4 1.00 0.002 0.014 3
03527+2427 21109390658.18022824.466117 0.0183 -0.0449 99.99 16.85 13.72 138.8 11.1 0.65 0.015 0.034 3
03440+2430 21109636856.01485524.504048 0.0223 -0.0457 99.99 10.53 9.40 135.5 4.9 1.26 0.033 0.019
03452+2430 21109642156.30039624.504898 0.0216 -0.0474 99.99 15.69 12.79 125.6 10.2 0.32 0.003 0.012 3
03452+2434** 21110089456.31946224.575488 0.0210 -0.0478 99.99 15.11 12.31 128.7 9.6 0.78 0.002 0.021 2
03483+2434** 21110109857.08979624.578593 0.0188 -0.0457 99.99 17.01 13.80 138.5 11.3 0.66 0.001 0.014 2
03443+2435 21110169656.07949724.588264 0.0197 -0.0459 99.99 16.43 13.36 135.4 10.8 0.63 0.002 0.029 3
03431+2441 21110813655.79070324.692321 0.0248 -0.0489 99.99 15.14 12.27 131.8 9.5 1.80 0.003 0.014 3
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03528+2442 21110957458.22291324.715537 0.0182 -0.0450 99.99 9.34 8.52 141.0 3.6 0.59 0.007 0.001
04019+2444** 21111067260.48279424.733878 0.0186 -0.0424 99.99 16.36 13.22 136.4 10.7 0.52 0.001 0.016 2
03432+2444 21111140055.80058724.745753 0.0198 -0.0469 99.99 15.68 12.54 135.2 10.0 0.64 0.024 0.017 3
03443+2447* 21111431756.08380224.795968 0.0198 -0.0465 99.99 10.47 9.34 134.7 4.8 1.21 0.005 0.010
03563+2449 21111650759.09798024.832223 0.0179 -0.0437 99.99 13.46 11.37 140.3 7.7 3.09 0.051 0.034 3
03469+2452** 21111931456.74789624.879340 0.0220 -0.0467 99.99 16.56 13.18 138.1 10.9 0.31 0.003 0.021
03476+2453 21111999956.90877124.891661 0.0211 -0.0453 99.99 13.69 11.47 139.9 8.0 0.53 0.001 0.030 3
03483+2454 21112136157.08459624.915198 0.0214 -0.0451 99.99 16.45 12.50 140.0 10.7 0.57 0.007 0.030 3
03466+2457 21112390156.66165624.959443 0.0205 -0.0470 99.99 10.10 9.10 136.8 4.4 1.74 0.360 0.005
03516+2458 21112521057.91861224.982969 0.0181 -0.0466 99.99 10.70 9.53 135.1 5.0 2.96 0.052 0.010
03591+2503 21112932159.77635925.055408 0.0176 -0.0472 99.99 15.38 12.43 135.7 9.7 0.70 0.011 0.009
03520+2506 21113211158.01103725.104008 0.0177 -0.0451 99.99 16.89 13.65 138.9 11.2 0.47 0.008 0.010 3
03487+2506 21113223357.18359725.106085 0.0184 -0.0458 99.99 16.63 13.49 136.7 10.9 0.47 0.000 0.016 3
03484+2514 21113972357.10859125.244497 0.0197 -0.0484 99.99 14.51 11.96 133.2 8.9 1.50 0.009 0.025 3
03559+2518 21114268558.98515625.299836 0.0185 -0.0450 99.99 15.55 12.65 140.4 9.8 2.24 0.010 0.021 3
03481+2518 21114350457.03204525.315093 0.0217 -0.0492 99.99 13.32 11.17 131.4 7.7 0.40 0.005 0.031
03502+2522 21114702357.57372925.379370 0.0195 -0.0460 99.99 9.52 8.65 137.9 3.8 1.51 0.006 0.001
03512+2523 21114742357.80779725.386309 0.0197 -0.0465 99.99 15.82 12.86 132.1 10.2 0.48 0.001 0.030 3
1 Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
2 Source 1 candidates previously identified in Covey et al. (2016).
3 Source 2 candidates previously identified in Wang et al. (1996).
4 Source 3 candidates previously identified in Sarro et al. (2014).
Table 4: Candidate Members of the Beehive Cluster in
C05
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1 Source
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
08375+1657 211774926129.38318916.959897-0.0358-0.0108 99.99 16.93 13.91 182.2 10.6 1.77 0.015 0.021
08432+1742 211827577130.81097317.708358-0.0381-0.0110 99.99 17.67 14.55 172.7 11.5 1.33 0.002 0.012 1
08403+1838 211893704130.07987618.633995-0.0368-0.0126 99.99 18.64 15.10 195.9 12.2 0.73 0.001 0.026 1
08374+1848 211905676129.36261118.810903-0.0355-0.0128 99.99 17.40 14.31 185.3 11.1 1.05 0.002 0.014 1
08308+1853 211911467127.71403918.897602-0.0352-0.0132 99.99 17.30 14.26 194.0 10.9 2.03 0.013 0.010 1
08408+1910 211929980130.21782319.174488-0.0373-0.0127 99.99 16.01 12.99 176.9 9.8 1.10 0.005 0.020 1
08399+1927 211949163129.97652919.460274-0.0372-0.0135 99.99 17.32 14.24 176.1 11.1 1.19 0.003 0.014 1
08526+1929 211951223133.16509019.491228-0.0396-0.0128 99.99 17.87 14.64 176.7 11.6 1.42 0.001 0.031 1
08411+1949 211973314130.29432519.829482-0.0364-0.0136 99.99 8.94 8.36 185.2 2.6 0.70 0.002 0.011 1
08481+1954 211978972132.03088619.916391-0.0377-0.0131 99.99 17.38 14.38 195.1 10.9 1.80 0.013 0.015 1
08418+2009 211994195130.47124920.159382-0.0369-0.0135 99.99 8.47 7.93 185.6 2.1 0.44 0.001 0.000 1
08435+2011 211996051130.89789320.189526-0.0377-0.0136 99.99 10.00 9.23 189.8 3.6 3.44 0.031 0.001 1
08450+2021 212006227131.26744420.357685-0.0371-0.0135 14.94 10.24 9.39 180.4 4.0 3.43 0.012 0.003 1
08387+2039 212024554129.69020720.662159-0.0357-0.0135 99.99 17.58 14.48 179.5 11.3 1.26 0.004 0.008 1
08461+2136E212078299131.53810121.607968-0.0411-0.0153 99.99 17.26 14.15 176.5 11.0 1.49 0.002 0.015 1
08445+2140 212082288131.13564821.683016-0.0371-0.0145 99.99 16.21 13.33 187.2 9.9 3.74 0.001 0.029 1
08395+2305 212152808129.89919323.094697-0.0395-0.0178 99.99 17.36 14.18 164.2 11.3 1.61 0.005 0.009
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
2Source 1 candidates previously identified in Douglas et al. (2014).
Table 5: Candidate Members of the New Moving Group
in C05
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
08310+1000 211307849127.76252410.009370-0.0403-0.0126 99.99 9.12 8.29 117.0 3.8 1.68 0.006 0.003
08310+1000 211307894127.76252410.009370-0.0403-0.0126 99.99 9.12 8.29 117.0 3.8 1.68 0.006 0.003
08317+1158S211421801127.94636611.967307-0.0689-0.0016 21.52 13.43 10.59 43.6 10.2 3.34 0.011 0.016
08126+1324 211519237123.15392413.409874-0.0434-0.0304 99.99 15.80 12.84 89.0 11.0 0.66 0.003 0.016
08392+1454 211626833129.80666814.912176-0.1032-0.0045 20.42 13.19 10.41 42.0 10.1 0.25 0.001 0.016
08325+1549 211693168128.12677215.823551-0.0975-0.0935 17.27 9.87 8.06 35.6 7.1 0.38 0.000 0.005
08498+1600 211707068132.45168016.008622-0.0270-0.0424 99.99 15.70 12.64 80.5 11.2 0.83 0.003 0.008
08454+1629 211741792131.37376516.492546-0.0335-0.0358 99.99 16.57 13.38 74.3 12.2 0.67 0.003 0.010
08300+1634 211747562127.52049916.574389-0.0706-0.0165 22.30 14.64 10.90 58.2 10.8 3.41 0.004 0.006
08442+1700 211778638131.06507017.013188-0.0606-0.0376 99.99 16.27 13.02 58.9 12.4 0.25 0.002 0.007
08246+1718 211799108126.15206517.304574-0.0436-0.0221 99.99 15.92 13.02 104.0 10.8 1.03 0.005 0.011
08573+1737 211821331134.32988617.619827-0.0945-0.0287 99.99 15.99 12.75 53.3 12.4 0.31 0.000 0.008
08398+1739 211823671129.95338417.652379-0.0600-0.0258 21.41 14.24 11.15 53.2 10.6 0.85 0.002 0.023
09040+1913 211933411136.00542319.226513-0.0390-0.0426 21.50 13.81 10.98 83.2 9.2 1.19 0.007 0.011
09079+2003 211988318136.99765320.065436-0.0481 0.0034 99.99 15.71 12.80 91.4 10.9 1.82 0.010 0.012
08540+2013 211998546133.50185020.230377-0.0534-0.0047 99.99 8.47 7.69 85.1 3.8 1.90 0.008 0.003
08145+2033 212018312123.64951820.558345-0.0749-0.0549 99.99 15.01 11.99 54.0 11.3 0.40 0.001 0.007
08240+2049 212034009126.01856020.820026-0.0540-0.0537 99.99 14.67 11.82 62.2 10.7 1.64 0.009 0.009
08374+2134 212076659129.36274421.578466-0.0327-0.0400 99.99 16.61 12.70 90.1 11.8 1.27 0.003 0.021
08409+2218 212114333130.23141822.304696-0.0479-0.0218 21.45 14.99 12.01 64.2 10.9 0.84 0.002 0.005
08417+2318 212162615130.42815323.312539-0.1170-0.1047 20.17 12.36 9.60 32.5 9.8 3.88 0.002 0.015
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
Table 6: Candidate Members of the New Moving Group
in C11
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
17281-1958 226696623262.027665-19.973929-0.0061-0.0461 14.90 10.00 8.93 143.4 4.2 1.12 0.004 0.002
17330-1839 227235315263.257020-18.656160-0.0021-0.0448 99.99 9.83 8.94 128.0 4.3 2.39 0.030 0.002
17113-2039 230629219257.827178-20.654018-0.0066-0.0611 99.99 14.45 11.52 116.1 9.1 0.30 0.001 0.018
17093-2531 230987165257.328614-25.526425-0.0089-0.0478 99.99 15.91 12.98 139.0 10.2 1.71 0.003 0.034
17114-2228 231405066257.859602-22.469792-0.0164-0.0382 99.99 15.38 12.30 118.5 10.0 1.40 0.007 0.008
17101-2746 231994769257.537807-27.773589-0.0052-0.0448 99.99 7.74 6.93 112.1 2.5 2.72 0.017 0.001
16589-2703 232152752254.727873-27.057961-0.0184-0.0670 99.99 17.35 13.99 98.7 12.4 0.55 0.001 0.007
17251-2153 233926540261.298412-21.895782-0.0074-0.0488 99.99 8.67 8.05 135.7 3.0 0.78 0.002 0.000
17122-2515 234856863258.056705-25.255350-0.0093-0.0476 99.99 6.49 6.51 143.4 0.7 1.04 0.004 0.000
17211-2353 235158978260.295095-23.891495-0.0079-0.0517 99.99 14.35 11.84 130.3 8.8 3.24 0.004 0.007
17195-2259 235367677259.878622-22.992252-0.0100-0.0414 99.99 9.20 8.34 145.1 3.4 2.81 0.009 0.005
17256-2933 235724416261.419403-29.551499-0.0135-0.0460 99.99 8.72 7.94 105.9 3.6 0.68 0.017 0.001
17209-2720E 236406938260.229405-27.344651-0.0046-0.0379 99.99 9.16 7.94 92.9 4.3 0.71 0.001 0.005
17209-2720W236406950260.227719-27.344634-0.0068-0.0395 99.99 8.18 7.42 93.2 3.3 0.71 0.001 0.005
17180-2608 236730998259.503890-26.148341-0.0106-0.0552 99.99 14.25 11.64 126.4 8.7 2.78 0.010 0.017
17252-2608 236731498261.324111-26.146392-0.0089-0.0537 99.99 8.99 8.11 138.5 3.3 2.75 0.023 0.004
17135-2602 236760622258.386712-26.035468-0.0159-0.0336 99.99 9.93 8.53 106.1 4.8 1.51 0.031 0.004
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
Table 7: Candidate Members of the New Moving Group
in C12
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
22583-0700E206376125344.598982 -7.016594 0.0495 0.0030 21.24 13.66 11.08 114.5 8.4 0.47 0.001 0.015
23196-1101 245944780349.916752-11.029029 0.0488 -0.0441 21.79 14.43 11.66 74.9 10.1 0.92 0.002 0.009
23388-1030 245961598354.707864-10.511919 0.0812 -0.0400 23.38 15.26 12.36 75.5 10.9 1.72 0.019 0.010
23476-0739 246076097356.916615 -7.661832 0.1056 -0.0702 23.25 15.64 12.09 44.1 12.4 1.25 0.007 0.007
23159-0717 246092724348.982932 -7.299843 0.0759 -0.0412 99.99 15.54 12.40 66.3 11.4 1.13 0.003 0.010
23365-0700 246105804354.132355 -7.013242 0.0614 -0.0317 99.99 16.53 13.13 82.5 11.9 0.60 0.002 0.008
23317-0244 246315887352.937595 -2.744627 0.0941 -0.0719 16.76 12.81 9.51 35.0 10.1 1.01 0.012 0.014
23173-0236 246322698349.337297 -2.609420 0.1970 -0.0809 99.99 15.99 12.27 29.4 13.7 0.32 0.002 0.013
23096-0225 246331757347.404971 -2.432210 0.0608 -0.0460 18.24 10.39 8.57 52.6 6.8 3.45 0.013 0.030
23135+0009 246436870348.382849 0.162870 0.1069 -0.0409 23.51 15.16 12.16 56.5 11.4 2.04 0.007 0.012
23151+0018 246441512348.795001 0.308632 0.0933 -0.0174 22.01 14.15 11.20 46.3 10.8 2.20 0.004 0.008
23269+0115 246469764351.733524 1.255192 0.0871 -0.0957 99.99 4.87 5.32 48.9 1.4 1.32 0.007 0.004
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
Table 8: Candidate Members of the Hyades Cluster in
C13
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1 Source
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag)(pc) (mag)(days) (days)
04290+162021055854167.25110116.346218 0.1049 -0.0274 99.99 13.10 10.27 46.8 9.7 0.84 0.001 0.010 1
04284+174121065198167.12037417.695798 0.1082 -0.0418 18.77 11.35 8.59 46.9 8.0 2.29 0.011 0.019 1
04239+183821071893065.98657118.638799 0.0889 -0.0267 99.99 15.48 12.35 59.4 11.6 2.25 0.007 0.010 1
04290+184021072126167.25473718.673545 0.1136 -0.0360 99.99 12.27 9.57 43.2 9.1 1.44 0.007 0.049 1
04279+184521072691066.99716018.758954 0.0946 -0.0280 99.99 12.96 10.05 52.5 9.4 3.08 0.014 0.010 1
04245+185921074201766.12799018.986793 0.1084 -0.0415 99.99 14.96 11.65 50.3 11.5 2.67 0.014 0.007 1
04243+191021075462066.08776119.180620 0.1072 -0.0378 99.99 15.16 12.03 47.1 11.8 0.64 0.080 0.007 1
04302+195021079816267.57531419.840418 0.0890 -0.0264 99.99 6.96 6.11 51.2 3.4 1.60 0.003 0.001 1
04204+212221089923165.12287321.378551 0.0988 -0.0384 99.99 14.08 11.02 51.2 10.5 1.14 0.009 0.007 1
04242+214421092192166.06126821.736049 0.1175 -0.0458 99.99 6.99 6.15 43.3 3.8 3.83 0.037 0.002 1
04194+214521092301664.87460921.753716 0.1091 -0.0389 99.99 12.86 10.11 47.8 9.5 1.09 0.002 0.018 1
04259+223421097488366.48457522.581856 0.0571 -0.0344 99.99 15.45 12.19 55.1 11.7 0.95 0.002 0.016
04307+143924670700867.67802514.661433 0.1205 -0.0238 99.99 15.22 11.93 40.9 12.2 1.12 0.004 0.011 1
05082+152224676700177.06455015.377222 0.0699 -0.0240 99.99 15.26 12.04 49.9 11.8 1.71 0.007 0.015
04354+152324676891268.86893815.399156 0.0962 -0.0345 22.34 14.52 11.32 47.1 11.2 0.54 0.004 0.006 1
05111+154824680698377.79074315.815851 0.0581 -0.0384 19.79 11.25 8.97 57.0 7.5 2.42 0.017 0.006 1
04381+154924680749169.54441615.821387 0.0972 -0.0266 99.99 14.41 11.38 47.6 11.0 1.41 0.018 0.005 1
04318+155124681036867.96610715.851476 0.0990 -0.0337 99.99 5.92 5.31 47.0 2.6 0.57 0.001 0.000 1
05000+155424681646475.01410815.914667 0.0866 -0.0321 99.99 15.00 11.80 43.5 11.8 0.35 0.001 0.005 1
04455+163524688408171.38604416.598141 0.0795 -0.0280 99.99 15.32 12.01 53.1 11.7 1.15 0.009 0.019
04406+163824688784170.15458616.635638 0.0891 -0.0262 99.99 16.15 12.65 49.3 12.7 1.19 0.022 0.003 1
05012+174124699697175.31324017.693859 0.0860 -0.0397 99.99 15.54 12.19 43.0 12.4 2.81 0.023 0.012
04324+175424701933468.12108317.904557 0.0731 -0.0192 99.99 14.17 11.21 56.3 10.4 1.58 0.006 0.020 1
04508+180824704445572.70775118.141040 0.0888 -0.0354 99.99 16.39 12.93 46.7 13.0 0.32 0.002 0.009
04339+182224706968468.48158218.380625 0.1035 -0.0324 99.99 15.00 11.85 46.6 11.7 1.37 0.004 0.015 1
Table 8: Candidate Members of the Hyades Cluster in
C13
04447+182424707263571.18276018.408084 0.0942 -0.0333 20.54 13.65 10.56 47.4 10.3 1.62 0.017 0.012 1
04360+185324712295769.01781218.888426 0.0831 -0.0222 19.70 12.50 9.77 50.6 9.0 1.43 0.010 0.016 1
04389+191024715362169.72842619.182070 0.0927 -0.0346 20.45 12.91 10.16 50.1 9.4 0.85 0.001 0.012 1
04358+194724721821668.96715919.795699 0.0947 -0.0392 99.99 13.83 10.73 46.8 10.5 0.83 0.002 0.010 1
04348+202324728252268.70915820.394422 0.1093 -0.0183 99.99 10.57 8.65 51.0 7.0 1.36 0.006 0.002 1
05143+203124729776878.59895020.531537 0.0606 -0.0442 21.40 15.13 11.31 51.5 11.6 3.44 0.040 0.004 1
04502+203724730846872.56986920.625633 0.0893 -0.0442 20.35 13.16 10.28 45.2 9.9 0.92 0.002 0.011 1
04548+205224733630873.72300320.869294 0.0588 -0.0305 99.99 16.95 13.48 66.6 12.8 1.54 0.004 0.015
04552+212124739599673.81220421.363892 0.0658 -0.0363 99.99 15.27 12.17 59.7 11.4 1.34 0.005 0.007 1
04306+225424759266167.65957822.907821 0.0903 -0.0437 19.31 11.92 9.25 50.9 8.4 2.31 0.066 0.014 1
04445+235624773278371.13217223.940876 0.0862 -0.0488 99.99 14.23 11.17 51.3 10.7 2.29 0.005 0.018
04434+241724778375770.85358324.296448 0.0914 -0.0522 99.99 12.92 10.19 48.9 9.5 1.70 0.003 0.012 1
04327+250524789995968.18930725.092556 0.0888 -0.0465 99.99 15.27 12.07 54.4 11.6 0.71 0.001 0.005 1
04479+253424796908571.98250325.579526 0.0819 -0.0540 99.99 13.52 10.63 50.9 10.0 0.97 0.002 0.012 1
04499+271224817092372.49201627.209908 0.0998 -0.0738 21.74 14.13 11.07 41.4 11.0 1.38 0.006 0.011 1
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
2Source 1 candidates previously identified in Douglas et al. (2014).
Table 9: Candidate Members of the New Moving Group
in C14
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
10571+0544201820874164.297196 5.748391 -0.0591-0.0378 19.56 12.27 9.83 104.9 7.2 1.04 0.006 0.014
10270+0048248432053156.766391 0.808398 -0.0491-0.0181 14.20 9.47 8.53 101.2 4.4 2.89 0.018 0.010
10419+0208248469426160.494790 2.144972 -0.0682-0.0116 21.67 14.14 11.40 81.7 9.6 1.24 0.014 0.008
10374+0318248505249159.363311 3.301467 -0.0586-0.0103 21.92 14.76 11.99 93.1 9.9 1.27 0.007 0.017
10368+0329248511060159.205020 3.493500 -0.0420-0.0228 22.06 14.40 11.70 89.6 9.6 0.53 0.004 0.010
10147+0357248527892153.680667 3.964662 -0.0504-0.0248 21.22 15.30 12.00 67.4 11.2 0.30 0.001 0.009
10299+0605248608577157.494130 6.087788 -0.0591-0.0312 23.24 15.30 12.27 64.9 11.2 1.37 0.011 0.008
10538+0655248641741163.457718 6.924884 -0.0434-0.0407 99.99 16.75 13.50 94.5 11.9 0.26 0.001 0.014
10420+0851248722431160.521784 8.851048 -0.0978-0.0063 99.99 16.22 13.10 64.6 12.2 0.50 0.002 0.008
10222+0927248749027155.567628 9.451565 -0.0483-0.0224 99.99 16.34 12.79 100.2 11.3 1.28 0.008 0.005
10339+0933248753369158.478065 9.554500 -0.0624-0.0304 99.99 15.21 12.08 79.7 10.7 0.32 0.002 0.004
10336+0953248767244158.408767 9.886350 -0.0636-0.0109 99.99 15.87 12.99 101.6 10.8 1.52 0.009 0.016
10490+1009248778267162.26338710.157847-0.0429-0.0131 99.99 7.37 6.92 115.8 2.0 3.50 0.005 0.001
10566+1151248848111164.15857011.857214-0.0678-0.0263 24.20 16.73 13.52 88.0 12.0 0.49 0.003 0.010
10331+1344248915898158.29344013.748249-0.0363-0.0283 99.99 16.38 13.20 104.3 11.3 0.33 0.002 0.009
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
Table 10: Candidate Members of the Lower Scorpius As-
sociation in C15
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag)(pc) (mag)(days) (days)
15549-2347 204069863238.749301-23.788565-0.0327-0.0417 99.99 8.69 7.56 80.5 4.2 0.98 0.001 0.018
15550-2345 204078804238.750952-23.752518-0.0303-0.0385 99.99 14.00 10.81 89.2 9.2 0.61 0.001 0.015
15392-2653 249102721234.824416-26.892864-0.0339-0.0416 99.99 15.84 12.34 84.5 11.2 0.52 0.001 0.025
15298-2648 249109030232.465819-26.815023-0.0348-0.0407 99.99 13.95 11.01 83.2 9.4 2.05 0.011 0.006
15471-2519 249226651236.780964-25.329832-0.0329-0.0403 99.99 10.68 8.91 83.0 6.1 2.12 0.010 0.008
15347-2200 249478653233.680140-22.008008-0.0417-0.0367 99.99 14.51 11.65 77.5 10.1 0.53 0.001 0.009
15255-1938 249668992231.376162-19.634800-0.0870-0.0387 99.99 16.40 12.81 43.1 13.2 2.03 0.023 0.009
15099-1847 249732423227.478150-18.797889-0.0678-0.0102 99.99 15.82 12.46 64.4 11.8 2.40 0.024 0.010
15365-1817 249770301234.132951-18.292438-0.0411-0.0515 99.99 15.61 12.01 66.4 11.5 0.29 0.002 0.019
15231-1814S249773572230.790346-18.247673-0.0651-0.0372 99.99 15.46 12.24 57.3 11.7 2.04 0.025 0.010
15450-1722 249841172236.264369-17.366984-0.0604-0.0290 99.99 16.27 12.77 65.6 12.2 0.61 0.000 0.013
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
Table 11: Candidate Members of the Upper Scorpius As-
sociation in C15
PM I EPIC α δ PMα PMδ NUV G J d MG Prot δ Prot σ
1
(J2000) (J2000) (as/yr) (as/yr) (mag)(mag)(mag) (pc) (mag)(days) (days)
15516-2537 203587414237.917129-25.632049-0.0374-0.0400 99.99 9.05 8.20 110.5 3.8 0.90 0.002 0.001
15365-2359 249327808234.146515-23.996007-0.0333-0.0293 99.99 7.91 7.14 127.8 2.4 1.82 0.006 0.000
15302-2148 249494123232.567307-21.811401-0.0588-0.0062 99.99 17.84 14.43 134.5 12.2 0.67 0.002 0.014
15132-2055 249565657228.302019-20.925853-0.0504-0.0190 99.99 16.73 13.53 110.3 11.5 1.92 0.026 0.008
15197-1931 249677302229.930772-19.527489-0.0443-0.0105 99.99 15.67 12.52 149.5 9.8 0.86 0.004 0.063
15179-1510E250025897229.495269-15.167021-0.0450-0.0369 14.49 9.44 8.41 103.8 4.4 2.58 0.016 0.005
1Standard deviation in the light curve after detrending, showing the amplitude of the variability signal.
C Catalog of the Cool Subdwarf Variables
Tables 1-3 list all the fast rotators, eclipsing systems, and contact binaries identified in this
study. All objects are believed to be cool subdwarfs part of the old disk or Galactic halo. We
also list in Table 4 the white dwarf + M dwarf systems that were identified as contaminants
in our sample; although they are not members of the old disk / halo populations, they may
still be of interest, which is why we include them. Columns 1 and 2 give the identification
number of each star in the SUPERBLINK and EPIC catalogs, respectively. Columns 3 and
4 list the J2000 right ascension and declination, respectively. Columns 5 and 6 list the GAIA
parallax and uncertainty on the parallax in units of milliarcseconds per year. Columns 7
and 8 present the GAIA proper motion in the direction of right ascension and declination,
respectively, both in units of milliseconds of arc per year. Column 9 lists NUV magnitude
from GALEX, when available. Columns 10 and 11 lists GAIA G and 2MASS J magnitudes,
respectively. Columns 12 and 13 respectively list G-J and NUV-G colors. Column 14 lists
the orbital/rotation period in units of days. Column 15 lists the light curve amplitude or
eclipse depth. Finally, column 16 lists the K2 field corresponding to the target.
Table 12: Cool Subdwarf Fast Rotators in K2 Campaigns
0-15
SB EPIC α δ PMα PMδ d NUV G J Prot Amp Field
(mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (pc)
PM I01131+0915 220610892 18.290304 9.265920 0.04570 -0.05019 99.99 17.47 15.40 610.5 0.495 0.012 8
PM I03323+1627 210565257 53.097845 16.450559 0.04617 -0.02941 99.99 17.03 14.98 1224.3 3.97 0.015 4
PM I03447+1803 210678243 56.175662 18.057710 0.00879 -0.05184 21.24 16.12 14.58 984.1 3.5 0.005 4
PM I08309+1506 211640843 127.730565 15.109209 -0.02316 -0.05106 23.03 17.08 15.40 786.0 0.8200 0.019 5
PM I10348+0522 248581400 158.720787 5.378237 -0.05988 -0.05631 99.99 16.66 14.32 438.0 0.88 0.025 14
PM I10400+0639 248631093 160.013582 6.657609 -0.08047 -0.01562 20.34 14.35 13.09 611.5 7.21 0.003 14
PM I11249+0109 201541864 171.231337 1.166299 -0.04021 -0.04615 18.81 15.65 14.64 1268.4 2.7600 0.005 1
PM I11302+0349 201710690 172.561795 3.819422 -0.02350 -0.10321 99.99 15.91 13.94 543.9 7.5 0.023 1
PM I11302+0349 201416981 172.561795 3.819422 -0.02350 -0.10321 99.99 15.91 13.94 543.9 5.114 0.002 1
PM I15058-1649 249885062 226.460241 -16.821611 -0.04703 -0.07762 99.99 18.06 16.03 871.4 1.418 0.014 15
PM I15267-1328 250159094 231.686621 -13.478565 -0.07943 -0.05355 99.99 16.96 14.71 709.1 0.885 0.024 15
PM I16551-2509 203721681 253.788837 -25.166445 -0.05996 -0.06086 99.99 11.74 10.88 1172.5 2.83 0.010 2
Table 13: Cool Subdwarf Eclipsing Systems in K2 Cam-
paigns 0-15
SB EPIC α δ PMα PMδ d NUV G J Prot Amp Field
(mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (pc)
PM I00417+0517 220429913 10.426694 5.294184 0.0111 -0.0540 19.32 15.24 14.08 926.6 6.089 - 8
PM I03414+1751 210663545 55.367112 17.854389 0.0577 -0.0614 99.99 17.60 15.27 555.4 0.14 - 4
PM I03507+1716 210622523 57.678544 17.282965 0.0078 -0.0501 99.99 17.98 15.80 1965.0 3.614 - 4
PM I04542+1812 247051137 73.555566 18.205468 0.0517 -0.0395 99.99 16.93 14.72 1066.4 21.15 - 13
PM I08304+1316 211509975 127.616580 13.279415 0.0330 -0.0577 22.24 15.52 13.98 769.5 36.24 - 5
PM I11418+0653 201878595 175.468101 6.884820 -0.0576 -0.1089 99.99 18.54 15.84 427.3 1.935 - 1
PM I13152-1140 212549877 198.803161 -11.676084 -0.0420 -0.0309 99.99 16.01 14.49 1137.0 0.683 - 6
PM I13377-1101 212580081 204.449337 -11.028073 0.0110 -0.0723 99.99 18.28 16.14 1311.1 2.984 - 6
PM I15106-2300N 249403446 227.662886 -23.010487 -0.1331 -0.2800 22.04 14.52 12.73 371.9 0.17449 - 15
Table 14: Cool Subdwarf Contact Binary Systems in K2
Campaigns 0-15
SB EPIC α δ PMα PMδ d NUV G J Prot Amp Field
(mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (pc)
PM I05182+1911 247154842 79.550889 19.193767 0.0352 -0.0322 99.99 18.32 16.06 3220.6 0.3934 0.076 13
PM I11298+0511 201790080 172.451415 5.186819 -0.0814 -0.0005 16.48 13.71 12.92 854.0 0.2788 0.065 1
PM I11526+0345 201707086 178.158884 3.757567 0.0061 -0.0577 21.54 15.87 14.35 1020.6 0.2194 0.071 1
PM I23206+0045 246455344 350.158698 0.754027 0.0519 -0.0436 19.97 14.87 13.54 912.5 0.2871 0.158 12
Table 15: White Dwarf Binaries in K2 Campaigns 0-15
SB EPIC α δ PMα PMδ d NUV G J Prot Amp Field
(mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (pc)
PM I01106-0108 220171396 17.675394 -1.144366 0.0995 -0.0357 14.67 15.23 13.73 308.8 0.44 0.02096 8
PM I08387+1914 211934173 129.691141 19.237797 0.0087 -0.0462 99.99 18.19 16.67 284.6 0.130112311 - 5
PM I11369+0409 201730811 174.229552 4.164389 -0.0846 -0.0602 17.76 16.90 14.80 130.7 0.167 0.004664 1
PM I11373+0148 201585290 174.342433 1.816347 -0.0662 0.0149 18.91 18.24 16.34 281.3 - 0.07 1
PM I23231-0245 246315275 350.795721 -2.757107 -0.0128 -0.0735 20.75 18.24 16.12 -424.4 3.97 0.01 12
211
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